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RE: FOIA Request #CFPB-2014-223-F
July 24, 2014

This letter is in final response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request dated June 12,
2014. Your request sought a copy of all Questions for the Record (QFRs), without
enclosures/attachments, provided to Congress by the CFPB from January 1, 2009 to the present.
As previously advised, the CFPB was not created until July 21, 2010. Therefore, no documents
exist prior to that date.
Attached to this letter, please find our response to your request, which consists of 360 pages that
are granted in full. No deletions or exemptions have been claimed on these records.
There are no fees associated with this request.
For questions concerning our response, please feel free to contact CFPB’s FOIA Service Center
by email at FOIA@cfpb.gov or by telephone at 1-855-444-FOIA (3642).
Sincerely,

Martin Michalosky
FOIA Manager
Operations Division
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April 30, 2012
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[ )eat Chfl.i.tm;i.n McHern:y:
I am writing in response m your tccc:nr. questi.o:ns for the.~ l)ircc tor of the
Cotliil.lme.r Finam::i:iil P:rotection Hu.r.c:a u, H. ichntd Co:i:dr.aJ-:r. fol luwing hi~
appearance before your Subcotnmitt.ec: on Jm1u:i.:r.y 24, 2012 . Enclo~cd ple~s~: find
Director Cordri!.(5 respons~~s r.o your questions. Pblse c<>utact me at 202A35,
7960 if you have :?.a y que.~tlni.1.s,
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Sioce1:el:y,

Lisa Kantv:iuski
.As.s:i st.~Lflt Director for Legislative ..Affairs
Con~mme.i: Fin~uicial Protection Hur~::m

Questions for Director Richard Cordray
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
Chaim1ar1 Patrick McHenry
Subcommittee on TARP, Financial Services, and Bailouts of Public and Private Programs
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
Hearing on "How Will the CFPB Function Under Richard Cordray?"

Questions from Chairman McHenry:
1. On January 19, 2012, the CFPB issued examination guidelines for the payday

lending market. 1 This document clarified that a rayday loan "is neither an
overdraft line of credit nor an overdraft servke. " 2 When asked at the
Subcommittee's hearing about this distinction in the examination guidance,
you replied.: 11 [W]e were trying to focus our exam guidance there on a
particular type of product in the nonbank sector." 3 Please describe the
characteristics of a payday loan and how it ditl'ers from an overdraft line of
credit. noes the CFPB's examination and supervisory authority over shortterm, small- dolla1· lending vary depending on whether the product is a
payday loan, overdraft protection~ or other similar extension of credit'?
Please explain fully. Does the CFPBfs examination and supervisory
authority over short-term, small-dollar lending vary depending on whether
the lender is a bank or a nonbank? Please explain fully.
We will not use our authorities to differentiate supervisi.on based on the type of entity
that is providing the product. Indeed, leveling the playing field for all industry
participants t() create a fairer marketplace for consumers and the resp()nsible businesses
that ~erve them is a key
. ..,goal of the Bureau.

The CFPB's Small-Dollar, Short Term Lending Procedures describe three common
features of payday Joans: (1) the loans arc small-dollar; (2) they are short-term, in that

borrowers must repay loan proceeds quickly; and (3) they require that a borrower give
the lender access to repayment through a claim on the borrower's deposi.t account via
check or automatic clearing house authorization.

An overdraft line of credit differs from a payday loan in the following respects. First,
overdraft Jines tend to be larger doJlar amounts. Second, consumers are not generally
required to repay an entire overdraft line of credit wHhi.n a short time period. Third,
although rui overdraft line of credit may protect against a shortage in a deposit account.
automati.c repayment from a deposit account is a feature that varies across products.
Finally, depository institutions underwrite overdraft lines of credi.t using trnditional
methods.
1

See Press Release) Consumer Financial Prot. Bureau, Consumer Financial Prolection Bureau Examines Payday
Lending (fan. 19, 20 12).
i Con.sumer Financial Prot. Bureau, CFPB Examination Procedures: Short-Term. Small-Dollar Lending 2 n . I
(JO 12).
·' 'Tfow Will rhi: CFPB Func1.ion Under Rh'hard Dn1/ray?n. Hearing /,(fore tile Subcomm. on TA.RP,
Financial Servic~~s. om! Bailouts of Public a11d Prirnte Pwgmms <.~f the !!. Com111. on Oversight and Gov 't
Reform) I 12th Cong. (2012) (qut'stion <:od answer with Rep. (fowdy).
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Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
Chaim1ar1 Patrick McHenry
Subcommittee on TARP, Financial Services, and Bailouts of Public and Private Programs
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
Hearing on "How Will the CFPB Function Under Richard Cordray?"

2. On February 22, 2012, the CFPB announced that it would seek information

from banks on overdraft fee policies and practices. 4 'What does the CFPB
intend to do with the infonnation gathered from banks on their overdraft fee
policies and practices'? \Viii the CFPH prohibit overdraft fees?
On Febrnary 28, 2012, the CFPB published a Notice and Request for Comment on the
.impact of overdraft programs on. consumers. 77 Fed. Reg. 12031. As explained in the
Notice, existing regulations under the Truth in Savings Act (Regulation DD) and the
Electronic Fund Transfer Act (Regulation E) regulate overdraft fees and prohibit them
in some circumstances. However, various prudential .regulators have continued to
express concern about overdraft programs and have issued additional agency-specific
supervisory guidance to supplement the regulations. Thus, different entities with

different prudential regulators are currently subject to different standards. The CFPB
sol.icited comment as part of its review of existing regulations and supervisory
guidance. The CFPB will use the comments to inform future policy making by the
Bureau. This includes assessing whether existing regulations and guidance are
effective and what their impact has been on financial institution policies and
consumers. The CFPB also made a data request to banks about their overdraft
programs. The .informati.on learned through that data request will he used, among other
things, to infom1 future policy making by the Bureau in this area.

3. In July 2011, the CFPB issued an interim final rule_ concerning the
disclosure of information by regulated institutions!) Jn a subsequent
guidance document interpreting this rule, the CFPB asserted a right to

require regulated institutions to disclose "all information that, in [the
CFPB's] indcpendent,iudgmentmay bear on its supervisory
responsibilities. " 6 [emphasis added] \Vin the CFPB require banks and
nonbanks to disclose privileged or confidential information on their shortterm, small-dollar lending pradices? How will the CFPB adequately
protect this sensitive foformation?
Often financial instituti.ons w.iU possess privileged information that .is responsive to
a CFPB supervisory request. Jn fulfilling its supervisory responsibilities, the CFPB
may require the submission of certain confidential information from financial
institutions relating to a range of financial products and services, including shortSee Maya Jackson Randall. Watchdog Targets 0\'erdrc~ft Charges, Wall St. J.. Feb. 22, 20 J 2.
Disclosure of Records and Information, 76 Fed. Reg. 45.372 (JuJy 28, 2011).
t) Memorandum to Chief Executive Officers of Depository Institutions. Credit Unions. and their Affiliates Subject to
the Bureau's Supervision Aut11ority, CFPB Bulletin 12-0 I. at 2 (fan. 4. 2012).
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Questions for Director Richard Cordray
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
Chaim1ar1 Patrick McHenry
Subcommittee on TARP, Financial Services, and Bailouts of Public and Private Programs
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
Hearing on "How Will the CFPB Function Under Richard Cordray?"

term, small-dollar loans. As explained .in CFPB Bulletin 12-01, like the prudential
regulators, the CFPB regards all infonnation provided to it in the course of its
supervisory processes as confidential and privileged, and will assert appropriate
privileges and exemptions in response to third parties' attempts to obtain such
infonnation.
The CFPB recognizes the importance of the attorney-client and other privileges to
our legal system and to the confidentiality interests of financial institutions. It will
11ol seek privileged information from institutions unl.ess such infonnation is material
to its supervisory o~jectives and .it cannot practicably obtain the same or similar
information from non-privileged sources. Where supervisory requests for such
information are necessary, the CFPB will consider institutions' requests to limit the
form or scope of requests that encompass privileged information. The CFPB wilt
maintain the confidentiality of any privileged information obtained from supervised
institutions in accordance with its applicable policies and rules, and will take all
reasonable and appropriate steps to assist supervised institutions in rebutting claims
that submissi.on of the informati.on to the CFPB i.n response to a supervisory request
vi.tiates any applicable privilege.

4. The CFPB has convened a Small Business Review Panel to review its
mortgage disclosure form consolidation.; As a part of this review, the
CFPB bas proposed eliminating th.e current ten-percent tolerance on a
cost estimate when a lender requires or recommends a third-party
servicer. 8 111 its place, the CFPB proposes a zero tolerance level, which
some analysts suggest could ''create greater risk for lendcrs."9 Please
explain why the CFPB is proposing this zero tolerance JeveJ. Does the
CFPB believe that a zero tolerance level could lead to lenders increasing
their margins and higher lending cost~ for borrowers? Please explain
fully.
The CFPB is considering proposals that would balance the objective of improving the
reliability of the estimates lenders give consumers shortly after they apply for a
mortgage, with the objective of preserving lenders· flexibiJi ty to respond to
unanticipated changes that occur during the Joan process. Improving the reliability of
the estimates may benefit consumers by improving their abil.ity to compare loan terms
and reducing: the Jikelihood that they could face unexpected changes in cost. It is
important to bear in mind that the proposal under consideration would allow third-party
7

See Consumer FinanciaJ Prot. Bureau, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Convenes Small Business Panel for
Know Before You Owe Mortgage Disclosures (Feb. 21. 20 12).
JS Brian Collins, CFPB Shifts Ge(l.rs on Revising Good Ft1ir!t Estimate Form. Am. Banker, Feb. 27.2012.
·~Id.
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costs to .increase under certain circumstances, such as a vali.d change in circumstances.
Applying a stricter standard to a larger range of charges and t.o services selected by the
.lender. unless the lender can show that an exception appl.ies, would address concerns
that lenders could profit directly or indirectly from an unjustified 10 percent cost

increase.
The CFPB recognizes that a lender may have to absorb costs if the costs of affiliates or
of providers selected by the I.ender are higher than expected and are not considered a
vali.d change as defined by regulation. If this occurred frequently enough to raise the
lender's operating costs, lenders would likely pass some or all of these increases on to
consumers through charges like higher origination fees but these fees could place the
lender at a competitive disadvantage and strengthen the competitive position of lenders
with costs that are lower and more reliable.

The CFPB plans to issue a notice of proposed rulemaking in July of this year,
consistent with its Dodd-Fnmk mandate, and will carefully consider the public
comments it receives.
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June i 9, 2012
111e Honorable Daniel Akaka
U.S. Senate Cmnmi.ttee on Homdand Security and Governmt'1ttai Affairs
SubcQmmittee 011 Oversight of G(wcrnm.cnt .Managen:'.lent~ the Federa1 Worklhrce, and. the

Distri.ct of c~') l.umbia
601 :Hart Senate Oflke Building
W~ishingt.on, DC 205 10

Dear Chuimrnn Aknka:
.I a:m writing in respnnse to your re~ent .questions. for the Assistant Di.rector of the C<7nsumer

Financial Protection Burcnu, Camille Busetre, fr>llowing her appearance. belhre: yuur
Subcommittee on April 26~ 2012. Endnsed, please find Dr. Busette's responses to your
questions. Please contact me al 202-435-7960 if y.m.:1 have any questions .
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Questions for Assist.ant Hircct.o.r Camille :S usette
Comm.mer Financial P.rotedion Unrea u
U.S. Senate Com.miiiee on Homcland Security.and Gover.nmeata.1 Affairs
Subcommtttee on Oversight of Government .M anagl\m ent, the Federal \Vorkforce,
and the Distr.ict <>f Columbia

'•Fhumcfal Literacy: Empowering Ameri.cans t o Pn~vcnt the Next

Financi~ll

Crisis.''

April 26, 2012

t. The U.S. Govermuent Acc.ountahmty (Jifo.~c (GAO) has reported that a chaHtngc facing
th&: .Fimm.cinJ Literacy and Educ~lffon Commission e'Commis~imi'-~) is l.imitcd resoun~es,
whkh may increase the difficulty of tf.foctivdy .i mplemcndng tJ:a~ rrn.tfonal str~tt~gy. A~
~' OU know~ the Commis:sion has.no irufope.mlent. bud.get~ n o dedicated staff,. and is for~t~d
to r.cly ·upon finandal and in~kind donations from its memhcr agcncfos. \Vhut r~~ourees
and staff does the C-0nsumer F'immcial Protection. Uurmrn (CFPB)~ as Vke~Cb~1h' of the
ComJni11sio.n, 1Jlun to share w ith the Commission'?
The CFPB~s Dire.ctor serves as the Vice Chail"ofthe Commission. In addition, staff from the
CFPB's Office ofFi11ancial Education also participate in the Corn mission subcommittees th.at
are responsible for a..iva:ndng the work >)f the Commission.

2. At the hearing, it was noted that a consumer who knGWS the rjgh.t questions to ask,
understands economi.c fu:.tH.hm1e:ntalst and. mo~t .importantly, h.as the e<mfidence to
challenge :p.roducts that seem too g<:>od tu be true, is a regulntot·~s best w~apou in
Cf}nsumer protect.ion. How arc the Cf'PB consumer protection and fimmcfal e.dm.~ati~n
eOltlf)Omm.ts worki~g together to m~k~ eat:h more t~ffoctivc'?
A well·fi mcikming marketplace for consun1~r financ.ial pJ'o ducts and services is one \\'hcri:
comm1ners c~1n sec prices ~md risks up frunt and whete t hey can easily rn.ake product
cmnpariiinns; -.vhen: the \.>ppo.rttmiti~s to buHd a business model around tmfair, deceptive. or
abusive pn~ctkes are minimized; and one that wm~ks for .Americ~ll) consumers~ respon;:;ibk~
providers. and the ec.o.nmny ns a whol.e.

in ii1e Of~ke of Fimmcial Education, we are focu!>ed on ensuti11g that comnJmcrs have !:he
infonnation t hey nee.cl to make intbm1etl financial deci.<>ion.s. We understand rbat the
BUTcau's cqns1,une.r protection components are essem.ial to ensiiring that the ·market functions
well. For that rea'ion, we <Al<>rdinate with other CFPB offices on poJicy development,
outreach.• atld other activiiies that are critical to ensuring tha:t the market operates
traruq:>a.1-ently .and ~~mdently .
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3. Ms. Hair' s testimony discussed research find ing thnt unexplained o.r. unexpected fet~s
we.-e the most comm-on reasoa that households le.ave the banking system. To mitigate
this problem, she recommended 0.1at the CFPB :re.quir<: all finauc.ial institutions fo
pr0<vid.e a Clear. concise, and uniform disclosure tb_at Mg-1llights .i mportant f~es and
terms of cbeckin.g a-cem:mts.. Will the CFPB implement t h.is recommend ation?

Whi le we strongly advocate for transparent pricing and ttisclosures, better tnmsparency alone
may·not help consumers sdect belier accounts because, thr exa.triplc, people often do nr>t
anticipate incurring overdratts at the time they enroll. in new accounts. As a result, i.n
February, ·vv'C faunched a research effort to revi.ew what prtu:.:1.ices and proce~ses ~~re tn work
with res.peel to overdr.alls and hovi they affect c<.msumers. tn c<.1.nnection with this eflh1t~ v;,'c
pubU.shcd. a notice and request for information in the Federal R.egister (See 77 Fed. Reg.
1203.1 (Febmmy 28~ 2012) and 77 Fed, Rt.~g. 24687 (April 25, 2012) (exte.n<ling the cz1n:unent
pt:~dod to June.29, ::mJ2)),
1 •
·.1••m1: n..f' trns
. .mto:
anaIyx ,,
1 ~ me·1
ud· es an ,mqmry

•

•

I-low consu1ners are in forrned of al.H~mati.ves to overdraft pmtectkm programs and
how .such. al.ternati.ves are m.arketed to new custotr1ers, existing customers, and to
p~1rticular customer segments~
How posting ordC:l' rules are comrnunlcated to consumers and the extent to which
consumers understand them; and

•

Changes in ~.onsumer behavior or understanding of overdrafts.that have resulted from
the cha.nges that took effect in Regulation DD in 20 lO,

Responses to Questions for the Record
The Honorable Richard Cordray, Diredor, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Hearing on "Implementing \Vall Street Reform: Enhancing Bank Supervision and
Reducing Systemic Risk''
June 6, 2012

Questions from Senator Kirk:

As you are aware, the Oodd~Frank legislation included a provision requiring the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) to convene a Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act (SBREFA) panel before prornuJgating regulations that are believed to have a
significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. While I ooderstand
it is your position that the Qualified Mortgage rule does not legally necessitate a SBREFA
panel because the Federal Reserve originally proposed the rule rather than the CFPB,
there is nothing legally preventing the C.FPB from convening such a panel.
Ill my opinion. convening a SBREFA panel for the Qualified Mortgage rule may help
alleviate some the serious concerns that the small business community has raised regarding
this rule. In your testimony you explained that convening a SBREFA panel would not be
possible for Qualified Mortgage rule because there is not enough time to finish the pane)
p1·ocess before the statutory deadline at the end of this year.

l appreciate the fad that properly conducting the SB.REFA Panel process can take several
months to complete, but l am fearful that your rationale could set an unfortunate
precedent for future CFPB avoidance of small business review panels. As such, I have the
following questions:
•
•

Do you believe the Qualified Mortgage rule will have a have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small business entities'!
\Vhich small business entities face a significant economic impact as a result of tbe
Qualified Mortgage rule, and why?
We are analyzing these questi.ons as we work on the final rule and the impact analyses
lhat are required under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, the Paperwork Reduction Act, and
the Dodd-Frank Act itself.

As prut of this process, the Bureau is planning to hold in August a structured roundtablc
about the Abllity to Pay rule with representatives of small. lenders. Individual. lenders and
trade association staff will have the opportunity at this roundtable to comment on
questions the Bureau recently published for comment and to <li.scuss the potential impacts
of the statute and the proposed rule on small emit i.es. A summary of the proceedings will

be published in the public comment file, and the Bureau will carefully consider this input
in both the final rule and related impact analyses.

Responses to Questions for the Record
The Honorable Richard Cordray, Diredor, Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau

Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Hearing on "Implementing \Vall Street Reform: Enhancing Bank Supervision and
Reducing Systemic Risk''
June 6, 2012

The Bureau's decision not to convene a SBREFA panel for the Ability to Pay rulemaking
was driven by the unique circumstances involved in a transfer of rulemaking authority

after a proposal had already been issued and the very specific statutory deadline that
Congress has set for the Ability to Repay rulemaking. We are balancing very carefully
ways to obtain comprehensive input while ensuring that we can provide the certainty to
the market that it needs.

•

To date, the CFPB has already conducted a number of SBREFA panelli for other
rulemakings. For those panels, how long did the process take from the date of the
CFPB determination that a SBREFA panel was necessary to completion of the
process and what aspects of the process have you found most time consuming?

Convening a small business review panel under the statutory process involves a
subsiantial commitment of time and resources from all three parti.cipating agenci.es, as
wel1 as the individual smal1 entity representatives. We are finding that the panel process

requires a minimum of three to four months of intens.i.ve work to complete, .i.ncluding
preparation time. Although the panel .itself must complete its report within 60 days after
convening under the statute, there is substantial time involved in preparing background
materials on the rnlemaking and impact analyses, recruiting and screening potential
participants, handling related logistics, and allowing the participants ti.me to review the
materials prior to providing feedback to the panel. Additional time is needed after the
panel process is complete to consider the recommendations rmd findings as we prepare to
issue the proposed rule in question.
Holding three panels so close together and at a iirne when the Bureau is still in the
process of stand up has further complicated the resource and timing issues. We have
worked to complete the process as quickly as possible in light of statutory deadlines for
the underlying rules.

•

Are there any upcoming CFPB rules that you believe may have a significant
economic impact on a substantial number of small entities for which a SUREFA
panel will not be convened?
No, the CFPB does not have plans lo issue a proposed rule that requires notice and
comment without conducting a SBREPA pm1el unless the Bureau certifies the rule will

1

Responses to Questions for the Record
The Honorable Richard Cordray, Diredor, Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau

Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Hearing on "Implementing \Vall Street Reform: Enhancing Bank Supervision and
Reducing Systemic Risk''
June 6, 2012
not have a significant economic impact on a substantial. number of small entities withi.n
the meaning of the Regulatory Flexibility Act.

Finally, in the spring of 2012 the CFPB convened a SBREFA panel to understand the
impacts on small businesses from the streamlining of the TlLA/RESPA disclosures as
requi.red by ])odd-Frank sections 1032(f) and 1098. The Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement and Fairness Act requires that a panel report be completed witltin 60 days
after convening such a panel. This period has now passed. However, it is my
understanding that the CFPB does not plan on releasing the panel report to the public until
the publication of the proposed rule.
•

Was the panel report for the TILA/RESPA SBREFA Panel completed within

the 60~day period?
Yes.

•

If so, what is the rationale behind keeping the report confidential rather than
immediately making it available to the public?
The .report reflects m1d becomes a part of our internal deliberative processes. The
statute itself recognizes the need to balance agency deliberations with public
transparency. and requires that the report be i.ssued with the proposal. We follow
that requirement strictl.y and believe it is an appropriate one. It allows the Bureau
to complete its deliberation and drafting process and then provide the public with
the context it needs to understand how the Bureau uses the repo1t. In lhc proposal
we demonstrate how we have considered the report and factored it into our
decisions about what alternatives to propose for comment and what additional
information to seek. All members of the public then have a full opportunity to
comment as pait of the general mlemaking process.

2

Responses to Questions for the Record
The Honorable Richard Cordray, Diredor, Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Hearing on "Implementing \Vall Street Reform: Enhancing Bank Supervision and
Reducing Systemic Risk''
June 6, 2012
Questions from Ranking Member Shelby:

l. In a question tor the record following your testimony before this Committee in
January, I provided you with the following quote from Senator Dodd, then the
Chairman of the Senate Banking Committee, during the debate of the Dodd-Ifrank
Act. During a discussion of the Uureau's new authority over "abusive" products, he
said "I acknowledge the word 'abusive' does need to be defined, and we are talking
about striking that or making that better." That. however, did not happen. Section
1031(b) authorizes the Bureau to prescribe rules identifying unfair, deceptive, or
abusive acts or practices. In the question for tile record, I asked you whether the
Bureau will conduct or engage in any supervisory or enforcement actions with
respect to "abusive" acts or practices before this term is more clearly defined by
regulation. Vour response provided the definition of "abusive'' that is in DoddFrank. You also stated that ''the Bureau will be vigilant in observing and adhering
to the limits of its autbority under this provision." However, you did not answer my
question. I ask again: will you be issuing a rule on the abusive standard before
using this standard as part of an enforcement or supervisory action?
Congress has provided an explicil definition of "abusive" in the Dodd-Frank Act, and any
supervisory and enforcement acti.ons taken by the Bureau will be consistent with that
definition. While the Bureau does not currently anticipate drafting regulations about the
definition, we will continue to carefully consider opportunities to provide greater clarity
regarding "abusive" acts or practices, whether under our rnlemaking authority, by
providing guidance through our supervisory function, through enforcement actions, or
otherwise.

2. Earlier this year the Bureau published a proposed rule defining "larger participants
in the market" for debt collection companies and credit reporting companies. The
thresholds chosen for these industries were $10 million and $7 million in annual
receipts~ respectively. The proposal indicated that the Uureau based this
dcterminatio11 on definition of annual receipts adapted from that used by the Small
Business Administration. However, in October of last year the SBA published a
proposal to revise its standards for small business concerns in these industries to $14
million. Why did the Bureau fail to take into account the SBA's re,ised threshold of
$l4million?

,.,

·'
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The Honorable Richard Cordray, Diredor, Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau

Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Hearing on "Implementing \Vall Street Reform: Enhancing Bank Supervision and
Reducing Systemic Risk''

June 6, 2012
The purpose of the proposed rule was to establ.ish, in part, the scope of coverage of the
Bureau's non bank superv i.sion authority pursuant to section !024 of the Dodd-Frank Act
in two markets: consumer reporting and consumer debt collection. 1 The proposal set
forth a test for each market to determine whether a nonbank entity .is a larger participant
of that market, and thus subject to the Bureau's supervisory authority.
The Bureau looked to existing Federal statutes and regulations for examples of

measurement tools that might be adapted for use in the proposed rule to measure the level
of a nonbank's parti.c.ipati.on .in the consumer reporting or consumer debt collection
markets. The Bureau selected "annual recei.pts" as the criterion to measure, guided by the
Small Business Adminislration C'SBA") definition of the same term. The SBA measures
annual. receipts for purposes of small. business loan eligibility.
The Bureau chose to use an adaptation of the SBA' s definition of "annual receipts" for
the convenience of nonbank participants in the proposed markets, "Annual receipts" has
been used as a measurement tool by the SBA for many years, is a well understood
concept, and generally may be cakul.ated using IRS forms. The Bureau did not intend by
adapting the SBA's definiti.on of "annual receipts" for use in the proposed rule, however,
lo tie the larger-participant thresholds for the consumer reporting and consumer debt
collection markets to the SBA' s small business size standards for lhe anal.ogous markets.
As the Bureau recently explained in adopting a final rule for the consumer reporting
market, the SBA's size standards and the Bureau's thresholds are used for different
purposes and targeted to different statutory objectives. In setting its size standards, the
SBA considers myriad factors-such as eligibility for Federal small-business assistance
c:md Federal contracting programs: startup costs, entry barriers, and industry competition;
and techno.logical change:?-that differ from the concerns that motivate the Bureau's
definition of "larger participants" in the proposed rule.
In addition, the Bureau's "annual receipts" criterion differs in important respects from the
SBA's. For example, the SBA counts all of a person's receipts in calculating annual
rece.ipts, while the proposed rule counted only receipts resulting from a market-related

The Bureau recently issued its final rule defining larger parti.c.ipants i.n the consumer
repmting market (77 .Fed. Reg. 42,873 {July 20. 2012)).
2

76 Fed. Reg. 63,513.
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Responses to Questions for the Record
The Honorable Richard Cordray, Diredor, Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau

Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
Hearing on "Implementing \Vall Street Reform: Enhancing Bank Supervision and
Reducing Systemic Risk''
June 6, 2012
activity. Because of these differences, an entity's receipts as calculated under the SBA.
regulation may be greater than in; receipts for purposes of the proposed rule.

3. The Bureau has indicated that it will not conduct the SBREFA panels required by
DoddMFrank § llOOG for rules that were proposed, but not final, at any time prior
to July 21, 2011, and that have transferred to the Bureau. Please provide us with a
comprehensive list of every proposed rule that transferred to the Bureau on July 21,
2011 and indicate whether, for each rule, the Bureau will be conducting a SUREFA
panel before the rule is finalized.

Three Dodd~Frank Act rnlemakings with specific deadlines transferred to the Bureau
after a proposal had been issued by another agency. Those rulemakings concemed
forei~·n remittances by consumers, a requirement that mortgage I.enders assess borrowers'
ability to repay, and escrow requirements. ln all three cases, che Bureau has noc
conducted a SBREFA panel, but has had additional dialogue with small entities and
re.lated i:rade associations and has published or will publish a final regulatory flexibility
analysis.
The Bureau also inherited pending proposals by the Federal Reserve Board concerning
regulation and disclosures for closed-end mortgages and for open-end home equity lines
of credit under the Truth in Lending A.ct (TlLA) and by the Federal Trade Commission
concerning certain notices to consumers regarding their rights under the Fair Credit
Reporting Act. Significant portions of the Board's proposals concerning closed-end
mortgage credi.t were addressed in the SBREFA panel and proposal on merging
disclosure forms under TILA ruid the Real Estate Settlement Procedmes Act. The Bureau
has not yet decided when and how it will proceed with the other prnposal.s; for instance, it
might choose to withdraw or i.ssue a new proposal rather than to proceed with the
pending rulemak1ng. The Bureau will make decisions about SBREFA and outreach to
small. businesses generaUy as part of that larger process..
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Committee on Small .Business
"Know Before You Regulate: The Impact of CFPB Regulations on Small Business"
August 1, 2012
Questions for the Record

1. On July 9, 2012, the CFPB posted the "Integrated Mortgage .Disclosures under the Real
.Estate Settlement Procedures Act (Regulation X) and the Truth in Lending Act (Regulation
Z)" proposed rule (the TILA-RESPA Rule) on its website. However, the TILA-RESPA
Rule still has not been published in the Federal Register, as required under 5 U.S.C. §
553(b). The TILA-Rf1:SPA Rule became available to view on the Oflice of' the Federal
Register's Electronic Public Inspection Desk webpage on August 6, 2012 but is not
scheduled to be published in the Federal Register until August 23, 2012.
a. On what date did CFPB transmit the TILA-RESPA Rule to the Office of Federal
Register for publication'?
The Bureau transmitted the TILA·RESPA Proposed Rule to the Office of the FedernJ Register
(OFR) on Monday, July 9 1h, 2012.
b. The version of the TILA-RESPA Rule posted on CFPB's website on July 9, 2012 is
1,099 pages. The version of the TILA-RESPA Rule posted on the Office of the
Federal Register's EJectr<>nic Public lnspection Desk webpage on August 6, 2012 is
1,096 pages. What changes have been made to the document., that account for the three
page discn~pancy?
The lhree-page discrepancy is lhe result of formatting changes made following the OFR's review
of the document. Several typographical errors were also corrected, but these edits did not affect
the length of the document.

c. Did the CFPB ask for the publication of the TILA-RESPA Rule to be delayed until
August 23, 2012'? If yes, why did the CFPB ask for publication to be delayt>d for an
extended period of time?
No. In a letter dated July J2, 20 l 2, tl1e Bureau requested immediate filing for public inspection
and publication as soon as possible. (See Attachment A.) As .is customary for Federal Register
submissions, the OFR staff conducted a formatting review of the proposed rule and submitted
their changes to the Bureau on August 2, 2012. The Bureau reviewed the changes, requested
several typographical edits, and renewed the request that OFR immediately file the document for
public inspection and publish it as soon as possible, The OFR placed the document on public
inspection on August 6 and scheduled the document for publication on August 23.
On September 6, a Bureau notice ext.ending the comment period for comments on the definition
of the finance charge .in the Tl LA-RESPA proposed rule to November 6, 2012 was published in
the Federal Register.
l

2. In your written testimony you stated that CFPB's procedures for the Small Hu~iness
Advocacy Review (SBAR) panels have ~'already evolved over the course of the first three
panels ... based on lessons learned from each rulcmaking."
a. How have CFPB's procedures evolved?
Fri.or to convening its first pane] under the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act
(SBREFA), the Bureau consulted with the agencies that have participaced in prior panels: the

Small Business Administration's Office of Advocacy (SBA), the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB), the Environmental .Protection Agency (EPA). and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Through these consultations, we received valuable information
about different approaches to conducting SBREFA panels.
The Bureau's first SBREFA panel was convened to assist the Bureau in the preparation of the
TILA-RESPA Proposed Rule. For that panel, we decided that the meeting with the small entity
representatives (SERs) should last for a full day to allow sufficient time for discussion of all the
relevant issues, that the meeting should be conducted in private to facilitate open discussion. and
that each SER should be permitted to bring a guest to the meeting to assist them. The feedback
from the SERs on the meeting ilself was very pos.itive, but some SERs recommended that in the
future more time be provided in advance of the meeting to review the materials and more time be
prov.ided after the meeting to submit written feedback. Accordingly. for the subsequent
SBREFA panels on mortgage servicing loan originator compensation, we provided as much time
before and aner the meeting as possible in light of the Bureau's deadline to issue final rules to
implement these Dodd-Frank Act provisions, which would otherwise take effect on January 21,

2013.

b. \Vhat lessons have you learned from the first three SBAR panels?
We believe that the open discussion, between the SERs themselves and with the representatives
of the Bureau, SBA, c:md OMR gave the SERs a better understanding of the proposed
regulations, whjle providing the Bureau with a greater appreciation of the costs and benefits of
the proposals under consideration. We also learned that including SERs who represented diverse
subsets of consumers, businesses, and parts of the country enabled an open exchange of
different, and sometimes conflicting, perspectives. Such robust discussi.on yielded
comprehensive and insightful feedback.

3. What is the CFPB 's process for determining whether a SDAR panel needs to be
conducted for a proposed rule?
The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA), as amended by section 11 OOG of the Dodd-Frilllk Act,
specifies when a SBREFA panel needs to be conducted for a proposed rule. The Bureau is not
required to con.vene a panel for proposed rules that are subject to the RFA but that the Director
certifies will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities,
such as the High-Cost Mortgage and Homeownership Counseling Amendments proposed rul.e

(HOEPA Proposed Rule). 1 When such certifications have been appropriate~ the Bureau has
explained the decision u·ansparently by publishing detailed analyses of economic impact in the
notice of proposed rule, and solicited public feedback on the Bureau's determination. For
example, in the HOEPA Proposed Rule the Bureau conducted the economic impact analysis by
developing an overview of the market for high-cost mortgages, determining the number and
classes of affected entities, and then analyzing the .impact of the various proposed provis.ions on
the affected entitics. 2 In addition, the RFA does not require a SBREFA panel 1n the case of
rulemakings in which a notice of proposed rulemaking is. not required by the Admini.strati.ve
Procedure Act. Finally. the Bureau is not required to convene a SBREFA panel when the rl!le
was originally proposed by the Federal Reserve Board such as the Qualified Mortgage rule.-'

4. What is the CFPU 's process for identifying and selecting small entity representatives
(SER~) for a SBAR panel?
By statute, the SBREFA panel focuses on the small entities that are directly subject to m1d must
comply with the rule. The Bureau. in consu.ltation wi.th the SBA, selects the SERs who will meet
wich and provide advice and recommendations to the panel. Potential representatives for the
TILA-RESPA, mortgage servicing. and Loan originator compensation panels were identified
through a variety of methods. We received suggesti.ons from lhe SBA~ trade associati.ons and
other industry groups, consumer organizations, and non-profit organizations. We also learned of
interested SERs through our own outreach efforts.

5. \Vhy has the CFPH chosen not to make public the names of the SERs upon their

selection?
To protect the privacy of the SERs and lo promote open discussion with the panel, the Bureau
chose not to release the names of participating SERs to the general public before the panel
completed its work. However, the Bureau included the name and company of each participating
SER .in the panel reports. Also, nothing prevented a SER from making her or his name publ.ic, as
some chose to do.

6. \Vhat is CFPB's process for preparing materials to provide to the SERs participating in
the SBAR panel process?
The Bureau's goal is to provide participating SERs wi.th materials that will facili.tate meaningful
feedback and dialogue about the proposals under consideration. Once lhe Bureau has conducted
sufficient outreach, research, rmd analysis of the issues to formulate preliminary proposal.s,
Bureau staff have prepared an outline of the proposed rule under consideration, possible
rulcmaking alternatives, and the potential economic impacts on small businesses. These
materials have been provided to the SERs .in advance of the meeting. along with a list of issues
or discussion items on which the Bureau is interested in receiving more input from small
businesses during the meeting.
1

77FR49089 (Aug. 1.5, 2012)at 49140-5. A similar analysis was conducted for the Appraisals Proposed Rule, 77 FR 50390, al 50400-2
(Aug. 21, 2012).
-'See 761-'R 27390 (May IL 2011).
2 Id.
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7. In response to .Representative Allen West's <1uestion regarding whether CFPU had
provided the SERs selected for the TILA-RESPA SBAR Panel enough notice in advance of
the .March 6. 2012 meeting and enough time to adequately respond to the questions CFPB
raised, you stated that "in retrospect, you know, we would have preferred to have had
more time to prepare the panels. And we will in the future have more time to prepare the
panels." The SERs and their trade association representatives have stated that two weeks'
notice was insufficient.
a. How much notice (e.g., a month, six weeks, two months) will CFPB give to SERs in
advance of' the panel outreach meeting so that SERs have adequate time to make work and
travel arrangements and review the regulatory proposal?
The Bureau values the informed and thoughtful feedback provided by the SERs, and. recognizes
the amount of preparation that is necessary to provide such feedback. In an effort to develop the
best possible process, the Bureau will provide advance notice to SERs tailored to the compl.e.xity
of and circumstances surrounding each particular rulemaking. It may be appropriate to adjust

tbc time period in response to specific circumstances, such as a statutory deadline, a request from
Congress, or an urgent need to address a market issue. In all cases, the Bureau is commi.tted lo
providing SERs with sufficient advance notice to make necessary work affangemenls.

b. S.ERs have also commented that they were unable to provide detailed information and
feedback in the time frame that CFPB mandated, one week after the March 6,
2012 meeting. How much time will CFPB give SERs to provide written feedback?

The RFA docs not require written SERs feedback as part of the SBREFA panel process.
However, the Bureau welcomes such feedback. Much like the Bureau's procedure for providing
advance notice, the Bureau intends to tailor the amount of time provided for written feedback to
the particul.ar rulemaki.ng. In some cases. SERs may need more time to prepare written feedback
.if unforeseen issues are raised during the meeting. In other cases} a lengthy time period may be
unnecessary. Notably, the Bureau extended the written feedback deadline for the loan ori.ginator
compensation SBREFA panel because some SERs requested additional time.

c. Will the CFPB prepare more detailed guidance for its rulewriters on how to comply
with the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) and conduct robust SBAR panels, and will the
CFPB make that guidance document public as the EPA has done?
The Bureau has produced detailed and robust SBREFA panel materials and RFA analyses. The
Bureau has created a public "Fact Sheet" on the SBREFA panel process that is provided to SERs
and has been posted on the Bureau's website. As part of its commitment to transparency, the
Bw·eau has made copies of substantive materials distributed to the small business representatives
available to the public, indudi.ng other smal.l businesses, on its website al about the same time
they are sent to the small bus.iness representatives.
8. The CFPB completed the SBAR Panel Final Report (Panel Repo11) for the TILARESPA Rule on April 23, 2012. However! CFPB did not make the Panel Report public
4

until it posted the proposed rule on its website on July 9, 2012. The CFPB has stated that
one of it~ primary missions is to make the financial products and services that consumers
use more transparent.

a. \\lhy did the CFPB decide not to release the Panel Report for the TILA-RESPA Rule
when it was completed?
The statute requires the Panel. report be made public as part of the rulemaking record, but does
not specify when the report should be released to the public. The CFPB released the TILARESPA report with the proposed rule in foly so that the public can consider them together.

b. In the spirit of transparency, will the CFPB make panel reports public when they are
completed?
The Bureau highly vah1es transparency. Publicly releasing the panel report with the Proposed
Rule promotes transparency. However, as panel reports must be interpreted in the context of th.e
corresponding proposed rule, the Bureau musl also consider whether releasing the panel report
before the proposed rule would cause unnecessary confusion.

9. According to the TILA-RESPA Rule, the CFPB interviewed 92 consumers and 22
participants between l\1ay 2011 and March 2012 to determine if they understood
the form and liked the design. The SERs recommended that you test the forms on actual,
real-world real estate mortgage closings before finalizing the rule.
ind.lL~try

a. Will the CFPB test the forms on actual real estate mortgage closings?
b. H not, why not'!
The Bureau is investigating the possibility of additional testing. On March 28, 2012, the Bureau
published a notice for comment under the Paperwork Reduction Act in connection with potential
quantitative testing of the proposed fonns, specifically inviting comment on whether the
infonnation collected will have practical utility, the accuracy of the Bureau's burden hour
estimates, and ways to enhance the quality of the information collected and to minimize the
burden on respondents. 4 Although the Bureau received no comments in response to this notice,
the Bureau continues to study whether additional testing procedures may help further improve
the proposed TILA-RESPA forms. The Bureau solicited comment in the TlLA-RESPA
Proposed Rule regarding the impact of the proposed disclosures on actual real estate closings.
The Bureau will cons.ider this feedback .in detennining whether additional testing is appropriate,
including testing using actual loan files or in actual closings.

10. The initial regulatory flexibility analysis did not include economic analysis or cost
estimates for several parts of the regulatory proposal.
a. How many Ph.D. level regulatory economists does the CFPB have on staff?

~ 77 FR 1.8793 (Mar. 28, 2012).
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b. How many regulatory economists docs the CFPB have analyzing the costs and benefits
of CFPH regulations?

There are cummtly twelve Ph.D. level economists on staff, roughly half of whom are analyzing
the costs and benefits of Bureau regulations.

c. Please describe the process that CFPB uses to estimate the costs and impacts of
proposed ndes, in particular small business impacts.

The Bureau begins the process of estimating the costs and impacts of proposed rules on small
business by dctcnnining what types of small businesses, as defined by the Regulatory FlcxibBity
Act, may be affected by the rule. As you know, whether or not a business is a "small business"
for purposes of the RFA is dei:em1ined by application of SBA regulati.ons and reference to the
North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) classifications and size standards. 5
The Bureau then detennines the number of entities subject to these categories. For example. for
the TILA-RESPA Proposed Rule, the Bureau determined the number of entiljes subject to the
NAICS categories by reference to several data sources, such as the December 2010 National
Credit Union Administration Call Report data and the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System
Call Report data for Q2 and Q3 of20l l. 6 The Bureau then deve.lops cost estimates based on

information collected from a variety of sources, .including feedback provided to the Bureau,
information I.earned during the SBREFA panels, and data collection efforts. For exampl.c, for the
TILA-RESPA Proposed Rule, the Bureau relied on data publicly avai.lahle from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics to determine the average compensation for a Joan officer, while relying on
information submitted by settlement agents to determine how much time bus]nesses could save
by implementing the TILA-RESPA standard forms.' The Servicing Proposed Rule and Loan
Originator Compensation Proposed Rule followed the same procedures.
d. ls the CFPH conducting its own research and attempting to estimate costs before
conducting SBAR panels?

Yes, the Bureau researches and analyzes costs before preparing the SBREFA materials and
conducting the panels. For exampl.e, for the TILA-RESPA Proposed Rule, the Bureau conducted
extensive outreach before conducting the SBREFA panels, which was used lo inform our
decisions and collect information related to costs. We spoke with small businesses, and trade
associations representing small bus.inesses many times during the year prior to convening the

panels. This research was used in estimating tfo~ costs and benefit.s of potential regulatory
approaches.
11. Under Sedion llOOG of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act (Dodd-Frank Act), which amended the RJ.,A, the CFPB is required to include in each
5

5 U.S.C. 601(3). The current SBA size slandards are found on SB A's Web site at
http://www.sba.£ovkon1cm/table-snrnll-business-size-sta11dards.

6

See 77 FR 51115. 51285-6 (Aug. 23, 1012).
Id a1 51288-9.
8
See 2012 Truth in Lending Act Mortgage Servicing Proposal at 125-6, and Truth in Lending Ad; Loan Originator

1

Compensation Proposal at 269-71.
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initial regulatory flexibility analysis "any projected increase in the cost of credit for small
entities," and advice and recommendations of representatives of small businesses relating
to that issue. We are concerned that CFPB's analysis of cost of credit is lacking in the

mortgage disclosure rulemaking.
a. Can you describe how CFPB is analyzing the impacts to the costs of credit?
The CFPB's regulatory authority is focused on financial products meant for consumers. \Ve
therefore expect that most of the CFPB's rulemakings will have no effect on small business
credit. There may be a few limited exceptions.
For proposed rules subject to this RFA requirement., the Bureau has and will continue to consult
with small businesses on the potential impact of the proposals under consideration on the cost of
credit. This consultation may take place either as part of the SERs meeting or during separate
consultation m.eetings convened by the Bureau that focus on small business credit issues. In
addition. the Bureau collects. and will continue to collect, market-wide data related to the cost of
credit. With respect to the TILA-RESPA Proposed Rule in particular, the Bureau determined
that the proposal would have little to no effect on the cost of credit, and therefore would have
.little to no effect on the cost of credit for small businesses.9 The lender SERs reported making
few mortgage loans that are used primarily for personal, family, or household purposes (and
therefore are covered by TILA and RESPA) but that are used, secondarily, to finance a small
business. In additi.on, the few loans they described making wou.ld appear to fall within the TILA
and RESPA exceptions for loans made primarily for business purposes, and therefore would not
be subject to the Proposed Rule. 10 The Bureau made a similar determination for the Mortgage
Servicing Proposed Rule and for the Loan Originaror Compensation Proposed Rule. 11 We will
carefully review any comments we receive regarding potential impacts 011 the cost of credit for
small businesses and will address these .in the final rulemaking documents.

b. Does CFPB have economists working on this type of analysis?

Yes, the Bureau has hired and continues to hire Ph.D. economists, financial analysts, and
industry experts lo assist our cons.ideration of potential .impacts of Bureau regulations cm the cost
of credit for small entities.

c. Is CFPU only relying on small entities to try to explain these impact~?
In addition to the information received during the SBRBFA panels. the Bureau is conducting its
own n~search, and has sought input from industry experts and trade associations. The Bureau has
also solicited public information about costs and impact, including impact on small. busi.nesses,
.in its proposals.

9

Id. at 51.297.

lil Id.
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See alsu TILA section !04(1); RESPA section 7(a)(l).
See 2012 Trmh in L~nding Ad Mortgage Servicing Proposal at 244, and Truth in Lending AcL; Loan Originatm
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d. ·wm CFPB analyze the impact on the cost of credit for small entities for every rule and
make that analysis public?
The Bureau will continue to fully comply with Dodd-Frank section I !OOG's requirements that
the Bureau consider the impact certain rnlcs will have on the cost of credit for small businesses,
and to evaluate specific alternatives lo minimize any increases in the cost of credit while
accomplishing applicable statutory objectives. The Bureau wilJ continue to include a description
of these efforts in the Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, as required by the statute. 12

12. Currently, C:FPB is working on several rulemakings that are inter-related, including
the Qualified Mortgage (Q.M) Ruic, Qualified Residential Mortgage Rule, and the
TlLA~RESPA Rule that will impact the residential mortgage industry.

a. Is the CFPB considering bow these rules are going to work together?
The Bureau is carefully considering how these rules will work together. As re.quired by the
Dodd-Frank Act, the Bureau is currently working on rulemakings related to HOEPA, mortgage

servicing, loan originator compensation, appraisals, qualified mortgages, and escrow accounts.
In the proposals issued this summer. the Bureau stated that it regards these rulemakings as

components of a larger undertaking. 13 Accordingly, the Bureau is coordinating carefully the
development of these final rules. Each rul.cmaking wil.l adopt new regulatory provisions to
implement Dodd-Frank Act man.dales. ln addition, each rule may inc.ILLde other provi.sions the
Bureau considers necessary or appropriate to ensure that the overall undertaking is accomplished
efficiently and that it ultimately yields a regulatory scheme for mortgage credit that achieves the
statutory purposes set forth by Congress, while avoiding unnecessary burdens on industry.

b. \Vhat steps are you taking to analyze and mitigate the cumulative impact of' these rules
on the affected small businesses'l
\Ve have solicited comment regarding the potential impact of these proposed rules on small
businesses. We have also asked for commenters to provide us with data illustrating the impact
on small bus.inesses. We have taken the further seep of attempting to obtain additional. data on
our own during the comment period. This multi-pronged approach should provide us with
sufficient information to analyze the impact on small businesses and adopt regulatory approaches
that will serve the n.eeds of both consumers and small businesses.

13. \Viii the CFPB conduct SBAR panels for rules that are transferred from other
agencies, such as the QM Rule, if the proposed rule ict expected to have a significant
economic impact on a substantial number of small businesses'? If not, how w.ill the CFPH
ensure that it meets it'i analytical requirements under the RFA'!

12

13

5 U.S.C 603id)(l).
77 FR 49089,49093 (Aug. 15. 2012); 77 FR 51115, 51125 (Aug. 23, 2012).
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The Rf A requires that a panel be convened only for rules proposed by the Bureau, the EPA, and
OSHA. In the case of the qualified mortgage rulcmaking, a SBREFA panel is not required
because !:he proposed rule was issued by the Federal Reserve Board. However, the Bureau
consistently has sought the input of smal1 financial services providers in rulemakings that affect
them. For exampl.e, on June 5, 2012, the Bureau reopened the comment period to the qualified
mmtgage proposal to seek additional public comment on new data and information. that the
14
Bureau had received. A number of small businesses and the SBA submitted comment letters
during the reopened comment period. Furthermore, in connection with the qualified mortgage
proposal, the Bureau has met with a variety of stakeholders, including small businesses and trade
associations for small businesses, to hear their feedback and comments on the proposal,
including any potential economic impacts on small businesses.

14. On page 577 of the TILA-RESPA Rule the CFPB states that it "believes that the
ongoing costs of compliance with the proposed disclosure would likely he equal to or less
than current ongoing compliance costs."

a. \Vhat led you to this conclusion?
The Bureau believes that ongoing compliance costs associated with the integrated disdosures
will likely be equal to or less than the compliance costs associated with current disclosure
requirements. For example, the Bureau believes that the integrated disclosures will reduce the
number of disc.losures that covered persons n.eed to prepare and provide and the number of
disclosure-provision systems and processes that covered persons need to maintain. In addition,
most small. entities that participated in the SBREFA panel process for the TILA-RESPA
Proposed Rule stated that the integrated forms would be easier to explain to consumers than
current forms, which would lead lo time savings for creditors and settlement agents. Ftuiher,
information submitted to the Bureau by several settlement agents indicates that requiring the use
of standard forms and providing clearer regulatory guidance could save as much a~ 30 minutes
per closing by standardizing practices across I.enders and reduci.ng confusion. These time
savings could lead to decreased compliance costs. 15

b. Wouldn't you need to test these forms in a real world setting to actually validate this
statement?
As di.scussed above, the Bureau is currently evaluating whether such testing would be feas.ible
and produce valuable information.

15. In the TILA-.RESPA rule, the CFPB estimates that the total one-time costs of l'evising
software and systems and training employees to implement the changes to the disclosure
forms is $100,100,000. However, on page 575 of the regulation, the CFPB states that, "the
Bureau does not believe that adoption of the integrated Loan Estimate and Closing
Disclosure would. impose any direct costs on consumers.

_ -7
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a. \Vho do you believe wm pay this $100,100,000'?
Thjs figure is an estimate of the direct costs to creditors, mmtgage brokers, and settlement
agents. The Bureau estimates that the integrated disclosures would result in one-time costs to
revise software and compliance systems of approximately $100,lOCtOO(L which amounts to less
than three dollars per orig.ination when amorti.zed over five years and spread across the estimated
8,000,000 mortgage ori.ginations per year. 16

b. lsn't it logical to assume that businesses may find it necessary to pass some costs onto
consumers?
The Bureau does not believe that adoption of the integrated disclosures would impose any direct
costs on consumers. However, as noted in the TILA-RESPA Proposed Rule, consumers may
bear some of the costs of the new disclosures if covered persons pass through some or all of the
costs that would be imposed on them. The Bureau estimates that any increased costs to
consumers per origination would be small and that, after one-time costs are absorbed, the
proposal would likely reduce the cost per origination. 17

16. One part of the TILA~RESPA Rule may change which party, the lender or a settlement
agent. is responsible for providing the Closing Disclosure form to a consumer. In analyzing
the costs of the proposed rule on small business, the CFPB only analyzes the impact of the
rule on lenders. No information is provided on the impact to settlement agents or mortgage
brokers. Yet, settlement agent~ serving as SERs to the SBAR panel provided spedfic
info1·mation to CFPB on the costs a settlement agent will incur upgrading software and
training employees.
a. Why did the CFPB fail to assess the impact to settlement agents, wbicb consisl~ mainly
of small businesses, and mortgage brokers'!
The Bureau proposed two alternatives for provision of the integrated Closi.ng Disclosure. Under
the fi~t alrernative. the creditor would be solely responsible for providing the disc.losure to the
consumer. Under the second alternative, the creditor and the settlement agent would share this
responsibility, although the creditor would retain ultimate responsibility. Mortgage brokers
would not be responsible for provision of the integrated Closing Disclosure under either
proposed alternative.
For purposes of the Bureau's Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, the Bureau assumed that the
creditor will bear the costs of revising software and compliance systems. However, the Bureau
also stated its belief the costs would be similar if borne by settlement agents. The TlLA-RESPA
Proposed Rule requests comment on this approach to estimating costs, including whether
settlement agents would incur costs that are substantially different. from those incurred by
creditors if they were responsible for providing the Closing Disdosure.

in Jd. ai 51272.
Jd.
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b. \Vhy didn't the CFPB use the data and cost estimates provided by the settlement agents
to estimate the economic impact of the TlLA-RESPA .Rule on settlement agents?
The Bureau considered all available data, including data provided by settlement agents through
the Small. Business Review Panel process, in estimating the economic impact of the Proposed
Rule. As di.scussed above and .in the TILA-RESPA Proposed Rule, the Bureau believes that if
settlement agents, rather than cred1tors, bore the one-time costs associated with complying with
the Closing Disdosure requirements, the costs would likel.y be similar to the costs to creditors.
Furthe1more, the cost estimates provided. by settlement agents informed certain
recommendations of the SBREFA panel, which the Bureau then relied 011 in developing the
proposal. For ex.ample, with respect to the costs associated with modifying the line number
format, the Panel recommended that the Bureau solicit comment on whether an alternative
design or numbering format would impose a l.ower amount of software-related costs on
18
settlement agents. The Bureau did so in the Proposed Rule. 19

17. Industry has stressed to the CFPB that they will need a significant amount of time to
implement any final TILA-RESPA Rule. SmalJ businesses have told CFPH that they will
need 12to18 months to upgrade software and systems and train their employees.

a. \Vill CFPB provide a compliance period of 12 to 18 months to allow small businesses to
come into compliance with the new regulation?
Because the TILA-RESPA final rule will provide important benefits to consumers, the Bureau
wishes to make the rule effective as soon as poss]ble. However, the Bureau un.derstan.ds that th.e
final rule will require small businesses to make extensive revisions to their software and to
retrain their staff. We have solicited comment, both generally and in relation to specific
proposed regulatory provisions, regarding the .impact of such a rule on small businesses. We
have also asked for commenlers to provide us with data illustrating the small business impact.
We have taken the further step of attempting to obtain additional data on our own during the
comment period. This multi.-pronged approach should allow us to collect a significant amount of
data, analyze the impact on small businesses, c:md explore approaches finely tuned to address the
needs of small businesses.
The Bureau is aware of the software-related challenges experienced by small businesses in the
past. We are committed to minimizing the disruption and delays related to training and system
upgrades. The Bureau has not only so.licited comment on the appropriate implementation period,
but has solicited comment on whether small businesses need a different implementation period
than the rest of industry. We also took the additional step of consulting directly with small
business software providers. We frequently discussed disclosure issues with software providers
during the development of the TILA-RESPA forms, communicated with them regarding
potential regulatory issues, and will continue coordinating with them to facilitate the

HI Final Report ofthe Small Business Review Panel on CFPB 's ProtH>,rnls Under Consideration for Integration of
TILA and RESPA M.ortgage Disclosure R.equirementJ, al 28-29 (Apr. 23, 2012), available at http:/!

files. cons ume~finance, go l'!f/201207_cfi}b_report_tila-respa-sbrc.fa-feedback.pdf
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implementation process. We are confident that small businesses will have the time and support
to come into compliance with the new regulations.

18. The design of the new Closing Disclosure eliminates the current line numbering that
exists on settlement statement~. According to the SBAR Panel Final Report, several SERs
wrote that ~~changes of location or numerical reference cause significant system
programming issues and are one of the largest drivers of software development costs and
implementation time." The CFPB stated in the TILA-RESPA Rule that jt was soliciting
comment on whether an alternative design or numbering format will lower the costs of the

software upgrades.
a. What was the reasoning behind the decision to remove the line numbers?
Both consumer and industry participants at the Bureau's testing stated that line mm1bers would
be useful to facilitate conversations between consumers, creditors, and other participants in the
credit and underlying real estate lransacti.ons. However, consumer participants at the Bureau's
testing appeared ove1whelmed by the three and four-digit line numbers on the prototypes similar
to the current RESPA settl.cment statement, and performed worse with prototypes containing that
numbering system. The Bureau i.s particularly mindful of the potential risk of information
overload for consumers, given the amount of numbers and complexity involved in the credit
transaction and the underlying real estate transaction. The Bureau tested prototypes with a twodi.git line numbering system, which performed better with both consumer and industry
participants, with some industry participants preferring it over the system of the current RESPA
settlement statement. Accordingly, the proposed disclosure fonnat contains a two-digit line
numbering system that is different than the current RESPA settlement statement

b. Did the CFPB contact any software providers to learn about potential programming
issues that might be caused by removing the line numbering that currently exists and the
costs involved with the redesigning of the forms?
The Bureau contacted software providers during the preparation of the proposed rule and is
aware of the potential programming issues that might be caused by changing the cun-ent line
numbering. However, given the results of the Bureau's testing, the Bureau thought it appropriate
to acquire more specific information on this topic to enhance the Bureau's ability to make an
.informed decision.. Thus, the proposal requested comment on the impact of the line number
changes given the rest of the changes in the integrated closing disclosure contemplated by this

proposal.
c. lf not, why didn't the Cf.'PB try to learn about programming issues from software
providers'!

Not applicabl.e. Please see above.

19. The TILA-RESPA Rule imposes new data retention requirements for the Loan
Estimate and the Closing Disclosure by requiring creditors to maintain evidence of
compliance in machine readable, electronic format. The C:FPB is proposing that Loan
12

Estimates be retained electronically for 3 years and Closing Disclosures be retained for 5
years. This is electronic data retention requirement is not required under 'rILA, the
RESPA, or the Dodd- Frank Act. The CFPB acknowledges that "requiring standardized,
electronic records may be a significant burden for small creditors that do not currently
have such electronic systems or use vendor software." Small businesses are concerned that
this provl.,ion will be unduly burdensome.
a. Why is CFPB proposing this requirement if it is not required under any of the related
statutes'?

The Bureau believes that the proposed data retention requirement wHl ensure that records
associated with the integrated disclosures are readily available for examination, which is
necessary to both prevent circumvention of and facilitate compliance with TILA. Thi.s proposed
regulation may also facilitate compliance with TILA by easing the burden ~f examinations and
ensuring that all entities su~ject to TILA keep records in a standard format. ~o Furthermore, a
prescribed electronic fonnat may reduce costs across the entire mortgage loan origination
industry due to the efficiency gains associated with a standardized data format. Based on
industry feedback, a standardized electronic fonnat that reduces industry burden may, in the long
run, reduce costs to consumers as weJl. 21
b. Why did CFPB fail to estimate compliance costs for this retJUirement?

As noted above, the Bureau conducted extensive outreach regarding the degree to which small
creditors use electronic systems. The Bureau was informed by small businesses, trade
associations, and software providers alike that given che complexity of modern underwriting,
investor requirements, and State and Federal legal requirements, all creditors use electronic
systems for some aspect of the mortgage loan process. Thus. the Bureau is unaware of any
credit.ors that do not currently have such electronic systems or use vendor software. However,
the Bureau solicited comment on this. issue. If the Bureau receives feedback indicating that
paper-based creditors do exist. such feedback would be reflected .in the Final Regulatory
Flexibility Analysis, should the Bureau decide to adopt the proposed requirement in the final
rule.
c. How does this requirement improve consumer's understanding of the mortgage
disclosure forms?

The proposed requirement would help the Bureau and other regulators monitor compliance to
ensure that the disclosures provided are reliable. Ensuring reliability will improve consumers'
ability to understand their transaction and compare mortgage loans, as well as preventing tactics,
such as bait-and-switch, designed to confuse consumers.
20. :Many small businesses that are trying to navigate your website find it confusing.
SBAR panel materials are difficult to locate because the materials on SBAR panels are on
20
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Jd. ai 51186.
Jd. ai 51276.
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different pages on the CFPB website and until very recently, there was no search box on
the Ct'PB website.
a. Are you aware of' how the website is structured and of these concerns?
Yes, the Bureau is aware of these concerns.

b. \Viii the CFPB improve its website so that small businesses can easily find the
information on rules subject to the SBAR panel process'!
Sjncc the Bureau launched consumerfinance.gov more than year and a half ago) we have heard
from all of the site's audiences -consumers, small businesses, and many more - about features
that are working well and ones that could be improved. In that time, the Bureau has refreshed
the design of its homepage and navigation structure twice to respond to those concerns and make
it easier for all members of the public to access the infonnation and resources they need. For
example, we have recently added a search box with natural language search functionality. We
believe the website will always be a work in progress ···constantly evolving to the needs of the
people the Bureau serves -- and will continue making improvements in the months and years
ahead.
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"Private Student Loans: Providing Flexibility and Opportunity to Borrowers?"
July 24, 2012
Questions for .Mr. Rohit Chopra, Student I~oan Ombudsman, Consumer Finandal
Protection Bureau. from Senator Reed:
1) Are we seeing some signs (~f renewed growth in volumej()r private student loans? What
steps should we take now to prevent a return to the lax undenvriting and predatory
lending that we saw between 2001and2008?
Since 2008. origination of private student loans has grown, bnt has not reached the level seen
prior to the financial crisis. In the Report on Private Student Loans submitted by the Director of
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and the Secretary of Education, CFPB
Director Richard Cordray and Education Secretary Arne Duncan each recommended that
Congress consider requiring all private student loans to be "certified" by the school's financial
aid office. This step could help students to avo.id overborrowing and help to ensure that schools
have the opportunity to counsel students about potentially lower-cosl loan options before
students take out private student l.oans.
2) Are you seeing patterns <~f'complaintsfrmn borrowers? What are some <~{the more

frequent complaints? flow have they been resolved?

Since launching our consumer response function for student loan complaints in March of this
year, we've recei.ved over 2,500 complaints from borrowers experiencjng difficulties with their
private student loans. Prior to the establishment of the CFPB and the ombudsman function for
private student loans, there was no single point of contact for consumers to file complaints about
private student loan.s.

The most notable subset of these complaints involves borrowers seeking loan modifications due
to difficulty securing adequate employment. A significant number of borrowers are experiencing
general. servicing problems, ranging from billing disputes and lost paperwork to difficulties
obtaining alternative payment plans advertised by .lenders and servi.cers.
We are pleased that many of these complaints have been favorably resolved by ]enders and
serv.icers. Borrowers have been able to enroll in new payment plans and have received refunds
for errors by lenders and servicers. Pursuant to Section 1035 of the Dodd-Frank Act we will
provide a report to Congress later this year providing further details on the student loan
complaints we have received,
3) In the private student loan report that the CFPB and the Department <~f Education
submitied to Congress last week, it was noted that in tlte wake <~f tlte studeni loan boom
and bust there is more than $8 billion in de.faulted private student loans. What steps can
lenders take to assist borrowers who are in default on their private student loans? Are
there examples of lenders thar have made sign~ficant efforts in this regard?
Unlike many other consumer financial products, such as auto Joans and mmtgages, student loans

"Private Student Loans: Providing Flexibility and Opportunity to Borrowers?"

July 24, 2012
are not secured by collateral and very difficult to restructure .in bankruptcy. These attributes
might reduce the .incentive of lenders to employ typical loss mitigation interventions. ll is also
very difficult to restructure private student loans in bankruptcy proceedings, further diminishing
lenders' incentives to offer loan modifications.
To our knowledge, there have not been examples of successful large-scale efforts by lenders to
modify private student loans in default. Generally speaking, defaulted loans are charged off and
lenders often take legal action or utilize third-party debt collectors to make recoveries.

"Empowering and Protecting Servicemembers, Veterans and their Families in the
Consumer Financial l\'larketplace: A Status Update"

June 26, 2012

Questions for Ms. Hollister K. Petraeus, Assistant .Director for Servicemember Affairs,
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, from Senator Rennet:
In your writren testimony, you mentioned Executil'e Order 13607, i-rhich creaies certain
requirements for schools to support the unique needs of service members and veterans. It's my
understanding that the Order also created a complaint system.for service members.
A young enlisted soldier from Ft. Carson recently contacted my off1ce to discuss some of his
challenges tluit arose while he was enrolled in an-online class at a for-profit college. While he
was in Afghanistan, the soldier asked the school to re-schedule one of his requiremems because
he was sent on a two-week mission in a remote part of the cowmy. The school, however,
declined his request, failed him.for not handing in work on time, and hilled him for $1,(JOO. His
mission was to support the Navy SEALs who conducted a raid on the Bin Laden compound. The
school also failed several soldiers for not handing in their ·work on time.
Would the Executive Order have addressed this issue? {f'not, what steps can we take to address
such conduct? What remedies would a service member ~ypically have uruier such
circumstances?
On April 27, 20.12, the President signed Executive Order 13607, "'Establishing Principles of
Excellence for Educati.ona.l Institutions Serving Service Members, Veterans, Spouses, and Other
Family Members)' ("Executive Order") . These principles were developed to strengthen
consumer protections for our service members. veterans, and their families.
Institutions approved to receive funding from the Post 9/1 l GI Bill programs have been strongly
encouraged to commit lo the Pri.ncipl.es of ExceHence outlined in the Executive Order. It is our
understanding that the Department of Defense is working with institutions approved to receive
funding from the military Tuition Assistance and MyCAA programs to enter into new
agreements where the institutions agree to the principles.
Section 2(e) of the Executive Order generally provides that, to the extent pcm11tted by law,
educational institutions rece.iving funding pursuant to Federal military and veterans educational.
benefits should:

(e) allow service members and reservists to be readmitted to a program if they are
temporarily unable to attend class or have to suspend their studies due to service
requirements, and take additional steps to accommodate short absences due to service
obligations, provided that satisfactory academic progress is being made by the service

members and reservists prior to suspending their studies;
Accordingly, institutions that agree to comply with the Principles of Excellence are expected to
"take additional steps to accommodate short absences due to service obligations." GeneraHy
speaking) I would find it hard to understand how a school that denies a forward depl.oyed
servicemember a simple accommodation, like rescheduling an assignment, would be in
compliance with this principle.
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In addition, on July 13, 2012, the Department of Educati.on i.ssucd additional gui.dance (GEN-1210) to post-secondary institutions on implementation of the Executive Order. The guidance was
provided to as5ist institutions with understanding how to best compl.y with the Executive Order.
The guidance outlines in detai.l for post~secondary institutions lhat agree to comply with the
principles in the Executive Order readmission and refund policy expectations with respect to

service members, reservists and/or their family members who are generally unable to attend
classes or must othenvise suspend their studies due to service obligations.

Questions for Ms. Hollister K. Petraeus. Assistant Director for Servicemember Affairs.
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, from Senator Hagan:
Ms. Peiraeus, Can you discuss ihe status <~f the CFPB's Consumer Advisory Board (the
"Board" j? How will the Board enhance and improve focus on the milita1:v community and its
firwncing needs?
On September 12, 2012, the Bureau. announced the appointment of 25 consumer experts from
outside the federal government to its newly-fonned Consumer Advisory Board which will
provide advice to CFPB leadership 011 a broad range of consumer financial issues and emerging
market trends.

As outlined .in Section. l014(a) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Refonn an.d Consumer Protection
Act, the CFPB's Consumer Advisory Board (the "Board") will "advise and con.suJt with the
Bureau in the exercise of .its functions under the Federal consumer financial laws" and "provide
infom1ation on emerging practices in the consumer financial products or services industry,

including regional trends, concerns, and other relevant information."
On February 23, 2012, the CFPB published in the Federal Register a notice outlining the
functions. of the Board and soliciting nomi.nations for members to serve on the Board.
The newly appointed Board members include experts in consumer protection, financial services,
community development, fair lending, civi.1 rights, and consumer financial products or services.
They also represent depository institutions that primarily serve underserved communities, and
they represent communi.ti.es that have been significantly impacted by higher-priced mortgage
loans.
The first meeting of the Consumer Advisory Board will take place Sept. 27, 2012 and Sept. 28,
2012 in St. Louis, MO. By statute, the Board will meet no Jess than twice per year. Members will
have staggered three-year terms.
In meeting this statutory objective, the Board will also enhance and improve focus on the
military community and its financ.ing needs by engaging members who represent a divers.ity of
expe1tise and viewpoints in discussions of the consumer financial products or services industry,
induding the unique needs of military servicemembers. Further, the Board will identify and
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assess the impact of new, emerging and changing products, practices, or services on
serviccmembers, iunongst other consumers, during .its discussions. Th.e Bureau looks forward to
receiving infonnation. analysis and recommendations from the Board that will speak to the

unique perspectives and experiences of the military community.
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Questions for the Record for Mr. Richard Cordray, CFPB
Financial Services Committee Hearing
"The Semi·Annual Report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau"
September 20, 20 l 2
Chairman Spencer Bachus

1. On other occasions when you have testified before Congress, you have heard a great
deal about the concerns small businesses have about the costs of complying with new
CFPB rules. In a nod to those concerns, the remittance transfer rule recently issued by
the CFPB contains an exemption for institutions that conduct 100 or fewer remittance
transfers per year. ln the CFJ>B's press release on the final rule, you commented that
"'[w}e recognize that in regulations, one size does not necessarily fit all." \Viii this
recognition he reflected in future CFPB rulemaking through thresholds, exemptions or
other approaches that will ease the burden on small. businesses?
The Bureau is currently exploring a variety of methods for reducing the burden on small
businesses. 1n some cases, the Bureau is considering using regulatory thresholds and exemptions
similar to those adopted in its remittances rulemaking. For example, in the proposed mortgage
servicing rules, the Bureau proposed an exemption from the periodic mortgage statement
requirements for small mortgage servicers lhat serviced 1,000 or fewer mortgage loans where the
servicer servi.ces only those loans which .it (or an affiliate) owns or originated. The Bureau has
requested comment regarding whether that threshold should be increased and whether a small
mo1tgage servicer exemption should apply to other aspects of the proposed mmtgage servicing
mies. Similarly, in the TILA-RESPA mortgage disclosure integration proposal, the Bureau
solicited comment on an exemption for small creditors from the requirement to retain disclosure
data in an electronic. machinc-rcadabJe format.
The Bureau is also seeking to reduce the burden on all affected businesses by providing clear and
thorough guidance on how to comply with its ml.es, which will save time, energy, and costs for
industry. For example, in response to requests from industry, the Bureau's TILA-RESPA
proposal includes cxtens.ive guidance, including samples of completed forms for a variety of
different types of mortgage loans.
Finally, the Bureau is seeking to reduce burden by supporting compliance efforts after its rules
are finalized. For example, Bureau staff recently presented a webinar on lhe new remittance
requirements attended by over three thousand industry rcpresentati.ves. We have also released a
small business compliance guide for the remittance rule, and our staff continues to answer
guidance questions received from institutions across the country. We plan similar efforts for the
Dodd-Frank Act mortgage ruJemakings.

2. At the same time that the CFPB announced the settlement of its enforcement action
against Capital One, it also released a bulletin providing general guidance on marketing
credit card add-on products. While focused on credit card add-on products, the
bulletin is also intended to sene as guidance for the marketing of similar product<i
offered in connection with other forms of credit or deposit services. \Vhile it is useful

for the CFPB to make it'i expectations known to the industry, some see the CFPB's
issuance of the bulletin as de fado rulemaking.
a. Does this bulletin portend a trend by the CFPB to use its enforcement authority
as a method for imposing industry-wide standards?
b. Shouldn't industry-wide standards instead be established through

the

rulemaking process required by Dodd-Frank and the Administrative Procedure
Act?

Any enforcement action is based on the facts and circumstances of the situation. However,
complaints received by the Bureau indicate - and the Bureau's supervisory experience
confirms - that consumers have been misled by lhe marketing and sales practices associated
with add-on products offered by various institutions. Such practi.ces violate current law.
Consequently~ the Bureau issued a compliance bulletin as a means of alerting the industry to
existing compllance requirements under existing laws m1d regulations c:md providing insight
into Bureau expectations. Notably, the bulletin docs not impose any new legal requirements.
Going forward, the Bureau will continue co use the rulemaking process for adopting new
requirements, while providing prompt guidance through buUctins and other methods
regarding compliance with existing requirements.

3. l\tlany of the Title XIV rules are required to be final in January 2013, but are only just
now just being proposed. Given that the CFPB will have to sort through the mass of
comment letters sent by industry, is the January 2013 deadline too aggressive? Do you
need more time to do the job right?

The Bureau ls currently in the process of reviewing the comments on the proposed rules and
performing additional analysis in order to prepare the final rules. The Bureau .is committed to
meeting the deadlines established by Congress and plans to issue the required rules by January
21, 2013.

4. The CFPB's new closing rule requires that lenders give consumers the.ir closing
documents at least three business days before the consumer closes on the loan. The last

time this was tried, in the 1970s, it proved to be extremely disruptive to the very
borrowers it was meant to help. Given that this provision could cause delays in closing
a mortgage loan, it is not farMfetched to reason that it could ultimately prompt

consumers to pay higher fees or lose their deposit and rate lock.
a. Is the CFPB concerned that requiring three days between disclosure and
settlement - and possibly an additional three days if there are changes to the
deal - could have disruptive results for consumers?

b. \Vould the CFPB consider giving consumers the right to opt out of this
requirement if the consumer would be financially hurt by waiting three
additional business days?
The Bureau has proposed to require that consumers receive the combined Closing Disclosure
three business days before closing, subject. to limited exceptions (as discussed below). As the

question notes, this is not a new idea. In a 1998 report to Congress, the Federal Reserve Board
and HUD recommended that "three days prior to closing, creditors be required to rcdisclose
significant changes in the APR or other material disclosures and provide an accurate copy of the
RESPA settlement statement Consumers would receive final cost disclosures prior to closing
(rather than at closing, the current practice) and would then be able to study the disclosures in an
unpressured environment." In 2008, Congress amended TILA to require that consumers
generally receive revised statements of co.st for certain mortgages no .later than three business
days before closing. Jn 2009, settlement industry representatives advocated amending RESPA to
provide consumers with three business days to review loan documents "so that circumstances
don't pressure [consumers] into agreeing to a bad loan or excessive closing costs." 1 In light of
this history and advances jn the mortgage settlement process, we believe that it is time to
reexamine the ability of lenders and settlement agents to provide consumers with important loan
information in advance of closing.
The Bureau's proposed rnle does, however, permit a consumer to waive the timing requirement
in the event of a bona fide personal financial emergency. This exception serves m1 important
purpose: consumers should be able to waive the protection afforded by the wailing period if the
consumer faces a financial emergency. The Bureau specifically sought comment on the nature
of waivers based on bona fide personal financial emergencies in the proposal. The Bureau wi.ll
analyze the comments on this issue and determine whether modifications to this waiver are
appropriate.

5. The proposed TILA-RESPA rule provides that the new form may contain lines for both
app1·aisal and management fees, thereby breaking out what has ti·aditionally been one
entry into two entries.
a. Why did the Bureau decide to separate these lines?
b. WiII this proposed change benefit consumers'! How?
c. Will these lines be subject to quantitative testing?
Section 1475 of the Dodd-Frank Act amended section 4(c) of RESPA to pennit the separation of
the fees paid by the consumer to the appraisal management company and the fee received by the
appraiser on the disclosures required by RESPA. Consistent wich this amendment, the Bureau
proposed to permit but not require, creditors to disdose the cost of the appraisal on the
.incegrated TILA-RESPA disclosures in this manner. The Bureau qualitatively tested prototype
disclosures both with and without this optional disclosure. The Bureau has not yet determined
whether to focus its quanti.tati.ve testing on this issue.

6. Recent news reports indicate that the CFPB has advertised to recruit investigators
whose activities are intended to inform the CFPB's enforcement division about
consumer experiences with different financial products and services. This has led some
to speculate that the CFPB may be planning to use "mystery shoppers." :Mystery

1

See Amcriciln L<md Title Association, ALTA Supports Pro-Consumer i\-fortgage Bill, December 8, 2009 Press
Release, available at http://www.al1z1.org/news/news.cfm?newsfD;;:;;97 l4. See. also Borrowers' Right to Inspect
Closing Document.-> Act of 2009. H.R. 4229, 11 Ith Cong. (Dec. 8. 2(X)9).

shoppers have commonly been used in the past to identify weaknesses in fair lending
compliance, particularly with regard to pre-application discrimination.
a. \Vill the CFPB similarly use mystery shoppers to target fair lending or other
specific compliance weaknesses?
b. Will the CFPB use mystery shoppers in connection with its authority to prohibit
"unfair, deceptive or abusive" acts or practices'!
c. If the CFPB is considering the use of "mystery shoppers," will it offer an
opportunity for pubJic comment on its plans'!
In its Office of Enforcement, the CFPB intends to hire investigators
to further that offices
..,
mission, which is to ensure compliance with the federal consumer financial laws and address
vi.olations of those laws. We anticipate that these employees will use a variety of investigative
techniques to inform our Enforcement Office about what consumers may experience with
different financial products or services. The Bureau is considering '"mystery shopping" as an
investigative technique, and to perform research and collect information that may inform other
areas of its work.
Mystery shopping may be a useful investigative tool when looking at deceptive marketing and
other practices not captured in company policies and procedures. CFPB's enforcement
jurisdiction extends to entities such as online and offshore fraudsters, loan modification and debt
settlement scammers, debt collectors, payday, auto and student lenders, and other entities where
deceptive marketing is a critical concern. Tools like mystery shopping could be particularly
important in investigations of entities over which we have enforcement jurisdi.ction, but no
supervisory authority. Mystery shopping is often used by both government and private indusu·y
--- including the banking industry --- to monitor compliance witJ1 the law as well as consumer
sai:isfaction.

7. The CFPB has filed six amicus briefs over the past year, fom· that were in Truth in
Lending Act cases and two that were in Fair Debt Collection .Practices Act cases. A
recent blog posting on the CFPB's website states that these amicus briefs "help ensure
that consumer financial protection statutes and regulations are correctly and
consistently interpreted by the courts." Critics have pointed out that the CFPB's
approach to filing amicus briefs stands in stark contrast to the approach taken by the
Fed when it implemented federal consumer financial protection statutes. When the Fed
felt the courts were incorrectly interpreting the statute in question, the Fed would
generally address the issue by proposing revisions to the implementing regulation or
official staff commentary rather than by submitting an amicus brief.
a. Why is CFPR taking a different approach to submitting amicus briefs?
b. Has the Bureau received requests from industry to submit brief's advocating
against the position taken by a consumer?
c. How does tbe CFPB decide when it is appropriate to submit a brief?
The CFPB has a number of tools at its disposal to assist the courts, consumers, and
regulated entities in the imerpretation of Federal consumer financial laws and

regulations. These tools include, among other things, the ability to adopt and amend
Bureau regulations, issue official staff commentary, release supervisory bulletins, and
file amicus brief:~. The Bureau plans to use each of these tools, and others, in
appropriate circumstances. The Bureau uses amicus briefs to assist the cou1ts in their
interpretation of statutes and regulations tmder the Bureau's jurisdiction i.n the same
way that other governmental agencies have done .in private litigation involving
questions of law under their jurisdiction. For example, the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve has in the past filed amicus briefs in private litigation, see, e.g.,
Shaner v. Chase Rank U.S.A .• No. 09-1157 (1st Cir.) (available at 2009 WL
6841351): Aronson v. Peoples Nat'! Gas Co., No. 99-3000 (3d Cir.) (available al
1999 WL 33631856}~ as have other prudential regulators (see, e.g., list of amicus
briefs
of the
Office
of the
Comptroller of the
Currency
at
http://www.occ.gov/topics/laws-re !:!Ulati ons/liti gation!occ-briefs .html). Indeed, in
some cases, the courts have specifically requested the Bureau (and other federal
agencies) to file an amicus brief to assist the courts' review.

In determining whether to file an amicus brief in a particular case, the Bureau
considers. among other factors, whether the case requires the court to interpret a
provision of Federal consumer financial law or an implememing regulation under the
Bureau's jurisdiction; whether the question .is actively being litigated in multiple
courts; whether courts have divided over the .issue being litigated; whether the court's
decision will have substantial precedential impact: and whether, in the circumstances,
the court would welcome an amicus brief from the Bureau as the best means for
communicating the Bureau's views. The Bureau also regularly consults with both
parties to litigation in which it is considering filing an amicus brief.
In
August
2012,
the
Bureau
launched
a
web
site
(see
www.consumerfinance.gov/amicus) to provide information and solicit public input on
its amicus program. Among other outreach and transparency efforts, Bureau officials
held a seri.es of roundtables with industry associations, consumer groups, and
representatives of state and local governments to discuss the program in October
2012. As a result, the Bureau has received a number of requests for amicus
involvement in litigation. The Bureau does not segregate requests based on whether
the request is from a regulated entity, industry association, consumer, or
governmental enti.ty) but rather .looks at the legal .issues presented by each request
independently to see whether an amicus brief is appropriate. The Bureau welcomes
requests for amicus briefs from any interested party and is committed to rev1ewing
each request on the merits.

8. Between July and October, tlte CFPB brought separate enforcement actions against
three major credit card issuers for illegal and deceptive practices. CoJlectively, the
companies must pay $46.1 million in fines, which is ret1uired to be placed. in the
Victim's Relief Fund. Dodd-Frank stipulates that these funds are to be used for
payments to victims of wrongful activity, but there is no requirement that the proceeds
of a civil penalty must be paid to victims of the specific wrongful activity for which the
penalty was imposed. How will the CFPB distribute these particular penalties?

In the Dodd-Frank Act, Congress authorized the Bureau to use civil penalties only for
payments to victims, and, in certain circumstances, consumer educat]on and financial
literacy programs. In pa1ticular, § 1017(d)(2) provides:
Anumnts in the Civil Penalty Fund shall be available to the Bureau, withou1fiscal
year limitation, for payments to the victims of activities.for which civil penalties
have been imposed under the F edernl consumer financial laws. To the extent that
such victilns cannot be located or such payments are otherwise not practicable.
the Bureau nwy use suchfunds.f()r the purpose <~f consumer education and
.financial literacy programs.

The Bureau has made available on its website an overview of the Ci.vii Penalty Fund:
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201207 cfpb c.ivil pena!tv fund foctsheetpdf.

As that document notes, the Bureau has created a Civil Penalty Fund Governance Board,
which .is responsible for ensw:ing that the Civil Penalty Fund is admin1stcred in a manner

that is consistent with the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection AcL
In addition, the Civil Penalty Fund Governance Board is responsible for developing
policies and procedures~ inc.luding appropriate jntemal controls, to ensure that money
deposited in the Civil Penally Fund is distributed in a manner that:
•Supports the Bureau's mission, responsibilities, policies, and priorities;
• Compl.ies with the Dodd-Frank Act and all other applicable laws and

regulations, as well as intema1 CFPB policies and procedures and legal opinions
of the CFPB' s Office of General Counsel;
• Protects against waste, fraud, and abuse;
• Provides appropriate transparency regarding the use of CPF monies, including
the manner of distribution, any associated administrative expenses, and, where
applicable, lhe mechanism for identifying individual victims;
• Ensures appropriate and robust oversight of contractors; and
•Enhances program effic.iency through regular operational analyses and
development of appropriate performance metrics.
The Bureau has also posted the criteria it will use in making available Civil Penalty Fund
monies for Consumer Education and Financial Literacy programs:
http://files.commmerfinance.gov/f/201207 cfpb c.ivil pena!tv fund criteria.pelf. The

Bureau will use the federal procurement process for these programs.

Questions for the Record for Mr. Richard Cordray, CFPB

Financial Services Committee Hearing
"The Semi·Annual Report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau"
September 20, 20 l 2
Randy Neugebauer

1. The CFPB recently released a draft rule for servicing reforms, including changes to
force-placed insurance. Did the CFPB research the impact of the proposed rule on
underwriting practices for homeowners insurance? Are you aware that the risk profile
for a home is substantially different once a homeowner goes into default or foreclosure?
Did you do any cost benefit analysis of the proposed rule on the homeowners insurance
market?
Section 1463 of the Dodd-Frank Act amended Section 6 of the Real Estate Settlement
Procedures Act to impose requirements before a lender can impose a charge for force-placed
insurance on a borrower. Force-placed insurance is a different type of insurance than a standard

homeowners insurance pol.icy. Force-placed insurance is generally substantially more expensive
than a homeowner insurance policy that a borrower could purchase. It also generally provides
less protection against loss than insurance that a bom)wer could purchase. These differences
exist because a force-placed insurance policy is not im underwritten insurance product and
properties subject to force-placed .insurance generally present different risks, inc.luding a higher
likelihood that such properties may be in the foreclosure process or vacant.
The Bureau undertook substantial research regarding property insurance, including with respect
to force-placed insurance, homeowners insurance, and flood insurance, in connection with
proposing rules lo implement the protections in the Dodd-Frank Act with respect to force-placed
insurance. As set fo11h in the proposal, and as required by the Dodd-Frank Act, servicers would
not be permitted to charge a borrower for force-pl.aced insurance coverage unless. the servicer has
a reasonable basi.s to be.lieve the borrower has failed to maintain hazard insurance and has
provided required notices. One notice to the borrower would be required at least 45 days before
charging for forced-place insurance coverage. and a second notice would be required no earlier
than 30 days after lhe firsl notice. The proposal contains model fom1s that servicers could use.
If a borrower provides proof of hazard insurance coverage, then the servicer would be required to
cancel any force-placed insurance policy and refund any premiums paid for periods in which the
borrower's policy was in place. In addition, if a servicer makes payments for hazard insurance
from a borrower's escrow account, a servicer would be required to continue those payments
rather than force-placing a separate policy, even if there is insufficient money in the escrow
account. The rule would also provide that charges related to force-placed insurance (other than
those subject co State regulati.on as the business of insurance or authorized by Federal law for
flood insurance) must relate to a service that was actually performed. Additionally, such charges
would have to bear a reasonable relationship to the servicer's cost of providing the service.
These protections are designed to notify borrowers about the risks and costs of force-placed
insurance and are designed to ensure that borrowers have the opportunity to obtain a
homeowners insurance policy before a charge is imposed for force-placed insurance. The

Bureau has no reason to believe that these protections with respect to force-placed insurance will
impose costs on the homeowners insurance market. because force-placed insurance and
homeowners .insurance are different types of products. We have received public comments on
the proposed rules, including with respect to the provisions relating to force-placed insurance.
and are carefully considering those comments in connection with finalizing the force-placed
insurance rules.

Questions for the Record from
Rep. Blaine Luetkemeyer (M0-9)
Committee on Financial Services
U.S. House of Representatives
Hearing he.Id on September 20, 2012, entitled

"The Semi-Annual Report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau"
Witness: The Honorable Richard Cordray, Direcror, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
1. During your testimony before tbe Committee, you responded to a question I asked
about a provider's liability when a sender gives an incorrect account number that if
it is determined that the sender gave incorrect information, a provider can "work
this out'' with the consumer. However, isn't it true that the rule requires a provider
to refund or resend the entire principal amount in the event funds go to the wrong
account due to sender error? Is this what you mean by "working things out~? Also,
setting aside the issue of whether you think this concern is overstated, do you think
this approach is fair'!
Section l005.3.3(c) of the rule requires a remiltance transfer provider lo refund or resend a
transfer that was sent to the wrong account. As noted in the Bureau's recent industry compliance
webinar, however, we agree with some of the concerns that have been expressed about thi.s pare
of the rule when a consumer provides incorrect account or routing information. In those
circumstances, though we think the provider should be responsible for trying to remedy th.e
siluarion. If the money was properly transmitted in accordance with the sender's instructions and
cannot be recovered, we share concerns about liability resting on the provider. We expect to take
action shmtly to address this issue.
2. Dodd-Frank doesn't require that any foreign taxes be disclosed to people sending
money overseas, but your remittance transfer rule makes this a requirement. You
have charged that providers can estimate foreign taxes. The only estimates th.at are
permitted arc when a tax rate must be applied to a transfer amount that has been
estimated. ls it correct that providers must still know all the applicable taxes in all
the countries that they send transfer to as well as the exemptions and exclusions that
apply to those taxes'! In your discussions with the industry, has any entity said it
will be able to comply with this requirement? Are you aware of any service or
technology solutions available to institutions to help them make these disclosures?
Section 919(a)(2)(A)(i) of the Electronic Fund Transfer Act requires a remittance transfer
provider to disclose the amount to be received by the designated recipi.ent. The Bureau believes
that the plain language of the statute requires providers to disclose all fees and taxes specifically
related to the remittance transfer, regardless of the entity that chm·ges or collects them, as these
elements have a direct impact on the amount recei.ved by the design.ated recipient. Taxes may
be estimated when the lax is based on an estimated amounr (such as a percentage of the amount
of forei~·n currency). Gene.rally speaking, the statute provided for 1.imited scenarios in which the
Bureau could permit providers to estimare amounts that are required to be disclosed.

While some providers have expressed confidence about their ability to comply with the rule
when .it takes effect~ we realize compliance with this requirement may be difficult for some
providers and in certain remittance corridors. To the extent that existing open netwmk~ will be
able to accommodate this part of the rule, we understand that work is ongoing. Furthermore, we
understand that many providers are working diligently wi.th their bus.iness paitners, or are
exploring alternative business models, to come into compliance by the effective date.
Separately, the Bureau is considering whether we can facilitate industry efforts to figure out the
correct tax information.

3. Section 1073 of Dodd-Frank specifically directed the Federal Reserve and
Department of the Treasury "to expand the use of the automated clearinghouse
system ... for remittance transfers to foreign countties" and required biennial
reports to Congress on the status of such efforts. How did you ensure that this
regulation reflects the directive to expand the use of th.e ACH Network? Can you
provide us with examples where the •·egulation provides for the flexibility necessary
for the operation of an open network like the A.CH Network?
In drafting the remittance rule, the Bureau carefully cons.idered the ACH system and its ro.le in
the remittance transfer markets. Section l073(a) of the Dodd-Frank Act requires specific
consumer disclosures and includes only limited circumstimces where estimates may be provided.
Section. l073(a) applies these requirements to open network transfers, such as those sent through
the ACH system as required by Section l073(a) .. Operating within those constraints, the Bureau
adopted several provisions in the final rule that provide flexibility for, or are otherwise
accommodating toward, ACH transfers. For example, in the final rnle, the Bureau reduced the
time period for cancelling a transfer from one business day, which was proposed by the Federal.
Reserve Board, to thirty minutes. In adopting the shorter period, the Bureau noted that ACH
transfers generally cannot be cancelled once the payment order has been accepted by thl! sending
institution~ thus, a cancellation period of one business day could prevent a sender from sending a
remittance transfer quickly. Relatedly. the final rule allows providers to use combined
disclosures (rather thc:m separate pre-payment disclosures c:md receipts) to facilitate comp.liance
wHh the rul.e. In monitoring the implementation of the remittance rule, the Bureau will continue
to consider the impact of the rule on the use of lhe ACH network.

4. Does the CFPB have a view on peerMto-peer lending, crowdfunding and other new
sources of capital for micro-businesses?
The Bureau has not had occasion to evaluate these new forms of financing, but in general, the
laws that the Bureau administers and enforces relate primarily to financial products and services
offered to consumers and not to businesses ..

5. The FDIC recently released a new study showing more than one in four U.S.
households are unbanked or underbanked. Tens of millions of consumers have
ongoing. often critical, needs for credit but they have limited credit options. Please
tell us what specific actions you believe can be taken by Congress and by the CFPB
to help solve this critical credit access problem?

The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act) directs
the Bureau to use its authority to ensure both that consumers have access to markets for
consumer financial products and services and that these markets are fair, transparent, and
competitive. The largest financial crisis since the Great Depression cut deeply into
Americans~ access to credit, but that is now improving .in many markets. Credit card.
originations are &-rrowing at a modest pace. We are seeing growth in auto lending, and private
student lending has stabilized after a rapid decline. But mortgage lending standards are still
quite tight, and it appears that many creditworthy borrowers cannot buy homes. We are now
working to put in place common-sense rules of the road to help set the stage for lhe return of
a stable, fair, and tnmsparent private mortgage market
Credit access is. also a consideration in our ongoing efforts to streamline the body of
regulations we inherited. We recently proposed a rule to implement the ability-to-pay rule of
the CARD Act to ensure that repayment ability is properly balanced with credit access for
spouses who are not currently employed outside the home. In each of these rulemakjngs, we
explicitly consider the potential effect of a rule on access to credit. The Dodd-Frank Act
specifically requires us to do that. As we consider potential alternative approaches to
exercis.ing our authority, we consider the benefits and costs of these alternatives for
consumers and providers, including what kinds of effects different alternatives would have
on access to consumer financial products and serv.ices.

6. The CFPH has broad authority to enforce the various federal consumer financial
protection laws and regulations. Do you believe that these laws generally provide
adequate protection for most consumers'!
Congress created the CFPB as part of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act, in response to the worst financial crisis this country has experienced since the
Great Depression. The consumer financial protection statutes and regul.ations entrusted to the
Bureau by the Dodd-Frank Act provide vital protections to consumers who use financial
products and services. and the Dodd-Frank Act itself contained important refonns to those
statutes and regulations, particularly w.ith regard to the mortgage market. Since opening our
doors in July 2011, the Bureau has been committed to implementing those reforms effectively,
and we are working diligently to implement the Act. As you know, the many rulemakings
required by the Act raise a number of important and complex issues, and our work on many of
the implementing rules is not yet complete. The Bureau is carefully monitoring the markets as
they continue to chJmge, and is committed to using the authorities granted by Congress to fulfill
the mission Congress gave us. We have thus far been able to work to appropriately implement
the Act without legislative adjustments.

7. As types of credit options become more limited~ many underserved consumers are
being driven to borrow from costly off-shore Internet lenders who do not comply
with our consumer protection laws. Does the CFPB have jurisdiction over or have

the authority to stop these operators'!

The Bureau has authority over payday lenders and is in the process of looking at a wide
range of issues involving payday I.ending, including issues related to lenders originating
and servicing loans off-shore.

8. Do you believe that the CFPB has the responsibility to consider whether its
enforcement actions are detrimental to underserved consumers' access to credit? If
so, how does the CFPB assure that its actions intended to protect underserved
consumers do not have a detrimental effect on access to credit for those same
consumers?
The CFPB has a responsibility to enforce the laws that Congress charged us with admjnistering
in order to protect consumers and honest businesses that play by the rules. We craft our
enforcement actions to maximize both deterrence to wrongdoers and benefits to consumers, one
of which may he consumers' access to credit. We do so using the Bureau's informed
understm1ding of the industries we regulate when we take enforcement actions.

9. The makeup of CJ<'PB boards seem"i to lack expertise from various sections of the
financial services industry. Please explain in detail the process for searching for,
recruiting and selecting members of CFPB's advisory boards.
On September 12, 2012, the Bureau announced the appointment of 25 consumer expe1ts from
outside the federal government to .its newly-formed Consumer Advisory Board which will
provide advice to CFPB leadership on a broad range of consumer financial issues and emerging
market trends. Of the 25 advisory board members, six members were nominated by the Federal
Reserve Board in accordance with Section l014(b) of the Dodd-Frank WaU Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act: nine arc representatives from the financial services industry, four arc
academi.cs, and the remaining six are consumer advocates. Financjal services industry
representatives therefore make up a significant portion of the Consumer Advisory
Board. Specifically, the current Consumer Advisory Board includes representatives from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two ctedit unions
Two banks
One credir card company
One Personal Finance Software company
Two Asset and Credit Building Loan companies
Real Estate Broker professional association
Financial Services Compliance and Risk Advisors
Credit Counseling and Debt Management

Section 1014 (b) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act provides
that, '"in appointing the members of the Consumer Advisory Board, the Director shall seek to
assemble expe11s in consumer protection, financial services, community development, fair
lending and c.ivil rights, and consumer financial products or services and representatives of
depository institutions that primarily serve underserved communities, and representatives of
communities that have been significantly impacted by higher-priced mo11gagc loans, and seek
representation of the interests of covered persons and consumers, without regard to party
affiliation." Following the guidelines provided in the statute, the CFPB published in the Federal

Register a notice outlining the functions of the Board and soliciting nominations for members to
serve on the Board. In response to this call for nominations, the Bureau received over 1100
unique nominati.ons for persons applying for membership to the advisory board. As a resul.t, the
Consumer Advisory Board is a multi-disciplinary external stakeholder board of experts on
consumer protection, consumer financial products or services, community development, fair
lending, civil rights, underserved communities, and communities that have been significantly
impacted by higher priced mortgage Joans.
As ouclined in Section 1014(a) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Refonn and Consumer Protection
Act. the CFPB's Consumer Advisory Board (the "'Board'') will "advise and consult with the
Bureau .in the exercise of its functions under the Federal consumer financial laws" and "provide
infonnation on emerging practices in the consumer financial products or services industry,
including regional trends, concerns, and other relevant information.·· The first meeting of the
Consumer Adv.isory Board took place Sept. 27 and 28. 2012 in. St. Louis, MO.

In addition, the Bureau created a Community Bank Advisory Council. and a Credit Union
Advisory Council consisting of representatives of those entities to provide information, analysis,
and recommendations to the Bw·eau and infonn the CFPB's policy development, nilemaking, and
engagement functions.

10. I'm afraid that the three day requirement to receive your closing forms in the
CFPB's RESPAfJ'ILA rule could wind up causing delays in closing a mortgage loan
that would put consumers in a situation of higher costs, higher f ecs, losing their
deposits or earnest money, and losing tlieir rate lock. In situations where the
consumer is going to be hurt financially or otherwise harmed and where the listed
exceptions would not apply, is there a way that the consumer may waive this
requirement and protect his or her loan provisions, or does the consumer have to
live with the adverse consequences?
There is long-standing support for providing consumers with important loan infonnation in
advance of closing. The Bureau's proposed rule does, however, permit a consumer to waive the
timing requirement i.n the event of a bona fide personal financial emergency. Thi.s ex.ception
serves an important purpose: consumers should be ab.le to waive the protection afforded by the
waiting period if faced with a financial emergency. The Bureau specifically sought comment on
the nature of waivers based on bona fide personal. financial emergencies in the proposal.. The
Bureau will analyze the comments on this issue and determine whether modifications to this
waiver are appropriate.
11. CFPB did extensive testing on the mortgage disclosure form. Can you explain that

testing process? \Vhat did the testing tell the bureau about how the forms would
help consumers to shop for mortgage loans and settlement services? The testing
report that accompanied the proposed rule indicates on page 23 that 92 consumers
were tested on these new forms. How many of those 92 consumers demonstrated a
change in behavior? 'vm CFPB be willing to commit to conducting more
quantitative testing before finalizing the rule so that we can be sure th.at consumers
will st..-e these benefit" before businesses spend millions of dollars on
implementation?

Before the proposal, the Bureau conducted qualitative usability testing over ten rounds in nine
different si.tes across the country. This type of testing is widely used by both industry and
government (including the Federal Reserve, the FTC. and HUD). In total, we tested with 92
consumer participants and 22 industry representatives. We recruited pa1ti.c.ipants to reflect the
general population in tenns of demographic measures, such as age, ethnic diversity, education,
income, gender, and marital status. We also accounted for varying degrees of experience with
the home buying and loan refimmcing process, recruiting consumers who have bought or
refinanced recently and consumers who have no such experience.
The 22 industry
representatives included lenders. mortgage brokers, and settlement agents, many of whom
worked for or owned a small business. We wanted lo ensure that the forms work for the
businesses that will use them every day.

The Bureau's qualitative testing indicated that the information currently provi.ded on. the separate
TILA and RESP.A disclosures can be combined and reorganized into fom1s that enable
consumers to make meaningful comparisons of different loans and choose the loan that best fits
their needs. In particular, qualitative testing indicated that the proposed forms helped consumer
participants understand the trade offs between different loans, such as the choice between a loan
with higher upfront costs and a loan with a higher monthly payment or an interest rate that can
increase over time. In add.ition, industry pa11icipants consistently reported that our forms would
be easier to use than the current forms. Before issuing a final rule, the Bureau plans to conduct
limited additional qualitative and larger scale quantitative testing to validate its qualitative testing
results.

"Holding the CFPB Accountable: Review of Semi-annual Report to Congress"
September 13, 2012
Questions for Tbe Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director, Comm mer Financial Protection
Bureau, from Senator Johanns:

1) l\tister Cordray, I first want to offer thanks and an acknowledgement of a bit of
work well done that many bankers in Nebraska very much appreciated. Acting in
response to a question from one of my bankers, your Assl,,tant Director David
Silberman made the trek to Gothenburg~ Nebraska-not a terribly convenient place
to get to, mind you-and spent an entire day walking through the practices and
procedures of a small community bank, speaking with account managers, loan
officers, and customers to get a better feel for how a bank of that size operates.

I think that was an abovc~and-beyond show of humility and good faith, and the
bankers in Nebraska wanted me to extend my thanks to you and Mr. Silberman.
With yesterday's announcement of your Community Bank Advisory Council, I hope
that more and more of this occurs, so that when rules are written by the Bureau, the
operational differences between the biggest banks and the C()mmunity banks are
fully appreciated and accounted for. As I hope the visit to Gothenburg made clear, a
one-sizeMfits-all approach to banking rulemaking just does not work.
The Bureau is always pleased to meet with community bankers, and we have held dozens
of such meetings and roundtables with community bankers around the country to hear
directly from them.

2) I have concerns about the governance and quality control procedures that the
Bureau has in place. Let me give you an example:

I spoke with a community banker from Alma, Nebraska over the August recess. He
relayed to me at least three occasions in the last six months where his bank received
complaints from the Bureau that should have been directed to other institutions.
Two were intended for Texas banks and another to the :First State .Bank of St. Clair
Shores, M.ichigan, some 979 miles from Alma.

Even though these complains were erroneous, they still require time and resources
to identify, investigate and respond to. Now, on their own, none of these are
egregious, and none of them too timeMconsuming for the banker on tbe other end,
but when the mistakes begin to add up, now we're wasting resources that will
otherwise be used serving small Neb.raska communities.
As we an know, you are growing quite rapidly and paying your employees quite a
bit more than the typical government employee. ·with so many people getting paid
great sums of money, where are the basic quality controls? \Vhat procedures are in
place to make sure that a tiny institution like the First State Bank in Alma,

Nebraska doesn't continue to get bogged down in paperwork from erroneous
complaints?

Is there a process i11 place to ensure that a complaint is legitimate, and then that the
legitimate complaints a1·e actually forwarded to the correct institutions?
The Bureau maintains signlficant controls to authenticate complaints. Each complaint is
checked to ensure that it is submitted by the identified consumer or from his or her
specifically authorized representative. Each submission is also reviewed to determine if it

is a complaint, an inquiry, or feedback. (Submissions in the latter two categories are not
forwarded to compani.es for handling as complaints,) Further) each complaint is checked
lo identify duplicate submissions by a consumer who has already filed with the Bureau a
compl.ai.nt on the same issue. Finally, complaints are only muted to companies when they
contain all the required fields, including the complaint narrative, the consumer's narrative
statement of his or her suggested resolution, and the consumer's contact information.
Companies view and respond to consumers using their secure web portals, which they
also use to notify the Bureau if a complaint has been routed incorrectly. As we work to
continually improve our complaint routing accuracy, such notificatjons from companies
are key to routing complaints to the correct companies and increasing routing accuracy
over time.
\Ve regret the inconvenience caused by three complaints being misdirected to First State
Bank in Nebraska .instead of companies with the same name in Texas and Michigan.
Once notified by First State Bank in Nebraska that complaints had been misrouted, the

CFPB rerouted the complaints to the correct Fi.rst State Bank. We are committed to
redoubling our efforts .in this regard as we strive to make our complaint resolution
process work for both consumers and companies.

3) In June of this year, Bureau officials testified before the House Financial Services
Committee on the implementation. of the "ability to pay" i~ules f'm~ crcd.it card
lending that were mandated under the CARD Act.
As you know, mandating that a credit card issuer only take into account the
applicant's individual income and not that of a spouse or the entire household when
evaluating ability to pay can have many unintended negative consequences on folks
like military spouses or stay-at-home moms and dads.

While I understand that the original rules were written by the Fed, they were part
of the package transferred to the Bureau. ln that appearance, Associate Director
Hillebrand testified that the Bureau hoped to announce next steps in reforming
these harmful rules by the end of summer. I was hoping you could shed some light
on the progress you're making on this front?
The Bureau recently issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in which it seeks to make it
easier for spouses and partners who do not work outside the home to qualify for credit
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cards and establish their own credit histories. The comment period for the proposal wilt
end 60 days after the notice is published in the Federal Register.

The proposal would generally eliminate the independent ability-to-pay requirement for
consumers and applicants age 21 or older <md instead permit credit card .issuers to
con.si.der .income and assets to which the consumer or applicant has a reasonable
expectation of access. For spouses and partners under the age of 21 (including military
spouses), the proposal seeks comment on whether to make adjustments to the existing
rule in light of che stamcory requirement that underage consumers without a cosigner,
guarantor, or joint applicant demonstrate an independent ability to pay.

4) The Bureau's RESPA/TILA rule creates substantial uncertainty regarding who
prepares and delivers the final disclosure information to the consumer. The
proposed rule, by permitting the lender to deliver th.e final disclosure, removes the
independent, third·1>arty closing agent from the settlement process. The
independent agent deals with many different lenders, giving them a glimpse of the
best practices employed by a broad cross-section of the industry.
What was the intent behind removing this informed and independent check at the
closing table? Is it your opinion that this will ultimately benefit the consumer'!
Settlement agents provide crucial services, and we have no desire to exclude them. from
the clos.ing process. Real estate c.losings are very complicated, and invo.lve much more
than just completing a disclosure and watching the buyer sign documents. TI1ere is a
reason why an entire profession, which is over a century old) exists to pert'orm c.losings,
Our proposal only addresses who provides the disclosures. It will not regulate the other
important functions performed by settlement agents.
The Dodd-Frank Act requires us to combine disclosures that are currently provided by
lenders with disclosures that are currently provided by settlement agents. Much of the
information on the combined disclosure relates to the terms of the loan and is therefore in
the possession of the lender. In addition, the Dodd-Frank Act amends TILA to make the
lender responsible for much of the information. For that reason, the proposal contains
one alternative which makes the lender responsible for providing the combined
disclosure. The proposal includes another alternative, which would allow settlement
agents to provide th.e combined disclosure. The proposal solicited comment on other
methods of dividing respons.ibility between creditors and settlement agents, provided that
such other methods ensure that consumers are provided with prompt, accurate, and
reliable disclosures.
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Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director, Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, from Ranking Member Sbelbv:
l. Mr. Cordr.iy, during the hearing I stated that the Bureau has proposed eliminating
the Dodd.-Frank requirement that creditors disclose the "Total Interest Percentage"
on mortgage discJosures. In its proposed rule the Bureau states that it is using its
"exception and modification authority under TlLA Section 105(a) and (t) and DoddFrank Section 1032(a)" to eliminate this requirement. Section 1032(a) does not,
however, contain the "exception and modification" language that appears in TILA
Section 105(a) and (f). I asked whether you believe that the Bureau has exception
and modification authority under Section 1032(a) independent of TILA Section
l05(a) and (f). You responded yes to my question.
a. Please provide a legal analysis explaining the basis fo1· your belief that the
Bureau has exception and modification authority under Section 1032(a) of
Dodd-Frank, independent of any other statute, including TILA.
Section l032{a) of the Dodd-Frank Act provides that the Bureau may prescribe rules to
ensure that the features of any consumer financial product or service, both initially and
over the tenn of the product or service, are "folly, accurately, and effectively disclosed to
consumers in a manner that permits consumers to understand the costs, benefits, and risks
associated with the product or service, in light of the facts and circumstances.'' Thus,
section 1032(a) authorizes the Bureau to prescribe rules to ensure the overall
effectiveness of disclosures regarding a product or service, which may result in rules that.
alter, perhaps signific~mtly, specific statutory provisions.
In the TILA-RESPA integrated mortgage proposal, the Bureau relied on a number of
statutory grants of authority, including section. l032(a), to support the proposed
requirements, including some that would have the effect of modifying statutory
requirements. The authority granted to the Bureau under section I 032( a) is consistent
with the goals of the TILA-RESPA proposal, which combines two different mortgage
disclosure regimes into a single set of disclosures that fully, accurately, and effectively
inform consumers of the nature and costs of mortgage loans in a manner that permits
them to understand the assoc.iated costs, benefits, and risks. Of course~ when prescribing
rules under section I 032(a), the Bureau will consider the available, relevant evidence
(such as consumer testi.ng) about consumer awareness, understanding of, and responses to
disclosures or communications.

2. l\rlr. Cordray, recently Lt. Governor of California Gavin Newsom asked the U.S.
Department of Justice to investigate and prosecute groups representing Wall Street
investors and the mortgage industry for making statements that mortgage lending
may become costlier in parts of the cou.ntry where municipalities are weighing
eminent domain proposals.
a. Do you believe that a company that refuses to make or buy loans that are
secured by properties in jurisdictions that repudiate mortgage contracts has

,.,
.)

engaged in an abusive, unfair or deceptive practice or otherwise violated any
of the "Federal Consumer Financial Laws"'?
Whether the refusal of a lender to make loans in a particular jw·isdiction violates any
Federal consumer fina11cial law (including the prohibition on acts or practices which are
unfair, decepti.ve, or abusive) depends on a careful and thorough assessment of all the
relevant facts and circumstances as well as legal precedents.

3. Mr. Cordray, in the remittance transfers rule the Bureau stated that it expects some
businesses may stop ottering this service as a result of this rule. UnfortWlately, it
appears that the Bureau's prediction will come to fruition. The ICBA recently
stated that the rule will "force many community banks to no longer offer remittance
services to customers."
a. Can you explain how a costly regulation that forces small banks out of this
market and concentrates market share in larger financial institutions is good
for consumers?
b. Will you consider phasing in the final rule to ensure that the industry has
time to provide meaningful information to those consumers who would like
to send remittances'!

Th.e Bureau .i.s aware of concerns that the rule could lead some remi.ttance tnmsfor
providers to choose to ex.it the bus.iness or significantly reduce their product offerings to
consumers. That is why we continue to take steps to alleviate these concerns while
maintaining the ml.e's valuable new consumer protections. The Bureau addressed many
institutions' concerns through the authorization for estimates contained in the original
rule, as well as by the normal course of business safe harbor adopted by the Bureau in
August. Additional compliance and implementation concerns were raised by industry in
requests for guidance and other communications after the rnle was finalized earlier this
year. As a result, the Bureau expects to issue a proposal next month to refine three
narrowly targeted elements of the rule. The proposal .is expected to address the following
three topics:

•

Situations in which a sender provides an incorrect account number to a
rernittmu:e transfer provider. As the Bureau announced during the Bureau's
webinar on the remittance rule on October 16, 2012, the CFPB plans to propose
revisions to the rule~s error resolution provisions. Specifically, the proposal will
address the way the rnle applies to situations in which a sender provides an
incorrect account number to a remittance transfer provider and that information
results in a remittance u-:msfor being depos.ited into the wrong account. The
CFPB intends to propose that where the provider can demonstrate that the
consumer provided the incorrect information, the provider wou.ld be required to
attempt to recover the funds but would not be liable for the funds if those efforts
are unsuccessful.

•

Disclosure of third party fees and foreign taxes. The CFPB pl.ans to propose
revisions to the rule's disclosure provisions concerning foreign taxes and foes
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assessed by the financial institution receiving the transfer. The proposal would
provide additional flexibility around these requirements, including by permitting
providers to base fee disclosures on published bank fee schedules and by
providing further guidance on foreign tax disclosures where ce11ain variables may
affect tax rates.

•

Disclosure (~l regional and local taxes assessed ;njoreign countries. The CFPB
also plans to propose that the obl.igati.on for providers to disclose foreign taxes
.imposed on remittance transfers .is limi.ted to taxes imposed at the national ]eve.I,
and does not encompass taxes that may be imposed by foreign, sub-national
jurisdictions.

The Bureau expects to issue a notice of proposed rukmaking next month to explain the
changes in detail and to seek public comment. After considering the public comments,
the Bureau will issue a final rule as quickly as possible. The Bureau anticipates
proposing to extend the effective date on the original rule until. 90 days after the
supplemental rule is issued. Based on cuffent expectati.ons, this would mean that the
proposed effective date for the remittances rule will be dilling the spring.
The Bw-eau will continue to work with industry and others to facilitate preparations for
implementation during the intervening period. The Bureau expects to move quickly once
the proposal is issued to ensure that the new consumer protections afforded by the rule
can be effectively implemented and delivered to consumers as soon as possible.

4. Mr. Cordray, in the remittance transfers rule the Bureau requires the dictclosure of
foreign taxes, despite the fact that this is not re<1uired by the Dodd-Frank Act.
a. '\Vhat will be the cost to a community bank to :figure out all the foreign tax

laws that might apply for every country around the world?
As the Bureau stated in adopting the final rule, EFTA section 919(a)(2)(A)(i) requires a
remittance transfer provider covered by the rule to disclose the amount to be received by
the designated recipient. Thus, the final remittance rule requires providers to disclose all
fees and taxes specifically related to the remi.ttance transfer, regardless of the entity that
charges them, as these elements have a direct impact on the amount made available to the
designated recipient. Many community banks --- those that perform fewer than 100 such
transfers per year -- will qualify for lhe normal course of business safe harbor and will
therefore not need to provide this infonnation. For those that do not qualify for the safe
harbor, the Bureau understands that some remittance transfer prov.iders, incJudjng
community hanks, may face difficulties in disclosing fees assessed by a recipient's
fimmcial i.nstitution and foreign taxes applicable to a transfer. Therefore, the Bureau
plans to propose revisions to the rule's disclosure provisions concerning foreign taxes and
recipient institution fees. The proposal would provide additional flexibility around these
requirements, induding by permitting providers to base fee <liscl.osures on published bank
fee schedules and by providing further guidance on foreign tax disclosures where certain
variables may affect tax rates. Under the proposal. disclosure of foreign taxes imposed
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on remittance transfers would be limited to taxes imposed at the national level, and would
not encompass taxes that may be imposed by foreign, sub-national jurisdictions.

5. l\tr. Cordray, a recent rule by the Bureau would mandate that loan otliccrs offer a
plain vanilla mortgage with no-points and no-fees, unless "consumers are unlikely to
qualify for such a loan."
a. How will loan otlicers determine whether a consumer is likely to qualify for a
plain vanilla mortgage at the time of the offer?
b. What are the penalties and legal liabilities for entities that fail to offer the
plain vanilla mortgage?
The Dodd-Frank Act contains a provision that would generally prohibit the imposition of
any upfront discount points, origination points, or foes on consumers for m01tgage loans
in which a creditor or loan originator organization (i.e., mortgage brokerage firm) pays a
loan originator a tnmsaction-specific commission. As an alternative to this complete
prohibition, the Bureau proposed in August 2012, pursuant to authority granted by the
Dodd-Frank Act, to allow loans that include such points and fees if the creditor also
makes available to the consumer a comparable, alternative loan that does not include
those points and fees. The purpose is to allow the consumer to compare two similar
mortgage options -- i.e., one with points and fees, and one withom but with a higher
interest rate -- to see and understand the different ways to pay for the same mortgage
product.
To be comparable, the alternative loan would generally have the &ame terms and
conditions as the loan that includes points and fees; however, the alternative loan would
not necessarily be "plain vanilla" because 110 restrictions would be imposed on, for
example, the loan term, the amount of the jntcrcst rate. whether the rate is fixed or
a(tjustable, or whether the payments are fully amortizing.
As noted) the proposal prov.ides that the creditor would not 11eed to make available the
alternative loan if a consumer is unlikely to qualify for that .loan. Under the proposal,
the creditor would need to have a good faith belief that the consumer is unlikely to
qualify based on its own cw-rent pricing and underwriting policy. In making this
determination, the creditor could rely on information provided by the consumer, even if
that information is subsequently determined to be inaccurate. We specifically sought
comment on how this aspect of the proposal might he improved, and are in the process of
considering and evaluating the feedback received as we develop the final rul.e.

If a creditor or loan originator were to fail to comply with the applicable requirements of
the final rule, liabili.cy and penalti.es would be determined under sections 108 and 130 of
TILA, 15 U.S.C. 1607, 1640.

6. Mr. Cordray, last month the Bureau released a mortgage servicing rule that
includes new rules on loss mitigation, even though RESPA, the underlying statute,
does not cover Joss mitigation. Instead, the Bureau relied upon a Dodd Frank Act
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amendment to RESPA, which allows the Bureau to write rules "appropriate to
carry out the consumer protection purposes of this Act."
a. Given the broad language of that amendment to RESPA, what are the limits
of your authority under RESPA'!
b. \Vould the Bureau ever need Congress to amend RESPA in the future, or can
you exercise this new authority to make any changes you deem necessary?
c.
RESPA .imposes obli.gations upon servicers when servicing federally related mortgage loans that
are intended to protect borrowers. As amended by the Dodd-Frank Act, this includes a
prohibition against failing to take timely action to respond to borrowers' requests to correct
errors relating to "avoiding foreclosure, or other standard scrviccr's duties." RESPA section
6(k)( 1)(E) also states that a servicer of a federally related mortgage shall not fail to comply with
any obligation found by the Bureau, by regulation, to be appropriate to carry out the consumer
protection purposes of RESPA.
Each of the provisions proposed in the mortgage servicing rulemaking, including the loss
mitigation procedures, addresses the consumer protection purposes of RESPA as described in the

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. The Bureau is Limited to issuing regulations consistent with the
authorHies granted by Congress. The Legal Authority section to the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking more fully describes the scope of the Bureau's legal authority to amend RESP A.

7. Mr. Cordray, the mortgage servicing rule released by the Bureau last month
expanded the obligations required for mortgage servicers by amending RESPA.
Since RESPA has a private right of action, consumers will now have a federal
private right of action against a servicer for any alleged failure to engage in proper
loss mitigation.
a. Do you have any concerns that exposing servicers to more lawsuits will make
banks Jess wiUing to lend, especially to riskier consumers?
b. Did. you conduct any economic analysis on how much this rule will increase
the cost of mortgages by exposing banks to more lawsuits?
One of the dear lessons of the mortgage crisis has been that good loss mitigation practices

provide better outcomes for consumers and mortgage investors. Despite this, many servicers,
who stand in between those parties, have not undertaken the work necessary to implement good
.loss mitigation practices to achieve those better outcomes.

To correct this problem, the Bureau proposed to establish l.oss mitigation procedures. which are
designed to ensure that borrowers receive information about loss mitigation options available to
them and the process for applying for those options. Under the proposed rule, borrowers would
be evaluated for all options for which they may be eligibl.e, have an opportuni.cy to appeal
decisions by the servicer regarding loan modification options, and be protected from foreclosure
unti.l the process of evaluating the borrower·s complete loss mitigation application has ended.
Further, servicers would be required to produce a record of decisions and, .in the case of loss
mitigation. the rea~ons for denial. The Bureau's proposed mortgage servicing rules would create
reasonable, common-sense, and transparent procedures that would be used to hold servicers
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accountable. Under the proposal, a private right of action would exist for failure to follow these

procedures.
The Bureau carefully considered the benefits. costs, and impacts of each significant provision of
the proposed rule, induding the loss mitigation procedures. As stated in the proposed rule,
absent rules governing the loss mitigation process, investors an.d guarantors may structure loss
mitigation efforts as vague d1scretionary activities, eliminate Joss mitigation efforts altogether, or
worse, significantly reduce mortgage market activity, potentially curtailing general access to
credit. The Bureau recognized che benefits, costs, and impacts of che private right of action
associated with the proposed loss mitigation procedures and with certain other proposed
amendments to Regulation X. The Bureau notes that the regulatory analyses jn the proposal
generally assume that firms comply with a proposed rule and therefore incur the costs associated
with compliance. Any other approach would require the Bureau to reduce the costs of
compli.an.ce by a specified factor. In other words, the costs of civil liability would require the
Billeau to determine the probability that a firm in comp.liance with the proposed ru.le would face
additional lawsui.cs based on a violation of the loss mitigation procedures. This probabiljty
would have to reflect both any increase in lawsuits asserting violation of the proposed loss
mitigation procedures and any reduction in lawsuits asserting violations of existing legal
requirements to the extent that such reduction were to result from compliance wHh the proposed
loss mitigation provisions.

For example. compli.an.ce with the proposed reasonable .information management procedures
may reduce lawsuits asserting that servicers have failed to comply with applicable law with
respect to sworn affidavits and notarized documents in connection wi.th. foreclosure proceedings.
Similarly, compliance with the proposed loss mitigation procedures may reduce lawsuits
asserting claims based on a servicer condncting a foreclosure sale when a borrower has accepted
an offer of a loss mitigation option and is performing pursuant to such option. The Bureau
lacked data with which to estimate this probability at the time of the proposal, but specifically
sought comment and data on issues effecting its consideration of benefits and costs and will
evaluate the information received and continue its own. internal analyses in preparing the final
mle.

8. Mr. Cordray, the recent settlement with Capital One resulted in the Bureau and the
OCC collecting civil money penalties of $25 million and $35 million, respectively.

By law, the OCC must give its entire penalty to Treasury. In contrast, the Bureau's
civil money penalty will go to its own slush fund. The Bureau will then have
unilateral authority to decide how to allocate the $25 million.
a. \Viii any portion of the $25 million obtained by the Hureau go to Treasury?
In the Dodd-Frank Act, Congress authorized the Bureau to use civil penalties only for
payments to victims, and, in certain ci.rcumstan.ces, consumer education and financial
literacy programs. ln pa1ticular, § l0l7(d)(2) provides:

Amounts in the Civil Penalty Fund shall be available to the Bureau, -rvithout fiscal
year limitation, for payments to the victims <~f activities for which civil penalties
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have been imposed under the Federal consumer.financial laws. To the extent that

such victims cannot be located or such payment<r are otherwise not pract;cable,
the Bureau may use such funds for the purpose of consumer education and
fi.nancial literacy programs.

b. PJease provide a break-down of bow the Bureau wiJI distribute these funds
and the procedures the Bureau used to decide how to allocate these funds.
The Bureau has made available on its website an overview of the Civil Penalty Fund:
http://filcs.consumcrfinancc.~ov/f/201207 cfpb civil penalty fund foctshect.pdf.
As that document notes, the Bureau has created a Civil Penalty Fund Governance Board,
which is responsible for ensuring that the Civil Penalty Fund is administered in a manner
that is consistent with the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
ln addition, the Civil Penalty Fund Governance Board is responsible for deve.lop.ing
policies and procedures, including appropriate internal controls, to ensure that money
deposited in the Civil Penalty Fund .is distributed .in a manner that:
•Supports the Bureau~s mission, responsibilities, policies, and priorities;
• Complies with the Dodd-Frank Act and all other applicable Laws and regulations, as
well as internal CFPB policies and procedures and legal opinions of the CFPB's Office of
General Counsel;
• Protects against waste, fraud, and abuse;
• Provides appropriate transparency regarding the use of CPF monies, including the
manner of distribution, any associated administrative expenses, and, where applicable,
the mechanism for identifying individual victims;
• Ensures appropriate and robust oversight of contractors; and
• Enhances program efliciency through regular operational analyses and development of
appropriate perfonnance metrics.
The Bureau has also posted the criteria it will use in making available Civil Penalty Fund
monies for Consumer Education and Financial Literacy programs:
httg://file.s.l.';on.smnerfimmce.~ov/f/201207 cfpb dv11 gena!ty fund criteria.pdf. The
Bureau will use the federal procurement process for these programs.

9. Mr. Cordray, in past Congressional testimony you were asked whether the CFPB is
considering how several mortgage rules are going to work together and the steps
you are taking to analyze and mitigate the cumulative impact of these rules on the
affectcd small businesses. In response you stated that you have solicited for
comment the potential impact of these proposed rules and have asked for data
illustrating the impact on small business. Your response indicates that you believe
that small businesses will have the ability to respond to each of these rulemakiugs.
The TILA/RESPA rule alone, however. is 1100 pages in length and contains 155
request'i for comment or additional data.
a. Do you expect that small and medium size banks will have the ability to read
and respond to all of these requests'!
b. What will you infer if you do not receive a response to one of these requests?
9

c. \Vhat additional data are you obtaining on your own during the comment
periods of each of these rules?
We recognized the challenge in responding to so many mortgage rulenrnkings at
one time, and developed summaries of each proposal released this summer that
were specifically designed to help small~and medium-sized bus.inesses identify
and respond to the most critical elements of each proposal. We believe these
were a useful complement to the .longer documents, which as required by Jaw
provide general background, a detailed discussion of each el.cment of the
proposal, and our analyses of its impacts on covered persons and consumers~ in
addition to the proposed regulation text and commentary.
The Bureau received hundreds of comments in response to the proposed rules that
were issued over the summer, including comments from small-and-medium-sized
banks and their trade as.sociati.ons. The Bureau wiU base its final rnles on a
careful evaluation of all availabll! information.

ln all of the proposals, the Bureau explicitly requested daU\ to support analyses
regarding the impacts of the rules and of specific provisions. Some commenters
have provided quantitative and qualitative information, although we have received
limited firm or transaction-specific data in response to these requests. Jn addition,
the Bureau described .its own efforts to gather additional data genrn:me to several
of the rules: loan-level data from other federal agencies; data about closings from
selected institutions; and data from a new national database. We have received
some of this data and, where appropriate, the Bureau is using it to supplement
other existing sources as we continue to analyze the impacts of the rules.
10. Mr. Cordrtty, in conjunction with the Capital One settlement you issued a
compliance bulletin on the marketing of credit card add-on products.
a. Why did the Bureau decide to issue a bulletin on the marketing of credit card
add-on products instead of issuing a proposed rule'!
b. Going forward, how will you determine whether to issue guidance (whether

through a bulletin or other announcement) or a proposed rule?
The Capital One action was based on the conduct of that institution. However,
complaints received by the Bureau indicate --- and the Bureau's supervisory
experience confirms -- that consumers have been misled by the marketing and
sales practices associated with credit card add-on products offered by other
institutions. Such practices violate current law. Consequently, the Bureau issued a
compliance bullet.in as a means of highlighting ex.isting compliance requirements
for the industry and providing insight into Bureau supervisory expectations.
Notably, the bul.letin docs not impose any new requirements. Going forward, the
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Bureau will continue to use the rulemaking process for adopting new
requirements, whil.c providing guidance through bulletins and other methods
regarding compli.ance with existing requirements.

l 1. Mr. Cordray, the Bureau stated in a procedural rule that the Bureau will supervise
a nonbank company if the Bureau determines that the company is engaging, or has
engaged, in conduct that poses a risk to consumers with regard to the ottering or
provision of consumer financial products or services.
a. \Vhat conduct do you believe would constitute a "risk to consumers" that
would warrant supervision by th.e .Bureau?
b. What particular systems, policies or metrics have you developed to
determine whether a "risk to consumers" has occurred and what are the
metrics you have created to assess such risks'!
As an initial matter, we note that the Bureau has published a proposed rule to establish
procedures to implement section 1024(a)(l)(C) of the Dodd-Frank Act; the Bureau has
not yet published a final rule establishing these procedures. Under section l024(a)(l)(C),
Congress authorized the Bureau to supervise a nonbank covered person when:

the Bureau has reasonable cause to determine, by order, after notice to the
covered person and a reasonable opportunity for such covered person to
respond, based on complaints coUected through the system under section
10l3(b)(3) or infonnation from other sources, that such covered person is
engaging, or has engaged, in conduct that poses risks to consumers with
regard to the offering or provision of consumer financial products or
services.
The Bureau i.s authorized to require reports from, and conduct examinations of, nonbank
covered persons subject to supervision under section 1024.
Next, as you mentioned, the proposed rule is procedural; it is not a substantive rule. 111e
proposed procl!dures relate to, inter alia, issuing the notice required by section
l024(a)( 1)(C), providing a covered person with a reasonable opportunity to respond, and
establishing a framework for the Bureau's consideration of any response. Congress did

not define "risk to consmners" in the Dodd-Frank Act. thus, the Bureau set forth, by
statutory guidance, th.e factors .it employs in maldng l024(a)(l)(C) determinations. This
guidance includes, for example, the Bureau's key objectives under the Dodd-Frank Act,
such as protecting consumers from unfair, deceptive or abusive acts or practices; ensuring
consistent enforcement of Federal consumer financi.al law; and ensuring that markets for

consumer financial products and services are fair. transparent, and competitive. 1 Thus
the Bureau may consider, among 0th.er factors, whether a nonbank covered person has
engaged in conduct that would pose risk to consumers because it involves unfair,
dccept1ve, or abusive acts or practices. or because the conduct otherwise violates Federal
consumer financial law.
1

12 u.s.c. § 5511(b).
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Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordray, Director, Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, from Senator Corker:
1. I>odd-Frank made a change, as you are likely aware, to the definition of '•high cost
loan." Under Dodd Frank's new rules, a high cost loan is any loan where the APR
exceeds the average prime rate by 6.5 % for loans greater than $50,000 in size, of
8.5% for loans under $50,000. Unfortunately for many in the manufactured
housing industry, the nature of how these loans work means that the lenders are
bumping up against the triggers quickly. J-!~or example, many lenders will help a
borrower roll the upfront closing costs and document cost., into the underlying loan,
but since these costs are fixed and the loans are for low dolla1· amounts, it makes the
APR high and so these loans can't be made. As you know. the Bureau has
significant authority to raise the HOEPA APR and the points and fees triggers. Is
this something the Bureau is actively considering'? What steps do you anticipate the
Bureau taking to emmre that access to small balance loans, such as those needed to
purchase affordable and manufactured housing, is not diminished'? Arc you
concerned that these high cost loan triggers are problematic for loans that are low
balance? Should Congress do something about this if it is a problem from a
statutory perspective'!
We are carefully analyzing all of these questions as we work on the final rule, Our

proposal sought comment and data on whether any adjustments should be made to the
APR triggers for HOEPA coverage generally. We also sought comment specifically on

whether adjustments should be made to the 8.5% APR trigger or $50,000 size threshold
for first-lien transactions that are secured. by a dwelling that is personal property, such as

cc11ai11 manufactured housing loans. We note that the Bureau generally has the authority
lo make adjustments to the definition of "high-cost mortgage." Additionally, the Bureau
has the authority to adjust the percentage points for the .APR triggers if such adjustments
are consistent with the statutory consumer protections for high-cost mortgages and are
warranted by the need for credit. The Bureau also has the authority to adjust the
definition of points and fees for the purposes of determining whether a loan meets the
po.1nts and fees threshold.
Before finalizing our proposal, we will consider the impact of the proposed triggers on

various types of loans, including manufactured housing loans and small balance loans
generally. We are currently reviewing all of the comments, we are aware of the concerns
surrounding loans for manufactured housing and small balances, and will closely review
all available data to determine whether any adjustments to the HOEPA triggers should be
made.
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2. RESPAffILA was a subject of conversation at the hearing. As Senator Shelby
pointed out, the draft rule designed to simplify these discJosures is l,000 pages long.
Are you concerned that complying with a complex rule such as this will prove
challenging for community banks? In addition, if the APR calculation is not helpful
to consumers - and the CFPB has indicated it might not be - sh<>nld it be eliminated
as a requirement in disclosure'!
We are confident that the final TILA-RESPA integrated d1sclosure rule will ease
compliance burdens for community banks by eliminating duplicative fonns and resolving
long-standing uncertainties that led the Department of Hm:ising and Urban Development
(HUD) to issue hundreds of responses to frequently asked questions. In fact, much of the
proposal's length results from the Bureau's provision of extensive guidance on how to
comply, including samples of completed forms for a variety of different types of
mortgage loans. Industry repeatedly requested this guidance during our outreach and the
Small Business Review Pan.e.I process because knowing exactly what they need to do can.
save time, energy, and costs. Once the rul.e is finalized, we plan to publi.sh a compliance
guide and to reach out to the banks and their service providers to help them come into
compliance.
The Annual. Percentage Rate (APR) is intended to show consumers the total cost of credit
spread out over the entire life of the loan and expressed as a percentage. Consistent with
prior research by the Federal Reserve Board and HUD, however, the Bureau's qualitative
testing indicates that the APR may not be a helpfu I disclosure for many consumers
because it .is difficult for consumers to understand and use effectively when comparing
loans. Nevertheless, the Bureau did not propose to eliminate the APR disclosure. which
is critical to determining whether loans are subject to certain additional protections under
federal and state Jaw. Further, because we know consumers face difficulties in using the
APR disclosures. to compare mortgages, in part because not all charges are currently
required in these disclosures, the Bureau is proposing a more inclusive definition of the
finance charge, which would make the APR a more accurate reflection the overall cost of
credit. For example, the APR would now include title insurance, which is the largest
charge for many con.sumers. The Bureau's intent in inc.luding all charges in an APR is to
enhance consumer understanding and shopping with improved disclosures.

3. I asked you about the complaints posted on the CJi"'PB website, which also contain
information on the financial institution that a customer is upset with. You said you
verify that there is a relationship betwt..-en the customer and the financial institution.
Is this the only piece of information you confirm? Or do you go any deeper in terms
of due diligence before posting these complaints onJine'!
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The Bureau maintains significant controls to authenticate complaints. Each complaint is
checked to ensure that it is submitted by the identified consumer or from his or her
specifically authorjzed representative. Each submission .is also reviewed to determine if it
is a complaint, an inquiry, or feedback. (Submissions in the latter lwo categories are not
forwarded lo compani.es for handling as complaints.) Further. each complaint is checked
to identify duplicate submissions by a consumer who has already filed with the Bureau a
complaint on the same issue. Finally, compla1nts are only routed to companies when they
contain all the required fields, including the complaint narrative, the consumer's narrative
statement of his or her fair resolution, and the consumer's contact infonnation.
Companies view and respond to complaints using their secure web portals, which they
aJso use to notify the Bureau if a compJaint has been routed incorrectly, if they suspect
manipulation, etc. Companies have 15 days to provide a response.

Complaints are only posted to the Consumer Complaint Database after companies
provide a response which confirms a relationship with the consumer or after they have
had 15 days to revjew the complaint, whichever comes first
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Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordray. Director, Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, from Senator l\.fonendez:
l. Director Cordray, I have long advocated national standards for banks that collect
homeowners' mortgage payments, including chairing a hearing on that issue about
two years ago.
a. Will the national standards include requiring early in-person outreach to
delin<1ue11t borrowers to try to help save their homes?
As discussed in the proposed mortgage serv.ic.ing rules, the Bureau agrees that early
contact with delinquent borrowers is crncial to helping those borrowers understand
options that may be available to retain their homes, as well as the ramifications of the
foreclosure process.
TI1c proposed rules would require scrvicers to provide delinquent borrowers with two
notices. First, under the proposed rules, servicers would be required lo notify or make
good faith efforts to notify a borrower orally that the borrower's payment is late and that
loss mitigation options may be available, if applicable. Service.rs would be required to
take this action within 30 days after the payment due date, unless the borrower satisfies
the payment during that period. Second, servicers would be required to provide a written
notice with information about lhe foreclosure process, housing counselors and the

borrower's State bousing finance authority, and, if applicable, information about loss
mi.tigation opt1ons that may be available to the borrower not later than 40 days after the
payment due date, unless the borrower satisfies the payment during that period. Servicers
could incorporate in-person outreach procedures to comply with these proposed
requ.irements. The Bureau continues to evaluate the proposed timing and content of these
notices in light of the numerous comments it has received on the proposed rules.

The proposed notices were designed primarily to encourage delinquent borrowers to
work with their servicer to identify their options for avoiding foreclosure. The Bureau
recognizes that not all delinquent borrowers who were to receive such notices would
respond to the servicer and pursue available loss mitigation options. However, the
Bureau believes that the notices would ensure, at a minimum, that all borrowers have an
opportunity to do so at the e::ffly stages of a de1i.nquency. We believe it is generally more
useful to bon-owers to begin discussions with servicers early. in order to identify which
options may be best for their families.

b. The CFPR's draft loan origination rule includes provisions that it claims
would ' 1help level the playing field" between bank and non-bank mortgage
origination employees. However, the SAFE Act requires non-bank mortgage
originators to take pre-licensing and continuing education courses and a
licensing exam - whereas the proposed rule includes none of these
re<1uirements for people who work at banks. Why didn't the CFPB establish
pre-licensing course requirements and an exam for individuals that lack at
least a few years of direct experience in mortgage loan origination,
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particularly for indhiduals doing substantive loan origination work? Why
didn't the Ct"'PB require all mortgage loan origination employees complete at
least the 3 hours in continuing education courses in federal laws and

regulations and the 2 hours in continuing education ethics courses that are
required. of all non-bank employees covered under the SAFE Act?
The proposed rule would require banks as well as other entities that would be
subject to this. portion of the rul.e to provide periodic training to ensure that each
of its loan originators has the necessary knowledge of State and Federal legal
requirements that apply to the loans that the individual loan originator will
originate. The training would have to cover the particular responsibilities of the
loan originator and the naLure and complexity of the loans that the particular loan
originator originates.
The intention of the proposed rule was to accomplish the same goals as the preJicc11sing and continuing education that the SAFE Act imposes for State-li.censed
loan originators, which are to ensure that that loan originators have adequate
knowledge to perform I.oan origination activities, and that they continue to update
and refresh that knowledge. However, .it was also meant to reflect limitations .in
the Bureau's authority and to respond to concerns of other Federal regulators that
the Bureau should not impose training requirements that are duplicative of
requirements the regulators already impose for loan originators such as banks and
credit unions. Accordingly, under the proposed rule cont1nu1ng education classes
approved for State-licensed loan originators arc sufficient to meet the proposed
standard, but the proposed rule also permit.s other training courses and meLhods
that arc tai.lored to the particular loan origination activities of the bank loan
originator.
The proposed rule does not include a requirement for .loan originators employed
by banks to pass the standardized test that applicants for State licenses must pass.
As the proposal discussed, the Bureau has been seeking evidence to show whether
or not existing bank practices, as well as the proposed traini.ng requirements, are
adequate to ensure that the knowledge of bank loan originators is comparable to
that of loan originators who pass the standardized test. This is an issue the Bureau
is considering as it deve.lops the finaJ rule.
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Questions for The Honorable .Richard Cordray, Uiredor, Consumer l'~inancial .Protection
Bureau, from Senator Reed:
1) A recent U.S. PIRG report highlighted some troubling practices with pre-paid debit
cards and other third party distribution arrangements for student financial aid. Do
you have plans to look at such practices in more detail? Has the CFPB received
consumer complaint<i in this area?
The Bureau has been engaged actively in this issue on multiple fronts by working closely
with other agencies, accepting consumer complaints, and producing information for
consumers.
The Bureau works closely with other banking regulators and provided input to the
Federal Deposit Insurance Co1voration (FDIC) about their oversight activities in the
student lendi.ng .industry. In August, the FDIC reached a settlement with a provider of
third party distributors of student financial aid.
To coincide with the announcement of the settlement, the Bureau issued a consumer
advisory to all students expecting to rece.ive scholarship and student loan proceeds onto what appears to be - a school-endorsed debit card. For back-to-school. season, the Bureau
released a ''Srudent Banking 10 l ''guide to help newly enrolling students make smarter
banking choices.

The Bureau also works closely with the Department of Education, who administers loan
programs under Title IV of the Higher Edncation Act, on ways to enhance compliance
and protect consumers The Bureau will continue to provide technical assistance on
consumer financial markets for private student lending to thl! Department of Education as
necessary.
The Bureau receives complaints on deposit products, including student checking
accounts, through our consumer response portal and we will continue to monitor these
complaints lo identify risks in the marketplace.

2) \Ve continue to see student loan debt rise and borrowers struggling with
delinquency and default. How many borrowers have sought assistance from the
CFPB's Student Loan Ombudsman? \Vhat have been the llli\ior problems for
borrowers? How have tl1ey been resolved?
A few weeks ago, the Bureau released the Annual Report of the CFPB Student Loan
Ombudsman detailing the problems reported by private student loan borrowers. Since
March 2012, the Bureau has received apprnximately 2,900 complaints on private student
loans. \Vi th 95 percent of the complaints about servicing, the report notes a strong
resemblance to issues reported in lhe mortgage servicing market. A breakdown of the

compl.ai.nts:
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•

•
•

65 percent relate to servicing, including complaints about fees. billing. deferment,
forbearance, fraud, c:md credit reporting.
30 percent are about problems consumers face when they are unable to pay,
including complaints about default, debt collection, and bankruptcy practices.
S percent concern getting a loan, including problems with origination, marketing,
and borrower confusion about loan terms and conditions.

The median amount of monetary relief awarded, for those cases in which a consumer
received monetary relief, was $1,572.

3) The CJ."'PB recently introduced the second version of its Financial Aid Comparison
Shopper. \Vhat sort of feedback has the CFPB received about this tool? Have
families been able to take advantage of the Shopping Sheet for this school year? If
not, when will it be fully functional?

In July, Education Secretary Ame Duncan and CFPB Director Richard Cordray
announced the final version of a "Financial Aid Shopping Sheet" which assists families
when making comparisons between college financial aid offers. The final version
reflects the Bureau's close collaboration with the Department of Education, as well as
broad input provided directly by consumers on the proposed form.
To help facili.tate better decision-making on. student loans} the Bureau developed a beta
too.I for testing that would allow students and fc:unilies to use their Shopping Sheets to
estimate their future debt burdens and other information. During the beta test, the Bureau
received a substantial amount of constructive feedback from users. For example, a survey
conducted by an association representing college admissions counselors found that over
80% of their members said the tool was "useful" and that nearly half would recommend
lhe tool to students/families wilhout any modifications.
Now that the final versi.on of the Financ.ial. Aid Shopping Sheet has been released, the
Bureau plans to modify the beta version of the tool to be compatible with the Shopping
Sheet The Bureau hopes to produce a new version of this tool after gathering further
input from consumers and schools in the upcoming year.

4) The CFPB has been working with the prudential regulators to address mortgage
servicer practices that may pose risks to military homeowners who receive
Permanent Change of Station (PCS) orders. Could. you please provide an update on
the PCS issue? Has the Interagency Guidance on Mortgage Servicing Practices
Concerning Military Homeowners with PCS Orders released on June 21~ 2012, had
any effect so far'? Please explain.
As a result of effective interagency work, the Bureau, along with other federal regulators,
issued joint guidance that addressed mortgage servicer practices that may pose risks to
military homeowners. The guidance hdps ensure compliance with consumer laws and
regulations covering military homeowners who have received Perman.ent Change of
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Station (PCS) orders. Holly Petraeus and her staff in the CFPB's Office of
Serviccmcmber Affairs also worked with the Department of Treasury to provide more
opportunities for mortgage assistance to mili.tary homeowners under the Home
Affordable Modification Program (HAMP) and with the Federal Housing Finance
Authority (FHFA) in connection with Fannie .Mae's and Freddie Mac's announcements
that Perman.ent Change of Stati.on orders could be dassified as a qualifying hardship for
mortgage loan modification or other assistance. Additionally, the Bureau worked with the
FHFA in connecti.on with Fannie Mae's and Freddie Mac's new short sale guidelines for
servicemembers with PCS orders. This policy. which went into effect on November I,
2012, allows servicemembers who are being relocated due to PCS orders to be
automatically eligible for short sales, even if they are cun-cnt on their existing mortgages,
and they will be under no obligation to contribute funds to cover the sh011fall between the
outstanding loan bal.ance and the sale pri.ce of their primary residences, if the property
was purchased on or before June 30, 2012.

Since the release of the Bureau's PCS guidance, we have seen an i ncrcase in the volume
of servicemember-rdated mo11gage complaints, possibly due to the publicity generated as
a result of the release. Upon investigating these complaints, we have observed mixed
results from mortgage servicers. Although most servicers .initially appeared uninformed
regarding this issue, once conlact was made by the Bureau and the guidance was
provided to them, many became much more responsive to lhi.s subset of consumers. We
found that some servicers created executive-level review boards dedicated to assisting
these consumers, mc:mned by representatives who quickly became familiar with the
guidance. On the other hand, some servicers continue to struggle to comply with the
guidance even upon subsequent re-contact with the Bureau. As the guidance notes, if the
Bureau were to ..determine that a servicer has engaged in any acts or practices that arc
unfair, decepti.ve, or abusive, or that otherwise violate Federal consumer financial laws
and regulations, the [Bureau] will take appropriate supervisory and enforcement actions
to address violations that hann consumers and seek all appropriate corrective actions,
including requiring the rn01igage servicer to strengthen its programs and processes.''
The Bureau will continue to monitor these complaints and determine what additional
steps can be taken to assist milicary homeowners who receive PCS orders.

Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director, Consumer Firumcial Protection
Bureau, from Chairman .Joh11so11:
1. Directol' Cordray, the Committee is interested in your work relating to prepaid
cards. On your agency's website, it states that "\Vith very few exceptions, most
prepaid card providers who claim to offer a way to build your credit history report
your activities only to a lesser-used credit reporting agency, not one of' the three
major credit reporting agencies used by most lenders." Can you inform the
Committee specifically who are these exceptions and are they beneficial to
consumers in building their credit'!
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In the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) published in May 2012, the Bureau
sought public input and data concerning the efficacy of credit reporting features on prepaid
cards. In the same ANPR, the Bureau also ex.pressed an .interest .in understanding how such
services are marketed to consumers.

In reviewing the responses to the ANPR and through meetings with .industry participants, the
Bureau has found no evidence of effective credit building through transactional use of a prepaid
card. None of the information we reviewed points to demonstrable consumer success in building
credit by transacting on a prepaid card. Issuers that had been making such claims have stopped
marketing this feature completely, or caveat that the use of transactional data for credit building
is a test program in pilot phase with one of the credit bureaus.
The language on our website reflects the non-exhaustive nature of our nuu-ket review and there
may be providers that we have not yet identified. However, in our analysis and rev.iew of the
prepaid market to date, the Bureau has major concerns about the '"credit building" service, and
we remain unaware of any effective solution that enables prepaid card customers to build credit
by using their prepaid card to transact in the marketplace.
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Questions Submitted by Senator Wyden for Mr. Humphrey

l. Along \'\-ith having the living facilities help identify exploitation after the fact, have
you looked at initiatives to have them help prevent it in the first place by better

controlling who has access to their resident populations?
Answer:

Jn our manual for operators of congregate living facilities, we will provide guidance on
prevention and deterrence of elder financial explnitation-notjusl addressing it after the

fact. For example, the manual will provide suggested agendas for staff training as wel.1
as resident and family council meetings that raise awareness of elder financial abuse and

provide prevention tips. It will suggest protocol.s for safeguarding resident funds (such
as procedures for releasing funds from a resident's personal needs account and

documenting the identity of agents under power of attorney and other fiduciaries). These
suggested practices will help limit access to residents and their assets.

2. We've also heard that online exploitation of seniors is on the rise, and internet
scams are becoming more complex and harder to detect. Is your office working on
anything specifically targeted towards educating seniors about online threats?
Answer:
Yes. we plan lo include specific information about .internet scams and tips for avoiding

them in our Money Smart for Older Americm1s consumer education program (in
collaboration with another federal regularor, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation).
We address these issues in meetings with federal and state government partners, nonprofit organizations, and the public.

Questions for the Honorable Richard Col'drav, Director, Consumer Financial Protection
.Bureau, from Senator \Varner:
l) I run concerned that in Virginia we have a number of low-density areas that may not
qualify for the rural. or underserved category within Qualified Mortgages based on their
Urban Influence Codes, lenders' volume, or other reasons. However, these areas may still
have high-acreage properties and non-standard loans that will have a hard time
refinancing in the short-term and finding new originators in the long-term. Can you
address these concerns, describe why the CfPB chose to use UlCs, and respond to
whether the Bureau would consider using borrower profiles in addition to geographical
cJassifications?

Response:
The Bureau followed the structure of the Federal Reserve Board~s proposal to use a county-based
metric ba5ed on the Department of Agriculture's "urban influence codes" which place every
county in the United States into a category based upon size and proximity to a melropoJitan or
micropoliran area. This county-based definition was chosen in part because implementing it
should be fairly straightforward; by contrast, we rece.i.ved some .i.nput indi.cati.ng that definitions
that split counties to i.solate rural areas can create greater compliance burdens for small banks.
The Bureau has expc:mded the list of eligible codes to include counties in which about 9% of the
nati.on's population lives, up from about 3% as originally proposed. We expect that the vast
majority of community banks and credic unions operating predominantly in those areas meet che
definition of small creditor - approximately 2, 700 institutions in totaL
The Bureau wants to preserve access to credit for small creditors operating responsibly in rural
and underserved areas. So under the Ability-to-Repay rule, we e.xtended Qualified Mortgage
status to certain balloon loans held in portfoli.o by small credi.tors operating predominantly in
mral or underserved areas. We also proposed amendments to the Ability-to-Repay rule to
accommodate mortgage lending by smaller .insti.tutions, inducting those operating outside of
what are designated as rnral and underserved areas. Our proposal would treat loans made by
smaller lenders and held in portfolio at certain small institutions as Qualified Mortgages even if
the loans exceed 43% debt-to-income ratio, as long as the I.ender considered debt-to-income or
residual income before making the loan, and as long as the loans meet the product feature illld
other requirements for Qualified Mortgages. This proposed exempti.on would cover instituti.ons
that hold less than $2 billion .in assets and, with affiliates, extend 500 or fewer first lien
mortgages per year. The Bureau estimates that approximately 9,200 community banks and credit
unions would be affected by the proposed exemption. Under the proposal, these portfolio loans
made by small creditors that are Qualified Mortgages would have a safe harbor from Ability-toRepay liability if the interest rate is wilhin 3.5% over the average prime offer rate. The Bureau
also proposed to extend the same increase in the safe harbor threshoJd for Qualified Mmtgage
balloon loans made by small institutions predominantly serving mral and underserved areas. The
comment period for our proposal recently ended, and we are now assessing the comments we
received before finalizing thi.s measure.

Wall Street Refvrm: Oversight of Fi11ancial Stability and Consumer and Investor
Protections

Febrnary 14, 2013
Questions for the Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director, Consumer Financial Protection
Uureau. from Senator Heitkamp:
1) Director Cordray: As the President stated in the State of the Union address, overlapping
regulations of our mortgage mai;kets have the potential to constrain credit and cause
otherwise worthy borrowers from qualifying for mortgages. I'm especially concerned
about the impact that these new rules will have on smal.ler institutions that serve states
like North Dakota. What wi.11 the Bureau be doing to ensure those institutions have dear,
written guidance to clarify these new regulations and lo make sure lenders have the time
to comply with them?

Response:
The Bureau recognizes that the model of relationship lending and customer service for which
small lenders such as community banks and credit unions are known was not a driver of the
excesses in the mortgage market leading up to the financial eris.is. And we want to preserve
access to credit for small creditors operating responsibly in .rural and underserved areas. So
under the Ability-to-Repay rule, we extended Qualified Mortgage status to ce1tain balloon loans
held in portfolio by small creditors operating predominantly in rural. or underserved areas.
The Bureau also proposed amendments to the Ability-to-Repay rule to accommodate mortgage
Je11di11g by smaller institutions -- particularly for portfolio loans made by small .lenders including those operating outside of what are designated as rural or underserved areas. Our
proposal would treat these as Qualified Mortgages even if the loans exceed 43% debt-to-income
rati.o, as long as the lender considered debt-to-income or residual income before making the loan,
and as long as lhe lrnms meet the product feature and other requirements for Qualified
Mortgages. This proposed exemption would cover instituti.ons that hold l.ess than. $2 billion in
assets and, with affiliates, extend 500 or fewer first lien mortgages per year. The Bureau
estimates that approximately 9,200 community banks and credit unions would be affected by the
proposed ex.emption. Under the proposal. l.oans made by small creditors that are Qual]fied
Mortgages would have a safe harbor from Ability-to-Repay liability if the interest rate is within
3.5% over the average prime offer rate. The comment period for our proposal recently ended,
and we are now assessing the comments we received before finalizing this measure.
In addition, our escrow rule includes an exemption for small creditors in rural or underserved
areas that have less than $2 billion in assets and that, with affiliates, originate 500 or fewer
mortgages a year. Small creditors that meet these crileria and do not generally have escrow
accounts for their current mortgage customers will be exempt from the escrow requirements with
regard to loans that are not subject to a forward commitment at origination.

Likewise, for the servicing rules, we recognize that smaller servicers typically operate according
to a business model that .is based on high-touch customer service, and that they typically make
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extensive efforts to avoid foreclosures. So smaller inslitution.s that service 5,000 or fewer
mortgage loans originated or owned by the servicer itself, or ils affiliates, are exempted from
.large pi.eces of our servicing rules. This exempts many smal.l servicers from, among other
provisions, the pe1iodic sratement requirement, the general servicing policies and procedures.
and most of the loss mitigation provisions.
We are committed to doing everything we cc:m to help achieve effective, efficient, and
comprehensi.ve implementati.on by engaging with i.ndustry stakeholders in the coming year. To
this end, we have announced an implementation plan to prepare mortgage businesses for the new
rules. We will publish plain-English rule summaries, which should be especially helpful to
smaller institutions. Over the course of the year) we will address questions. as appropriate, about
the rules which are raised by industry, consumer groups, or other agencies. Any inquiries from
your constituents in North Dakota about the meaning or .intent of these regulations may be
directed to CFPB reginqui.ries@dph.gov or 202-435-7700. We will also publish readiness
guides to give industry a broad checklist of things to do to prepare for the rules taking effectlike updating policies and procedures an.d providing training for staff. And we are working with
our fellow regulators to help ensure consistency in our examinarions of mortgage lenders under
the new mies and to clarify issues as needed.
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Questions for The Honorable .Richard Cordrav. J>iredor, Consumer :Financial Protedion
Bureau, from Ranking Member Crapo:

l. For most of the rulemakings that the CFPB proposed since its inception, it claimed not to
have sufficient data to conduct a thorough cost-benefit analysis. Is the CFPB spending
enough money on its research and market analysis? If so, what else can the CFPB do to
ensure that it has sufficient information to conduct a thorough cost-benefit analysis, as
required by law?

Response

As specificaLly required by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
('"Dodd-Frank Act"), the CFPB has conducted analyses of the benefits, costs, and parti.cular
impacts of its rulemakings with the infonnation that has been reasonably available to the CFPB.
These anal.yses have been thorough and generally have been published for public comment
before being finalized so that interested parties could submit additi.onal information to the CFPB
to enhance the analyses. When members of the public have submitted additional information,
the Bureau has considered that information on the record in finalizing its analys.is.
The CFPB would prefer 10 have more data as opposed to less when analyzing regulatory impacts,
but there are significant constraints on data avaiJability. Where feasible and appropriate the
CFPB has acquired data from third parties that have already collected and compiled the data.
But often data are not avail.able for acquisition, and undertaking a new data collection could
.impose costs on private parties. The CFPB determines on a case-by-case basis whether the
potential costs of a collection are likely to be justified by the potential benefits. The CFPB also
ha~ to consider whether the data can be acquired or coHected in time to meet statutory deadlines,
which is an important constraint. Certain collections cannot even be commenced (let alone
completed) until after a months-tong process to obtain approval for the collection under the
Paperwork Reduction Act. Nevertheless, the Bureau will continue to work to ensure that it has
sufficient information to conduct the analyses required by law.
2. CFPB 's mortgage se.rvicing rule amended RES PA to expanded mortgage se.rvicers'
obligations. Since RESPA has a private right of action, consumers will now have a federal
private right of action against a servicer for any alleged fallure to engage in proper loss
mitigation. Did the CFPB conduct an economic analysis regarding whether and if so, how
much, this rule will increase the cost of mortgages by exposing banks to more lawsuits?

Response

The Burean considered the advantages and disadvantages of the private right of action associated
with the loss mitigation procedures and with ceitain other amendments to Regulation X in
preparing the final rule. In that regard, the Bureau has multiple authorities under RESPA, some
of which are subject to private causes of action and some of which are not, and the Bureau
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carefully calibrated the RESPA servicing rule with this in mind. Accordingly, with respect to
.loss mitigat]on. private causes of action exist only for specified prov]sions of the final rule,
generally involving violations of specified procedural requirements and timelines relating to loss
mitigation. Broader requirements for servicers to maintain certain policies and procedures
relating to loss mitigation are not privately enforceable. Thus, once the final rule .is effective,
scrvicers will be subject to a private right of action under RESPA for failure to comply with
certain procedural requirements with respect to evaluations for loss mitigation options - for
.instance, failing to evaluate a comp.lete .loss mitigation application within the timelines specified
by the rnle. However, serv1cers will not be subject to a private right of action under RESPA for
failure to comply with investor guidelines to achieve loss mitigation results. Th.e Bureau was
concerned that such an approach might cause investors to stop offering loss mitigation options
altogether for fear of litigation and delays in foreclosure timelines. Requirements that servicers
maintain reasonable policies and procedures to evaluate Joss mitigation opti.ons pursuant to
investor guidelines are subject to enforcement by the appropriate regulator.
Regulatory analyses generally assume that firms comply fully with a proposed mle and therefore
incur costs associated with such compliance. Any other approach would require the Bureau to
reduce the costs of compliance by a specified factor. ln addition. assessing th.e potential costs of
civil liability would require the Bureau to determine the probability that firms would undercomply with the loss mitigation provisions in questions and face resulting lawsuits, as well as the
probability that firms would fully comply but nevertheless face non-meritorious litigation. The
analysis would involve further complexity given that compliance with the provisions of the final
rule could also benefit firms by reducing other types of lawsuits asserting violations of existing
.legal requirements. For example, compliance with the general servicing policies, procedures)
and requirements may reduce lawsuits asserting that servicers have failed to comply with
applicable law with respect to sworn affidavits and notarized documents in connection with
foreclosure proceedings. Similarly, compliance with the loss mitigation procedmes may reduce
lawsuits asserting claims based on a servicer conducting a foreclosure sale when a borrower has
accepted an offer of a loss mitigation option and is performing pursuant to such option. Data that
would pennil the estimation of these various probabilities was not reasonably available lo the
Bureau. The Bureau intends to monitor the implementation of the servicing rules and to ensure
that the rules achieve the intended consequences of guaranteeing borrowers an evaluation for a
loss mitigation option where appropriate.

3. Currently, the CFPB is collecting account-level data from payment card issuers. It is my
understanding that the request covers millions of individuals' credit card accounts ~md that
the .informati.on must he supplied to the CFPB on a monthly basis. The CFPB is requ.esting
that the information be sent to the agency with personally identifying information about
consumers. Please answer the following questions with regard to this collection of .individual
consumer transactions:
•

What is the purpose of this data collection?
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Response
The CFPB is not collecting any personally identifiable information about any consumers as pait
of its credit cm·d data collection effort. The data we are collecting as part of our ongoing
supervisory activities will help the CFPB to assess and examine compliance with federal
consumer financial protection laws and risk to consumers in the credit card marketplace.

•

How many accounts has the CFPB followed and how man.y is i.t currently following?
Does it change the consumer accounts it maintains records for after a certain period of
time or track certain account records continuously?

Response
The CFPB is obtaining infonnation from a number of credit card issuers on a monthly basis on
those issuers' accounts. lnfomiation about the number of accounts on which the CFPB receives
data .is confidential supervisory infonnation.

•

Why is it necessary to demand all consumer account data instead of an anonymous
representative sample?

Response
The data are anonymous and cannot be used to identify any individual consumer. Identifying a
sample that would be representative of an issuer's portfolio would be burdensome for the issuer,
which would need to pull that sample each month and then go through fw·ther procedures and
analyses to compare those accounts lo its overall portfolio to assure that the sample was
representali ve.
•

What does the CFPB intend to do with it?

Response
The CFPB uses the data to infonn its supervisory processes and to monitor risks to consumers.
These data help the CFPB to analyze and benchmark credit card issuers across our snpcrvision
work. The CFPB also uses the data to assess and examine compli.ance with Federal consumer
financial protection laws.
•

Has the agency set a time period for retaining this data, and will the individual consumer
transaction information be purged from all federal records after this retention period?

,.,
.)
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Response
The data exclude personally identifiable information about individual consumers. There is no set
time period for retention of the data.
•

Does the CFPB share this infonnation with any outside third parties? Are these outside
thi.rd parties under contract with the CFPB? With whom does the CFPB intend to share it
in the future?

Response
The CFPB has retained a data services vendor that manages the data on the CFPB 's behalf~ and
that vendor is under contract with the CFPB and is subject to all Federal data protection rules and
requirements. The CFPB does not otherwise share this information with any non-governmental
outside third parties.

•

Does the CFPB provide this data - in whole, part, or summary - to any other federal
agency or entity? If so. please describe how this data is requested and how it is shared.

Response
The Bureau generafly shares data with prudential regulators in accordance with the Supervisory
Data Sharing Memorandum of Understanding between the CFPB and the prudential regulators.
Any sharing of these loan-level data would comply with those agreements.
•

How much does the agency spend annuaUy on this data coHection

Response
The Bureau spends approx.imately $3 million per year on this data collection.

•

With respect to the Paperwork Reduction Act and other laws, OMB has set forth certain
parameters for surveys and data collection. Please submit the OMB approval document
for this data collection effort.

Response
This data co.llection is not subject to PRA requirements.

•

Do individuals and the.ir families have the opportunity to opt out of this federal agency
data collection?
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Response
Individuals and families are not identified in this data collection, and individual consumers and
their families are not participants in this data collection. Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act
author.izes the Bureau to supervi.se certain consumer financial services companies to protect
consumers. Some of the consumer financial services companies under CFPB supervision are the
participants in this data collection, and they may not opt out of supervision activities.
•

Do you ant1cipate that the CFPB will engage in rulemaking as a result of the data
col.lection'!

Response
The CFPB uses the data to infonn CFPB analysis of risks lo consumers in the credit card
marketplace and risks to the market. Analysis of the data may lead the CFPB to identify areas
where appropriate regulation.s could improve the functioning of the market. and may suppmt the
CFPB's efforts to reduce oi1tdated, unnecessary. or unduly burdensome regulations. Thus. this
information may be used to infom1 future rulcmaking activities as appropriate.
•

I understand that this account-level data is comprehensive of each payment card issuer
that furnishes data. How is the CFPB ensuring that the consumer information it collects
is kept secure; to date, has the CFPB suffered any breaches of data, and has any data
breach reached consumer infonnation?

Response
The data that the Bureau solicits and collects from issuers e.xdude personally identifiable
infonnation about the individual consumers to whom the data pertains. Accordingly, no breach
of personally identifiable information by the CFPB is poss.ible. For example, the names of
individual consumers or their contact information, Social Security numbers. and credit card
account numbers are not included in the data. Because the data is not personally identifiable. it
also does not constitute a system of records that is subject to the requirements of the Privacy Act
of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a. Nevertheless, all such data are subjecl to the protections given to
information that the CFPB obtains through its supervisory authorities. 1 The data are managed
according to IT security requirements that comply with Federal laws, policies, and procedures.

These include protections set forth in th.e Act; the Bureau's confidentiality regulations at 12
C.F.R. § 1070.40 et seq.; Exemption 8 of the Freedom oflnfonnation Act, 5 U.S.C.
§ 552(b)(8); and CFPB Bulletin 12-01, which is viewable onlinc at
http:llwww. consumerjinance. govlwp-cont ent/up/oads/2012101/GC._bulletin_l 2-0J.pd:f'.
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Questions for The Honorable .Richard Cordrav. Director, Consumer Financial .Protection
Bureau, from Senator Menendez:
L l have long been focusing my attention on the inability of New Jerseyans and tens of
millions of Americans to gain access to cap.ital and beg.in to build the.ir credit worthiness.
At last month's Consumer Advisory Board meeting, you spent a good portion of your
time discussing this challenge. In .fact, you said, '"There is an obvious demandfor shortterm credit producTS, which can be helpful for consumers who use them responsibfv and
which are structured wfw::ifitate repayment. We want w make sure thm conmmers can
get the credit they need withow .feopardi:dng or undermining their.flnances. Debt traps
should not be part <~{the irfinancial futures." Based on your comments, and due to the
fact that under Title 12 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act, the CFPB is mandated to consider resources and foster financial innovation, what
initiatives do you think your agency should pursue lo increase access to credit for the
mill.ions of Americans who are currently unable to receive emergency ]oans? I think it is
important to strike a balance between extending credit to consumers, while also
implementing important consumer protections. There is certainly a demand for these
products, but the American people need better options and protections. Are there ways
the CFPB could regulate this industry while still keeping a product that's "helpful for

consumers who use them responsibly?"
Response
\Vhile the CFPB is committed to understanding what, if any. risks of con.sumer harms are present
in the small-dollar credit market and using available tools to mitigate those harms, we agree that
it is important to balm1ce the sometimes competing consjderations of access and consumer
protections in the provision of small dollar credit. In fact, che Dodd-Frank Act requires that
when the CFPB considers rulemaking that we "consider the potential benefits and costs to
consumers and covered persons, including the potential reduction of access by consumers to
consumer financial products or services" that may result.
The CFPB also recognizes the need to .learn about the potential for innovation in financial
products and services. We have formalized our efforts with an initiative called Project Catalyst,
which was launched at an event in Silicon VaHey last November. This event included a
roundtable that specifically focused on innovations in small dol1ar lending. Following that
launch, we have established ongoing outreach and formal structures in which we will both learn
from innovators and facilitate testing of certain innovations .in the marketplace. The findings
from these activities may help further inform any future policymaking on small-dollar lending.
2. The lack of access to capital largely affects minorities and chronically underserved
communities. There is a study on this issue by the CFPB that I am waiting to be
completed, and I I.oak forward to reading once it is completed. As I have worked on
payday lending legislation over the years, one question continuously comes up but is
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never answered is: if payday lending is further curtailed, what products will take their
place in communities where people have not built strong credi.t backgrounds~ but need
sho1t-term credit? ls this something the CFPB is reviewing in its study? What are the
Bureau's recommendations on this issue?
Response
The CFPB recognizes that there is demand by con.sumers for credit that is available .in small

increments, including those consumers who may not qualify for prnducts such as credit cards or
signature loans. The CFPB is currently undertaking data-driven analysis to determine the
pat.terns of use undertaken by consumers using payday loans offered by non-banks and deposit
advances offered by certain depository institutions, and the outcomes of differing patterns of use.
We are particularly concerned with loans intended for shorMenn. occasional use being used in a
sustained, long-term way, particularly by households that are not using these products to deal
with a specific financial emergency, but are instead turning to payday loans because their
expenses regularly outstrip their income.

As part of this analys.is we are looking at a variety of mode.ls by which smaU-dollar credit is
currently offered to otherwise credit-constrained households. This includes determining which
product structures and foatures may curtail sustained use and negative outcomes, as well as the
feasibility of implementation. Pait of thjs analysis can .include looking at the different methods

states have employed to curtail sustained use of payday loan products, as well as the variety of
safety features that depository institutions currently .impose on <lepos.it advances.
3. The CFPB adopted new rules re.lated to mortgage servicing standards in January 2013.
have l.ong advocated for jncrcasing consumer protections on borrowers before
foreclosures, encouraging loan modifications, eliminating dual tracking, placing limits on
foreclosure fees, and creating an appeals process for those denied loan modifications as
well as a mediation program. Can you give an update on these mies and when we expect
lhem to go into effect? Are lenders cmrently working to implement these standards now?
What acti.ons have mortgage servicers taken since the rules were issued in January 2013?
Response

The Bureau's January 2013 servicing mies take effect on January 10, 2014. The rules address a
number of the .i.ssues that you reference. For instance. they generally require servicers lO make
good-faith efforts to contact borrowers who are experiencing serious trouble with the.ir loans and

to provide information regarding foreclosure alternatives. Servicers generally are required to
review applications for l.oan modifications or other l.oss mitigation opti.ons received by specified
deadlines promptly for completeness, and to work with borrowers to obtain any missing
infonnatlon. For applications received by specified deadlines, the rules set certain deadli.ncs for
servicers to respond. require notification to borrowers of the results, and provide an opportunity
to appeal denials. The final mle also prohibits a servicer from making the first notice or filing
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required for a foreclosure process until a mortgage loan account is more than 120 days
delinquent, and if a borrower submits a compl.ete application for a loss mitigati.on option before a
servicer has made the first filing required for a foreclosure process, a servicer may not start the
foreclosure process unless certain requirements are met Finally, servicers are requi.red to
maintain policies and procedures concerning various loss mitigation processes, inc.luding
communications with both consumers and loan owners/investors of the loans and proper
eval.uation of applications according to the (.,'fiteria established by owners/investors. We believe
that the combined ml.es wi.ll help to reduce avoidable foredosures and help to address concerns
about ..dual tracking."
Based on requests for guidance received from servicers, the Bureau is aware that servicers are
already working on plans to implement the new requirements. The Bureau has a multi-faceted
regulatory implementation .initiative underway to ass.isl industry in implementing these and the
other new mortgage rules that the Bureau issued to implement title XIV of the Dodd-Frank Act.
The Bureau's initiative includes plans for several updates to the regulatory text and official
interpretations over the coming year, the first of which w.ill he issued this spring. It also includes
publication of small business compliance guides (with companion video versions) for the new
rules, updated examination procedures, and compliance "readiness" guides for the new mies. In
addition, the Bureau will be working with other regulatory agencies, trade associations, industry
service providers, and some individual lending and servicing organizations to track industry
implementation efforts. Through this engagement) the Bureau expects to learn more about
implementation challenges and provide suppmt to help companies implement the new
requirements more efficiently. Further, the Bureau issued a supervisory bulletin regardi.ng
mortgage servicing transfers on February l l, 2013 (CFPB Bulletin 2013-0 l ). Among other
things, that bulletin advises servicers about existing consumer protection requirements and
provis.io11s .in the mortgage servicing rules that specifically relate to mortgage servicing
transfers ... Notably, the Bureau's new mortgage servicing mies are backed by supervision and
enforcement authority that encompass both large banks and non-banks that service mortgage
.loans.
4. Consumers· use of prt-paid cards has exploded in the past few years, especially among
underbanked consumers. S.ince credi.t cards, debit cards, and gift cards have all been
regulated to some degree, prepaid cards remain one of the few largely unregulated
products out there. Some fees on these cards are undisclosed and others are
unreasonable, and they don't always come with FDIC insurance or protection against
theft or loss for the consumer. What progress has the CFPB made in mlalyzing lhis issue,
and when do you anticipate movi.ng forward on it?

Response
The CFPB issued an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulcmaking ("ANPR") on General Purpose
Reloadable ("GPR") prepaid cards in May 2012. The ANPR reflects the Bureau's interest in
learning more about this product, including its costs, benefits, and risks lo consumers, and
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expressed the Bureau's i11tention to take regulatory action to extend the Regulation E protections
to GPR cards. Our focus is on safety and transparency. Our ANPR generated approximately
250 comments, and we have combed through that feedback. We are currently in the process of
using all the information we received to delermine the scope of our rulemaking in this market.
We do not yet have firm timeframes for rnlemaking in the GPR market, though activity will be
under way later this year.

5. The CFPB's Office of Minority and Women Inclusion (OMWl) .is now up and running.
The reason for creating these offices was that there just is not enough minority
representati.on within our financial regulators. What will you do to increase the number
of minorities and women, especially in management positions and as contractors, at the
CFPB?

Response
I agree that one of the primary roles of OMWI .is to enhance d.iversi.ty at the Bureau. As a newly
formed agency, we've been able to build diversity into our work early on. While our
employment of minorities and women at the Bureau exceeds the average for other FIRREA
agencies, we believe we can further enhance diversity at the Bmeau at all levels of the
organization, including senior leadership positions. We have and will continue to do this by
doing the following:
•

Collaborating wi.th. the Office of Human Capital on building and continually enhan.cing a
comprehensive workforce planning and development strategy that .includes training and
developmental opportunities, mentorship programs, rotations, laleral moves, and detail
opportunities that enhance the skills and key competencies necessary for advancement
and success at the CFPB.

•

Conducting training for employees and supervisors in an effort to expand awareness,
knowledge, and cultural competencies that aid in the understanding and management of a
diverse workforce and its value to the CFPB mission.

•

Collaborating with division heads to promote policies, practices and procedures to ensure
that all employees. including women and minorities, arc being developed to atta.in their
maximum potential.

•

Supporting the development of an.d facilitating a framework for a diversity council to
report to management and discuss issues an.d concerns regarding diversity and inclusion.
Increasing outreach to and recruitment/hiring of minority and women candidates by
recruiting at minority-serving institutions and women's colleges and universities (e.g.
Historically B.lack Colleges and Universities and Hispanic-Serving Institutions).

•
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•

Utilizing the networks of current employees to promote the mission of the Bureau and
advertise upcoming positions.

•

Participating in targeted internship programs, including the one operated by the Hispanic
Association of Colleges and Universities.

•

Conducting specific diversity and inclusion training for all personnel engaging in the
hiring process.

•

Evaluating and assessing the diversity of the candidate pool at various decision points
and providing feedback to hiring authorities.

•

Partnering with divisions to develop diversity initiatives associated with the work of the
CFPB.

6. What role does your OMWl play at the CFPB? Is it a part of the decision-making
process when hiring empJoyees and contractors? How often do you meet with Stuart
Ishimaru (head of CFPB OMWI)'? Does the CFPB's procw-ement office meet with the
CFPB's OMWI?
Response

The OMWI plays a central role in the operations of che Bw·eau. The Director of the OMWI
participates in meetings of the Operations Advisory Committee and the Policy Committee, two
of the primary governance mechanisms for the Bureau, addressing the full breadth of the
Bureau's activities. Thi! OMWI plays a consultative role in the hiring process, providing advice
and counsel to hiring managers and the Office of Human Capital
I meet regularly with Stuart Ishimaru c:md he has direct access to me whenever he needs to speak
wHh me. In addition, Stuart meets weckl.y with the Chief Operations Officer of the Bureau. The
OMWI is housed in the Operations Division, which also houses the Office of Human Capital and
the Procurement Office, both key partners of the OMWI under Section 342 of the Dodd-Frank
Act. Thi.s placement faciJitates cooperation and collaboration between these offices. The
Procurement Office and the OMWI meet regularly, and are currently planning a number of joint
activities to support our work with minority an.d women-owned small businesses.

7. Your OMWI has had a director for almost a year now, so can you provide a progress
report? How many Hispanics, African Americans, women, and/or minorities are working
at the CFPB? How about in mid-level to senior-level management positions?
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Response
Attached is a chru1 providing responses to the questions and data on employees at the higher pay
bands at the Bureau as of February 23, 2013.

Total
Women
AfricanAmerican
Hispanic/Latino
Asian-American
Minority Total
Women/ Minority

<,
r,•

***

Overall
1131
545
48%
182
54

98

Supervisors*
187
72
39%

.16%

26

5%

7
12

372

9%
33%

698

62%

48
101

.14%
4%
6%
26%
54%

CN-60+**

Executives*~·~

454
208

46

44

15
32

101
257

46%

14

30%

.10%
3%
7%
22%
57%

3

7%
4%
11%
22%
43%

'1
,,,.,

5
lO
20

employees .in a position description. designated as supervisory
regardless of supervisory status (equivalent to GS 14 m1d above)
CN-81 +(equivalent to Senior Ex.ccutive Service)

Of the nine most senior positions (Director, Deputy Director, Chief of Staff, and six Associate
Directors) at the Bureau in 2012} three minorities served in three positions and three women
served in four positions (the General Counsel was previously Chief of Staff). At lhe next highest
level, roughly half of the Assistant Directors ~ffe minorities and/or women. Minorities and
women are represented .in all six Divisions of the Bureau, and together lead roughly half of the
offices in the Divisions.
8. You've said your OMWI will develop standards for equal employment opportunity and
standards for the racial., ethnic, and gender diversity of the workforce and senior
management of the agency. Can you pmvjde an update on the creation of those
standards? What are the standards and how were they formulated?

Response
The OMWI is required under Section 342 of the Dodd-Frank Act to create these standards, and is
in the process of doing so. Recently, the Bureau created a separate Office of Equal Employment
Opportunity to carry out the counseling, investigative, and enforcement functions required by
various civi.l rights laws. The OMWI is working with the EEO Office and with the Office of
Human Capilal to develop standards for equal employment oppormnity and for racial, ethnic and
gender diversity.
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The Bureau has cstabl.ished workforce planning processes and organizational structures allowing
for more precise identification of position needs and successful performance attributes. We have
identified and intend to utilize a variety of broad recruiting methods to capture a diverse pool of
qualified candidates to be considered for employment at the Bureau.
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Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director, Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, from Senator Vitter:
l. The CFPB can write rules and enforce against unfair, deceptive. and abusive acts or
practices. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) ha.~ spent decades documenting and
defining "unfair" and "deceptive" through policy statements and guidance, so companies
have an idea of what the standards mean. This is .impmtant because honest businesses
want to treat their customers fairly and they build compliance programs based with these
standards in mind to ensme they underst~md and abide by the rules of the road.
"Abusive" is defined only in a cursory way by the Dodd-Frank Acl, and the CFPB has
not taken any steps to help companies understand what the standard means, and in
particular~ how .it relates to unfairness and decepti.on. In fact. the Bureau has said that
abusive will be defined through enforcement action rather through regulation, guidance,
or some other transparent means. 51 state Attorneys General can also enforce against
"abusive" making it all the more important the CFPB take steps to ensure the standard is
consistently applied. For these reasons, Dodd Frank contemplated the Bureau would
need to undertake a rulemaking to establish a definition for abusive···· and perhaps even
for unfair and deceptive. Given the uncertainty created by this new term for the business
community, and the likelihood that multiple interpretations will develop among the
slates, will you commit to initiating a transparent process to take public input and define
"'abusive" before the Bureau brings any kind or enforcement action using this authority?

Response
In Section 103l(d) of the Dodd-Frank Act, Congress clearJy and expressly limited the meaning
of "abusive" acts or practices lo those that···
(l) materially interfere with the ability of a consumer to understand a term or condition
of a consumer financial product or service; or
(2) take unreasonable advantage of a consumer's:
(a) lack of understanding of the material risks. costs, or conditions of th.e product

or service~
(b) inabili.t y to protect his or her interests in selecting or using a consumer
financial product or service; or
(c) reasonable reliance on a covered person to act in the consumer's interests.
The Bureau will be vigilant in obeying the law enacted by Congress and in observing and
adhering to the limits of its authority under this provision. Its application will depend on specific
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facts and circumstances. Note also that if the Bureau were to undertake a rnlcmaking to
.implement the abusive standard that would alJow 51 state Attorneys General to enforce that rule
against federally-chartered depository institutions, which cannot be done under the statute itself.
2. The Federal Trade Commissi.on has a widely-admired automated complaint database, but
y()u decided to expend funds to create your O\vn database rather than us1ng the FTC's
database architecture. Why did you make that decisi.on and how much has it cost to

create your own database?

Response
The Dodd-Frank Act instructed the CFPB to "establish a unit whose functions shall include
establishing a single, toll-free teJephone number. a website. and a database or utilizing an
existing database to facilitate the centralized collection of, monitoring of, and response to
consumer complaints regarding consumer financial products or services." In preparing to launch
its Office of Consumer Respon.se to serve these and other related functions, the CFPB researched
and considered the complaint handhng models, case management systems, and related databases
of the prudential. federal regulators and the Federal. Trade Commission.

Given the specific complaint-handling requirements laid om in the Dodd-Frank Act, the Bw·eau
was required to adopt an .individual-Jevcl complaint operating model that required a case
management system that is not congruent with the FTC's "complaint database:• 2 The Bureau's
complaint-handling operational model and case management system allow it to collect, monitor,
and respond to complaints for a wide range of consumer financial products and services, lo
"coordinate with the Federal Trade Commission or other Federal agencies to route complaints to
such agt-"Tlcies;' to collect responses from companies to complaints, to allow for consumer review
of those responses through a secure web portal, to conduct indi.vidual investigations of consumer
complaints, and to facilitate necessary record.keeping in order to meet its Congressional reporting
requirements. Nonetheless, for greater effici.ency and sharing of .informati.on, the CFPB 's case
management system uses an application programming interface to feed consumer complaints
directly into the FTC's complaint database (know11 as "Consumer Sentinel") also, which makes
those complaints available to civil and criminal law enforcement authorities.
Creating a case management system that integrates the aforementioned functionality to support
the Bureau's complaint-handling model consistent wi.th the requirements of Dodd-Frank has cost
approx.imatcly $8 million to date. including the database.

2

According to FTC's Complaint Assistant, lnvw.ficcomplaintassistant.gov, 'The FTC enters
all complaints it receives into Consumer Sentinel, a secure online database that is used by
thousands of civil and criminal law enforcement authorities worldwide. The FfC does not
resolve individual. consumer complaints."
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3. The CFPB established a legal safe harbor for ce1tain Qualified Mortgages that creates a
strong economic incem]ve for .lenders to write very conservative mortgages. At the same
time, however, the CFPB has said it will use disparate impact analysis for Equal Credit
Opportunity Act (ECOA) enforcement. rm concerned that these two policies are
inherently .in conflict. If a lender follows your ability to repay rule by making a busi.ness
decision only to make QMs could that lender be found to be in violation of ECOA?

Response
The Dodd-Frank Act provides a presumption of compliance with its new ability-to-repay
requirements for certain "qualified mortgages." In its recent rules to implement those provisions,
the Bureau accorded safo harbor status to certain qualified mortgages and a rcbuttable
presumption of compliance for others, depending on the annual percentage rate of the Joans at
issue. In defining the boundaries of qualified mortgages and of tfo~ safe harbor, the Bureau
recognized that conditions are fragile and investors remain concerned about managing risks in
the wake of the financ.ial. crisis. Al the same time. we did not intend to stigmatize loans that fall
outside those boundaries or to .signal that responsible lending can or should take place only
with.in the safe harbor space. Quite the contrary, the preamble to the final rule makes clear that
the Bureau expects over time to see a robust market develop outside the QM safe harbor and,
indeed, outside of QM altogether.
We have received questions from a number of market participants about how decisions about
what types of mortgages to offer under the ability to repay rule would be evaluated under ECOA
and Regulation B. The Bureau recognizes that. depending on the.ir business model, some
creditors may primarily offer loans that are QMs, or non-QMs. The Bureau recognizes that
business model decisions arc affected by many legjtimatc considerations, .including the ability to
sell loans on the secondary market and appetite for repayment risk. We expect that business
models wilt evolve over the next several years as creditors explore different options and as the
m01tgage markets shift in response to economic condit]ons and other regulatory .initiatives. We
are committed to engaging with stakeholders as they implement the new mles. \Ve know
creditors are working to make thoughtful decisions about their business models as the market
environment evolves, and we are working as expeditiously as possible to develop and provide
industry with consistent guidance on how we w1ll approach supervision and enforcement under
the QM rule and ECOA.
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Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director, Consumer Financial Protection

Bureau, from Senator Kirk:
l. At Tuesday's hearing, you stated that the CFPB is applying the Government Performance
and Results Act (GPRA) to show how the agency is justifying its spending. Please
provide the most recent GPRA report. If no current GPRA repo1t is avail.able, then
please provide any interim GPRA report.
Response

The Bureau's first draft of its strategic plan under GPRA is publicly available on its website at
htrp:llwww.consume1finmu:e.gov/strategic-plan/. We anticipate releasing a final version of the
strategic plan this spring. along with updated budget and perfonnance documents.
2. The CFPB is required by Dodd-Frank to convene a Small Business Review Panel when
issuing a rule that will significantly impact a large number of small entities. ln your
August 1. 2012 testimony before the House Committee on Small Business, you stated
that "[s]mall business review panels are a valuable component of our rulemaking
process." Yet, the Bureau did not convene a panel for the ability-to-pay rule because the
rule was transferred to the Bureau from the Federal Reserve. Nonetheless, the Bureau did
convene a small business review panel for the RESP A TILA mortgage disclosures, even
though that rule was also transferred to the Bureau from the Federal. Reserve. Can you
provide clarity regarding the Bureau's approach to convening small bus.iness rev.iew
panels? Please explain why the CFPB chose to convene a panel for the RESP A TILA
rulcmaking but not for the ability-to-pay rulemaking.

Response
The CFPB conducts Small Bus.iness Review Panels in accordance with the requirements of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA). The RFA, as amended, identifies the types of rules for which a
Small Business Revi.ew Panel i.s required. Generally. the RFA applies only to rules for which a
notice ()f proposed mlemaking is required by the Administrative Procedure Act, or "any other
law." When developing a proposed rule subject to the RFA, the CFPB is required to convene a
Small Business Review Pane] prior co issuing the proposal unless the CFPB certifies that the mle
will not, if promul.gated, have a significant impact on a substantial number of small entities.
Accordingly, the CFPB is not reqLLired to convene Small Business Review Panels for proposed
rules that are not subject to the RFA or for proposed rules that are subject to the RFA but that the
Director certifies will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial. number of small.
entities. The CFPB also is not required to convene a Small Business Review Panel where
another agency, such as the Federal Reserve Board, issued a rule proposal which was later
inherited and finalized by the CFPB, since the statutory timing of the Small Business Review
Panel is supposed to occur prior to issuance of the original proposal. This was the case with
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respect to the ability-to-repay rulemaking:.
The proposal to merge the TILA and RESPA mortgage disclosure requirements did not transfer
to the CFPB from the Federal Reserve. The CFPB itself .i.ssued the proposal to merge the TlLA
and RESPA mortgage disclosure requirements pursuant to the requirements of the Dodd-Frank
Act. The CFPB conducted a Small Business Review Panel before issuing this proposal.
3. Under the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act (SBREFA), the CFPB is
required to give small businesses a preview of new proposals and receive extensive
feedback from small businesses before proposing a new rule, including the potential
impact of any new rules on the cost of credit for smaJI businesses. Yet, lhe CFPB
published all three of its Smalt Business Review Panel reports simultaneously with the
proposed rules. By comparison, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
issues such repo11s when the panel is done. \Vhy did the CFPB decide lo publish the
reports at the same time as the proposed rules and not after the panels were completed?
Are there benefits to publishing the report after the panel has convened and before the
proposal is issued?

Response
The statute requires that the Panel rcpmt be made pubHc as part of the rulemaking record, but
does nol .specify when the report should be released to the public. The CFPB released Panel
reports with their corresponding proposed rul.es so that the public could consider them together.
Publicly releasing the panel report with the Proposed Rule promotes transparency. As panel
reports must be interpreted in the context of the corresponding proposed rule, releasing the Panel
report before the proposed rule could cause unnecessary confusion.
4. In your statement, you mention that the CFPB is looking to help older Americans get
sound information and advice about their retiremem finances. In addition, you gave an
interview to Bloomberg in January slating the CFPB is exploring initiatives in the
"rollover moment." What is the "rollover moment?" Is the CFPB rel.ying sol.ely on the
statutory authori.ty in Section 10l3(g) of the Dodd-Frank Act establishing the Office of
Financial Protection for Older Americans? Has the CFPB engaged any contractors
and/or outside third parties to conduct research or anal.ysis .in the retirement savings
area'? Is the CFPB looking at retirement savings issues that target individuals other than

seniors?
Response
Some of the most important decisions that consumers make involve saving for retirement and
making choices to improve their economic security later in life. Large numbers of Americans
are expected to retire over the next decade, so some have referred to it as the "rollover moment."
Section HH3(g) of the Dodd-Frank Act directed the CFPB~s Office for Older Americans to
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u11de1take activities to enhance later-life economic security, including:

•

Providing goals for financial literacy programs for older Americans focusing on longtenn saving5 and later-life economic security -- and self-protection against unfair,
deceptive, or abusive practices;

•

Researching best practi.ces and effective strategies to educate older Americans on
long-term savings as welJ as planning for retirement and long~term care;

•

Assessing and reporting on problems facing ol.der Americans due to misuse of
certifications and designations of financial advisors -- and providing Congress and the
SEC with policy recommendations; and

•

Coordinating consumer protection acti.vities for older Americans with relevant federal
agencies and state regulators_

The CFPB has a conu-act with ldeas42 d/b/a Behavioral Ideas Lab to help the Bureau. examine
const1mers' financial challenges in a range of financial decision-making areas, including the
financial chal.lenges that face older Americans. Saving for retirement before reaching retirement
age and managing retirement savings accounts after retirement pose challenges to consumers and
affect their later-life economic security.

5. Have you or any CFBP staff had conversations with officials and staff of the Departments
of Treasury and Labor, the Internal Revenue Service, the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation. and the Securities and Exchange Commission regarding retirement savings
issues? Has any agency request been made with respect to Section l 027 of the DoddFrank Act?

Response
The Bureau has had conversations with officials and staff of other departments and agencies

about retirement savings issues. The Bureau is not aware of any formal request having been
made pursuant to Section 1027 of the Dodd-Frank Ace
6. Has the CFPB entered into a contract with ldeas42 to look .into the behavior science of
auto enrollment and auto escalation features of 40l(k) plans? Is this contract looking at
seni.ors' retirement savings decisions or other individuals' retirement savings decisions?
Was this contract put out for public bid? Please provide a copy of the contract and a copy
of the justification if the contract was done as a sole source contract
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Response
The CFPB has a contract with Ideas42 d/b/a as Behavioral Ideas Lab to help the Bmeau examine
consumers' financial challenges in a range of financial decision-making areas, including the
financial challenges that face older Americans. The contract was properly competed for pub.lie
bid and was not a sole source agreement. A copy of the contract is attached as Attachment A.
7. Currently, the CFPB is collecting account-level data from payment card issuers. It is my
understanding that the request covers millions of individuals' credit card accounts and
that the information must be supplied to the CFPB on a monthly basi.s. The CFPB is
requesting that the information be sent to the agency with personally identifying
infonnation about consumers. Please answer the following questions with regard to this
collection of individual consumer transactions:

•

What is the purpose of this data collection?

Response
The CFPB is not collecting any personally identifiable information about any consumers as pan
of its credit card data collection effort. The data we arc collecting as part of our ongoing
supervi.sory activities wiH he.Ip the CFPB to assess and examine compliance with federal
consumer financial protection laws and risk to consumers in the credit card marketplace.
•

How many accounts has the CFPB followed and how many is it currently fol.lowing?
Does it change the consumer accounts it maintains records for after a certain period of
time or track certain account records continuously?

Response

The CFPB is obtaining infom1ation from a number of credit card issuers on a monthly basis on
those issuers' accounts. lnformation about the number of accounts on which the CFPB receives
data is confidential supervisory information.
•

\Vhy is i.t necessary to demand all consumer account data instead of an anonymous
reprcscntati.ve sample?

Response

The data are anonymous and cannot be used to identify any individual consumer. Identifying a
sample that would be representative of an issuer's portfolio would be burdensome for the .issuer,
which would need to pull that sample each month and then go through fu11her procedures and
analyses to compare those accounts to its overall portfolio to assure that the sampl.e was
represe11tati ve.
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•

What docs the CFPB intend to do with it?

Response
The CFPB uses the data to inform its supervisory processes and to monitor risks to consumers.
These data help the CFPB to analyze and benchmark credit card issuers across our supervision
work. The CFPB also uses the data to assess and examine compliance with Federal consumer
financial protection laws.
•

Has the agency set a time period for retaining this data, and will the individual consumer
transaction information be purged from all federal records after this retention period?

Response
The data exclude personally identifiable information about individual consumers. 111cre is no set
time period for retention of the data.
•

Does the CFPB share this .informati.on wi.th any outside third parties? Are these outside
third parties under contract with the CFPB? With whom does the CFPB intend to share it
in the future?

Response
The CFPB has retained a data services vendor that manages the data on the CFPB~s behalf, and
that vendor is under contract with the CFPB and is subject to all Federal data protection rules and
requirements. The CFPB does not otherwise share this information with any non~governmental
outside third parties.

•

Does the CFPB provi.de this data - in whole, part~ or summary - to any other federal
agency or entity? If so, please describe how this data is requested and how it is shared.

Response
The Bureau generally shares data with prudential. regulators in accordance with the Supervisory
Data Sharing Memorandum of Understanding between the CFPB and the prudential regulators.
Any sharing of these loan-level data would comply with those agreements.

•

How much does the agency spend annually on this data collection

Response
The Bureau spends approximately $3 million per year on this data colJection.
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•

With respect to the Paperwork Reduction Act and other laws, OMB has set fo11h certain
parameters for surveys and data collection. Please submit the OMB approval document
for this data collection effort.

Response
This data co.llection is not subject to PRA requirements.

•

Do individuals and their families have the opportunity to opt out of this federal agency
data collection?

Response

lndividuals and families are not identified in this data collection, and individual consumers and
their families arc not participants in this data collection. Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act

authorizes lhe Bureau to supervise cerlain consumer financial services companies to protect
consumers. Some of the consumer financial services companies under CFPB supervision are the
participants in this data collection. and they may not opt out of supervis.ion activi.ties.
•

Do you anticipate that the CFPB will engage in rulemaking as a result of the data
collection?

Response

The CFPB uses the data to inform CFPB analysis of risks to consumers in the credit card
marketplace and risks to the market. Analysis of the data may lead the CFPB to identify areas
where appropriate regu1 ations could .improve the functioning of the market, and may support the
CFPB's efforts to reduce outdated, unnecessary. or unduly burdensome regulations. Thus. this
information may be used to infonn future rulemaking activities as appropriate.
•

I understand that thi.s account-level data is comprehensive of each payment card issuer
that fumi.shes data. How is the CFPB ensuring that the consumer infonnation it coHects
is kept secure~ to date, has the CFPB suffered any breaches of data, and has any data
breach reached consumer infom1ation?

Response
The data that the Bureau solicits and collects from issuers exclude personally identifiable
information about the individual consumers to whom the data pertains. Accordingly, no breach
of personally identifiable information by the CFPB is possible. For example, che names of
individual consumers or their contact infonnation, Social Security numbers. c:md credit card
account numbers are not included in the data. Because the data is not personally identifiable, .it
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also does not constitute a system of records that is subject to the requirements of the Privacy Act
of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a. Nevertheless, all such data are subjecl to the protecti.ons gi.ven to
infom1ation that the CFPB obtains through its supervisory authorities. 3 The data are managed
according to IT security requirements that comply with Federal laws, policies, and procedures.

3

These include protections set forth in the Act; the Bureau's confidentiality regulations at 12
C.F.R. § 1070.40 et seq.; Exemption 8 of the Freedom oflnfonnation Act, 5 U.S.C.
§ 552(b)(8); and CFPB Bulletin 12-01, which is viewable on1ine at
http:llwww. consumn:ftnance. govlwp-cont ent/up/oads/2012101/GC._bulletin_l 2-0J.pdf
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Questions for The Honorable .Richard Cordrav. J>iredor, Consumer :Financial Protection
Bureau, from Senator Johanns:
l. To follow up ~)n a question I asked in our hearing, you have often taken the position that
the budget of the CFPB is exceptionally transparent, and that transparency extends to
your budget simply because you post it online. While I disagree with your refusal to
allow Conb'Tessional oversight of your budget through the appropriations process, l know
that thi.s refusal is absolute. In the name of transparency, however, I need a more clear
answer as to whether you are wil1ing to appear before the Appropriations Subcommittee
on Finan.c.ial. Services and General Government to walk through your budget documents
and answer questions about the spending habits of the Bureau? Although you appear
before the House and Senate Financial Services and Banking Committees, respectively,
the Fina11ciaJ Services and General Government Subcommi.ttee has the specialization and
expertise in these areas and your commitment to working with the subcommittee is vital.

Response
Section 10 l 7(a)(2)(C) of the Dodd-Frank Act provides that the Bureau's fonds derived from the
Federal Reserve System shall not be subject to review by the Committees on Appropriations, and
Section l017(c)(2) provides that funds obtained by or transferred to the Bureau Fund shall not be
construed to be Government funds or appropriated monies. Unlike agencies over whkh the

Appropriations Committee ha~ jurisdiction, the Bureau is an independent bureau within the
Federal Reserve System. Nevertheless, the Bureau was pl.eased to provide over 100 pages of
budget information in our annual report to the Appropriations Committees in July of 2012,
including copies of fond transfer correspondence with the Federal Reserve Board, information on
major expenditures, spending by divi.sion/prograrn area, contractual obligations, a description of
our budget process, our budget justification, information on our civil penally fund, and numerous
other materials. We also released a draft Strategic Plan for public comment in 2012, which
.includes goals, outcomes, strategies and pert'ormance measures that infonn our performance~
based budget process. Vve anticipate releasing the final Strategic Plan in the Spring, along with
updated budget and performance documents. The Bureau's annual financial reports, quarterly
spending updates, and budget justifications are also available on our website at
www.consurnerfinance.gov/budgei. Director Cordray has met with members of the
Appropriations Committees on numerous occasions and has discussed various aspects of the
Bureau's budget and operations with them. In addition, the Director has welcomed oppottunities
to testiJy before committees and subcommittees of both the House and Senate on the Bureau's
budget. In fact, the Bureau has now testified 3 l times before Congress. The Bureau will be
happy to meet with any Member of Congress to walk through its budget documents and answer
questions.
2. H.R. 4367, a bill on which l worked very hard here in the Senate, removed the federal
requirement for "on the machine" disclosures on ATM machines. This bill was signed
into law nearly three months ago, yel a look at Regulation E (CFR l005.16) still lists the
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Hon the machine" requirement as something with which our community banks must
comply. \.Vhy is H that the CFPB has not found the time to update the regulation and
remove a requirement that the Congress unanimously agreed was unnecessary and
costly?
Response
The Bureau agrees that changes .in the law to eliminate unnecessary and costly requirements ::u-e
a high priority and has been working hard on a rule to implement this statutory revision. In fact
we expect to i.ssue the rule this month. Because the rule provides compliance burden relief, and
because it merely implements the specific statutory revision, it is stmctured as a final rule that
takes effect immediately on publication.
3. Lenders and service providers in the mortgage lending arena have stressed to the bureau
that they wil] need a signific~mt amount of time to implement new combined RESPA and
TILA mortgage disclosures. Does the bureau have an .implementation ti.me frame i.n
mind? Do you think 18 months is reasonable to ensure the greatest possible success with
impl.ementat1on?

Response
The Bureau has heard and appreciates concerns expressed by the mortgage and real estate
settlement industries about the time needed to implement changes under the Bureau's proposal to
.integrate TlLA and. RESPA disclosures. While the Bureau understands this concern and intends
to remain engaged with affected persons in continuing to develop a final rule, that final rule has
not yet been completed for two reasons. First, the Bureau is working careful.ly to ensure that
such a significant undertaking as the integration of TILA and RESP A disclosures is done right,
including through additional qualitative and quantitative consumer testing, which takes time.
Second, the Bureau also has heard industry's request that the integrated disclosures not be
implemented too quickly, as creditors. mortgage servicers, and other affected persons work to
comply with the many other regulatory changes under the Bureau's January 2013 final rules
implementing numerous new statutory requirements estahlished by title XIV of the Dodd-Frank
Act. As a general matter, the Bureau intends to make an informed determination as t.o the
amount of time industry needs to comply with the integrated disclosure requirements and to
afford industry adequate time, but the Bureau thus far has refrained from prejudging the question
of exactly how much time that means and for now, at least, considers it inappropriate to
comment on whether l8 months i.s too short or too long. When the integrated disclosure rules
are being finalized, and the Bureau knows exactly what they require and where the affected
industries stand with respect to their implementation of the title XIV rules, the Bureau is
confident that it will detennine an appropriate implementation period in an informed manner.
4. The Smal.I Business Review panel process informed the bureau about how it can reduce
or eliminate added costs to implement new combined RESPA and TILA mortgage
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disclosures. One Small Business Review panel recommendation was to maintain tbc
current line numbering to reduce software programming costs and industry
confusion. Why did the bureau ignore this recommendation in its proposed rule to
combine RESPA and TILA mortgage disclosures?

Response
One of the difficul.ties with the current HUD-I that consumers recei.ve at clos.ing is that the line
numbe~ for charges do not match the Good Faith Estimate that consumers receive three days
after application. In addition, the three- and four-digit line numbering system has proved
difficult for consumers to understand. The Bureau is pa1ticularly mindful of the potential risk of
information overload for consumers, given the amount of numbers and complexity involved in
the credit transaction and the underlying reaJ estate transaction. Consumer participants at the
Bureau's testing appeared overwhelmed by the three- and four-digit line numbers on the
prototypes that were designed similarly to the current RESPA settlement statement. They
performed worse in terms of understanding the pertinent .informati.on with prototypes containing
that system. The Bureau also tested prototypes with a two-digit line numbering system, which
performed better with both consumer and industry participants at the Bureau's testing, with some
industry participants at the Bureau's testing preforring it over the system of the current RESP A
settlement statement.
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Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director, Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, from Senator Moran:
l. \Vhat combined effect do you expect the final rule cm Qualified Mortgages and new
servicing rules to have on the cost and availability of mortgage credit in the near future?

Response
In the Federnl Regi.'iter notices setting forth the final Ability-to-Repay/Qualified Mortgage (QM)
rules and servicing rules, the CFPB shared its assessment of the potential effects of these rules on
the cost and availability of mortgage credit. The CFPB stated its belief that the QM rule will not
lead to a significant reduction in consumers' access to mortgage credit or a material impact on
cost. The CFPB also laid out in detail the basis for this belief. Among other reasons, the CFPB
noted that underwriting practices and standards have tightened signific~mtly since the financial
crisis, so that implementation of the rule will not require a major change in current practices.
The Bureau also noted that 1t had carefully structured the rules defining quaJlfied mortgages to
provide broad coverage for Qualified Mortgages, including a trans.ihon perjod, and through a
variety of provisions lo help encourage responsible loans ro creditworthy borrowers as the
market adjusts to the new regulatory regime, including further provisions that arc currently under
consideration in the concurrent proposal.
As for the servicing rules, the CFPB stated that the cost of these rules .i.s likely to be smal.l.
Regarding the amendments to Regulation Z) the Bureau exempted small servicers from the
periodic statement requirement and found that the costs were extremely small for the variablerate periodic adjustment notice, the new initial .interest rate adjustment notice, the prompt
crediting requirement, and the payoff statement requirement. Regarding the amendments to

Regulation X, the CFPB explained that over 80 percent of ouL~tanding mortgages are guaranteed
by Fannie Mae. Freddie Mac, FHA. or the VA and that many of the requirements of the final rule
are similar or identical to requirements already imposed on service.rs of such mortgages. Small
servicers have been exempted from many of these requirements as well.
2. \Vhat kind of analysis and coordination is the CFPB undertaking to understand the
aggregate impact of the Qualified Mortgages and Qualified Residential Mortgages
(QRM) on the cost and availability of mortgage credit? Is the CFPB also taking into
account how the proposed risk-weighting of mortgages and servicing rights in the Basel
III proposals by the Federal Reserve, FDIC and OCC will affect the mortgage market
before finalizing its QRM rulemaking?

Response
As stated above, the Bureau analyzed the potential impact of the QM rule on the cost and
availability of mortgage credit. Under the statute, the Bureau is not an agency that will be
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finalizing or issuing either the QRM or the Basel III proposals. Therefore, conducting such
analyses in the context of the QRM rulemaking and the risk-wei.ghting of mortgages and
servicing rights in the Basel III proposals by the Federal Reserve, the FDIC, and OCC are within
the purviews of those other regulators rather than the CFPB.
3.

In its first annual report, the CFPB Ombudsman recommended that the CFPB review and
clarify what the enforcement attorney's role during the supervisory examination is since
it may be causing institutions to be less wiHing to share information.. When do you
expect the CFPB to act on this recommendation'!

Response
The CFPB .is currently reviewing its implementation of this policy} as recommended by the
Ombudsman's report.
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Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director, Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, from Senator Coburn:
1. Currently, Federal Reserve provides for CFPB·s operating costs from the "combined
earnings" ()f the Federal Reserve System pursuant to Section 1017 of Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. In his February 14rh testimony before the
Senate Banking Committee, Chairman Bernanke stated that a recent Federal ReseITe analys.is
estimated that the Federal Reserve might record losses of $40 billion and suspend
contributions to the Treasury for four years beginning in 2017 if interest rates rise to 3.8
percent later this decade. If rates rise by another percentage point, the losses would triple,
according to the study. As a result, the CFPB would have to seek funds from Congress at
that time. If the CFPB does not intend to seek funds from Congress at that time, please
explain how you plan to fond CFPB's operations at that time? lf the CFPB plans to seek
funds from Congress at that time, why is it not appropriate to su!:zject the CFPB to
congressional appropriations process now?

Response
The Dodd-Frank Act authorizes the CFPB to receive funding from the Federal Reserve in
amounts determined by the Director to be reasonably necessary to carry out the authorities of the
Bureau, up to capped annual funding levels. The caps on the Bureau's funding levels are
expressed as a percentage of the total operating expenses of the Federal Reserve System as
reported in its 2009 annual report and are thus fixed in amount at this time and going forward,
without being affected by any ongoing fluctuations in earnings by the Federal Reserve.
Estimates by the Congressi.onal Budget Office show the CFPB as having spending authority
derived from transfers from lhe Federal Reserve through the budget horizon. The Bureau is also
authorized to seek up to $200 million annually in additional appropriated funds from Congress if
deemed necessary, but the Bureau has no plans to seek any such appropriated funds at this time.
However, the Bureau will continue to submit an annual report to the House and Senate
Committees on Appropriations, as it did in Ju]y of 2012, and is happy to meet with any Members
of Congress to discuss the Bureau's budget.
2. At the hearing, you stated that the CFPB is applying th.e Government Perfonnance and
Results Act (GPRA) to show how che agency is justifying its spending. Please provide the
most recent GPRA report. If no current GPRA report is available, then pl.ease provide .:my
interim GPRA report.

Response
The Bureau's draft strategic plan under GPRA is publicly available on its website at
http://www.consumerfi.nance.gov/strategic-plan/. We anticipate releasing a final version of the
strategic plan this Spring, along with updated budget and performance documents.
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3. A November 2012 audit of lhe CFPB by the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
revealed that of CFPB's approximately $300 million in obligations, $151 million was spent
on Contracts & Support Services, $134.2 milli.on on Salary & Benefits, and $14.6 million on
other obligati.ons. Moreover, total CFPB net costs for FY20l2 for .its three strategic missions
are as follows: $150.2 million for Supervision, Enforcement, Fair Lending and Equal
Opportunity; $56.7 million for Consumer Education and Engagement~ and $39.3 mi.II.ion for
Research, Markets and Regulations. Do you consider these breakdowns to be appropriate
and adequate? How do you anticipate them changing over time?

Response
Yes} the display of Fiscal Year 2012 obli.gations .in the Financi.al Report of the CFPB for FiscaJ
Year 2012 is a fair and accurate representation of spending by major program area.
The CFPB also published quarterly updates on Fiscal Year 2012 spending, which are available
on the Bureau's website (http://www.consumerjlnance.gov/hudget/}. The addi.tional detail
includes an accounting of spending by major budget category (object class) and division, as well
as a Jisting of major investments for Fiscal Year 2012. In addi.cion, as you inquired at the
hearing, all CFPB-awarded contractual obligations over the threshold of $3,000 are publicly
available at 14:1-i·w.usaspending.gov.
The propmtional breakdown of the Bureau's spend.ing is evolving over time. At the outset, most
funds Wt-'Te expended on contractual services (including significant payments to the Treasury
Department, which had .initial statutory authority to stand up the new Bureau), as the Bureau
began with small numbers of personnel and has gradually grown in staff and developed more
fulsome structures. Accordingly, the amount of contract services will diminish over time. The
proportion of funds expended on different functions of the Bureau will continue to evolve over
time, though it is likely that Supervision, Enforcement, Fair Lending and Equal Opportunity will
always require the largesl share of resources to be de voled to their work.
The CFPB rece.ived an unqualified "clean" opinion from the GAO on its Fiscal Year 2012
financial statements. GAO also provided an unqualified opinion on the Bureau's Fiscal Year
2011 financial statements. These opinions confirm that the CFPB has implemented effective
internal controls over the effici.ency of operations, compl.iance with. laws and regulation, and
financial reporting.
4. The GAO audit also revealed that in Fiscal Year 2012 the CFPB expended $39.3 million on
"Research, Markets & Regulation." Yet, the audit did not provide a breakdown of spending
in each of these categories. What portion of that budget was spent on research and what
percentage on rule writing? Do you believe that the CFPB is spending adequate amounts on
research and market analysis?
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Response
Of the $39.3 million obligated to support Research, Markets and Regulations, approximately
19 percent supported Research acti v.ities while about 33 percent covered Regulation activities.
The Bureau is building its Office of Research and has and will continue to make investments in
these core functions to achieve the statutory purposes that Congress established and assure that
its policy making is backed by rigorous, data-driven analysis.
5. Note 4 in the GAO audit states that ''[a]mow1ts in the Civil Penalty Ftmd are immediately
available to CFPB and under the control of the Director, and shall remain avaifable until
expended, for payments lo victims of activities for which civil penalties have been imposed.
To the extent that such victims cannot be located or such payments arc otherwise not
practicable, the Bureau may use such funds for the purposes of consumer education and
fimmcial literacy programs." The audit report also notes that "[d]uring fiscal year 2012, the
CFPB negotiated $340 million .in redress payments made directly to harmed victims.
Additionally, the CFPB rece.ived $32 million from civil penalty settlements." Please provide
detailed accounting for the amount contributed to and distributed from the Civil Penalty Fund
since its inception, including a detailed breakdown of how much money was expended from
the Fund to victims (as a lump sum) and how much money was distributed for purposes of
consumer education and financial literacy programs, including a detailed list and amount for
each such programs. Does the Bureau intend to use the fonds from the Civi.l Penalty Fund to
pay for existing consumer education and financial literacy programs or to create new
programs?

Response
The CFPB received $32 million in civil penalties during Fiscal Year 2012. The CFPB received
an additional $14. l million in penalties sh01tly after fiscal year 2012 dosed. These amounts
were reported .in the Financial Report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Fiscal Year
2012 (NOles 16 and 17), available at http://www.consumerfinance.gov/reports/financia1-reportof-the-cfpb-fisca1-ycar-2012/. Subsequent to the publication of the Financial Report. the CFPB
collected an additi.onal $5.001 in ci.vil penalties in fiscal year 2013. No di.stributions have been
made from the Civil Penalty Fund to date. The Bureau has been carefully proceeding to develop
an initial .rule goveming the process of distributing funds from the Civil. Penalty Fund. The
Bureau will publish that rule soon and will also request public comment.
6. In this report, the CFPB highlights that it spent $151 million on contracts and support
services for FY 2012. At the hearing, you stated that most of this cost is due to start-up costs
and most of the contracts were with Treasury and other federal agencies.. The report lists
some but not aU of the expendicures. In addition, USAspending.gov only lists $58 million in
contracts by the CFPB. Please provide a complete list of contracts the CFPB has entered into
for FY 2012 and FY 2013, .including the amount of the contract and whether the contract was
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a "sole source'' contract or done through a public request for bid. For the contracts identified
as sole source, please submit all justifications and contract amounts.
Lists of the contracts that the CFPB has entered .into for Fiscal Year 2012 and Fi.seal Year 2013,
including the amounts, are attached as Attachments Band C. Attachment D identifies the
contracts listed in Attachments Band C that were sole source, and the justification for each.

7. The report shows that the CFPB grew from 214 employees in the thi.rd quarter of FY 2011 to
nearly 1000 employees by the end of the FY 2012. There has been some criticism that the
CFPB is paying some employees very high sal.aries. How many people are employed
cuffently by the CFPB? Please provide the number of employees who earn more than
$125,000, $150.000 and $200,000 respectively.

Response
The Dodd-Frank Act requires the CFPB's pay and benefit programs to be comparable to those of
the Federal Reserve Board and other federal financial regulators. In compliance with the law,
and foll.owing accepted sal.ary adm]nistration practices, pay for CFPB employees is based on the
skills. experience, and qualifications of the individual being hired, the position for which they are
being hired, and lhe relevant pay band. As of February 23, 2013, the CF.PB had 1,131 employees
on board. Of these~ 484 (43 percent) earned more than $125,000; 300 (27 percent) earned more
than $150,000; and 59 (5 percent) earned more than $200,000 per year.
8. How many econ.omists does the CFPB hire? How many economists work on economic
c:malyses pursuant to rulemakings tmdertaken by the agency?

Response
The CFPB has 20 PhD economists in its Office of Research at pre~ent. The number of
economists working on analyses for ru1emakings varies over time and depends on the number of
rulemakings in process.
9. The report states that the CFPB has spent $150 million on Supervision, Enforcement, Fair
Lending and Equal Opportunity. Please provide a detailed breakdown of how the monies are
being allocated. Are any of these monies being used for data collection? Are any of these
monies used to hire contrnctors, and if so, please Ii.st the conu:acts and amounts?

Response
The $150 million in costs allocated to Supervision, Enforcement. Fair Lending and Equal
Opportunity represent both direct costs of that division as well as indirect costs. The indirect or
centralized costs include ce1tain admini.strativc and operational services provided centrally to
other Divisions (e.g., building space, utilities, and IT-related equipment and services).
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Direct costs for the Supervjsion, Enforcement, Fair Lending and Equal Opportunity di.visi.on
were approximately $77 million. Of this amount, approximately $60 million was spent on
personnel and approximately $9 million on travel and transportation. The remaining $8 million
was spent on other conu·actual serv.ices. In order to fulfill tl1e CFPB's statutory pmposes and
objectives, including its obligations t.o a.~sess compliance with Federal consumer financial
protection laws and to monitor consumer financial markets, it is necessary for the Bureau to
acquire and analyze qualitative and quantitative information. and data pertaining to consumer
financial product and service markets and companies. For your information, we have attached as
Attachment 8 a detailed listing of all contracts and interagency agreements that the CFPB
entered into in Fiscal Year 2012, including for goods and services supporting the Supervision,
Enforcement and Fair Lending and Equal Opportunity function. Detailed infonnation about each
contract, including the vendor, description of service, and value of the contract~ is also available
at usaspending.gov.
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1.

I appreciate your response to my previous QFR on the definition of rural in the QM rule.
My ongoing: concern is related to balloon l.oans, which arc made primarily in rural areas, but it is
not necessari.ly the geography that drives the need for these loans. Instead. the dri.vers are certain
b01Tower or prope1ty characteristics - things such as a lack of comparable appraisals or
borrowers with an ability to repay but short credit history. TI1ese characteri.sti.cs make the lmms
ineligible for securi.tization and must be held in pmtfolio. Banks use balloons to extend credit to
borrowers who would otherwise not be able to get a loan. Wi11 you consider amending the rnle
to focus on these characteri.stics rather than limiting the QM status to only smal.1 banks. in a
narrowly defined rural area?
Response:
In crafting the ability-to-repay rule, the Bureau was very conscious of the role that
community-based creditors play .in providing credit to consumers who might not otherwise be
able to obtain mortgage credit because of characteristics that make such credit ineligible for
securi.tization. The Bureau issued a proposal concurrent w.ith th.e rule to create a new category of
qualified mortgage for certain loans held in portfolio by such creditors. The proposal is not
limited by geography, but rather would apply to all creditors with less than $2 billion in a5sets if,
along with their affiliates. they make 500 or fewer first-lien mortgage loans per year. The loans
would be subject to certain restrictions on features and the amount of points and fees, but they
would not be subject lo a hard limit on the consumer's debt-to-income (DTI) rati.o so long as the
creditor considered DTI or residual income in underwTiting the loan, among other underwriting
criteria. Ehg:ible loans would generally have to be held in portfolio for three years, subject to
certain exemptions.

The Bureau carefully considered whether to make bal.loon loans by this broader group of
small creditors eligible for the proposed new category of qualified mortgages. It is important lo
note that Congress had specifically addressed how to treat balloon loans in drafting the DoddFrank Act. The statute categoricaHy prohibits balloon .loans from being qualified mortgages,
except to the extent. if adopted by the CFPB. that such loans are made and held in portfolio by
creditors operating predominantly in rnral or imderserved areas that meet origination thresholds
and other criteria set by the CFPB. We were also conscious of the fact that balloon loans are
potentially more risky for consumers than loans that extend for a 15- or 30-year term.
Accordingly, the proposal encompassed adjustable-rate mortgages and fixed-rate mortgages, but
not balloon loans by small creditors.
We arc i.n the process of evaluating the comments received in response to the proposal
and continuing to research the reasons why small creditors structure particular mortgages as
balloon loans rather than adjustable-rate mortgages. We arc also evaluating comments received
in response to a specific question in the proposal regarding whether there is a need for transition
mechanisms for existing balloon loans that may end soon after the new rule takes effect. \Ve
cmmot prejudge the outcome of the further rnlemaking process but do take access-to-credit
concerns seriously. as evi.denced by the proposal and variou.s parts of the final rule.

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's Semi-Annual Report to Congress
April 23, 2013
Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director. Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Ranking J\'lember Crapo:
l. At the hearing, you testified that the CFPB has many different mechanisms for collection of
lending and credit data including: 1) purchasing data from vendors, 2) collecting data pursuant
to examination and supervisory authority} 3) collecting data from the CFPB's National Mongage
Database. and 4) collecting data from consumers' submissions to the CFPB's Consumer
Complaint Database. Are there other ways that the CFPB collects data to compile its Big Data?

Response
The phrase "Big Data" i.s generally used to refer to the vast amoun.ts of personally identifiable
infonnation that is available with respect to individual consumers as the result of modern
technology. The Bureau is not involved i.n such "Big Data" collection. To the contrary, except
with respect to complaints (where consumers must provide their identity in order to allow the
complaint to be investigated), the Bureau generally does not obtain any personally identifiable
information. Rather, we secure anonymized data to enabl.e us to assess compliance with Federal
consumer financial laws and risks to consumers in consumer financial markets.
To date, the Bureau has recei.ved data through each of the channels you mention: purchas.ing
data from vendors, collecting data from supervised entities, and gathering data as part of the
consumer complaint process. The Bureau also collects publicly available datasets, such as
Census demographics, chat are relevant to the Bureau's work.

In some contexts, firms have voluntaril.y submitted data that the Bureau requested. For exampl.e,
in connection with the Private Student Loan Report required by section 1077 of the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Financial Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act), the Bureau met
with major participants in the private student loan .industry and offered them the opportunity to
provide data on several of the sixteen questions that Congress required the Bureau to answer by
July 21, 2011. Nine lenders volunteered to provide thc.ir existing datasets to a single vendor th.at
they selected. This vendor combined those data into a single database that did not include the
identities of borrowers or lenders. This mechanism was an efficient way for the lenders and the
Bureau to develop answers to Congress' questions.
Congress also authorized the Bureau, in Section 1022(c)(4) of the Dodd-Frank Act, to coll.eel
information .regarding the organization, business conduct, markets, and activities of covered
persons and service providers. The Dodd- Frank Act authorizes the Bureau to gather this
information from a variety of sources and using various methods including surveys. Information
gathered in this way from covered persons would be subject to the protections chat the Bureau
affords to confidential supervisory infomiation.

2. At the end of the hearing, you stated that you would supply me with the l.egal analysis about
the CPFB's process for Big Data? Please provide any and all legal analyses undertaken by
CFPB staff and outside counsel hired by the agency regarding its Big Data co1lection.
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Response
As staled above, the Bureau is nol engaged in "Big Data" coHection. Rather. we are undertaking
targeted collections of generally anonymized data to further our statutory purposes.

The Bureau has not retai.ned outside counsel to analyze th.e issues about which you inquire but,
as explained below, the Bureau's staff has detennined that we have the authority and indeed the
obligation to gather and uti.Iizc data in order to do the work that Congress has directed us to

perform.
With respect to the market-monitoring activities that I discussed at the hearing, we believe that
such .information is essential for the Bureau to have a deep and thorough understanding of the
markets we regulate. Congress recognized this by explicitly directing the Bureau to "monitor for
:risks to consumers in the offering or provision of consumer financial products or services,
including developments .in markets for such products or services." 12 U.S.C. 5512(c)(l). To
carry out this directive, Congress authorized the Bureau to "gather and compile information from
a variety of sources" .including, without limitation, infonnation obtained .in the course of our
supervisory work, consumer complaints, surveys of consumers and market participants, and
review of available databases. 12 U.S.C. 5512(c}(4)(B)(i). Congress also authorized the Bureau
to require covered persons and service providers to provide infonnation "necessary for the
Bureau to fulfill the monitoring, assessment, and reporting responsibilities imposed by
Congress[,]" subject to the limitation that the Bureau may not use this authority "for purposes of
gathering or analyzing che personally identifiable financial infom1acion of consumers." 12
U.S.C. 5512(c)(4)(B)(ii),(C).
Pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 5512(c)(6), the Bureau has published rules regarding the confidential
treatment of information it collects pursuant to its vari.ous authorities, including its marketmonitoring authorities. Under these rules) ".informati.on provi.ded to the [Bureau] by a financial
institution to enable the !Bureau] to monitor for risks to consumers in the offering or provision of
consumer financial products or serv1ces" .i.s included within the definition of "confidential
supervisory infonnation.:' 12 C.F.R. l070.2(i)(l)(iv). As with aJJ confidential information of the
Bureau, the internal dissemination of confidential supervisory information is limited to those
employees to whose duties the infonnation is rel.evant, and the external dissemination is strictly
limited to ce11ain specified instances. 12 CFR 1070.4l(a). The Bureau's rules permit the
<li.sdosure of materials derived from confidential supervisory information (e.g., reports to
Congress), hut only "to the extent that such materials do not identify, either directly or indirectly,
any particular person lo whom the confidential infonnation pertains." 12 CFR l070.4l(c). The
Bureau believes this limitation is consistent with Congress' directi.on to "take steps to ensure that
proprietary, personal, or confidencial consumer infonnation" protected from disclosure by law is
not made public. 12 U.S.C. 5522(c)(8).
In addition, the Bureau is subject to generally applicable laws governing its collection, use, and
di.ssemination of personal.ly identifiable information, such as the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. 552a.
Among other things. the Privacy Act requires the Bureau to "maintain in its records only such
information about an individual as is relevant and necessary to accomplish a purpose of the
agency required to be accomplished by statute or by executive order of the President," and
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generally prohibits the maintenance of records describing how an .individual exercises his or her
rights under the First Amendment to the Constitution. 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(l ), (7). Pursuant to the
Privacy Act, the Bureau has issued a System of Records Noti.ce (SORN) that governs its
collection and treatment of records in support of its market-monitoring function. See System of
Records Notice for CFPB.022-Market and Consumer Research Records, 77 Fed. Reg. 67802
(Nov. 14, 2012). In this SORN, the Bureau makes clear that "[i]n most cases," the records
subject to this SORN "will not contain personal identifiers," and that research and analysis will
only be performed on de-identified data. Id.

3. Does the CFPB differentiate data it obtains through its supervisory authority from data
collected vis~a-vis different authority, and if so, how? Are there internal firewalls for storing and
using consumer data CFPB collects for supervisory, enforcement. research and regulatory
purposes? Can the CFPB use the Big Data it collects for multiple purposes?

Response
The Dodd-Frank Act tasks the Bureau with various missions that are distinct and yet interrelated
in that information which the Bureau generates or obtains .in fulfilling one of its missions, such
as responding to consumer complaints, may be re.levm1t to and inform the Bureau's work in
fulfilling its other missions, such as supervision and law enforcement. Generally, Bureau
employees may use information that the Bureau generates or obtains to the extent that such use is
relevant to the performance of their duties. The Bureau manages its data in accordance with the
authorities under which it is collected and in compliance with applicable law, including the
Bureau's regulations on handli.ng of confidential information, 12 C.F.R. Part .1070.
The Bureau does distinguish between different categories of information that .it may generate or
obtain. The Dodd-Frank Act and. other statutes impose certain restrictions on the Bureau's use of
information, and those restrictions may depend on the nature and sources of the information.
Furthermore, the Bureau's regulations, at 12 C.F.R. § 1070.40 et seq.• restrict the circumstances
in which the Bureau may disseminate internally, share with other agencies, or disclose to the
public certain categories of confidential information, including confidential supervisory
information, confidential .investigatory information, and consumer complaint information. To
the ex:tent that the Bureau obtains confidential information from other agencies, the Bureau's
agreements with such agencies may also restrict the Bureau's use of the information.

4. In your testimony, you mentioned that the CFPB needed to undertake a Big Data collection to
help for economic and statistical analyses for rulemakings. Can data collected under CFPB 's
supervisory authority be used for rulemaking purposes related to the practices of the institutions
being examined?
Response

The Bureau is authorized to examine and require reports of supervised inslitutions for several
purposes, including assessing risks to consumers in the consumer financial marketplace.
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Accordingly, the Bureau utilizes supervisory information both to assess compliance with Federal
consumer financial law and, when appropriate, to assist the Bureau in research 12 U.S.C.
5514(b)(l), 5515(b)(l), 55l2(c)(4)(B).

5. Does the CFPB inform institutions being examined for supervisory purposes when data are
collected for purposes unrelated to the exam?
Response

The Bureau has informed industry and the public at large that it docs have authority to use its
supervisory requests lo obtain infonnation to assess compliance with consumer financial laws,
about the activities and compliance systems or procedures of supervised entities, and detect and
assess risks to consumers and markets for consumer financial products. See Dodd-Frank Act
§§l024(b)(l) and l025(b)(l). The Bureau does n.ot collect data that is unrelated to these

purposes.

6. How does the CFPB plan to utilize the Big Data it collects in each of the following areas: (i)
research and analysis, (ii) supervision, (iii) enforcement, and (iv) regulation?

Response
Congress has provided the Bureau with sevl!ral tools for gathering information, including
through examinations, civi.l investigative demands, publidy available sources, consumer
complaints, and through the Section l022(c)(4) auchority discussed above.

Data collected using one of these tools may be relevant to both the function for which it was
collected and another related function.
For example, one of the Bureau's primary functions is to collect, investigate, and respond to
consumer complaints. Although the Bureau receives complaints .in the course of perfonning this

function. the complaints, and the data derived from them. also support other Bureau functions,
including, for example, its consumer education function and its supervisory and enforcement
functions. Similarly, data the Bureau gathers in examining institutions for purposes of detecting
risks to consumers and to consumer financial markets will also often help the Bureau fulfill
Congress' directi.ve that it monitor the markets for risks to consumers.
The Bureau utilizes the data .it possesses for empirical analyses such as those included in our
repo.rts on private student loans (which relied entire.ly cm anonymized. data provided voluntaril.y
to the Bureau by a number of lenders) and payday lending and deposit advance (which relied
principally on data collected through supervisory exams). These analyses may indude
descriptive tabulations in addition to more formal econometric modeling, which together,
support the Bureau's mission to understand consumer financial markets~ to monitor for risks to
consumers in the offering or provision of consumer financial products or services; and more
generally lo follow developments in markets for such products or services. These data and
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analyses also support policy development~ including rul.emaking and any related consi.derations
of the benefits, costs and impact of particular rules.
The Bureau utilizes data-including data gathered during examinations, consumer complaints,
and publicly available data-to prioritize its supervisory activities and to examine institutions'
complian.ce with Federal consumer financial I.aw, their compliance programs, and the risks their
activities pose to consumers. The Bureau also uses information for enforcement purposes, such
as assessing possible violations, evaluating the scope of consumer harm from such violations,
and determining enforcement strategies.

7. If consumer data is used in future rulemakings. wi.ll the CFPB explain in the rule what data it
used and how such Big Data improved its analysis and the rulemaking process? Will CFPB
provide sufficient information an.d necessary data in future rulemakings to allow the public to
reach the same conclusions as the Bureau. through independent analysis?

Response
As an evidence-based agency, the Bureau seeks to gather data to inform the rulemaking process.
Pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, the Bureau generally provides notice to the public
regarding such data when it considers using them in notice-and-comment rulemaking. In some
cases, confidential data are the best source of information on a given top.le. In such cases, CFPB
works to provide as much information to the public as possible. consistent with its obligations to
maintain confidentiality.
An example of our approach is the mlemaking to implement Dodd-Frank Act requirements
concerning assessment of consumers' ability to repay mortgage loans, where the Bureau received
additional loan-level data including, debt-to-income ratio information, from the Federal Housing
Finance Agency in lhe course of the rulemaking regarding performance of loans purchased or
guaranteed by Freddie Mac and Fanni.e Mae. The Bureau then reopened the comment period to
provide notice to the public of the new data, to seek comment on its use, and to seek additional
data particularly regarding pcrfonnancc of loans held in portfolio. In the preamble to the final
rule, the Bureau then explained the results of the data analysis and how it impacted the Bureau's
thinking about key issues in the rulemaking.

8. Will the Bureau make its consumer Big Data collection available to researchers, consumers or
others., as it has with the information in the Consumer Complaint Database? What information
regarding its Big Data, if any. will the CFPB make public, and. when'?

Response
The Dodd-Frank Act in some instances requires and in other instances authorizes the Bureau to
make informati.on public, to report it to Congress, or to share i.t with other agencies. Whenever
the Bureau makes information public, rep011s it, or shares it with other agencies, the Bureau
takes appropriate steps, cons.istent with applicable statutes, regulations, policies, and agreements,
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to protect any confidential information. including personally identifiable information. in those
rare instances in which the Bureau collects such infonnation, confidential commercial
information, supervisory information, law enforcement information, or confidential information
that the Bureau has obtained from other agencies.

9. How many financial institutions have been asked to provide consumer data to the CFPB, and.
how many of them arc currently doing so? How many customer accounts is the CFPB following
on a monthly basis with respect to Big Data it collects from data purchased from vendors, data
collect from supervisory requests and examinations, from the CFPB's National Mm1gage
Database and from the data furnished by consumers to the CFPB's Consumer Complaint
Database?

Response
Most of the data that the Bureau has gathered directly from institutions has been as part of the
supervisory process. lnfonnat1on about the number of insti.mtions from which the Bureau
receives data through the exercise of its supervisory authority is confidential supervisory
information. Information about the number of accounts about which the Bureau receives data
through exercise of its sLLpervisory au.thority i.s also confidential supervisory .informati.on. For the
Bureau1s report on student loans, nine lenders voluntarily submitted data. The Bureau is not
tracking individual.s' loans.

Regarding ongoing data eff01ts, the National Mortgage Database is based upon a de-identified
sample of five percent of mortgages .in the United States. Similarly, th.e Bureau's purchase of deidentified credit report data includes a sample of roughly four percent of consumers. These data
are renewed monthly so changes in the market can be considered for research and policymaking
and each update of the data is anonymous.
Regarding data furnished by consumers when submitting complaints to the Bureau, the Bureau
received approximately 91,000 consumer complaints between January 1, 2012, and December
31, 2012. In total since beginning to accept complaints on July 21, 2011, the Bureau ha5
received approximately 156,000 consumer complaints. A summary of the Bureau comp.laint
process and related data can be found in the Bureau's most recent Semi-Annual Report to
Congress (available at htlp://www.ConsumerFinance.gov/reports/semi-annual-report-2{).

10. At the hearing, you mentioned that the CFPB purchases data from Argus. Please name all of
the outside, third party vendors and contractors and their subcontractors used for the collection of
Big Data.

Response
The Bureau does not purchase data from Argus but rather contracts with Argus to maintain data
collected by the Bureau through its supervisory processes.
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The following other contractors (and subcontractors) are used for the collecti.on of data by the

Bmeau:
o
o

o
o
o

Argus Information and Advisory Services LLC (Transunion is a subcontractor)
Blackbox Logic LLC (no subcontractors)
Clarity Services Inc (Experian is a subcontractor.)
Corelogic Information Solutions lnc (no subcontractors)
Experian (no subcontractors)

11. How many pieces of information (data points) has the CFPB collected to date? How many
pieces of infonnation (data points) is the CFPB collecting on a monthly basis?

Response
The Bureau has purchased two commercially available datasets, widely used by regulators,
investors, imd other private entities, regarding mortgage loan performance. Those datasets
contain fields that describe some of the basic charactc.ristics of the loan, and on a monthly bas.is,
the performance of the loan. These data do not contain personally identifiable information.
As part of the National Mortgage Database and the credit record procurement, the Bureau is
obtaini.ng all of the data elements collected by the credit bureaus with respect to the records in
the pane.I other than elements that reveal PH such as .name or address or social security
number. Additional data elements will be appended to the NMDB from other data sources such
as HMDA; the number of such data elements is still bei.ng developed.

For the credit card database collected under our supervisory authority, we are collecting a subset
of the data elements maintained by the participating i.ssuers. These data do not contain
personally identifiable information .

.12. Cum.~ntly, we are aware that the CFPB is collecting data on mortgages, home equity lines of
credit, credit cards, checking accounts, overdrafts, student lending (pri.vate), student lending
(government), and deposit advances. What other areas does the CFPB collect, or plan to collect,

consumer data?

Response
As noted, the CFPB collects data on mortgages and credit records; we have done one-time data
collection with respect to other produces (student loans, payday, and checking accounts). As part
of our ongoing supervisory work, we will, in the normal course of examinations, collect data
from individual institutions .in order to assess compliance with consumer financial laws) obtain
information about the activities and compliance systems or procedures, and detect and assess
risks to consumers and markets for consumer financial products.
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13. f.s the data collected in the course of CFPB 's supervision duplicative or overlapping with
data collected by the institutions' prudential. regulators?

Response
Sections 1024 and l 025 of the Dodd-Frank Ace dhects the Bmeau to coordinate its supervisory
activities with those conducted by the prudential regulators and the State bank regulatory
authorities in order to minimize regulatory burden. The Dodd-Frank Act also requires the
Bureau to use, to the extent possible, reports that have been provided or required to have been
provided to a Federal or State agency and information that ha<; been reported publicly (see
Section l024(h); l025(b)).
The Bureau an.d the prudential regulators entered into a Memorandum of Understanding on
Supervisory Coordination (MOU) on May 16, 2012, in order to facilitate this coordination of
supervisory activities (airailable at
http:!/files. ConsumerFi nance, gov/f/201206_CFPB_MOU_Supervisory_Coordination. pdt).
Section IV of the MOU commirs the Bureau and the prudential regulators, as part of the
reqltirement that examination be conducted simultaneously; to sharing with each other any
information requests sent to covered institutions relating to covered examinations. Secti.on V
reiterates the requirement of Section .l 025 of the Dodd-Frank Act that the Bureau will, to lhe
fullest extent possible. use reports pertaining to a covered institution that has been provided or
required to have been provided to a Federal or State agency, and information that has been
publicly reported.
The CFPB's Supervision and Examination Manual (available at
http://files. CommmerFimmce. gov/f/20121 O_cfpb_supervision-and-ex.amination-manual-v2. pdfl
explains how examiners are to scope examination.s. In accordance with the requirements of the
Dodd-Frank Act, the Manual directs examiners to gather as much information as possible from
withi.n the Bureau, other regulatory agencies. and third-party public sources.

14. Please provide copies of all contracts that lhe CFPB has with outside, third party vendors
and contractors and their subcontractors engaged in or involved in any capacity with the
Bureau's Big Data collection of consumer information.
Response

Attached are contract copies (and modifications) for che prime contractors identified in the
response to Question l 0. Copies of subcontracts are not available since those agreements are
between the prime contractor and their subconrractor.
o
o
o

o

Argus Information and Advisory Services LLC (5 attachments)
Blackbox Logic LLC (7 attachments)
Clarity Servi.ces Inc (4 attachments)
Corelogic Information Solutions Inc (3 attachments)
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o

Experian (4 attachments)

Please be aware that the documents provided are contractual documents that may contain trade
secrets and/or proprietary or confidential information of private entities. The companies should
be consulted before any of this information is released publicly to avoid possible competi.ti.ve
hann to these private parties.

15. Please provide a copy of a representative data request that the CFPB has sent to financial

institutions and others involved in the Bureau's consumer data collection efforts.

Response
..Any communications between the CFPB and a sLLpervised financial insti.tution or a Federal,
St.ate, or foreign govemment agency related to the CFPB's supervision of the institution" is
"confidential supervisory information". 12 C.F.R. §1070.2 (i)(l). Consequently, specific
supervisory requests for information are subject to the prohibition against disclosure of
confidential supervisory information set forth in 12 C.F.R. §1071.41.

However, the Bureau uses a number of standard form information requests as part of its
examinations. See "Compliance Management System Information Request," attached.
Examiners modify these requests to customize them to the particular institution.. In the
infonnation request, examiners are instructed to specify the review period and the infonnation or
documentati.on required, in order to reduce the burden on the .instituti.on and avoid receiving data
not relevant to the examination. See page 6 of the CFPB' s Supervision and Examination
Manual, Examinations ("Prepare and Send the Information Request") (available at
http://files.ConsumerFimmce.gov/f/20l210_cfpb_superv.ision-and-examination-manua1-v2.pdf).
The Bureau avoids receiving personally identifiable information whenever possible. The Bureau
protects all confidential supervisory infonnation. in accordance with the regulation goveming the
Bureau's hanciling of confidential information, 12 C.F.R. Part 1070.

16. Has the CFPB conducted any cost-benefit analysis to determine the cost. of the data
collection requests and production on the institutions? Has the CFPB solicited feedback from
any institutions about the cost of these data collection requests and production?

Response
The Bureau does not condu.ct an. expli.c.it cost-benefit analys.is of supervisory data requests made
in support of the examination function, as those requests are tailored to be consistent with the
scope of information appropriate to carry out the purposes of supervisory activity. Pursuant to
sections 1024(b) and 1025(b) of the Dodd-Frank Act, the Bureau coordinates its examinations
with the prudential regulators and tJ1e State bank regulatory authorities; and, to the extent
possible, the Bureau uses reports provided or required to be provided to Federal or State
agencies. Both practices tend to reduce the cost of supervisory activities. The Bw·eau also
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routinely discusses its supervisory informati.on requests with supervi.sed entities in ad.van.ce in
order to make the best use of existing data formats and content, decreasing the burden to
supervised entities of provi.ding information requested by the Bureau. Th.ese interactions provide
insight about how co acquire information efficiencly.
On occasion, the Bureau has also obtained data outs]de the supervisory process. The information
has all been provided on a voluntary basis~ and the Bureau believes the companies that provided
this information attempted to do so in an efficient and cost-effoctivc manner. For example, in
connection with the Private Student Loan Report required by section 1077 of the Dodd-Frank
Act, the Bureau met with major participants in the private student loan indusu·y and offered them
the opportunity to provide data on several of the sixteen questions that Congress required the
Bureau to answer. Nine lenders volunteered. to provide their existing datasets to a single vendor
that they selected. This vendor combined those data into a single database that did not include
the identities of borrowers or I.enders. Th.is mechanism was an. efficient way for the lenders and
the Bureau to develop answers to Congress' questions. Both the Bureau and the lenders continue
to utilize that dataset to provide infonnation to the public, to Congress, and to regulators about
that industry.

In some instances, the Bureau has requested financial institutions to provide a random sample of
de-identified records rather than a full file. Sampling may add some cost to the finan.c.ial
institution but reduces the cost to the Bureau in handling larger files. In other instances,
especially those involving ongoing data collections, the Bureau has determined that it would be
more efficient for the financial institution to provide a full. de-identified file co the Bureau rather
than requiring that sampling frames be created each time new data is provided.

17. In your testimon.y, you cite that GAO conducts an annual audit of the agency. Does the
GAO specifically audit the Big Datu collection undermken by the CFPB? Does GAO audit the
specific contracts of the outside, thi.rd party vendors and their contractors hired by the CFPB for
the collection of Big Data? Does GAO conduct any peer review of any research done using the

Big Data?
Response
The GAO has not conducted an audit focused on the specific subject of data collection by the
Bureau or Bureau contracts for such collection. However, the OAO's and Inspector General's
audits and evaluati.ons of the Bureau's budget, information security, and impl.ementati.on of the
Dodd-Frank Ace, among other subjects, address myriad aspects of the Bureau's contracting and
infonnation collectio11, storage and usage activities. The GAO has not conducted any peer
review of Bureau research, to the Bureau's knowledge.

18. The CFPB .issued a rule with regard to remittances to foreign countries last year, which the
Bureau has updated on a couple of occasions since its issuance. The final rule on remittances
contains a specific error resolutions procedure for remitt~mce transfers. However, a recent blog
posting by the Bureau suggested the CFPB will begin accepting consumer complaints on money
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transfers without distinguishing between foreign and domestic transfers. Is the blog posting a
change in direction for the Bureau? Does the Bureau consider posting to .its blogs as regulatory
guidance or just an informational venue? Has the Bureau reached out to the .industry to inquire
what effect such blog postings have on the industry practices?

Response

Section 1073 of the Dodd-Frank Act amends the Electronic Fund Transfer Act to add a new
provis.ion governing remittances to foreign countries. One part of that amendment requires
remittance transfer providers lo resolve ce11ain errors raised by consumers with respect to such
remittances. Another part of the amendment requires remittance transfer providers to inform
consumers of their .rights concerning error resolution and of the Bureau's contact information,
including its toll-free consumer complaints number. The Bureau has issued implementing
regulations as requi.red by § 1073 (the "Remittance Transfer Rule").
Separately, § 1Ol3(b)(3) of the Dodd-Frank Act establishes within the Bureau" ... a unit whose
functions shall include establishing a single, toll-free telephone number, a website, and a
database or utilizing an existing database to facilitate the centralized collection of, monitoring of,
and response lo consumer complaints regarding consumer financial products or services."
Collecting, i.nvesti.gating. and responding to consumer complai.nts are integral paits of the
Bureau's work.
ln March 2012, the Bureau began accepting complaints about many types of bank and. credit

union products and services, including domestic money transfers and money transfers that will
qualify as "remittance transfers" wider the Remittance Transfer Rule when it takes effect on
October 28, 2013, as well as the wide range of other types of products and services that these
institutions offer, such as checking accounts and loans. In April. 2013, the Bureau launched a
money tran.sfer-specific complaint form to accept complaints concerning entities other than
banks and credit unions about domestic money transfers, as well as transfers that will qualify as
"rcmittlmce transfers."
The purpose of the blog posting dated April 4, 2013, and titled "Now accepting money u·ansfor
complaints" (available. at http://www.ConsumerFinance.gov/blog/now-accepting-moneytrnnsfer-complaints/), was to announce to consumers that the Bureau was now accepting these
types of complaints through a dedicated complaint form. The bl.og provides con.sumers with a
link to the form and lets them know what information they should have available before
submitting a complaint.. The blog post does not represent a change in direction for the Bureau; it
is consistent with our use of the blog to engage and inform the public about Bureau activities and
is not intended as legal guidance.
The Bureau has engaged and will continue to engage with .industry regarding its .intake of money
transfer complaints and welcomes feedback regarding the blog post. Similarly, the Bureau has
reached out to industry and will continue to do so regarding the impact of the Remittance
Transfer Rule.
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Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director. Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Senator :Menendez:
l. I held a hearing this month looking at some of the mortgage servicing abuses and the
settlements that resulted. J was pleased to see the CFPB adopted new rules related to mortgage
servicing standards in January 2013. l have long advocated for increasing con.sumer protections
on borrowers before foreclosures. encomaging loan modifications, eliminating dual tracking)
placing limits on foreclosure foes, and creating an appeals process for those denied Loan
modifications as well as a mediati.on program. Can you detail some of the specific requirements
as they relate to:
o
o

Mortgage servicers providing information about mortgage loss mitigation options
to delinquent borrowers?
Establishing policies and procedures for providing delinquent borrowers with
continuity of contact with servicer personnel capable of performing certain
functions

Response
The mortgage servicing rules issued by the Bureau provide protections that seek to ensure that
troubled bon:owers receive a fair process to avoid foreclosure wherever possible. Most notabl.y.
the mortgage servicing rules include restrictions on the process of "dual tracking··~ i.e., the
consideration of a borrower for a loss mitigation opti.on while pursuing a foreclosure
process. The rules further include requirements for evaluating timely and complete loss
mitigation applications for loss mitigation options.
Even before the loss mitigation evaluation occurs, however, the Bureau has adopted
requirements that will assist borrowers with the process of understanding and applying for loss
mitigation options. First, the mortgage servicing rules jnclude "'early intervention" requirements
that apply early in the loss mitigation process. The mies require servicers to reach oul to
borrowers about loss mitigation options early in a delinquency. Specifically, servicers are
required to make good faith efforts to establish live contact with a delinquent boITower not later
than the 36[h day of a borrower's delinquency and promptly inform such borrower about the
availability of loss mitigation options if appropriate. Further, not later than the 45 1h day of
delinquency, a servicer must provide a written notice to the borrower that includes, among other
things, infom1ation about any loss mitigation options available to the borrower and how to appl.y
for such options, information about contact personnel assigned to assist the borrower, and
infom1ation regarding other resources that may be available to assist the borrower with Joss
mitigation options, such as housing counselors or organizations.
This is designed primarily to encourage delinquent borrowers to work with their servicers to
identify their options for avoiding foreclosure. The Bureau recognizes that not all delinquent
borrowers who are contacted by their servicer and receive a written notice will respond to the
servicers and pursue available loss mitigation options. However, the Bureau bel.ieves that the
notices will ensure, at a minimum, chat all borrowers have an opportunity to do so at the early
stages of a delinquency.
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That is just the beginning of the process. The Bureau's rnles further require that servicers m.ust
have policies and procedures in place to provide del.inquent borrowers with direct and ongoing
access-the tenn of ait is "continuity of contact"-to personnel who are responsible for helping

su·uggl.ing borrowers. Such personnel must be assigned to assist a borrower by the time the early
.intervention written not1ce is prov.ided, and in any event, no later than the 45 1h day of a
borrower's delinquency. The servicer's policies and procedures must be reasonably designed to
ensure that such personnel are able to provide infonnation to the borrower about available Loss
mitigation options) the application process for such options, the status of any loss mitigation
application submitted by a borrower, any applicable loss mitigation deadlines, and when a

foreclosure process may begin. Further, the servicer's pol.icies and procedures must be
reasonably designed to ensure that such personnel have access to a complete record of the
borrower's payment history and infonnation provided by the borrower regarding loss mitigation,
that such personnel are ab]e to provide this information to servicer personnel. responsible for
evaluating a borrower for toss mitigation options, and that such personnel can provide a
borrower with information about the procedures for submitting a written notice of error or
.information request.

2. In June 2012, the CFPB announced that it would be the first federal financial regulator to
share with the public individual consumer complaint data. They are accepting consumer
complaints in many areas, including checking accounts, savings accounts, CDs, credit cards,
credit reporting, money transfers, mortgages, student loans, and consumer loans. How many
complaints has the CFPB received from consumers so far about mortgages, credit cards, banks,
debt collection, and other financial services? How many of those arc being resolved
successfully, and in what ways?

Response

The Bureau began accepting consumer complaints about credit cards on July 2 l, 2011. The
Bureau now also accepts complaints related to mortgages, bank accounts and services, private
student loans, other consumer loans, credit reporting, and money transfers.
From .July 21, 2011 through February 28, 2013, the Bureau received approximatel.y 131,300
consumer complaints, induding approximately 30,600 credit card complaints, 63.700 mortgage

complaints, 19,800 bank accounts and services complaints. 4,600 private student loan
complaints, 4,100 consumer loan. complaints, an.d 6,700 credit reporting complaints. The Bureau
has received some money transfer complaints through the bank accounts and services intake

form. In April 2013, the Bureau introduced a money transfer-specific intake form. Data from
those compl.aints is preliminary. Dara are al.so not availabl.e about debt coHechon or payday
complaints because the Bmeau does not accept these complaints at this time. The Bureau,
however, continues to work wward expanding its complaint handling capacity to include other
products and serv.ices, such as payday loans and debt collection.
More than 109,200 complaints (83 percent of complaints) received as of February 28, 2013, had
been sent by the Btrreau to companies for review and response. The remaining complaints had
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been referred to other regulatory agencies (l l percent)~ found to he incomplete (3 percent), or
were pending with the consumer or the Bureau (3 percent). Companies had already responded to
approximately 104.100 complaints or 95 percent of the complaints sent to them for response.
Consumers had disputed approximately 19,600 company responses (21 percent) to complaints.
As of February 28, 2013:

•

Credit card comp/a;nts: Approximately 27,700 (84 percent) credit card complaints had
been sent by Consumer Response to companies for review and response. The remaining
credit card complaints had been referred to other regulatory agencies (10 percent), found
to be incomplete (5 percent), or pending wilh the consumer or the Bureau (one percent).
Companies had already responded to approximately 24,800 complaints or 96 percent of
the complainls sent to them for response. Since December 20 l .l, companies have had the
option of reporting the amount of monetary relief, if any. The median amount of relief
reported was approximately $125 with $25 being the most common amount of relief for
the approximately 5,300 credit card complaints where companies reported relief.
Consumers had disputed approximately 4,200 company responses (18 percent} to credit
card complaints.

•

lvfortgage complaints: Approximately 56,800 (89 percent) mortgage complaints had
been sent by Consumer Response to companies for review and response. The remaining
mmtgage complaints had been referred to other regulatory agencies (7 percent), found to
be incomplete ( 1 percent), or pending with the consumer or the Bureau (2 percent).
Companies had already responded to approximately 53,900 complaints or 95 percent of
the complaints sent to them for response. The median runount of monetary relief reported
was approximately $425 for the approximately 1,800 mortgage complaints where
companies repo1tcd relief. Consumers had disputed approximate Iy l 0,500 company
responses (23 percent) to mmtgage complaints.

•

Bank account and sen•ices comp/aims: Approximately 16, l 00 (81 percent) bank account
and service complaints had been sent by Consumer Response to companies for review
and response. The remaining bank account and service complaints had been referred to
other regulatory agencies (14 percent), found to be incomplete (4 percent), or we.re
pending with the consumer or the Bureau (one percent). Companies had already
responded to approximalely 1.5,500 complaints or 97 percent of the complaints sent to
them for response. The median amount of monetary relief reported was approximately
$110 for the approximately 4,000 bank account and service complaints where companies
reported relief. Consumers had disputed approximately 3,000 company responses
(20 percent) to bank account and service complaints,

•

Private student loan complaints: Approximately 3,400 (74 percent) private student l.oan
complaints had been sent by Consumer Response to compani.es for review and response.
The remaining private student lrnm complaints had been referred to other regulatory
agencies (20 percent), found to be incomplete (4 percent), or pending with the consumer
or the Bureau (2 percent). Companies had already responded to approximately 3,200
complaints or 94 percent of the compl.aints sent to them for response. The median
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amount of monetary relief reported was approximately $1,250 for the approximately
225 private student loan complaints. Consumers had disputed approximately
600 company responses (19 percent) to private student ]oan complaints.

•

Consumer loan co1nplaints: Approximately 2,600 (63 percent) consumer l.oan
complai.nts had been sent by Consumer Response to companies for review and response.
The remaining consumer loan complaints had been referred to other regulatory agencies
(30 percent), found to be incomplete (3 percent), or pending with the consumer or the
Bureau (4 percent). Companies had already responded to approximately 2.400
complaints or 95 percent of the complaints sent to them for response. The median
iunount of monetary relief reported was approximately $195 for the approximately 240
consumer loan complaints. Consumers had disputed approximately 500 company
responses (23 percent) to consumer loan complaints.

•

Credit reporting complaints: Approximately 4,300 (64 percent) credit reporting
compl.ai.nts had been sent by Consumer Response to companies for review and response.
The remaining credi.t reporting complaints had been referred to other regulatory agencies
(4 percent), found to be incomplete (3 percent), or is pending with the consumer or the
Bureau (28 percent). Comprmies had already responded to approximately 3,900
complaints or 90 percent of the complaints sent to them for response. Consumers had
disputed approximately 600 company responses (19 percent) to credit reporting
compl.aints.

3. At your confirmation hearing this year, I submitted questions for the record having to do with
balancing the need for consumer protections and access to short term credit and building credit
worthiness. As part of your response, you referenced the need to I.earn about the potential for
innovation in financial products. A question that has not been answered is if non-depository
short term I.ending is curtailed or eliminated, what products wi.11 take their place for underservcd
consumers? Can you update me on your efforts to address this .issue and what is the status of the
CFPB's analysis of how to solve the growing problem of access to short term credit?

Response
The Bureau recognizes that there i.s a need for access to small dollar credit to handl.e occasional
emergencies. But such loans can be hannful when they are poorly strnctured. For example,
extremely short-term credit-meaning that the loan is stmctured so that the consumer has to
repay the l.oan in a very short period of time-can be harmful to consumers. Furthermore, most
small-dollar, short-term Joans available to consumers now do not build credit worthiness.
In light of these concerns, we strongly encourage consumers to explore thei.r foll range of options
when dealing with a financial shortfall. We encourage consumers to consider less expensive
credit options, particul.arly if they have an account at a bank or credit union or a stable credit
history. Credit cards, advances, or emergency credit offered by employers, nonprofit
organizations, and community groups are other options. Other options might include negotiating
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with the credi.tor or biller about the debt or bill they owe before resorting to a payday or deposit

advance loan.
4. You stated in your answers to my questions that the CFPB is "detennining which product
structures and features may curtail sustained use and negative outcomes." Has the CFPB made
any inroads since then on this issue? Assuming the CFPB has or does identify negative
outcomes and a product structure or fcatme that it believes may mitigate negative outcomes, how
would the CFPB seek to require that product structure or feature of market participants?

Response
This past month, the Bureau released a white paper on payday loans and deposit advance
products, which examined patterns of sustained use. We found that the median payday loan
borrower engages in ten such transactions per year and is indebted a median of 199 days of the
year, while more than half of all deposit advance borrowers end up borrowing more than $3,000
per year in advances and are indebted more than 40 percent of the year. However, we found that
these products may be appropriate for some consumers for whom an expense needs to be
deferred for a short peri.o<l of lime. TI1e key for the product to work as structured, however, .is a
sufficient cash flow which can be used to retire the debt within a short period of time.
The data presented in this study suggest some consume.rs use payday loans and deposit advances
at relatively low to moderate levels. Thirteen percent of payday borrowers in our sample took
out only l-2 loans over the 12-month period, and about one-third took out six loans or less. A
similar share of deposit advance users (30 percent) took no more than a total of$ t ,500 in
advances over the same period of time. We hypothesize that the lack of underwriting and lhe
single payment structure may be contributing to these patterns of sustained use.
We are currently undertaking additional analyses to see how outcomes vary under various state

regulatory approaches, such as limits on maximum Imm amounts or efforts to ex.tend the period
of the loan. We will evaluate whether these and other approaches may counter the effects of the
traditional balloon payment structure that might lead consumers to quickly re-borrow. Our
current analysis seeks to decem1ine the drivers of consumer harm, while also accounting for why
some consumers are able to use these products in an appropriate way (for example, paying the
full amount back when loan is due without having to re-borrow).

5. Has the CFPB considered the impl.ications of providing a federal platform co regulate on-line
short tem1 lending in a manner in which some have argued that technology and lhe market can
drive innovati.ve new products for un<lerse.rved consumers and hel.p them build back their credit
worthiness? For examp.le, has the CFPB looked at the pros and cons of a model that provides for
partnerships between banks and non-banks to offer OCC or FDIC chartered financial products
with CFPB consumer protections?
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Response
The Bureau has not analyzed aU of the proposals to provide federal charters for non-depository
financial service companies, and we generally do not comment on proposed legislation. Bureau
staff docs provide technical advice on specific provisions when requested by Congress. \Ve do
note that some of the hills we have reviewed have taken a very strong position in preempting all
forms of state consumer protection of small dollar borrowers-moving all authority to regulate
both charter issuance and consumer financial protection issues to federal regulators. The states
have invested substantial l.egislative and regulatory energy over many years in crafting
protections that they view as appropriate for their consumers, so it would be a significant shift in
public policy to sweep those protections aside.
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Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director, Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Senator Hagan:
l. The Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System (NMLS) and Registry provides a single system

for the licensing and registration of the natio11's mortgage industry. The System allows the states
to track mortgage loan origjnators from state-to-state on a nationwide basi.s. State regulators have
begun using NMLS as the licensing platform for other regulated non-depository financial

services providers.
Would you agree that it would be beneficial to extend the privilege and confidentiality
protections for mortgage-related infom1ation contained in the NMLS and which is shared by
state and Federal regulators, to information in the NMLS relating to all other types of no.nbanks?

Response
The Bureau is committed to establishing and maintaining productive working relationships with
State bank and nonbank regulators and understands the importance of protecting the
confidentiality of information that may be shared through such coordination efforts. To this end,
the Bureau has entered .into information-sharing and cooperation MOUs, requiring the
safeguarding of confidential information, with most State bank and nonbank regulators.
Moreover, the Bureau recently entered into a State Coord1nat1on Framework to establish a
process for coordinated federal/state consumer protection supervision and enforcement of entities
providing consumer products or services that are subject to concurrent jurisdiction of the Bureau
and one or more State Regulators.
The Bureau believes that steps to better facilitate the sharing of information among regulators by
extending the confidentiality safeguards and privilege protections applicable to information
placed in the Nationwide Mmtgage Licensing System to additional nonbank activities could
potentially be beneficial. We would be pleased to .look at any specific proposal and provide
technical assistance.

2. According to a Federal Trade Commission Report re.leased in December, at least 5 percent of
consumers had em)rs in their credit scores that could lead them lo pay higher rates for loans.
\Vith the CFPB·s supervis.ion of credit reporting companies beginning last year, do you believe
that the appropriate controls are in place to the reduce the occurrence of en-ors?

What steps are being taken to reduce the occurrence of these en-ors and improve the process of
error correction?
Response
The Burean's authority to supervise larger consumer reporting agencies became effective in the
fall of 2012. Among the Bureau's first priorities has been to understand and evaluate the
mechanisms used by consumer reporting agencies to collect consumer data furnished by
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.industry, compile and match that data to .individual consumer files, and then deliver that data to
users in the form of consmner reports. The Bureau's White Paper on "Key Dimensions and
Processes in the U.S. Credit Reporting System" describes the Bureau's initial insights into how
the industry handles data. For example, in the report, the Bureau observed the limitations of the
existing e-OSCAR dispute handling system. which does not forward the documents consumers
attach in their complaints to furnishers.
Through our Supervision program, which ls in its early stages, we now have the opportunity to
examine the .larger consumer reporting agencies to assess their compliance with the Fair Credit
Reporting Act and other Federal consumer financial laws. Our reviews will help us to evaluate
the question you ask - are the controls in these compa:ni.es appropriate to reduce errors. This
.issue is one we are focusing on in our review of consumer reporting agencies.

3. During your testimony you mentioned that the Bureau has addressed the issue of indirect auto

lending: in a very general way with a legal analysis and that it has not reached a factual
conclusion about any particular instance, Can you describe the process through which the CFPB
would move from a legal analysis to a factual conclusion? What types of slatistical tools and
proxies might be available to the Bureau to address data gaps and identify different groups of
consumers?
Response
These questions aboul methodology and analysis are critical to the Bureau. As a data-driven
organization, we want to be sure that our analysjs of the auto finance industry is based on current
and .solid facts about the industry, its business practices, and its participants. In the past year,
Bureau representatives have met with numerous. individual lenders, auto lender associati.ons, and
dealer associati.ons to .learn about the industry and the statistical tools and proxies that industry
uses to self-monitor its lending activity for fair lending risk.
The Bureau's ongoing supervision program enables it to examine fair lending compliance by
many indirect auto lenders. We have enforcement authority over indirect auto lenders as welt.
The Bureau uses a vari.ety of methods to identify legal violations and the choice of technique will
often depend on lhe facts and circumstances. ln the fair lending context, some violations can be
detennined by reviewing the text of an entity's policies, while 0th.er violations are determined
us.ing other additional methods, li.ke comparative file reviews or statistical analyses.
Demographic information, such as race, sex, and ethnicity, are generally not collected by
nonmortgage lenders but are vital to assessing fair lending compliance. Thus, federnl regulatory
and enforcement agencies have long used proxy methods in nonmortgage data analyses. These
methods are well accepted by economists and by regulators. Like other agencies, the Bureau
also uses proxies for demographic characleristics. We have made clear that we base our proxies
on publidy available data. For example, as a proxy for sex we use data on first names published
by che Social Security Administration. For race and ethnicity, we use both surname and
geographical data published by the Census Bureau. Vari.ous proxy techniques are publicly
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avai.lahle in academic research, and we encourage indirect auto lenders to select a reasonabl.e
method and begin to examine their data, if they have not done so already.
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Questions for The Honorable Richard Cordrav, Director, Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Senator :Moran:
l. The proposed rnle to combine mortgage disclosures required by RESPA and TILA .includes a
requirement that consumers receive their closing disclosure three days before they actually close
011 their home. The proposed rule requires a second three-day waiting period if there are any
changes within three days of the scheduled closing. The proposed rule has very narrow
exceptions for these last minute changes. There arc a lot of changes that can happen right before
closing, sometimes the day of the dosing on a final walk through of the property. Without
flexibility in the regulation, re-triggering a second three-day waiting period could cause
frustrating, costly and unwanred delays for consumers, A delay could cause higher costs, higher
fees, lost deposits or earnest money if the real estate contract requires the deal to close by a
certain date and lost interest rate lock. In situations where the consumer is going to be htut
financ.ial.ly or otherwise harmed or perhaps they do not desire a second three-day delay, how can
consumers be given more flexibility lo avoid these costly delays?

Response
Based on what we have heard from consumers, lenders, ~md settlement agents, everyone is
frustrated with the way closings are condu.cted today. One major source of this frustration. is that
consumers are first presented with certain critical information about their loans at the dosing
table. The proposal we are considering would require that consumers receive the final disclosure
at least three days before closing, so they have the time to review the disclosure in an
unpressurcd environment. This is intended to ensure that all consumers have time to review,
question, and understand thefr transaction before they have to sign on the dotted line.
We understand, however, that sometimes things will change during the three-day period between
disclosure and closing. We also understand that not all changes justify delaying the closing date.
Therefore, we proposed several exceptions specifying situations that would not trigger a second
three-day waiting period. One of th.ese exceptions js for buyer and seller negotiations. For
example, when a home is being purchased, lhe buyer typically performs a walk-through
inspection the day before the closing. If the buyer identifies repairs that need to be made, the
buyer and seller may negotiate a change in lhe transaction to cover lhe cost of those repairs. Our
proposal would not delay the dosing for these types of changes. \Ve also proposed an exception
for increases in costs up to one hundred dollars. In addition, we proposed to allow consumers to
waive the three-day period in situations of personal financial emergencies.
We understand your concern about delayed closings. which was also raised by numerous
commenters. This is also a concern of the Bureau. Many of the comments on this issue
suggested modifications to the proposed exceptions or the addition of new excepti.ons. We are
reviewing these comments to determine the most appropriate way to provide meaningful
consumer disclosure while, at the same time, avoid unnecessary delays in closings.

2. During your testimony to the Senate Banking Committee the following statement was made:
"So the issue of indirect auto 1ending is one that, at this point, we address in a very general way
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with ... a legal analysis that leads to a legal conclusi.on. It's not yet a factual conclusion about
any particular instance, although there's a lot to be heard about this area as you go a.round the
cotmtry and listen to people. both lenders and borrowers both." Please reconcile this remark
wich, and explain the specific basis for (to include providing any supporting data), the public
statements made by the CFPB in the fair lending guidance or the accompanying press release
that the Bureau issued on March 21, 2013. lf this was simply a legal analysis, why was it
released as a guidance and for what reason would lender be compelled to begin complying

immediately?

Response
The legal analysis that the Bureau has undertaken, and that l referenced in my testimony, has
focused on the question of whether and under what circumstances indirect auto lenders are
creditors under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) and on the obligation that ECOA
places on creditors to monitor the effect of their lending policies on protected classes. The
Bulletin that the Bureau issued on March 21, 2013, co11taincd the Bureau's legal analysis and
conclusions on those questions. The Bureau published that Bulletin in order to provide
transparency to indirect auto lenders with respect to the Bureau's perspective on these issues
because that perspective will inform the examinations the Bmeau conducts and will provide the
legal framework that the BureaLL will apply to the facts that the Bureau finds.
These questions about methodology and analysis are critical to the Bureau. As a data-<.irjven
organization, we want to be sure that our analysis of the auto finance industry is based on current
and solid facts aboul the industry, its business practices, and its participants. In the past year,
Bureau representatives have met with numerous individual lenders. auto lender associations, and
dealer associations to learn about the industry and the statistical tools and proxies that the
industry uses to self-monitor its lending activity for fair lending risk.

In a compliance bulletin published April 20.12, the Bureau made dear that it would adhere to the
fair lending principles outljned in Regulation B, the regulation originally promulgated by the
Federal Reserve Board under ECOA. In particular, under the legal doctrine of disparate impact,
a creditor may be responsible for a facially neutral policy or practice that is applied equally, if
that policy or practice has, on a prohibited basis, a disproportionate adverse effect, unless the
policy is justified by a "legitimate business need" that cannot reasonably be achieved as well by
mcims that are less disparate in their impact.

There are multiple steps in assessing whether a facially neutral policy or practice violates the
law. The first step concerns whether the policy or practice has a disparate impact on a prohibi.ted
basis (i.e. disproportionarely, adversely affects borrowers on the basis of race, sex, national
origin, etc.). However, even if a policy has a disparate impact, the policy does not violate the
law .if there .is a legitimate business need for the policy that cannor reasonably he achieved as
well by an alternative that has a discriminatory impact. If, however, a creditor has a policy or
practice that is not justified by a legitimate business need, or the need could reasonably be met
by an alternative with a less disparate impact. then the Bureau can pursue corrective action
through the supervisory process or through enforcement action.
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The evaluation. of whether a facially neutral policy violates ECOA requires multiple steps and
shifting burdens. Without applying all the requisite steps of the disparate impact c:malysis, the
Bureau will not draw any conclusi.ons about whether a facially neutral policy with a disparate
impact on protected classes violates ECOA, but the Bureau may note the existence of
inadequately managed fair lending risk.

3. 111e guidance issued on March 2lsl of this year stated the following: "The supervisory
experience of the CFPB confirms that some indirect auto lenders have policies that aHow auto
dealers to mark up lender-established buy rates and that compensate dealers for those markups in
the form of reserve .... Because oflhe incentives these policies create, and the discretion they
permit, there is a significant ri.sk that they will result in pricing disparities on the basis of race,
national origin, and potentially other prohibited bases." Please explain in detail how indirect
auto lender policies that allow auto dealers to "mark up" lender-established buy rates create
..inceniives" that result in a significant risk of disparate impact on a prohibited basis. Please
provide any data, studies or other materials that resulted in this conclusion.

Response
When a lender offers to pay higher compensation to a dealer .if the dealer procures a higherpriccd contract from a consumer, an incentive is creating to upcharge consumers. As a general
matter, discretion in pricing can increase fair lending risk, as discussed in the lnteragency Fair
Lending Procedw-es, which have been adopted by all the federal financial supervisors, including
the Bureau. Discretion that is not properly controlled has often been a source of discriminatory
disparities, both jn auto lending and in other product markets like mortgage. Over the past
decade, the Depattment of Justice has settled a number of ca~es in which discretionary pricing
exercised by loan originators in whol.esale transactions resulted in aHeged disparities on the basis
of race and ethnicity. In addition, evidence submitted in many private .lawsuits from the fast has
revealed consistent disparities in markup that adversely affected African-American and Hispanic
borrowers.

The March compliance bulletin provides guidance about compliance with the fair lending
requirements of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) and its implementing regulation,
Regulation B, for indirect auto lenders that permit dealers to increase consumer interesl rates and
that compensate dealers with a share of the increased interest revenues. The Bureau published
the bulletin in part to prov.ide clarity for indirect auto lenders that may have been operating under
the incorrect assumption that they cannot be liable under the ECOA for pricing disparities caused
by markup and compensation policies.
4. Mr. Cordray also stated to the Senate Banking Committee that there is a "possibility" that the
Bureau would "write regulations" involving disparate impact in indirect auto lending. Please
fully explain (i) what specific regulations the Bureau is considering writing, (ii) what specific
detem1inations the Bureau would have to make before deciding to write such regulations, (iii)
whether, and. co what extent the Blu·eau would coordinate with the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve (FRB) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) as part of this process, and (iv)
the most likely timetable for initiating this process.
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Response
The Bureau is not planning on writing specific regulations on auto lending at this time.
However. tbe Bureau is preserving its option to use rulcmaking as one of the regulatory tools to
ensure that the market for auto lending provides fail\ equitable~ and nondiscrimjnatory access to
credit for consumers.
Any decision by the Bureau to write regulations on disparate impact in indirect auto lending
would depend on an evaluation of our statutory authority and the Bureau's view on the adequacy
of existing regulations or 0th.er regulatory tools availabl.e to the Bureau to address risks to
consumers arising from practices that may create disparate impacts in indirect auto lending. The
Bureau would also consider the potential costs and benefits to, and potential impact on,
consumers and industry stakeholders that would be covered by any potential. regulations.

The Bureau is committed to working closely with the prudential regulators and other Federal
agencies, including the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve (FRB) and the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), in conjunction with any decision to write amo lending regulations. With
regard to auto lending in particular, the Bureau's commitment to coordination with other
regulators stems from a number of sources: (l) the Bureau's statutory obligation to consult with
prudential and other appropriate federal regulators in the process of its rulemakings; (2) the fact
that other federal regulators, including the FRB and FTC, have significant regul.atory authority
over auto lending; and (3) the Bureau's commitment to adopt regulations that both protect

consumer interests, including access to credit, and preserve the ability of industry actors to
pursue legitimate business objectives.

The Bureau is continuing to review the operations of indirect auto lenders to ensure their
compli.an.ce with fair lending and other Federal consumer financial laws. The future timetable
for any decision to begin developing regulations woi1ld depend on the results of that review, our
evaluation of all tool.s available to us to address risks involving disparate impact in auto lending,
and our assessment of market dynamics.

QUESTIONS J.'OR THE RECORD
SENATOR CLAIRE 1\tfCCASKILL

Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Insurance
U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
"Credit Reports: What Accuracy and .Errors Mean for Consumers"
May 7, 2013

.For the Federal Trade Commission and the Consumer :Financial Protection Hureau
1. The stories we heard from Ms. Thomas and that of Ms. Campbell were both beyond
belief Both of these women have what to me seem 1.ike obvious errors: someone else's
information. was in their credit files. Yet these women filed dispute after dispute, sending
every type of paperwork imaginahle, and nothing happened. They both ultimately had to
hire lawyers and have spent years dealing with these issues, all the while liv.ing w.ith the
effects of these errors. Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), consumer reporting

agencies arc supposed to have "reasonable procedures to assure maximum possible
accuracy" and are supposed to "conduct a reasonable reinvestigation'' to determine
whether disputed information is accurate. Yet from Ms. Thomas and Ms. Campbell's
exrunples, it docs not appear that the measures used by Equifax, Experirm. rmd
TransUnicm meet such a reasonableness standard.

Q:
Do the experiences of Ms. Thomas, Ms. Campbell, and what we saw in
the 60 1"1inutes report meet the FCRA 's legal requirements for accuracy and
dispute procedures?
A:
The eITors described by Ms. Thomas, Ms. Campbell, and in the 60
Minutes report raise important concerns about the file matching and dispute
procedures at consumer repmting agencies (CRAs). The Consumer Financi.al
Protection Bureau (Bureau) understands the significant harm to consumers that
matehing errors can cause, especially if dispute procedures do not work as
intended. The Bureau recognizes that, as a general matter, matching the right
pieces of infonnation to the right consumer can be complex and challenging when
information characterizing individuals varies wide.ly and furnisher records may
contain en-ors or incomplete identifying information about an .ind.ividual. But this
challenge only heightens the importance of adequate investigation by the CRA
when a consumer disputes a particular trade line as ·'not mine." The Bureau is
intent on using all tools available to it including its enforcement, research, and
supervision programs. to .identify the sources of these problems and protect
consumers. Further, the Bureau's Office of Consumer Response accepts
complaints from individual consumers about consumer reporting agencies and the
Bureau encourages con.sumers to file a complaint if the credit reporting agency
dispute process does not result in correcting the inaccuracy.
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Q:
How al'e your agencies ensuring that these credit reporting agencies
are living up to the accuracy and dispute obligations under the FCRA?
A:
The Bmeau has the authority to investigate ruid take law enforcement
actions against CRAs that violate the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), and the
Bureau will use that authority. where appropriate, to protect consumers.
In addition, the Bureau's consumer reporting supervisory pro~'Tam went into
effect on October 1, 2012, after promulgation of a rnle defining larger participants
in lhe consumer reporting industry. As Director Cordray has noted, three early
areas of focus for the supervjsory program arc the reliability and accuracy of
information provided co CRAs by furnishers; the accuracy of information
contained in consumer reports; and the difficulties consumers encounter duri.ng
the dispute process. 1
Finally, the Bureau is currently pursuing research to better understand the root
causes of credit reporting inaccmacies. Improving the accuracy and
responsiveness of the credit reporting system for consumers is among the
Bureau's top priorities.

2. lt was shocking to learn that the consumer reporting agenci.es have not used consumers'
supporting documentation in any meaningful way when it comes to disputes. When the
consumer reporting agencies send a consumer's dispute on to a furnisher for
investigation, those companies typically do not forward that supporting documentation
along to the furnisher as well. During the hearing, Mr. Pratt confirmed that later this
year. technology wilJ enable the nationwide consumer repmting agencies to give
furnishers lhe supporting documents submitted by consumers.
Under the FCRA, consumer repmting agencies are supposed to send the furnisher "all
relevant information regarding the dispute that the agency has received from the
consumer." However, for some time now, consumers l.ike Judy Thomas have carefolly
compiled documents demonstrating the inaccuracy of information in their files, and this
infonnation has been ignored and replaced by a two- or three-digit code.

Q:
Do the consumer reporting agencies' practices - specifically, the
failure to forward consumers' supporting documentation to furnishers along
with their disputes - meet the obligations set forth in the FCR.<\? Shouldn't
"all relevant information regarding the dispute" necessarily include the

Richard Cordray, Director. Consumer Fillancial Protection Bureau. Credit Report Field Hearing (July 16, 2012),

avai lab Ie at http :II www.cons umerfinanc(' .govispee{'. he slprcpared-rcmarks-by-rich<ird-cordray-on-credi trepmti ng/.
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supporting documentation that consumers submit to the consumer reporting
agendes?
A:

As you note, the FCRA requires consumer reporting agencies to forward
all rel.evmn information regarding a consumer dispute to the furnisher of the
.information, and l believe that does mean .information in documents that i.s
relevant to the dispute should be forwarded to meet this legal obligation. For the
first time, a federal agency responsible for enforci.ng the FCRA has supervisory
authority over larger CRAs and the ability to assess how frequently supporting
documentation is submitted by consumers with their disputes, what types of
supporting documentation are submitted, and whether supporting documentation
nol forwarded to furnishers ought to be forwarded or is otherwise being used by
the CRAs in resolving disputes. A key goal of the Bureau's supervisory progrnm
- alreadv underway - .is to examine how larger CRAs are meeting their
"'
.
"""
"'.
obligations under the FCRA, which include this important obligation to forward
"all relevant information" to furnishers when investigating disputes. The three
national credit reporting companies have announced plans to upgrade their shared
dispute messaging system to enable dispute documentation supplied by
consumers to be forward to furnishers. The Bureau will use its authority to ensure
that these changes are implemented in a way that meets these CRAs' legal
obligations under the FCRA.

3. Several years ago, advertisers flooded the market with offers of ..free credit reports" that
were anything but free. These companies signed pcopl.e up for "credit monitoring
services,, and other costly products for which they had no interest. The FTC and
Congress both acted and, in 2010, the FTC issued a rule requiring any company offering
such "free credit reports.. to clearly disclose the existence of the federal, truly free
website, www .annualcredilreport.com.
However, it appears that these companies are still engaging in questionable adve1tising
and marketing practices while skirting the intent of Congress. Now, advertisements for
"free credit scores" and "$1 credit reports" arc on the rise. These products appear to have
the same flaws as "free credit reports'' .... consumers who order them also unwittingly sign

up for ..monitoring services" and other products tbat tbcy do not want.
Q:
Do the advertising and marketing practices for these "free credit
scores" and "$1 credit rep011s" violate the Rule and/or Section 5 of the FTC
Act?

A:

As you note, in 2010 the Federal Trade Commissio11 amended its Free
Annual File Disclosure Rule to prevent tl1e deceptive marketing of "free" credit
reports. 2 The amended rule requires that certain advertisements for ''free credit
reports" include prominent disclosures des.igned to prevent consumers from
16 C.F.R. § 610.4, now superseded by 12 C.F.R. § 1022.138.
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confusing such ''free .. offers with the free annual file disclosures available
through the single centralized source, wwww.annuakrcditreport.com. The
amended rule also requires nationwide CRAs to delay advertisements for products
and services available through the centralized source until after consumers receive
thei.r free mmual file disclosures, and prohibits other practi.ces that may interfere
with the free annual file disclosure process.3

The Bureau is evaluati.ng market developments in this area and is aware that the
advertising and marketing of credit repo1ti11g products has evolved since 20 I0. In
general, each advertisement or marketing practice must be evaluated on a case-bycase basis to determine if it violates the Free Annual File Disclosure Rule or the
prohibition against unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices (UDAAPs)
under the Dodd-Frank Act. Although I cannot comment on whether specific
advertisements or marketing practices violate the rule or the prohibition against
UDAAPs, the Bureau will take appropriate action, including enforcement action,
jn cases where it concludes there is a statutory or regulatory violation.

Q:
Is Congressional action needed to stop these deceptive
advertisements?
A:
As an independent federal regulatory agency, lhe Bureau's focus is on
c::UTying out, implementing, and complying wi.th the .laws enacted by
Congress. The Bureau would defer to Congress on questions of when and
whether Congressional action is needed. We continue to monitor the marketplace
and oversee compliance with the Free Annual File Disclosure Rule and UDAAP
standards.

For FTC, CFPB. Mr. Pratt, Dr. Beales
l. Whil.e access to their credit report is important information for con.sumers to have, we
know the consumer's credit score is an important tool used by creditors in determining a
consumer's creditworthiness.
Q:
Should consumers be entitled to receive a free credit score along with
their free credit report'! 'Why or why not?
A:
Currently, the FCRA requires the disclosure of free credit scores used by
certain mortgage lenders and by other lenders in connection with the provision of
adverse action and risk-based pricing notices. In other circumstances, the
consumer can purchase a credit score. Requiring consumer reporting agencies to
provide a consumer with a free credit score along with a free credit report could
rnise several issues. In addi.ti.on to those discussed in response to the question

3

16 C.F.R. § 610.2. now superseded by 12 C.F.R § 1022.136.
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below, for example, some CRAs do not generate consumer credit scores

thcmsel vcs.
l noce that, while a consumer can get a rough indication of her creditworthiness
from a credit score, her access to and .review of her free credil report remai.ns of
paramount importance. Regardless of the credit scoring model used, inaccurate

infonnation in a consumer's credit file can harm the consumer's ability to get
credit.

Q:
Should Congress consider legislation that would require companies
that generate credit sc<>res to provide a free annual credit score to consumers
similar to the requirement in place for free credit reports'? \Vhy or why not?
A:
As an independent federal regulatory agency, the Bureau's focus is on
carrying out. implementing, and complying with the laws enacted by
Congress. The Bureau would defer to Congress on questions of when and
whether Congressional action is needed.
We note that a requirement that credit scoring companies .issue free scores could
raise new issues. For example, it is important to noce that consumers do not have
a single credit score. Multipl.c companies sell credit scores .in the commercial
market and the ranks of scoring providers continues to increase. In addition, most
scoring provide~ offer multiple versions of consumer credit scores, including
generic scores, industry- and company-specific scores~ and educational scores
only available lo consumers. Media reports indicate that one developer, FICO,

offers over 49 difforcnt credit scoring models.
Further, not all score providers base the scores they sell on their own data. Many
providers would need to gain access to underlying consumer report data from
some other entity in order to generate free scores. The Bureau's September 2012
report provides ftuther information on the credit scoring market. 4

Q:
If there is no single credit score, should consumer reporting agencies
be allowed to market and sell consumers ''their" credit score? Do those
pradices liolate Section 5?
A:
Consumer reporting agencies sel1 multiple versions of commercial scores
as well as educational scores. The Bureau agrees that as a result, there is a

potential for consumer confusion in the marketplace for consumer credit scores.

Cousmner Financial Protection Bureau, Analysis of DWerences between Consumer- and CreditorPurchased Credit Scores (Sept. 2012), available al
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201209_Analysis~Di fforences_Consumer_Crec!iJ.pdL
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As we noted in the conclusion of our September 2012 report:
This study finds that for a substantial minority of consumers, the scores
that consumers purchase from the nationwide CRAs depict consumers'
creditworthiness differently from the scores sold to creditors. It .i.s likely
that, un.aided, many consumers will not understand this fact or even
understand that the score they have obtained is an educational score and
not the score that a lender is likely to rely upon. Consumers obtaining
educational scores may be confused about the usefulness of the score
being sold if sellers of scores do not make it clear to consumers before
the consumer purchases the educational score that it js not the score the
lender is likelv., to use. 5
The Bureau evaluates the marketing of consumer financial products and services
by CRAs on a case-by-case basis, c:md will take appropriate action, which may
jnclude enforcement action . .in cases where jt concludes that such marketing
involves an unfair, deceptive or abusive act or practice under the Dodd-Frank Act.

ld. at 2.l.
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Hearing on "Qualified Mortgages: Examining the Impact of the Ability to Repay Rule"
Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Consumer Credit
May 21, 2013
Questions for the Record Submitted by Representatfre Melvi1l L Watt

111e Dodd-Frank Wall Streer Rtform and Consumer Protection Act requires that.fbr

residential mortgages, creditors make a determination that a consumer has a reasonable
ability to repay the loan. However, the Actpresumes compliance with the ability to repay
requirements for quahfied morigages. One ofthe.features <?fihe qualified mortgage is a
"points and fees" test. Under this test. a loan cannot be a qualified mortgage (/'the points
and.fees paid by the consumer exceed three percent (3%) ofthe total loan amount. Some in
the indwmy have expressed concerns that the current .~ritidelines.lor calculating ''points and
fees" (i.e.. the inclusion <4'({ffiliated title.fees, Loan Level Price Adjustments (LLPAs) and

loan originator compensaiion) H'ill make originating loans.for some consumers un<~flbrdable
for the lender.
1. Loan Level Price Aqjustments (L.LPA.~) charged by Fannie lvfae and Freddie lvfac are
currently counted towards the "points and fees" calculation.
a. Can you explain ihe rationale for their inclusion?

A: LLPAs are essentially a very sophisticated fonn of risk-based pricing that existed,
first in the subprime market~ well before the govemmcnt-sponsored enterprises (GSEs)
began applying them to confonning trru1sactions. Histori.caHy, LLPAs may have been
imposed by secondary market investors or directly by creditors themselves. With respect
to GSEs, LLPAs arc transaction-specific pricing adjustments added to the baseline
pricing currently available from Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac to reflect risk factors
attributable to an individual consumer's credit-risk profile (e.g., credit score) and the
specific transaction's characteristics (e.g., loan-to-value ratio). In that sense, LLPAs
function no differently from more traditional risk-based pricing and other upward pricing

adjustments (whether risk-based or not), which always entail either increasing the interest
rate or charging additional discount points. When imposed as discount points, such
charges have always been included in both the finance charge and points and fees, and
this is true notwithstanding that more traditional discount points, like LLPAs, ultimately
may have been "charged'~ by a secondary market investor. The Bureau sees LLPAs as no

different in principle and therefore treats them just as any other component of overall
loan pricing. The Bureau does not consider it appropriate to treat LLP As as a third-party
settlement charge, such as an appraisal or credit report fee, because LLPAs are a key
component of loan pricing and lherefore should be reflected either in the interest rate or
in po.i ms and fees. Creditors can choose to build LLP As into the interest rate if that
makes it easier to satisfy the points and fees limit for qualified mortgages, as discussed
below in the response to the next question.

2. Jn your final rule issued on January 10, 2013, you noted that creditors may, but are
not required to, increase the interest rate charged to ihe consumer to oj.f.'!et the

impact <?f the LLPA instead (4'increasing their upji·ont costs.
a. If a crediior decides to increase the rate to cover the LLPA. is that cost also
included in the points andfees calculation? Why or 1vhy not?
b. 1/'not, why the d(tferent treatment (up_ji-ont payment <~f costs vs. financing the
cosis)for whai appeat~'> io be ihe same charge?
c. Since indusfly is concerned about the inclusion l?fUJ?fnmt LLPA costs in the
points am/fees calculation, is recouping ihe cost via an interest rate increase
(iflt is not included in the points and fees calculation) a viable and/or a

practical alternative to easing the pressure they claim they will.feel on points
and fees? 1fyes, please explain.
A: If LLP As are imposed as an interest rate increase, rather than as additional discomtt
points, the interest rate increase is not counted toward the points and foes threshold under
the Bureau~s rule. 'f11e statutory definition of points and fees expressly excludes interest.

It bears noting that more traditional (less granular) forms of risk-based pricing and other
forms of upward pricing adjustment~ which also arc manifested either as .interest rate
increases or as discount points, also are counted toward the points and fees threshold only
wht"Il imposed as discount points. Accordingly, as the Bureau noted in the final rule's
preamble, imposing LLP As in the form of interest rate .increases often does offer
creditors a means of limiting the impact of LLPAs on points and foes. The Bureau
recognizes that interest rate increases result in greater periodic payments for consumers.
Therefore, there necessarily is an upper limit on the extent to which creditors can increase

consumers' interest rates, whether to cover LLPAs or otherwise: Consumers who already
arc at or near their maximum penniss1ble debt-to-income ratios, beyond which they
cannot qualify for the credit, will have little to no room for the payment of LLPAs (or any
other upward pricing adjustments) through increased interest rates. In those cases, the
loans may not meet the qualified mortgage requirements, but the Bureau considers it
appropriate that such loans be evaluated individually under the general ability-to-repay
standards.

3. industry parilcipants have oNecied to the way compensation.for mortgage brokers ls
calculated under the rule. However, othen; are concerned that altering that
calculation may lead to the return ofyie/d spread premiums and steering behai:iors
by lenders.
a. Can you explain the way morigage compensation is calculated in points and
fees test and why the CFPB chose that structure.?

b. Does counting such compensation put mortgage brokers ar a competitive
disadvantage when compared to their retail lending counte1parts? {lso,
please explain.
c.

Given the Federal Reserve Board's 2010 rule, which prohibits lenders from
basing compensation on the interest rate or other loan terms (i.e., yield

spread premiums) and also prohibits loan originators from receiving
compensarionfrom both the consumer and the lender, are ihere still
opportunities lvithin the mortgage brokers and/or lenders' compensation
structure that could lead to the return (~fvield spread premiums and/or
steering behavior? {lso, please explain.
A. Section 1431 of the 0()dd-Frank Act amended TILA to require that "ail C()mpensation
paid directly or indirectly by a consumer or creditor to a mortgage originator from any
source, including a mortgage originator that is also the creditor in a table-funded
transaction," be included in points and foes. The Bureau implemented this provision by
adopting a rule requiring that aH compensation paid directly or indirectly by a consumer
or creditor to a loan originator that can be attributed to that transaction at the time the
interest rate is set is included in points and fees. However, to prevent double counting
compensation that already is i.ncluded in points and fees and to reduce the compliance
burden, the Bw·eau excluded certain types of compensation from points and fees. Thus,
under the regulati.on, points and fees do not include loan originator compensation paid by
a consumer to a mortgage broker when that payment has already been counted toward the
points and fees threshold as part of the finance charge. Poi11ts and fees also do not
include compensation paid by a mortgage broker to an employee of the mortgage broker
because that compensation is already included in points and fees as loan originator
compensation paid by the consumer or the creditor to the mortgage broker. Finally,
points and fees do not include compensation paid by a creditor to its loan officers. With
respect to the last exclusions, the Bureau concluded that there were significant
operational challenges to calculating individual employee compensation accurately early
in the loan origination process, and that those challenges would lead to anomalous results
for consumers. In addition, the Bureau concluded that structural difforcnces between the
retail and wholesale channels lessened risks to consumers. The Bureau therefore decided
to exclude from points and fees compensation paid by retail creditors to their loan
originators when the rule takes effect in January of 2014, although it is stil.I continuing to
study the issue. Points and fees do include compensation pai.d by a creditor to a loan
originator other than an employee of a creditor (i.e., a mortgage broker), as well as
compensation paid by a consumer (though, as noted above, only once).

Counting in points and foes compensation paid by a creditor or consumer to a mortgage
broker may make it more difficult for mortgage brokers (as compared to retail loan
officers) to originate loans with up-front charges and still remain under the qualified
mortgage points and fees limits and the high-cost mortgage threshold. Nevertheless, even
in transactions in which a mortgage broker's compensation is two percentage points of
the loan amount---which the Bureau understands to be at the high end of mortgage broker
commiss.ions·---the creditor would still be able to charge up to one point in up-front
charges that would count toward the qualified mortgage points and fees limits, under
certain ci.rcumstances. Moreover, the creditor may reduce the costs it needs to recover
from origination charges or through the interest rate by having the consumer pay the
mortgage broker directly. ln addition, creditors in the wholesale channel that prefer to
originate only qualified mortgages in many cases will have the flexibility to recover more

of their origination costs through the interest rate to ensure that their transactions remain
below the points and fees limits.
As adopted by the Board, effective in 20 .I 0, and as retained by the Bmeau in 2013,
Regulation Z prohibits a loan originator from influencing a consumer to accept a credit
transaction available from a particular creditor, over those available from other creditors,
to obtain greater compensation than the loan originator would receive from the other
creditors, where doing so is not in the consumer's interest. In general, because this rule
contemplates a loan originator "steering" a consumer to transact with one out of two or

more prospective creditors, the rule primarily affects mortgage brokers rather than
individual loan originators employed by retail cred.itors. During the Bureau's rulemaking
process leading to the January 2013 final rule, consumer advocates nevertheless
expressed concern that, particularly in the subprime market, 1.oan originators could
specialize .in originating transactions with above-market interest rates (from all creditors

with which they do business), with the expectation they could arrange to receive abovemarket compensation for all of their transactions notwithstanding the rul.e's prohibition
on steering to a particular creditor to maximize their compensation. Including
compensation paid by creditors to mortgage brokers in points and fees may reduce the
potential consumer injury from such practices by limiting the ability of creditors to
impose high up-front charges and also pay high loan originator compensation and still
remain under the points and fees limits applicable to qualified mortgages.

Questions for the record from Rep. Keith gmson
CFPB Staff: Peter Carroll and Kelly Cochran
May 21, 2013

Question: Using Unemployment Insurance databases to verify income and empJoyment
•

lfow do lenders veri/Y that i1?formation such as tax returns and pay stubs that are
provided by horroweni are accurate?

A. Lenders have various options. For example:

•

Lenders can use one or more commercial services that are repositories of employment
and/or income infonnation. Our understanding is that some of these services receive
the data from private sector employers through the national payroll

processors. Generally these databases do not cover the full population.
•

•

Lenders can also request a verification of income through the IRS using the Jncomc
Verification Service (http://www.irs.gov/Individuals/Income-Verification-ExpressService). The IRS provides return transcript, W-2 transcript and 1099 transcript
information.

Are there ways to use existing databases to make it easier.for borrowers to demonstrate
their credit lvorthiness rather than carrying in a shoebox.full <.?/receipts?

A. There are some ways borrowers may demonstrate their credit worthiness using
infomrntion not typically reported to the three national credit reporting companies. It is
our understanding that utility and telecommunications companies routinely field inqui.ries
from employers, lenders, landlords, and other screening services to verify that a
consumer has been paying bills. Tbcse companies' responses arc often governed by state
utility regulators and sometimes require that the consumer also be on the phone to verify
that the inquiry is valid.
Many of the largest utility and telecommunications participate in a cooperative data
repository called the National Consumer Tclccommtinications and Utility Exchange
(NCTUE). This is a conslm1er reporting agency owned by its furnishers and that its
members use to identify when consumers have not paid bills. lt i.s our understanding that
the NCTUE historically only collected negative jnformation, but has recently begun
collecting positive payment history from members that could be used to verify when a
consumer has an open account in good standing. We do not know at present what
services NCTUE is planning to provide with respect to reporting this information to nonmember entities such as lenders.

Utilities and telecommunications companies are able to report to the three national credit

reporting companies (TransUnion, Equifax, and Experian); however, most do 11ot. Tbis is
for a variety of business reasons and, in some cases~ state utility regulations may prohibit
reporting. Thus there is very limited infonnation on consumers• utility and
telecommunications payment histories at the national credit reporting companies at
present.

There are a number ofrental history databases. We understand that most collect negative
infomrntion for tenant screening purposes but that a few collect p()sitive rental history as
well. Coverage is gent-'fally limited to data reported from the largest property
management companies. As most landlords are very small businesses, the rental market

is quite fragmented and there arc no databases that can practically obtain positive rental
history from more than a smaU portion of Jandlords.

•

Eleven states enacted laws allowing third party consumer reporting agencies access to
state Unemployment Insurance databases ifrequested to do so by the consumer.

o

Has this access to the State Workforce. Agencies database been discussed within
ihe CFPB and/or as part t?(the Smart Disclosure Task Ft)rce?

A. We are not aware that the Smart Disclosure Taskforce has discussed this. However, we
believe working groups or staff of federal agencies participating in the Smart Disclosure
Taskforce may be assessing opp01tunities to develop databases that could provi.de realtime income verification using IRS data. The Smart Disclosure Taskforce is an initiative
of the White House. The CFPB, along with other independent agencies, has been a
participant in some task force-sponsored activities, but we may not be aware of all of the

activities the Task Force has undertaken.
o

Would ihe CFPB be willing to imrk with .Mr. Ellison's (~ffice to make sure ihat
states that enact legislation are able to use their Unemployment Insurance
databases to help consumet:"i access affordable credit?

A. We would be pleased to provide technical support on these questions.

Question: Kickbacks and high payments

•

One of the reasonsjor placing a cap onfeesjor morigages was the prevalence o.f
kickbach·. high fees and other costs that were harmji.tl to borrowers in many different
areas including appraisal.;;, private mortgage insurance and title insuran('.e. Could you
hrie:fZv detail some (~f'the abuses that the qual(/ied mortgage is intended to prevent? Are
you satisfied ihai the limits within the qualified mortgages will make it easierjbr
borrowers to avoid these high-priced and unnecessa1y/ees?

A. Section 1412 of the Dodd-Frank Act provides that, in general, a qualified morigage
cannot have points and fees that exceed 3 percent of the total 1.oan amount and directs the
Bureau to prescribe different limits for smaller loans. The statute also provides that
ceriain pdvate mortgage insurance premiums and charges paid to affiliates of creditors
for items such as appraisals and title insurance are included in points and foes. The final
mle implemented these provisions. The Bureau expects that many creditors generally
will prefer to make qualified mortgages. Accordingly, the general 3 percent limit on
points and fees for qualified mortgages likely will exert some downward pressure on such
charges. To the extent that creditors prefer to originate qualified mortgages, the
underwriting requirements for qualified mortgages, in conjunction with the limits on
points and foes~ should help ensure that creditors are appropriately concerned about the
long~term sustainability of Joans and less able to impose excessive upfront charges as a
method of ensuring that their loans arc profitable.

Question: Performance of Manufactured housing loans.

•

Some have asseried that buyet~Y ofmanl{factured homes should pay higher cosis than
those ofsite-built homes. What data do you have that demonstrates the delinquency and
.foreclosure rates qf buyers of mmn[factured homes? How does ihai data compare to
those ofsite-built homes by similar borrowers? Why would manufactured home
borrowers be entitled to less protection than other home buyers?
A: Data reported under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) indicate that loans
for manufactured homes are more likely than s.ite-built homes to have relatively high

interest rates, cvc11 after controll1t1g for differences in loan size, borrower income, and
other factors reponed in HMDA that may differ systematically between owners of
manufactured homes and other homeowners. This difference may reflect other factors
that are not captured .in the HMDA data, including not only differences in predicted. loan
performance of manufactured housing loans compared with other loans but al.so
differences in credit scores and collateral value. Data on the pe1formance of
manufactured home 1.oans are quite l.irnitcd. A recent study by the Corporation for
Enterprise Development provides suggestive evidence that many manufactured home
loans pcrfonn similarl.y to general mortgage portfolios (see
http://cfed.om/knowledge center/resource directory/cfod publications/directory/toward
a sustai.nab]e and responsible expansion of affordable mortgages for manufactured
homes), but the Bureau has not reviewed that study in depth.

Questions for Mr. Rohit Chopra, Student Loan Ombud~man. Consumer Financial
Protection Hureau, from Chairman Johnson:
.I. School Certification - The CFPB has recommended millldatory school certification as a way
to reduce student debt load an.d expand loan counseling. Does the Truth in Lending Act give the
CFPB the regulatory authority to require school certificati.on of private student loan.s?
Response

The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act) transferred
the authority to prescribe regulations under the Truth .in Lending Act from the Federal Reserve
Board of Governors to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, including those provisions
related to spec.ial. disclosures for private student l.oans, which were required by the Higher
Education Opportunity Act of 2008 (HEOA).
HEOA required lhe Department of Education to develop a self-certification fonn, whi.ch private
student lenders must obtain before consummating the loan. The Federal Reserve Board of
Governors prescribed regulations that detailed requirements for lenders rdated to the sclfcertification fonn.
The self-certification form was i.ntended to spur meaningful conversations between students and
school financial aid officials.

In our joint report \.\.'ith the Department of Education on Pri.vate Student Loans, the Bureau
recommended that Congress require school certification. A number of concerns prompted this
recommendation, including how some lenders may be accepting forms that are incomplete or
inaccurate. Such incomplete paperwork shows that bom)wers may not understand how various
loan options have more favorable terms, or whether their loans exceed educational expenses.

The agencies were troubled by the experience of consumers wi.th "direct-to-consumer"' pri.vate
student loans, i.e., loans that had not been "certified" for financial need by the school's financial
aid office, were more likely to borrow more than their tuition during the pre-recession boom
years. Those loans were also much more likely to end up in default.
Given the recent increase in securitizacion activity in the pri.vate student loan market, the Bureau
is monitoring the market closely to detennine whether the self-certification process is working as
Congress intended. We will continue to consult with members of the public, schools, industry
stakeholders, and the Department of Education to determine the appropriate steps to ensure the
market 1s properly functioning.

2. Rural and Economic Impact - Mr. Chopra, the success of rural communities is imporrant to
me. Rural areas arc facing a seri.ous shortage of qualified professionals in a number of
professions, including teaching, medicine, and law. Can you describe the extent to which rising
student l.oan debt could exacerbate existing workforce challenges in rural communities? In your
testimony, you also described a '~domino"' effect of student loans on the economy. Could. you
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expand upon the impacts you found on the ability of borrowers to purchase homes, start
businesses, form households, or any other impacts?

Response
We have heard from consumers and industry professionals that growing levels of student debt
may have spillover effects that present particular risks for rnral communities. In addition to the
fact that for many professions, graduates in rural communities earn less than their peers in more
populated metropolitan areas, rural communities tend to have more severe shortages of teachers,
ce1tain healthcare providers, and other professionals. The financial strain of high student debt
has the potential to exacerbate existing workforce shortages that exist due to these other factors
present .in rural communities.

I recently had the chance to meet with representatives from the North Ameri.can Meat
Association, the American Veterinary Medical Association, the American Association of Bovine
Practitioners, the U.S. Cattlemen's Association, the Academy of Rural Veterinarians, and lhe
National Farmers Union to discuss the potential impact of student debt on farmers, ranchers, and
rural communities. Many of these representatives ex.pressed significant concern.

1n February 2013, the CFPB published a notice in the Federal Register soliciting input on
potential solutions to offer more affordable repayment options for borrowers with existing
private student loans. According to a submi.ssion to the Bureau's request for information from
the American. Medical Association, high debt burdens can .impact the career choice of new
doctors, leading some to abandon caring for the elderly or children for more lucrative
specialties. 1 Aspiring primary care doctors with heavy debt burdens may be unable to secme a
mortgage or a loan to start a new practice. This can have a particularly acute impact on rnrnl
America, where rental housing ls limited and solo practitioners arc a key part of the health care
system.
Classroom teachers submitted 1.etters to the Bureau detailing the impact of private student l.oans,
whi.ch usually don't offer forgiveness programs and income-based repayment options. One
school district official wrote to the Bureau noting that programs to make student debt more
manageable could lead to higher retention of quality teachers. 2 In the past decade, we've faced a
growing shortage of highly-qualified math and science teachers.~ Rural and urban school
districts face pa.tticula:rly severe shortages. And teachers in rural districts generally earn less than
their peers-the starting salary for rural teachers i.s lower than the starting salary for non-rural
4
teachers in 39 states.
Student debt can also impact the availabili.ty of other profess.ions critical to the livelihoods of
farmers and ranchers in rural communities. According to an annual survey conducted by the
American Veterinary Medical Association, 89 percent of veterinary students are graduating with
1

See hHp://www.regulalions.gov/#!documentDetail ;D=CFPB-2013-0004-0878.

z Sec htlp://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D;;:;;CFPB-2013-0004-0038.
-'http://www.nap.edu/calaJog.php?record_id;;:;;l I463.
hup://ww w.eric.ed. gov/ERIC WebPortal/search/detailmini .jsp'?.. nfpb=true&...&ER ICExtSearch...SearchVal ue.J)=EJ
695458&ERICExtSearch...SearchType..0=11o&accno=EJ695458.
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debt, averaging $151,672 per borrower. 5 Veterinari.ans encumbered with high debt burdens may
be unable to make ends meet in a dairy medicine or livestock management practice in remote
areas.

In effect, young graduates with student debt have less financial flexibility and, consequently, less
ability to forgo a better paying job for one in a rural area. The .impact of student debt on these
communities seems worthy of closer study.
More broadly, we are concerned that student debt may have a "domino effect" on other sectors
of the economy. The National Association of Home Builders wrote to the CFPB about the
relatively low share of first-time home buyers in the market compared with historical levels, and
that student debt can ''impair the ability of recent college graduates to qualify for a loan."
According to NAHB, high student loan debt has an impact on consumers~ debt-to-income (DTI)
rnti.o - an important metric for dec.isions about creditworthiness in mortgage origination. When
monthly student Joan payments take up a high portion of a borrower's monthly income~
applicants may be less qualified candidates for a mortgage.
The National Association of Realtors noted that first-time home buyers typically rely heavily on
savings to fund down payments. When young workers are putting big chunks of their income
toward student .loan. payments, they're less able to save for their first down payment.
We have also heard from a number of young entrepreneurs and innovators working in the
technology sector. We asked about the roadblocks they've experienced when trying to build new
businesses. For many, student debt has made it much harder to take risks and for these young
graduates to bet on themsel.ves and on their ideas. ln addition, we've heard that it is challengi.ng
to attract talented employees willing to take a risk because they're worried. about their debt.
Unfortunately, many recent graduates tell us they've put off their goal of starting a business, and
student debt may be playing a role. Since the recession, the share of young graduates'
outstanding credit consumed by student loans has jumped by 14 percent. Others have found that
young student loan borrowers now have lower credit scores than. their peers with no student debt.
This may make it more difficult. for borrowers to qualify for small business loans.
Other research has demonstrated that three-quarters of the overall shortfall in household
formation since the start of the recession can be attributed to reductions in household starts
among younger adults ages 18 to 34. In 2011, nearly 2 million more Americans in this age group
lived with their parents than in 2007. Moody's Analytics estimates that each new household
formed leads to $145 ,000 of economic impact.

If student debt is holding back just a third of those two million young Americans from living on
their O\.\'Tl, that adds up to a $100 bi.II.ion loss or delay in economic activity.
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3. Student Loan Servicers - Mr. Chopra, the CFPB recently proposed a rule that would enable it
to examine and supervise large student loan servicers. Can you describe why the CFPB
proposed this rule and how the agency plans to supervise these servicers?

Response
In March of 2013, the Bureau issued a proposed rule defining the larger participants .in the
student loan servicing market The proposed rule would establish the Bureau's supervisory
authority over certain nonbank covered persons participating in the market for student l.oan
servicing. The comment period for the proposed rule closed on May 28~ 2013 and the Bureau is

considering the comments received before reaching any final decisions on the Proposed Rule.
Student loan scrvicers play a critical role in the student loan market. Student Joan servicers
manage interactions with borrowers on behalf of Joan holders of outstanding student loans.
Servicers receive scheduled periodic payments from borrowers pursuant to the tenns of their
loan.s tmd apply the payments of principal and interest and other such payments as may be
required pursuant to the terms of the loans or of the contracts governing the servicers' work.
Typically, student loan servicing also involves sending monthly pay1nent statements, maintaining
records of payments and balances, and answering borrowers' questions. When appropriate,
servicers may also make borrowers aware of alternative payment arrangements such as
consolidation loans or deferments.
Student loan scrvicers also play a role while students are still in school. A bon-ower may receive
multiple disbursements of a loan over the course of one or more academic years. Repayment of
the Joan may be deferred until some future point. such as when the student finishes postsecondary education. A student loan servicer will maintain records of the amount lent to the
borrower and of any interest that accrues; the servicer may also send statements of such amounts
to the borrower.

ln addition. student loan servicers may collect payments and send statements after loans enter
default. They may also report borrowers' account activity to consumer reporting agencies.

Jn short, most borrowers, once they have obtained their loans, conduct almost all u·ansactions
relating to thei.r loans through student loan servicers. The proposed rule would enable the Bureau
to supervise larger participants of an industry that has a tremendous impact on the lives of postsecondary education students and former students, as well as their families.
Under 12 U .S.C. 5514, the Bureau has supervisory authority over all nonbank covered persons
offering or providing three enumerated types of consumer finandal products or services: (I)
origination, brokerage, or servicing of consumer loans secured by real estate, and related
mortgage l.oan modification or foreclosure relief services; (2) private education loans; and (3)
payday loans. The Bureau also has supervisory authority over ''larger participant{s] of a market
for other consumer financial products or services,'' as the Bureau defines by rule. This proposed
rule~ if adopted, would be the third in a series of rulenrnkings to define larger partidpants of
markets for other consumer finruicial products or services for purposes of 12 U.S.C.
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5514(a)(l)(B). The Bureau is proposing to establish supervisory authority over certain nonbank
covered persons participating in the market for student loan servicing.
The Burean is authorized to supervise nonbank covered persons subject to 12 U.S.C. 5514 of the
Dodd-Frank Act for purposes of: (1) assessing compliance with Federal consumer financial law;
(2) obtaining information about such persons' activiti.es and compliance systems or procedures;
and (3) detecting and assessing risks to consumers and consumer financial markets. The Bureau
conducts examinations, of various scopes, of supervised entities. In addition, the Bureau may, as
appropriate. request information from supervi.sed entities without conducting examinations.
The Bureau pri.oritizcs supervisory activity at noubank covered persons on th.e basis of risk,
taking into account, among other factors, the size of each entity, the volume of ils transactions
involving consumer financial pmducts or services, the size and risk presented by the product
market in which it is a participan.t, the extent ofrelevant State oversight. and any field and
market information that the Bureau has on the entity. Such field and market information might
include, for example, information from complaints and any other information the Bureau has
about risks to consumers.
The Burean plans to supervise these servicers consistent with the general examination manual
describing the Bureau's supervisory approach and procedures. This manual is avail.able on the
Bureau's website. As ex.plained in the manual, examinations will be structured to address various
factors related to a supervised entity's compliance with Federal consumer financial law and other
relevant cons.iderations. On December 17, 2012, the Bureau released procedures specific to
education. lending and servicing for use in the Bureau's examinati.ons. If this proposed rnle is
adopted. the Bureau would use those examination procedures in supervising nonbank larger
participants of the student loan servicing market.
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Questions for l\rfr. Rohit Chopra. Student Loan Ombudsman, Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau, from Ranking Member Crapo:
l. Mar1y of the borrower relief opti.ons found in the CFPB' s May 2013 report appear beneficial
to bom.)wers. However, one credit reporting agency has a section on its website outlining the
impact of a loan modification 011 a borrower's credit report an.d notes that a modification could
negatively .impact a credit score.
a. Has the CFPB <lone <my analysis to determine if there are negative collateral impacts to a
bomwver who gets a loan modification.?
Response

As a general matter, credit scores are based on proprietary models developed by private industry.
Based on our discuss.ions wi.th. servicers and consumer repo1ting agencies, there are specific
codes in the Metro II reporting format that allow for indicators of alternative repayment plans.
The impact on a credit score of a student loan default would. certainly be a negative credit
scoring event for an individual consumer. Alternative repayment options that allow a consumer
to avoid delinquency and default would potentially lead to a better credit score.
However, if a borrower is current on their obligation5 and pursues an alternative repayment
schedule, a proprietary credit scoring model might determine that this is a sign of distress, which
may impact a score,

If financial institmicms begin to offer more alternative repayment options to bonowers in
distress, it will be important for servicers to clearly explain the factors that should be considered
when choosing one of these options.

b. How does the CFPB balance the need for a consumer to receive some immediate
payment relief with the long term effects on other parts of a borrower's financial profile?
Response

ln our consumer engagement efforts, we encourage consumers to think of both the short-term
and the long-term. For younger consumers with student loan. debt, it is particularly important for
borrowers to protect their credit profile. Defaulting on a student loan can make it very difficult
to obtain credit in the future, or even pass employment verification checks. We continue to
educate consumers on ways to avoid default, such as accumul.ating emergency savings and
pursuing alternative repayment options.

2. The CFPB 's sole statutory mandate is to protect consumers. Lenders have noted regulatory
confusion as the chief obstacle preventing them from offering more borrower relief options.
This obstacle arises from a perceived conflict between the Bureau's borrower relief policies and
prudential banking regulators' safety and soundness guidance.
5
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a. Has the Bureau taken steps to ensure that borrower relief options outlined in the May
2013 CFPB report on student loans don't negatively impact the safety and soundness of
the private student Joan market?

Response
As discussed in the hearing, prudential regulators clearly articulated that they would not criticize
institutions for restructuring debt in a safe and sound manner. The Bureau has noted that
alternative repayment options for private student Joan borrowers might increase the net present
value of troubled loans. This would be beneficial both to consumers, financial institution, and
investors.
b. Did the Bureau work with the prudential banking regulators to address potential
regulatory obstacles before publishing the May 2013 report?

Response
The Bureau regularly consults prudential regulators on a wide range of matters, i.ncluding the
development of the May 2013 repmt. As noted in testimony by the prudential regulators at the
June 251h hearing, financial institutions are not barred from restructuring debt, as long as they
accurately reflect the value of these loans in their accounting statements.

3. As a result of prudentiaJ banking regulators offering varying levels of guidance for their
supervised institutions with regards to private student loans, the financial institutions may in tum
offer varying degrees of borrower relief options.
a. How does the CFPB anticipate achieving consistent supervision of private student loans
made by financial institutions that have different prudential banking regulators and
therefore different guidance?

Response
The Bureau does not superv.ise financial institutions for safety and soundness. The Bureau
conducts examinations to assess compliance with Federal consumer financial law. The
procedures used in these examinations are available to financial institutions and the public at
http://files.consumerfinance. iwv/f/201212 cfpb educationloanexamprocedures.pdf

Questions for l\fr. Rohit Chopra, Student Loan Ombudsman, Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau, from Senator Manchin:
1. In rural towns across the country, there is a chronic shortage of primary care health
professionals. Not just doctors, but nurses and others. According to the American Medical
Association, student debt may be a barrier to practicing in underserved communities. This
problem extends beyond health professionals. I hear from West Virginians across my state that
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the best teachers are retiring and that poorer districts are having a tough time bringing in young
people to take their places. So many rural families want their kids to go to college, but they
worry about the impacts of high levels of student loan debt? In your opinion, how will rural
areas survive without critical professions like doctors, nurses, and teachers? What are you doing
ro make sure that the bw-den of student debt isn't disproportionately shouldered by rural areas?

Response
As you have observed in West Virginia, we have heard from consumers and the agri.culture
industry that growing levels of student debt may have spillover effects that present patticular
risks for rural communities. If critical professions such as doctors, nurses, and teachers are
unable to locate in rural areas, this could pose a serious threat to the standard of living for
Americans in ruraJ communities.
I recently had the chance to meet wi.th representatives from the North American Meat
Association, the American Veterinary Medical Association, the American Association of Bovine
Practitioners, the U.S. Cattl.cmen's Association, the Academy of Rural Veterinarians, rmd the
National Farmers Union co discuss the pocential impact of student debt on farmers, f'dllchers, and
rural communities. Many of these representatives expressed significant concern.
In addition to the fact that for many professions, graduates in rural communities earn less than
their peers in more populated metropolitan areas, rural communities tend to have more severe
shortages of teachers. ce.rtain healthcare providers, and other professi.onals. The financial strain
of high student debt has the potential to exacerbate existing workforce shortages that exist due to
these other factors present in rural communiti.es.

ln February 2013, the CFPB published a notice in the Federal Register soliciting input on
potential solutions to offer more affordable repayment options for borrowers with existing
private student Joans. According to a submission to a Bureau request for information from the
American .Medi.cal Association, high debt burdens can impact the career cho.ice of new doctors,
leading some to abandon. caring for the elderly or chi.ldren for more .lucrative specialties. 6
Aspiring primary care doctors with heavy debt burdens may be unable to secure a mortgage or a
loan. to start a new practice. This crm have a particularly acute impact on rural America, where
rental housing is limited and solo practitioners are a key part of the health care system.
Classroom teachers submitted l.etters to the Bureau detailing the impact of private student loans,
which usually don't offer forgiveness programs and income-based repayment options. One
school district official wrote to the Bureau noting that prograrl]S to make student debt more
manageable could lead to higher retention of quali.ty teachers. / In the past decade, we've faced a
growing shortage of highly-qualified math and science leachers. 8 Rural and urban school
di.stri.cts face particul.arly severe shortages. In effect, the communities with the most urgent need
for great teachers tend to be the school districts with the fewest. And teachers in rural districts

b See

hHp://www.regulalioos.gov/#!documeotDetail ;D=CFPB-2013-0004-0878.
See hHp://www.regulalions.gov/#!documentDetail;D=CFPB-2013-0004-0038.
lS http://www.nap.edu/cataJog.php'Jrecord.Jd=l I 463.
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generally earn less than. their peers-the starting salary for rural teachers is lower than the
staiting salary for non-rural teachers in 39 states.q
Student debt can also impact the availability of other professions critical. to the .livelihoods of
farmers and ranchers in rural communities. According to an annual survey conducted by the
American Veterinary Medical Association (A VMA), 89 ~ercent of veterinary students are
graduating with debt, averaging $151,672 per borrower. 1 } Veterinarians encumbered with high
debt burdens may be unable to make ends meet in dairy medicine or livestock management
practices in rural communities.

ln effect, young graduates with student debt have less financial flexibility and, consequently, less
ability to forgo a better paying job for one in a rural area. The potential impact of student debt on
these communities is one that policymakers should closely monitor.
2. It does not make any sense that, under our current system, students are forced to pay high
interest rates on federal student loans when everyone else in the economy benefits from low
borrowing costs on everything else. And if we don't act by July 1~r, every federal loan will have
an interest rate of at least 6.8% in 2013, while T-bill rates stay near histori.c lows. Not only
would moving to a market-based rate allow students to benefit from cheaper borrowing when
everyone else can, I expect that private student loan lenders would, in order t.o remain
competitive, Lower their rates as well. Under the current syslem, private lenders know that we
have created artificial benchmarks for these rates, so private lenders can always keep their rates
unnecessarily high. How do you believe that implementing a market-based rate for federal loan
programs would affect the private loan market? Wouldn't al.lowing federal rates to fall during
times of cheap borrowing-such as today-force private borrowers to lower their interest rates
to remain competitive?

Response
As a general matter, the student loan market has not exhibited signs of robust competition - even
when private market participants dominated. In the Federnl Family Educational Loan Program,
financial institutions could receive subsidies and guarantees if loans met certain criteria.
Congress set statutory interest rate caps: in theory, the most efficient private actors would attract
customers by providing the lowest possible price on a commodity product.
Unfortunately, this was generally not the case. While lenders made limited use of incentives,
such as waive.rs of some origination fees, those who charged the statutory maximum were not
competed out of the market. Even when borrowers were offered vari.ous advertised incentives,
many bon-owers would never benefit from those incentives. Instead of offering competitive
prices to student loan borrowers, many financial institutions drew scrutiny for business models
that provided benefits to schools and financial aid officials, who are able to strongly influence
student Loan choices by students and families.
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The Department of Education and the Bureau auchored a joint report to Congress on private
student Loans, which showed that most borrowers would be better off exhausting federal student
.loan options before choosing pri.vate loans. Given that private student Joans and federal student
loans are not economic substitutes, it would be difficult to detem1ine how federnl student loan
rates might impact private student loan pricing.
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Questions for Mr. Rohit Chopra. Student I...oan Ombudsman, Consumer Financial

Protection Bureau, from Senator Brown:
1. As a voting member agency of the Finilllcial Stability Oversight Council, I am interested in
your views on how you assess whether an entity would meet the criteria to be designated a
systemically impmtant financial institutions (SIFI). Spec(f'ically. given its extremely large
fooiprint in servicing Direct, FFELP, and private siudent loans, what would be the broader
impact on consumers and rnarkets ifSL.M Corp. (Sallie Mae) were to.fail?

Response
According to its public filings, SLM Corp. (Sallie Mae) services student loans for over 13
mil.Ii.on borrowers of Direct, FFELP, and private student loans. According to the surveys by the
Student Loan Servic.ing Alliance~ Sallie Mae is the largest servicer in the market with a
commanding lead over its competitors.
Analysis of the impact of an unexpected failure of Sallie Mae would require assessing a number
of factors, including whether there would be financial institutions with excess servicing capacity
to hid on Sallie Mae's servicing rights and ponfolios gi.ven a set of capital market conditions, the
ability for the Department of Education to reassign Direct Loan volume to other contracted
servicers, and the impact of a potential disrupti.on i.n payments to holders of FFELP asset-backed
securi.ties, among others.

If Sa.Hie Mae's failure led to disruptions in servicing, there might also be an impact on the
processing of paymenrs and reporting to credit bureaus for individual customer accounts, if
appropriate safeguards are nor in place.

2. In October 2012, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau issued a report about problems
seITicemembers face when utilizing benefits guaranteed by federal .law, even on govemmentguaranteed student loans. Your agency supervises institutions with FFELP portfolios.
a. Have you f\'.)Cused on these portfolios in your examinations?

Response
Prior to 2010, many .insured depository institutions originated student loans guaranteed by the
federal government. For insured depository institutions wich assets over $10 billion and their
affiliates, the authority to supervise such entities for compliance with Federal consumer financial
.law transferred from prudential regulators to the CFPB on the Dodd-Frank Act transfer date.
The Depaitmenl of Education oversees compliance with Title IV of the Higher Education Act.
Our sLLpervisi.on program to date has covered a range of student lending issues. as we.II as other
lending issues servkemembers are facing. The October 2012 report you reference detailed
difficulties many servicemembe.rs face in managing student loan debt, despite a number of
federal protections and. benefits for servicemembers to help manage their student loan debt.
lO
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Under the CFPB's procedures for student lending examinations, examiners assess a variety of
issues. The full procedures arc available to the public at:
http://files.consumcrfinance.gov/fl2012l2 cfpb educationloanexamprncedures.pdf
Dm:ing the course of the examination, examiners may find evidence of vi.ol.ations of - or an
absence of comp.liance policies and procedures with respect to - laws such as the
Servicememhers Civil Relief Act. Additionally. examiners a..~sess servicers' policies and
procedures for granting defennents consistent with FFELP requirements. The CFPB follows up
on any examination findings as appropriate, depending on all of the facts.

b. To what ex.tent have you determined that scrvi.cememhcrs are victims of unfair or
deceptive practices as it regards lo student loan benefits?

Response
An important function of the Bureau's Office of Servicemember Affairs is to "monitor
complaints by scrviccmembers and their families." Over the course of reviewing these
complaints, it became clear that servicemembers were experiencing difficulties obtaining and
retaining their SCRA rights, as weJl as other benefits. The complaints submitted by
servicemembers and their families regarding their experiences with financial institutions when
navigating student loan repayment options were quite distressing. These complaints raise seri.ous
questions about the commitment of certain financial institutions to comply with .laws that protect
military families.

The CFPB articulated these concerns as part of the October 2012 report and will utilize the tools

at its disposal to ensure tJ1at consumer protections relating to consumer financial products and
services arc vigorously enforced for servicemembcrs, veterans. and their families. Former
Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta also shared his concern about misleading information given
to servicemembers at an announcement discussi.ng the findings of the report.
Some financial institution investors have expressed surprise that senior management would be
willing to bear significant reputation risk for a relatively minor level of additional profit on
serviccmember student Joans.

c. Are you confident that your supervised .institutions are in cornpli.an.ce with the SCRA?

Response
The October report laid out serious concerns over apparent compl.iance issues as they relate to
student I.ending and the SCRA. The CFPB continues to remain concerned about active-duty
servicemembers obtaining and retaining their rights under the SCRA.
d. To what extent have you shared these results with the Department of Education and the
Department of Justice?

l1
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Response
The Dodd-Frank Act contemplates that the Office of Serviccmember Affairs will coordinate with
other federal and state agencies "regarding consumer protection measures relating to con.sumer
financial products and services offered to, or used by, service members and their families." The
CFPB has worked closely with both the Department of Education and the Depmtment of Justice
as it relates to military .student loan issues an.d the significant consumer protection risks
documented within the October report.

3. Much of the testimony focused heavily on forbearance as a method of relief for private
student loan borrowers. But the volume and tcnns of private student loans issued in the years
leading up to the financial crisis indicate chat many of these loans may not be sustainable
even after forbearance periods. Your July 2012 report documented a 400 percent increase in
the volume of private student loan debt originated between 2001 and 2008 - and 2008
originations surpassed $20 billion. The report also shows that from 2005 to 2008
undergraduate and graduate borrowers of private student loans took on debt that exceeded
their estimated tuition and fees, and in some years more than 30 percent of Joans were made
directly to students with no certification of enroUment from their academic institution. The
heavy debt burden that was created in th.e&e few years is not just unsustainable by doHa:r
volume, but also in the loans' terms. Loans were often variable rate loans with initial interest
rates nmging from 3 percent to more than 16 percent.
a. Given that these unfavorable loan tenns were made to a larger number of borrowers,
presumably including more students from limi.ted financial means, do loans originated
between 2001 and. 2008 comply with your standards for safety and soundness?

Response

Many private student l.oan borrowers wish to repay their loans but are seeking alternative
repayment plans when they are unable to earn sufficient income to meet minimum required
payments. The joint CFPB-ED Report to Congress on Private Student Loans found that, in 2008,
I0 percent of privale student loan borrowers devoted more than. 25 percent of th.cir income to
meet student Joan repayment obligations - a figure that may have risen as labor market
conditions worsened. Many struggling borrowers end up in delinquency or default, sec their
credit profile damaged, and may be excluded from full economic participation once they attain
adequate employment.
However, the CFPB does not supervise institutions, including pri.vate student loan lenders, for
safety and soundness standards. This responsibility remains with the prudential regulators, so
the CFPB cannot speak to whether l.oans with poor underwriting met these standards.

b. How would refinancing the highest-cost loans to reflect borrowers' current characteristics
affect the soundness of a regulated institution's balance sheet in the short and long term'?
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Response

The CFPB docs not supervise institutions for safety and soundness regulations, so it would be
difficult for the CFPB to determine this impact. As a general matter, when pricing is not

commensurate with risk profile, this may be a sign of insufficient competition.
4. It has often been noted that the lack of competi.tion i.n the private student lender market has
limited loan refinancing opportunities.
a. Given the lack of competition in this space, how can we assure that low- and middle-

income students have access to affordable loans and loan modification options that reflect
the borrower's characteristics and ability and willingness to repay?

Response
Borrowers from low- and middle-income families might face high prices on private student loans
due to the.ir co-signers' credit profile. Even when these borrowers graduate and find good jobs,
many report to the Bureau that they are unable to refinance to lower rates that reflect their
reduced credit risk. The current industry structure may not be delivering efficient pricing, and
this may warrant further action from policymakers.
b. ls there an existing public or private mechanism to encourage more sustai.nable loan.
terms and refinancing opportunities for student borrowers?
Response

As discussed in the hearing, depository institutions a:re able to offer affordable payment plans to
borrowers, as long as they accurately retlcct the value of the Joans. However, loan restructuring
activity is troublingly low.
Policymakers took a number of steps to jumpstart lending and capital markets activity as the

financial crisis began to unravel. This might provide valuable lessons for how to ensure a wellfunctioning student Joan market.
c. Without intervention from Congress or regulators, is there reason to believe that private
student lenders will actively work with borrowers to .issue more sustainable loans and to
modify the terms of Joans issues prior to the financial crisis to more accmately reflect the
.risk profile of the borrower given the current lending environment and their financial
status?
Response

Lenders who are nimble and seek to maximize shareholder value would likely modify loan terms
for distressed borrowers in order to avojd losses from default. However, many financial

institutions face significant challenges with legacy accounting, IT, and servicing systems that are
complex, inhibiting this activity.
l3
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5. Pursuant to Section I035 of the Dodd-Frank Act, you have regularly executed the mandate to
provide ''appropriate recommendations" to certain Congressional committees. Congress has
been examining the long-tem1 future of the GSE pa.rticipanrs in rile housing market Given
your expertise in the student loan market and your statutory man.date, would you find it
appropriate to provide policymakers with your assessment of Sallie Mae's transiri.on from a
GSE to its current corporate form to inform our approach on housing GSE policy? If so,
what might be a feasible timeline?

Response
As chartered, the mission of the Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae) was to
provide 1.iquidity for government-guaranteed student loans and serve as a nati.onal secondary
market and warehousing fadlity. Next year will be the tenth anniversary of the termination of
Sallie Mae's government charter. As part of the privatization, the federal government freed the
company of many of its requirements as a GSE and permitted the company to maintain lhe Sallie
Mae brand for a fee of $5 million.
While Sallie Mae is now a private company (organized as SLM Corp), its business model is
closely tied to government programs. For example, Sallie Mae is a major government contractor
where it acts as a servicer and debt coHector for Federal Direct Loans. The corporation is a large
holder of FFELP loans, where it receives certain subsidies on imerest accruals from the federal
govemment. According to its filings, Sallie Mae has relied on government-affiliated financing,
induding an asset-backed commercial paper facility arranged by the Department of Education
and a line of credit with a Federal Home Loan Bank chrough its insurance subsidiary. The
corporation al.so operates Sallie Mae Bank, whose deposits are insured by the FDIC.
The Department of the Treasury's Office of Sallie Mae Oversight served as the GSE' s primary
regulator. The Bureau and the Depmtment of Educati.on now maintain significant compliance
oversight responsibilities over many of Sallie Mae's business activities (and in some cases, the
Department of Education has contractual oversight). The Bureau is involved in frequent
di.alogue with the Departments of Education and Treasury about the activiries of Sallie Mae,
given its outsized role in the student loan market.

In upcoming months, I will gather fwther infonnation from appropriate agencies, as well as
former OSMO staff, to provide infom1ation to your office and other interesred parties about the
privatization of the GSE and its .impact on the marketplace.

6. A key finding of the Senate HELP Committee report, "For Profit Higher Educalion: The
Failure to Safeguard the Federal Investment and Ensure Student Success" is that some forprofit schools arc engaged in tactics that appear designed to manipulate rates of students
defaulting on Joans. This .includes schools paying staff based on the number of forbearances
or deferments secured, and in at least one instance paying private investigators to gel signed
forbearance authorizations.
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a. Has the CFPB seen similar tactics in the private student loan market?

Response
The Bureau is unable to comment on the status or ex.istence of any investigati.on of for-profit
colleges as it relates to tactics used to manipulate default rates.
As a general matter, for-profit colleges do not face consequences under the Higher Education
Act for defaults experienced by students on their private student loans. The Higher Education
Act specifies that for-profit colleges may not exceed certain cohort default rates on Federal
student loans without risking eligibility for accepting Tille IV funds.
b. Has the CFPB seen evidence that pa11icular institutions with high levels of student
defaults (upwards of 15 percent) are focused on enrolling servicemembers?

Response
According to data from the Departments of Veterans Affairs and Education. of the 75
schools with the most recipients of GI Bill beneficiaries, more than half of those instituti.ons have
a default rate over 15%.

c. Has the CFPB seen evidence that institutions that enroll a high number of
servi.cemembers also have a large number of students that m-e taking out private student
loans?

Response
The Bureau is unable to comment on the status or existence of any investigation of for-profit
colleges targeting servicemembers and steering them to private student loans.

However, there js concern that the incenti.ve structure created by the "90-10 rule" encourages
for-profit colleges to aggressively market to servicemembers, due to the requirement that forprofit colleges get at least lO percent of their revenue from sources other than Title IV federal
education funds administered by the Department of Education. GI Bill and Militm-y Tuiti.on
Assistance benefits are not Title IV funds, so they faJl into the 10 percent category that these
coHeges need to fil.1 - and we have heard of some very aggressive tactics to quickly enroll GI Bil.I
recipients. who also took out private student loans to pay for the amount of tuition and fees not
covered by military benefits.
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Questions for l\rfr. Corey Stone, Assistant Director, Office of Deposits, Cash, Collections,
and Reporting Markets, Consumer .Financial Protection Bureau from Senator Toomcv:
1. Director Cordray recently announced that the CFPB wm soon be engaging .in FDCPA
rulemaking_ What key areas of the FDCPA will this rulemaking address? Are there any areas of
the FDCPA that the CFPB considers off the table? Because the FDCPA is over thirty-five years
old, should comprehens.ive FDCPA reform be left to the Congress rather than the CFPB?
Response

ln the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Refonn and Consnmer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act),
Congress amended the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA) to give the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) the authority to prescribe rules with respect to the
coHecti.on of debts by debt collectors to implement that law. The Dodd-Frank Act also
empowered the Bureau to issue rules applicable to covered persons and service provi.ders
(including debt collectors and creditors col1ecting their own debts) identifying unlawful unfair,
deceptive, and abusive acts and practices in connection with any transaction wi.th a consumer for
a consumer financial product or service, or the offering of a consumer financial product or
service, including requirements for the purpose of preventing such acts or practices. The DoddFrank Act a.lso authorized the Bureau to prescribe rules to ensure that the features of any
consumer financial product or service, both inilially and over the term of the product or service,
arc fully, accurately, an.d effectively disclosed to consumers in a manner that permits consumers
to understand the costs, benefits, and risks associated with the prodLLct or service, in light of the
facts and circumstances.
The Bureau is in the early stages of a debt collection rulemaking. Specifically, the Bureau is
planning to publish an Advance Notice of Proposed Rnlcmaking (ANPR). The ANPR would
elicit information about the nature and extent of consumer protection problems in debt collecti.on
as well as the advantages and disadvantages of various solutions to those problems_ A broad
focus .in an ANPR is prudent in light of the many consumer pmtecti.on concerns that have been
raised relating to debt collection and the limited legislative changes and absence of regulation of
debt collection practices since the FDCPA was enacted in 1977.
The information that the Bureau receives from consumer groups, industry, and others in response
to the ANPR will help identify topics that the Bureau might include in a proposed rule. At this
time~ the Bureau has not made a determinati.on about which topics to cover in a proposed rule,
although improving data integrity in the debt collection syslem and updating debt collection law
to reflect technological advances are among the topics addressed.

2. My office is aware of a number of industry self-regulatory initiatives, such as the certification
program established by the Debt Buyers Association earlier this year. Are you aware of these
efforts'? Have you considered the impact of these industry-based solutions instead of pursuing a
government so.lu.t.ion through FDCPA rulemaking?
Response
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The Bureau is aware of the Debt Buyers Association ·s (DBA) certification process, and during
its development we provided infonnal comments on the program jointly with the Federal Trade
Commission staff. The Bureau applauds the DBA 's efforts.
As we move forward, the Bureau will be taking considernti.on of the DBA's certification
l)rogram as .it evaluates what rulemaking activity to unde1take .in this area.
"

'-'

-

3. What consumer cost-benefit analysis is the CFPB doing with respect to the proposed debt
collection rulemaking? When cvaluati.ng what is best for consumers, is the CFPB taking into
account the costs that will be passed onto the consumers who arc current on thefr obligations in
order to benefit late consumer debtors?

Response
The Bureau's goal in the debt collection rul.emaking wil.l be to develop rules that protect
consumers without imposing unnecessary or undue burdens on those who must comply with
those rules. The Bureau will consider the costs, benefits, and impacts of any rules it issues on
consumers and businesses, inc.luding creditors, debt buyers. and debt coHectors. As part of that
evaluation, the Bureau will assess whether the cost of complying with proposed debl collection
rules could ultimately be reflected in higher prices and decreased availability of consumer credit
and other consumer financial products and services.

To obtain information about the costs and benefits of proposed rules, the Bureau anticipates
requesting public comment on these issues in the ANPR and any Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

it may issue.

4. The CFPB has stated that attorneys who collect debts on behalf of their clients can be subject
to the CFPB's rulemaking and supervision.
•

Does the CFPB intend to examine, supervise or regulate the conduct of attorneys who are
litigating matters before a court if they are defined as a "covered person" or "service
provider"?

Response
As the Bureau explained in i.ts rule defining larger participants in the consumer debt collection
market that are subject to the Bureau's supervision, the Bureau has authority "regarding the
offe:ring or provision of a consumer financial product or service ... that is ... offered or
provided by [an] attorney ... with respect to any consumer who is not receiving legal advice or

services from the attorney in connection with that product or service." 12 U.S.C.
§ 5517(c)(2)(B). Consumer debt collection is a consumer financial service that is provided "with
respect to" the consumers who owe, or are claimed to owe, the debts subject to collection. An
attorney engaged in consumer debt collection, as defined by the Bureau's larger-pm1icipm1t rule.
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does not provide "legal advice or services" to those consumers; to the contrary, the attorney
represents clients with .interests that may be or are likely to be adverse to those consumers. Such
an attorney can therefore be properly subject to the Bureau's authority.
As the larger-participant rule further explained, though, not every occasion on which an attorney
seeks money from a consumer, including in the course of litigation, constitutes consumer debt
collection. Consumer debt collection, under the Bureau's larger-participant rule, includes only
the activities of persons whose principal business activity is debt collection or that re&Y\lJarly
engage in debt coHecti.on.

With respect to rulemaking, the Bureau notes that rhe Supreme Comt has held that an attomey
can be a debt collector subject to the FDCPA, and that the FDCPA does regulate to a ce1tain
degree the litigation activities of such an attorney. A rulemaking under the FDCPA could
properly regulate the debt coHection activities of an attorney subject to the FDCPA.

•

The CFPB has stated that it "continues to adhere to the position that it can compel
privileged information pursuant to its supervisory authority" and has noted that
submission of pri.vi1eged infonnation to the CFPB will not be construed as a waiver of

the pri.vilcge, even when the CFPB shares, for examp.l.c, attorney-client priviJeged
information with other federal and state regulators. Does the CFPB have any concern
that attorney's clients may have significantly less sense of security when sharing sensitive
information with their counsel, knowing that .it may be demanded by the CFPB and

disclosed to other regulators? Does the CFPB feel that demanding such information may
have the effect of limiting advice sought from attorneys relating to compli.ance questions?
Response

The Bureau believes that the submission of privileged information to the Bureau does not
constilute a waiver of privilege and will not have any significant adverse impact on supervised
entities' wirnngncss to share sensitive information with counsel. Congress has provided for this
non-waiver of privill!ge by statute, see 12 U.S.C. § 1828(x), as it has for other agencil!s-and
other agencies have been mandating the production of privileged information from their
supervi.sed entities for decades. The producti.on of privileged. infonnation to the Bureau does not
change the nature or status of the infonnation shared between an institution and its counsel.

5. The CFPB has issued "Action Letters" designed for use by consumers in responding to
collecti.on attempts by collection agencies or attorneys.
•

One of the Action Letters may request that the collector provide more information to the
consumer than is required by law. If a collector provides only the .informati.on that .is
required by law, and the consumer subsequently files a complaint with the CFPB,
because all the information requested was not provided, how will the CFPB respond?
what will the CFPB do if the collector still refuses to provide more information than
lawfully required?
2
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Response

The Bureau has recei.ved feedback on this point from one industry association, rmd has solicited
feedback from others, as well as from consumer advocacy groups, and will review these
comments to better understand any concerns and take appropriate action if necessary.
It is important to note that in the background lo the let.ter, the Bureau highlights that the debt

collector is not legally required to provide all the information that a consumer may request, and
that this would not necessarily mean that the collector has violated the law. However, prudent
use of the letter may facilitate communication between the collector and the consumer by
providing the consumer with information that would al.low them to recognize the debt and verify
that the balance is con:ect.
•

Another Action. Letter allows con.sumers to demand that the debt collector or collection
attomey cea~e communicating with them. ls the CFPB concerned that the act of
providing this letter to consumer may be construed as encouragement to use the letter
even though circumstances may not warrant its use?

Response

The Bureau has also received feedback on this point, and it is also considering: whether to revise
this letter. ll is important to note that the Bureau does advise consumers of the potential
consequences of using this letter, and suggests .it may be prudent for them to request more
information prior to using it.
6. Can the CFPB state how much of its budget. in doll.ars and as a percentage, are directed

toward consumer debc col1ection issues?
Response

The Bureau's activities related to debt collection involve a variety of personnel and support
services across multiple divisions. Bureau staff take complaints from consumers about debt
collection issues: exc:unine debt collection firms for compliance with consumer financial
protection laws; research trends in the debt collection industry; and help educate consumers
about the their rights related to debt collection. While we don't have a specific amount budgeted
for debt collection activities. the budget for each of the Bureau's divisions, i11cluding statling
levels and key investments) is available on consumerfinance.gov. The Bureau has made and. will
continue to make inveslments to support ongoing work related lo debt collection.

7. The CFPB opened a po11al to accept consumer debt collection complaints. The identity of the
companies being complained of, and the nature of the complaints, is publicly available 011 the
CFPB's website.
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•

Will the CFPB tak.e any reasonable steps to ensure the validity of the complaints before
posting the complaint, and the company's identity, on its website?

•

If a company can show that a complaint was invalid, will the complaint be removed from
the CFPB's website?

Response

The Bureau began handling debt collection complaints on July 10, 201.3. In addition to debt
collecti.011 complaints, the Bureau also handles complaints on credit cards, mortgages, bank
account and services, private student loans, consumer loans, credit reporting, and money
transfers.
Information about consumer complaints is available to the public through the Bureau's public
Consumer Complaint Database. The database cunently contains consumer complaints on credit
cards, mortgages, bank accounrs and services. private student loans, consumer loans, credit
reporting, and money transfers.
While the Bureau now accepts debt collection complaints, these complaints are not currently
posted on the Consumer Complaint Database. When the Bureau accepts complaints about a
specific product or service~ it first evaluates the initial data about the complaints to con.sider
whether any specific policy changes are wan-anted regarding what infonnation gets publlshed on
complaints about that product or servi.ce before begjnnjng to publish those complaints. The
Bw-eau will evaluate debt collection complaint data in anticipation of publishing those
complaints accordingl.y.
The Bureau maintains significant controls to authenticate complaints. Each complaint is checked
to ensure that it is submitted by the identified consumer or from his or her specificall.y authorized
representative. Each submiss.ion .is also reviewed to determine if it is a complaint. an. inquiry, or
feedback (submissions in the latter two categories are not forwarded to companies for handling).
Further, each complaint .is checked to identify duplicate submissions by a consumer who has
already submitted a complaint on the same issue to the Bureau. Finally, complaints are only
routed to companies when they contain all the required fields, including the complaint narrative,
the consumer's narrative statement of his or her request, and the consumer's contact information.
Companies view and respond to complaints using their secure web portals, which they also use
to notify the Bureau if a complaint has been routed incorrectly ..As we work to continually
.improve our complaint routing accuracy, snch notificati.ons from companies are key to routing

complaints to the correct companies and increasing routing accuracy over tim.e.
Complaints will only be posted on the Consumer Complaint Database after the company
responds confirming a commercial relationship with the consumer or after they have had the
complaint for 15 calendar days, whichever comes first Complaints can be removed if they do
nol meet all publication criteria. Additionally, lhe database does not include information abom
consumers· identities.
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The Bureau's t"Iltirc Policy Statement on the Disclosure of Consumer Complaint Data (78 Fed.
Reg. 21218 (April 10, 2013)) is available at
http://filcs.commmerfinance.gov/f/201303 cfpb Final-Policy-Statcment-Disdosure-ofConsumer~CompJaint-Data .pdf.

8. States play an active role in regulating the consumer debt .industry. The states' licensing
system, the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System (NMLS), allows the states to track licensees
of all types from state-to-state on a nationwide basis. State regulators have begun using NMLS
as the licensing platform for aH types of non-depository financial service providers, including the

Pennsylvania Department of Banking and Securities, which uses NMLS for licensing debt
management companies.

•

I have co-sponsored legislation to enh~mce confidentiality ~md privilege for information
shared among regulators in this system. Would it be beneficial to ex.tend the prjyilege and
confidentiality protections for mortgage-related information contained in the NMLS and
which is shared by state and federal regulators to information in the NMLS relating to all
types of nonbanks?

Response

The Bureau is committed to establishing and maintaining productive working relationships with
state bank and nonbank regulators. and understands the importance of protecting the
confidentiality of information that may be shared through such coordination efforts. To this end,
the Bureau has entered .into information-sharing and cooperation Memorandums of
Understanding (MOU), requiri.ng the safeguarding of confidential infonnation, with most state
bank and nonbank regulators that participate in the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System
(NMLS). Moreover, the Bureau recently entered into a State Coordination Framework to
establish a process for coordinated federal/state consumer protection supervision and

enforcement of entities providing consumer financial products or services that are subject to
concurrent jurisdiction of the Bureau and one or more stale regulators.
The Bureau believes that steps to better facilitate the sharing of information among regulators by
extending the confidentiality safeguards and privilege protections applicable to .information
placed in the NMLS to additional nonbank activities could potentially be beneficial.

9. 1 understand that the Cf-PB and the FTC have formed a debt collection working group to
coordinate the respective activities between your agencies. Can you tell me more about this
working group? Is this group considering how to pursue the bad actors without burdening
legitimate businesses with undue regulatory requirements?

Response
The Bureau and the Federal Trade Commission (Commission) formed a debt collection working
group to pool resources, experiences, and ideas in our efforts to protect consumers in debt
5
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collection. The working group convenes periodically to discuss ongoing investigations. recent
legal developments, and trends in the debt collection industry. This is part of a sustained effort
by the Bureau and the Commission, as partners in consumer protection, to advance a united front
against unlawful practices in debt coJlection.
As stated during the hearing, the Bureau recognizes that debt collectors c:u-e an essential part of
the credit system. With that .in mind, the working group coordinates activiti.es to prevent
duplicative and burdensome regulatory action against businesses in the debt collection industry.
By working together, the agencies can harmonize their regulatory efforts in a way that .i.s
effective for consumers and efficient for businesses.
The coordination between the Bureau and the Commission .is in accordance with the January 20,
2012 MOU between the two agencies. A copy of that MOU is available at
http://files.consumerfinance.2ov/f/2012/0l/FICMOUwSi£, 1.20.pdf.
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AND VICE CHAIRMAN SEAN DlWFY
CAPrro/HFFFY l.
How many U.S. consumer accounts is the CFPB monitoring as part of its data collection
activiti.es?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau (Bureau) does not monitor the accounts of particular
consumers and does not track the financial habits or activities of any individual consumer.
Instead, in the normal course of carrying out its statutory mandate to protect consumers, ensure
regulatory compl.iance, and monitor the financial services an.d products markets for risks to
consumers, the Bureau collects information about accounts from consumers who seek the
Bureau's help through the co11sumer response function and from the institution involved in the
complaint. The Bureau also collects information from covered persons who are the subject of
supervisory examinations or enforcl!ment activity, as wdl as from whistleblowers and third
parties who may have information rel.evant to an enforcement action.
ln addition, the Bureau performs market monitoring activities, which involve the analysis of
market trends and risks to consumers based upon aggregating and analyzing account information
stripped of direct or personal identifiers. Specifically, the Bureau's market monitoring activities
indu<le:
The Bureau has procured from a national credil reporting agency (CRA) credit information,
stripped of direct or personal identifiers, with respect to a random and representative sample of
consumers with a credit report. For the records comprising this Consumer Credit Panel (CCP),
the Bureau receives the information in the CRA's database with respect to all accounts
associated with the record. The CCP records cover approximately a 4% sample of credit
reporting agency records. The CCP is similar to panels that the Federal Reserve Board of
Governors and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York each have maintained for several years.
The Bureau i.s partnering with the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) to construct the
National Mortgage Database (NMDB). For this. database, the FHFA rmd Bureau have procured
from a CRA credit infonnation with respect to a random and representative sample of 5% of
mortgages held by consumers. This credit information, like the data in the CCP, does not
include direct or personal identifiers for individual consumers. The Bureau receives the
information in the CRA~ s database with respect to all accounts associated with the record. The
Bureau cannot directly link data in the CCP with data in the N.MDB and thus does not know
whether any of the records are common to the two databases. The Bureau also procures
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commercially-available mortgage data from CoreLogic and BlackBox Logic that, like the CCP
and NMDR docs not contain personal identifying information directly linked to individual
consumers.
ln the exercise of its supervisory authority the Bureau is obtaining data stripped of direct or
personal identifiers wi.th respect to all credit card accounts maintained by a number of large card
issucr.s. This data is collected and housed on behalf of the Bureau by Argus Information and
Advisory Services, a company that is in the business of obtaining account-level data for credit
cards and other financial services from financial services companies. The data being provided to
the Bureau are lhe same type of data that credit card issuers regularly provide to Argus, such as
the monthly balance, fees charges . .interest charged, and payments received on accounts. The
data the Bureau receives does not include transactions, such as purchases. Through a
Memorandum of Understanding, the Bureau is also able to access data that is collected by a
partner prudential regulator from an additional set of credit card issuers. The combined data
represent approximately 85-90% of the outstanding card balances. None of the foregoing credit
card data contain information that directly identifies individuals.

CAPrro/UtFFY 2.
How many American citizens hold these accounts?

Response
As discussed .in the response to question l. the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau)
does not monitor the accounts of particular consumers and does not track the financial habits or
activi.ti.es of any individual. consumer. Instead, in the normal. course of carrying out its statutory
mandate to protect consumers. ensure regulatory compliance. and monitor the financial services
and products markets for risks to consumers, the Bureau collects infonnation about accounts
from consumers who seek the Bureau's help through the consumer response function and from
covered persons who are the subject of supervisory examinations or enforcement activity, as well
as from whistleblowers and third paiti.es who may have information relevant to an enforcement
action.. Additionally, the Bureau performs market moni.toring activities that involve analysis of
account information stripped of direct or personal identifiers. These activities are described in
response to question 1. Without direct or personal identifiers, the Bureau cannot link these
records to individual consumers. As a result, the Bureau cannot determine the number of
citizens with respect to which data is being coUcctcd.
CAPrro/DFFFY 3.

How many data fields are the CFPB collecting per account?

Response
There .is. no s.ingle system of consolidated data mai.ntained by the Consumer Financial Protecti.on
Bureau (Bureau). The data fields contained in any pa1ticular database utilized by the Bureau
vary depending on the purpose for which the data within it is gathered. As noted in response to
question 1. the Consumer Credit Panel contains fields collected by the credit reporting agency
from which this data is being purchased, excluding fields that contain information identifying
individual. consumers (e.g., name, address, or social. security number) or individual creditors.
The Nation.al Mortgage Database (NMDB) wi.11 contain those fields, plus additional fields that
are obtained by matching the records in the NMDB with other mortgage-related data, such as
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data reported pursuant to the Home Mortgage and Disclosure Act. With respect to the credit card
database, the fields are listed in the Request for Proposals that the Bureau issued and which can
be accessed at
https://www.fbo.gov/index ?s=opportunity&mode=form&tab=core&id=6 l f9e255acb3ac044ffeb4
ae 1Oc6ec00.
In addition to these databases, the Office of Enforcement has received evidence and infonnation
from consumers, financial service providers, third-party entities, and other government agencies.
This data is generally provided in unstrucmred fonn without searchable data fields. The Bureau
is also authorized to gather infonnation from institutions it supervises in order to assess
compliance with the requirements of Federal consumer financial law, obtain information about
the institutions' activities and compliance systems or procedures, and detect and assess risk lo
consume.rs and to consumer financial markets. The type, amount, and format of information
requested varies depending 011 which regulatory requirements are under review.
CAPITO/DFFFV 4.

What types of infomrntion do these fie.Ids include?
Response
Please see the response to question 1.
CAPrro/DrFFY 5.
How many data fields does the CFPB' s contract with Argus Information and Advisory Services
specify should be collected and retained?

Response
Please see the response lo question 3.
CA. 1•.rro/DFFFY 6.
Will you prov.ide this Committee with each of the complete con.tracts that the CFPB has entered
into with private entities for purposes of data collection, analysis, and stornge? If so, please
provide these contracts along with yom responses to these questions. If not, please explain why
the CFPB will not do so.

Response
Attached are contract copies (and modifications). Contracts are limited to those that involve the
purchase, collection, analysis, and storage of rel.evant data.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Argus Information and Advisory Services LLC (5 attachments)
Blackbox Logic LLC (7 attachments)
Brattle Group Inc. (5 attachments)
Clarity Services Inc. (4 attachments)
CLC Compliance Technologies Inc. (6 attachments)
CoreLogic Information Sol.utions Jnc. (4 attachments)
De.loitte Consulting LLP (I attachment for contract number CFP-12-0-00006)
Deloitte Consulting LLP (5 attachments for contract number TPD-CFP-12-C-0008)
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•
•
•

Experian (4 attachments)
Fors Marsh Group LLC (7 attachments)
PriceWaterhouseCoopers LLP (2 attachments)

Please be aware that the documents provided are contractual documents that may contain trade
secrets and/or proprietary or confidential information of private entities. The compani.es should
be consulted before any of this information is released publicly to avoid possible competi.tive
harm to these private parties.
ATTACHMENT: Contract Copies
Cr\l~rro/DrFFY

7.

How many memoranda of understruiding (MOUs) has the CFPB signed with federal, state, and
local governmental entities regarding the collecti.on and sharing of data?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau (Bureau) Office of Consumer Response has
agreements to share consumer complaint data wich 25 state and federal agencies.

In addition, the Bureau has signed MOUs with the Conference of State Bank Supervisors and
other signatories from all 50 states plus Puerto Rico and the DistJ:ict of Columbia designed to
preserve the confidentiality of any supervisory information shared between the parties or related
to the operation of the Nationwide Mortgage Ucens.ing System and the Mortgage Call Report.
The Bureau has also signed approximately 40 0th.er MOUs with federal, slate, and local
governmental entities regarding the potential sharing of data and/or the treatment of shared data.
Crt1~rro/lli;FFV

8.

Has the CFPB signed MOUs with any federal financial pmdential regulators? Which ones?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has signed MOUs with each federal financial
prudential. regulator, including the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the
Federal Deposition lnsurance Corporation, the National Credit Union Administration~ and the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.

CArrro/DtfFFY 9.
How many MOUs has the CFPB signed with foreign governmental entities?

Response
The Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau does not have MOUs with any foreign governmental
entities.
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Cr\l~rro/DrFFY 10.
How many MOUs has the CFPB signed with foreign non-governmental entities?

Response
The Bureau does not have MOUs with any foreign non-governmental entities.
CAPffO/DtFFY 'IL

Will you provide this Committee with copies of any and all such MOUs that the CFPB has
entered into with any entity regarding the collection and sharing of data? If so, please provide
these MO Us along with your responses to these questions. If not, please explain why lhe CFPB
will not do so.

Response
The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau (Bureau) will provide the Committee with copies of
MOUs that the Bureau. has entered into with other governmental entities regarding the collection
and/or sharing of data, with the exception of MOUs that contain nonpublic infomiation, such as
confidential superv.isory information or other sens.iti.ve infonuation of other governmental
entities.

CD ATTAC HM ENT.
12.
Has the CFPB issued orders to any company requesting data or other information that has been
used by the agency in any way to inform or augment its market monitoring efforts? If so, has it
made these orders available to the public?
CAPITO/DrFFY

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) recently i.ssued a number of similar orders
pursuant to its authority under section l022(c)(4)(B)(ii) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Refonn
and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act) seeking standard form consumer credit
agreements from a number of covered persons. The information the Bureau will collect is
intended to assist the Bureau as it works to complete the study mandated by section 1028(a) of
the Dodd-Frank Act. These orders have not been published by the Bureau.
CAPITO/DCFFY lJ.

If the CFPB has requested data or other infonnation from companies for its market mon.itoring
efforts, but such requesls have constituted an order, in what form have these requests been made?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau) recent orders seeking standard form
consumer credit agreements were in the form of short orders setting forth the purpose of the
request, the authority for the request, instructions for complying with the request, and contact
information to permit recipients to follow-up with the Bureau with any questions.
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CAPrro/l)FFFY 14.
From which pri.vate compani.es and governmental agencies has the CFPB requested data? What
is the scope of those data requests and how frequently do the entities provide the CFPB with the
requested data? Please provide a complete answer for each such company a11d agency.

Response
The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau (Bureau) has purchased commercial.ly available data
from Experian that is updated quarterly; data from CoreLogic and BlackBox Logic that is
updated monthly, and data, as a one-time purchase, from Clarity. None of these data contain
direct or personal identifiers.

As noted in responses to questions 7 and 8, the Bureau has also requested data from other
agencies with which it has MOUs. For ex.ample, the Bureau received data from the Federal
Housing Finance Agency regarding mortgage loans to aid in the Bureau's development of its
recent mortgage rules. In each instance, the data requested and received did not contain direct or
personal identifiers.
In the course of its supervisory activities and enforcement activities, the Bureau has requested
data from companies that are either subject to its supervision or subject to its enforcement
jurisdiction. While most of these have been one-time requests, some may recur annually. The
Bureau has also sought. one time, standard form consumer credit agreements pursuant to the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Refonn and Consumer Protection Act 1022(c)(4)(B)(ii). Because the
supervisory and investigatory processes depend upon confidentiality, the Bureau does not
disclose the names of the companies to which it makes supervisory or investigatory requests.
Some companies have voluntarily submitted data to the Bureau under a pledge of confidentiality.
The Bureau's ability to obtain data voluntarily would be severely compromised if the Bureau
were to breach its confidentiality pledge and reveal the identity of those companies. These have
been one-time submi.ssion.s. In each in.stance, the data requested and received did not contain
direct or personal identifiers.
CAPITO/HUFFY 15.

News reports indicate that the CFPB is collecting consumer financial data on credit cards, credit
card add-on products, overdraft fees, payday loans, and mmtgages. Are these reports accurate?
Are there any other areas in which the CFPB is collecting consumer financial data?

Response
The response to question I identifies instances in which the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (Bureau) is obtaining data on an ongoing basis.
In each supervisory examination that the Bureau conducts, it obtains financial data relevant to
that exam. For what product the Bureau obtains information would depend on the scope of a
paiticular examination.
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In the course ofpreparing repons to Congress as mandated by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act, the Bureau has obtained information on a voluntary basis
from a number of student lenders, a credit reporting agency. and a remittance transfer provider.
In each case, the data did not contain any direct or personal identifiers.

In the course of.investigating potential violati.ons of Federal consumer financial laws, the Office
of Enforcement obtains information relating to consumers in various segments of the financial
services industry and uses that information to enforce compliance with the I.aw and to obtain
restitution and other forms of relief for consumers. For example, the Bureau has obtained

consent orders requiring restitution be provided to servicemembers who were misled when
taking out loans. The Bureau has al.so obtained court-ordered restitution for victims of
foreclosure relief scams in Lwo separate federal court judgments.

The Bureau's response to con.sumer comp.laints also may .involve collection of consumer

financial information needed to process complaints accurately. The infonnation the Bureau
collects to process any consumer complaint would depend upon the nature of the problems
experienced by the individual consumer.
Crt1~rro/lli;FFV

16.
News repo11s indicate that the CFPB is assigning an identifier to each individual and requiring
that all data providers use this identifier for each .indiv.i.dual when submitting their data. Is this
true? Please explain fully how the CFPB is us.ing person.al identifiers in i.ts data co.llection
activities.

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) does not assign an identifier and does not
require all data providers to use this identifier. The Bureau has published System of Records
Notices (SORNs) for any data for which personally identifiable information is retrieved by direct
or personal. identifiers. With respect to the SORN for Market and Consumer Research Records,
the Bureau proactively publi.shed a notice that described a ran.ge of potential data coHecti.ons and
uses, however none of the data collected by the Bureau to date for market monitoring purposes
have in fact contained direct or personal identifiers. The Bureau's SORNs are available at
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/pri vacy-office.
Cr\l~rro/DrFFY

17.
Why does the CFPB need to track the financial habits of an individual consumer?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) does not track the financial habits of any
individual. consumer.

ln carrying out its congressionally mandated supervisory, enforcement, and regulatory functions,
the Bureau relics on rigorous empirical analysis - grounded in data- to evaluate how the
markets for consumer financial products and services actually work. Data analysis is also
fundamental to fulfilling our mandate to protect consume.rs. Analysis of data, as the law creating
the Bureau contemplated, enables the Bureau not only to better protect and educate consumers,
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but also to coordinate with other reguJators and craft tailored rules based on careful examination
of costs and benefits. The Bureau's evaluation of this data also al.lows it to provide meaningful
reports, as required by Congress~ and to perform its consumer response function.
CAPITO/DCFFY 18.
Does the CFPB monitor any financial transactions at the .individual level?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau does not monitor any individual's financial
transactions.

CArrro1nni'FY 19.
Are any of the CFPB' s databases or IT systems capable of monitoring financial transacti.ons at
the individual level? Can any CFPB database retrieve financial infonnation by individual
identifier?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) does not monitor individual.s' financial
transactions. Please see responses to questions l and 3 for explanation of the types of
infom1ation the Bureau collects and the purposes for that collection, including supervisory and
investigatory information and information obtai.ned from financial institutions .in the resoluti.on
of consumer complaints, some of which contains personally .identifiable financi.al information.
The Bureau has pubhshed System of Records Notices (SORNs) for any data for which
personally identifiable information is retrieved by di.rect or personal identifiers. With respect to
the SORN for Market and Consumer Research Records, the Bureau proactively published a
notice that described a range of potential data collections and uses, however none of tJ1e data
collected by the Bureau to date for market monitoring purposes have in fact contained direct or
personal identifiers. The Bw-eau's SORNs are available at
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/privacy-office.
CAPrro/DFFFY 20.
How does the CFPB track or match its records with multiple datasets?

Response
There are l1miced cases where the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) matches
records with multiple datasets. The Bureau may obtain updates or supplements to a dataset and,
in those circumstances, may use record locators unique to the entity provi.ding the update in order
to update or supplement the individual records. For examp.le, wi.th respect to the Consumer
Credit Panel and the National Mortgage Database, the credit reporting agency that supplies that
data provides a unique record locator with respect to each record that enables the providers to
update the database on a quarterly basis. With respect to the credit card database, each
individual issuer that supplies data includes a unique record locator with respect to each account
that enables the provider to update th.e database on a monthly basis. These record locators do not
enable the Bureau to link these records to the identity of individual consumers or to records
supplied to the Bureau by other entities.
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With respect to the credit card database, issuers provide data, on a quarterly basis, directly to a
national credit reporting agency (CRA) and provide to that CRA an identifier which enables the
CRA to append to the record data maintained by the CRA. However, in this case, the Bureau
does not do the match, the identifier is not transmitted to the Bureau, and the Bureau does not
identify the account holder for any account i.n the database.
In some other instances, the Bureau may match records based on fields such as geography and
without the use of direct or personal identifiers. This was done for ex.ample when developing the
data needed to inform the Title XIV rulemakings.
CAPrro/HFFFY 2l.
How does the CFPB define "personally identifiable financial information?"

Response
Pursuant to the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau)
defines "personally identifiable financial information" by regulation as foHows:
(q)(l) Personally identlfiablefinancial ;11;formation means any information:
(i) A consumer provides to you to obtain a financial product or service
from you;
(ii) About a consumer resulting from any transaction involving a financial
product or service between you and a consumer; or
(iii) You otherwise obtain about a consumer in connection with providing
a financial product or servi.ce to that consumer.

*

(2) Information not included. Personally identifiable financial
inf\'.)m1ation does not include: ....
(B) Information that does not identify a consumer, such as aggregate
information or blind data that does not con.tain personal identifiers such as
account numbers, names, or addresses.
The remainder of the definition provides examples. The complete definition can be found at 12
C.F.R. § 1016.3(q), along with interrelated terms.
CAPrrO/[H;FFY 22.
Will the CFPB commit to writing a rule to define the phrase "personally identifiable financial
information?"

Response
Please see response to question 21. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) issued.
an interim final rule defining the phrase "personally identifiable financial information," pursuant
to the Gramm-Leach-Blilcy Act privacy provisions, consistent with. the definitions of that term
that other agencies had used in prior rules. See 76 Fed. Reg. 79025, 79032 (December 21, 2011)
(promulgating 12 C.F.R. § l016.3(q)). That Bureau definition has been in effect since December

30.2011.
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CAPrro/l)t;FFY 23.
If not} will the CFPB commit to seeking publk .input and comment about the meanjng of this
undefined term?

Response
Please see responses to questions 21 and 22. When the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
(Bureau) published its interim final rule defining the phrase "personally identifiable financial
infom1ation" pursuant to the Gramm-Leach-BJiley Act, it solicited comment. The comment
period ended February 21, 2012. The Bureau intends to issue a final rule by the end of 2013.
CANTO/l}l:I;'FY 24.

What kind of personal information constitutes "personaHy identifiable financial information''?
Does a person's name? Does a personal identification number such as an SSN? Does address
infonnation? How about a ZIP+4? Telephone numbers? Personal characteristics such as
pi.ctures or fingerprints? Information identifying personally owned property? Employment
information? Medical information? Credit score?

Response
Please see responses to questions 21 and 22. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's
definition of "personally identifiable financial information" pursuant to the Grnmm-Leach-Bliley
Act provides examples of .informati.on that .is and is n.ot included in the definition. The relevant
portion of the rule reads as follows:
(2) Examples. (i) information included. Personally identifiable financial
information includes:
(A) Information a consumer provides to you on an application to obtain a
loan, a credit card, a credit union membership, or other financial product or
service;
(B) Account balance information, payment history, overdraft history, and
credit or debit card purchase information;
(C) The fact that an individual is or has been one of your customers or has
obtained a financial product or service from you~
(D) Any infonnation about your consumer if it is disclosed in a manner
that indicates that the individual is or has been your consumer:
(E) Any infotmation that a consumer provides to you or that you or your
agent otherwise obtain .in connection with collecting on, or servicing, a loan or a
credit account;
(F) Any information you collect through an internet "cookie" (an
information collecting device from a Web server); and
(G) Information from a consumer report.
(ii) b~/(Jrmation not included. Personally identifiable financial infonnation
does not .include:
(A) A list of names and addresses of customers of an entity that is nol a
financial institution; and
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(B) Information that does not identify a consumer, such as aggregate
infonnatfon or blind data that docs not contain personal identifiers such as
account numbers, names, or addresses.
CAPITO/DCFFY 25.

What kind of financi.al information constitmes "person.ally identifiable financial information"?

Is any of this infonnation linked or linkable to other infonnation in the CFPB's database?

Response
Please see responses to questions 21 and 24. There is no single system of consolidated data
maintained by the Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau.
CAPITO/Dt'.l<'l<'Y 26.

Does the CFPB collect any type of "personally i.dentifiable financial information" about any U.S.
citizen? If so, what types of information does it col1ect? In what circumstances? For what

purposes?

Response
Please see responses to questi.ons 1 and 3 for explanati.on of the types and purposes of
infom1ation the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) collects, including supervisory
and investigatory information and information obtained from financial instituti.ons and
consumers in the resolution of consumer complaints, some of which contains personally

identifiable financial infonnation.
CAPrTo/DrFFY 27.

Do any CFPB contracts or MOUs with any outside entity provide for the collection of personally
identifiable information? If so, which ones? Pl.ease identify any such contract and MOU.

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) has MOUs that relate to the sharing of
infonnation or the treatment of shared information with federal and state agencies, as discussed
in response to question 7.

The Bureau has contracts to accomplish numerous aspects of its statutory mandate to protect
consumers. Some of the work done under these contracts involves, as a component of carrying
out ow· work, the collection of personally identifiable infonnation (PII). Those contracts include
the following:
•

Contact Center Services/Consumer Response System Support - Vend.or may obtain

information about a particular consumer to help process a consumer's complaint.
•

Compliance Analysis Tool, Analytical Services, Support & Training - Vendor receives
loan portfolio data to support the Bmeau's supervisory function.
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•

Nationwide Mortgage Licensing System and Registry Services - Vendor is tasked with
ongoing operation, maintenance, technical suppo11. and end user support services which
involves PII collection.

•

Forms Disclosure Testing & Support Services - Vendor collects PII from consumer
testing partici.pants. Th.e Bureau does not request nor obtain any of the PH.

•

Redress and Civil Penalty Fund 3n1 Party Administrator - Vendorn may receive and/or
collect information about hanned individuals/consumers for the purpose of distributing
redress funds to these consumers in case-specific matters.

•

Human Resources Support Services - Vendors may be tasked with recruitment support
which would entail collecting PII of potential job candidates. Vendors may also collect
or have access to the PII of Bureau employees for workforce planning, data analysis, and
other related support services.

•

Admini.strati.on of Benefit Pro~'Tfil11S - Vendors may collect or handle the PU of Bureau
employees for purposes of administering benefits, such as flexible spending accounts}
dental insurance, vision insurance, and long and short term disability.

•

Interpreting Services - Vendor provides interpreting services to Bureau employees and
app.licants who request ASL for reasonable accommodation. Vendor receives names of
those requesting assistance and their physical locations for the event.

•

Equal Employment Oppo1tunity Counseling, Mediation, and Investigation Services Vendors may collect PII through interviews or data collection for use .in preparing
counseling or investigation reports.

•

Consumer Experience Design Services - Vendor collects PII for the screening of
individuals to be interviewed. This research data is used solely by the vendor. The
Bureau docs not receive this information.

•

Training Services - Vendor collects trainee information.

•

Subscription Services - Vendor collects user information for purposes of establishing
accounts/Jicenscs.

Cr\l~rro/DrFFY

28.
What is the CFPB's statutory authority for demanding personally identifiable financial
information from companies? On which specific provision of the Dodd-Frank Act does the
CFPB rely?
Response
A number of provisions in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act,
among them 12 U.S.C. § 5512(c), 12 U.S.C. § 5514(b), 12 U.S.C. § 5515(b), 12 U.S.C. § 5534,
and 12 U.S.C. § 5562, authorize the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) to request
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information. The Bureau's infom1ation-gathering is consistent with these authorities and with
limitations regarding personally identifiable financial infonnation.
CAPrrO/DU:i'FY 29,

lf the CFPB requires that compani.es provide personally identifiable finai1cial information as part
of its monitoring activities, doesn't the Dodd-Frank Act require it to prescribe the form of its
requesls by rnle or order? Why ha~ the CFPB not issued a rule goveming the form of ils data

requests?

Response
Section l022(c)(4)(B)(ii) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd.Frank Act) gives the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) authority to require

covered persons and service providers to submit reports and written answers regarding their
participation in the markets for consumer financial products and services. As noted above, the

Bmeau has recently issued orders seeking stm1dard fonn consumer credit agreements from
covered persons pursuant to its authority under 1022(c)(4)(B)(ii) of the Dodd-Frank Act. The
information sought by the Bureau does not .include personally identifiable financial information.
30.
Does the CFPB 's failure to issue a rule expose financial institutions to legal liability under the
Grnmm-Leach-Bliley Act for unlawfully disclosing non-public information?
Crt1~rro/D1;FFV

Response

As explained above in response to question l, the infommtion that the Consumer Financial
Protection Burean (Bureau) receives directly from credit reporting agencies and other
commercially available sources excludes direct or personal identifiers. The Gramm-LcachBliley Act and its implementing regulati.on, Regulation P, define '"personally identifiable
financial information" to exclude "information that does nol identify a consumer, such as

aggregate infonnation or blind data that does not contain personal identifiers, such as account
numbers, names, or addresses." 12 C.F.R. § l016.3(q)(2)(ii)(B).

Where the Bureau receives personally identifiable financial information pursuant to its
supervisory or enforcement activities or to resolve consumer complaints, these disclosures are
exempt under the Gramm-Leach-Bliky Act and Regulation P. The Gramm-Leach-Blilcy Act
and Regulation P do not restri.ct financial institutions from disclosing personally identifiable
financial information about consumers to "government regulatory authorities having jurisdiction
for examination, compliance, or other purposes as authorized by law." 15 U.S.C. 6802(e)(8) and
12 C.F.R § 10l6. I 5(a)(7){iii).
CA.PrroJHrFFY 31.

May a financial institution refuse to provide the CFPB with infonnation on this ground or any
other legal ground'! Under what circumstances may a financial institution refuse to provide
requested information to the CFPB? Would refusing to do so violate the CFPB's rccentlyreleased bulletin regarding ''responsible business conducC' for supervised entities? What action

would the CFPB take in such a case?
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Response

As explained in response to question 30, restrictions in the Gramm-Leach Blilcy Act and its
.implementing regulati.ons would not be an appropriate reason for declining to provide
information to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) as required under the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
The Bureau's bulletin regarding responsible conduct describes various forms of conduct that the
Bureau will view favorably .in assessing a company's viol.ation of law. Like many other law
enforcement agencies. the Bureau believes it is appropriate to take account of the steps a
company had taken to avoid violating the law and how, once a violation nonetheless occurred.
the company responded to it.
CAP.ITO/Dt'.l<'l<'Y 32.

Isn't .it true that the Dodd-Frank Act prohibits the CFPB from coHecting "any personally
identifiable infonnation about a consumer from the financial records of the covered person or
service provider," except when consumers give their permission? If not, on what legal authority
does the CFPB rely for the collection of this information?

Response

The question refers to Section l022(c)(9) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street. Reform and Consumer
Protection Act. That provision also allows for the collection of covered information as permi.tted
or required under other legal provisions, consistent with the Right to Finan.c.ial Privacy Act. The
Right to Financial Privacy Act, as amended when Congress estabhshed the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (Bureau), specificaUy exempts from its .restrictions the disclosure of
information to the Bureau in the course of supervision.
CAPrro/HrFFY 33.
Is the CFPB subject to the Privacy Act of 1978?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is subject to and complies with the Privacy Act of
1974.
CAPrro/l)t;FFY 34.
The CFPB .issued a Statement of Records Notice (SORN) on November 12, 2012, entitled
"CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records." According to the SORN, the purpose
of the database is "to enable CFPB to monitor, research, analyze. and report information rel.evm1t
to the functioning of markets for consumer financial products and services." Is this the database
the CFPB is using for its data collection and market monitoring efforts?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) docs not maintain a single database of
consolidated information. The Bureau published the System of Records Notice (SORN) for

Market and Consumer Research Records (CFPB.022) on November 14, 2012. The SORN set
out the types of records that could be coHected and the potential uses that could be made of those
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records. The Bureau believes that in publishing SORNs for public comment it is appropriate to
identify the ran gc of potential. data to be collected and potential uses.
The SORN covers records which are retrieved by direct or personal identifiers. As explained in

response to question number l, the data that the Bureau has secured does not contain, and .i.s not
retrieved by, di.reel or personal identifiers. Therefore, these data fall outside the scope of the
SORN and no activities have taken place with respect to the SORN.
CAPffO/DtFFY 35,

Why docs the CFPB need to use personal identifiers for moniroring and analyzing markets?
Why not just se.l.cct random sampJes of datasets?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) does not collect direct or personal
identifiers of consumers for the purposes of monitoring and analyzing markets.
As explained in response to question l, the Bureau's Consumer Credit Panel and National
Mortgage Database contain a random sample of records drawn from a credit reporting agency,
none of which contain direct or personal identifiers. For the credit card database, credit card
issuers provide a full file of accounts to the Bureau's contractor, stripped of direct or personal
identifiers, rather than a random sampl.e because this is the same format in which they provide
data to the same contractor for benchmarking services that they purchase from the contractor
pursuant to private agreements. This reduces costs and burden for lhe issuers supplying the data
as it avoids the need to draw a random sample, to provide data with respect to those accounts on
an ongoing basis, and to add to the sample each time the data is provided to assure that the

sample remains representative of all accounts, including newly-originated accounts.
CArrro/DtfFFY 3(1.
Is the CFPB using, or does it imend to use, its database to conduct longitudinal studies about

consumer behavior?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) does not maintain a single database of
consol.idated information. The Consumer Credit Panel and National Mortgage Database
described in response to questjon l} in order to capture the period before the financial crisis,
contain 10 years of history. The credit card database contains over 5 years of history. The
Bureau intends to update these records on a regular basis. These databases may be used to
understand trends in the market, inc.luding consumers' behavior in the aggregate. but are n.ot used
to understand any specific individual's behavior.
C::wrro/DFFFY 37'

ls the CPFB subject to the E-Govenunent Act of 2002?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) is subject to Section 208 of the EGovern ment Act of 2002} inc.lnding its requirements related to privacy impact assessments.
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Although the Bureau is not legaJJy obligated to follow OMB-issued guidance, including the
guidance promulgated pursuant to Section 208(b), it voluntarily follows OMB privacy-related
guidance as a best practice and to facilitate cooperation and collaboration with other agencies.
CAPITO/DCFFY 38.
Why hasn't the CFPB .issued a '•Privacy Impact Assessment," or PIA, for its "Market and
Consumer Research Records)' database?

Response
There is no single "Market and Consnmer Research Records" database. 111e Consnmer Financial
Protection Bureau (Bureau) published a System of Records Notice (SORN) for Market and
Consumer Research Records on November 14, 2012, for public comment. The SORN set oul the
purposes for which certain information could be collected and the potential uses and disclosures
that could be made of those records. No activities have taken place wi.th respect to that SORN;
the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these privacy requirements
met and public comment sol.icitcd should any relevant data collection necessitating a SORN be
undertaken.

1n general, the Bureau safeguards privacy by conducting and publishing Privacy Impact
Assessments (PIAs) whenever we introduce new technologies or modify existing technologies
that contain or work with personally identifiable information, pursuan.t to the definition
established by the Office of Management and Budget in OMB Memorandum 07-16 (M 07-16)
"Safeguarding Against and Responding to the Breach of Personally Identifiabll! Information,
May 22, 2007." The Bureau has not published a PIA for any market and consumer research
records because no such change has been introduced.
CAPrro/HrFFY 39.
Who is responsible for conducting and approving a PIA at the CFPB? \Vho is the CFPB's Chief
Privacy Officer?

Response
In accordance with the Consumer Finan.cial Protccti.on Bureau's (Bureau) regulation on "CFPB
Disdosure of Records and Information," the Chief Information Officer (CJO) is responsible for
ensuring compliance with federal privacy requirements. 12 C.F.R. part 1070 (2013). The CIO
has delegated this authority to the Chjef Privacy Officer, Claire Stapleton.
CAPITO/DCFFY 40.

Will the CFPB commit to conducting and publicly releasing a PIA for its "Market and Consumer
Research Records" database? lf so, by what date? If not, why not?

Response
Please see response to question 38.
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CAPrro/l)FFFY 41.
Has !:he CFPB calculated the total cost, to date, of .its data collection efforts, including~ but not
limited to, costs incurred in the acquisition, storage, protection and analysis of data?

Response
The cost to date of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau) contracts to obtain data
is: FY 2013 - $6,061.900; FY 2012 - $7,129.460. Both fiscal years include contracts with
commercial and government vend.ors.
We arc urn1bJe to break out the costs of storing and protecting this specific data. Our managed
service contract for our tedmology environment includes costs for hardware, software, labor,
facilities, and computing power. These costs are shared across a number of Bureau technol.ogy
needs, making i.t very difficult to ascertain the costs for discrete components, e.g. specific data~
within that environment.
(;;\PITO/DrFFY 42.

Has the CFPB ascertained the costs incurred by supervised institutions in complying with its data
requests? Has it asked these institutions for an accounting of the costs each incurs? If so, what
are the costs?
Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau), like the federal prudential regulators, must

obtain certain information from the instituti.ons it supervises. The Bureau conducts examinations
and requires reports to carry out its functions under Title X of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act to: (1) assess compliance with the requirements of Federal
consumer financial law, (ji) obtain information about the activities and compliance systems or
procedures of these persons, and (iii) detect and assess risks to consumers and to markets for
consumer financial products and services. 12 U.S.C. §§ 5514(b)(l) and 5515(b)(l). The Bureau
recognizes the importance of mini.mizing burdens on the institutions it supervises. For that
re:mm the Bureau has, for example, worked with institutions lhat have informed it that particular
information requests would be difficult and/or ex.pensive to fulfill and modified requests
accordingly.
Cr\l~rro/DrFFY

43.

Has the CFPB solicited feedback from any institutions about the cost of these data requests and
production? Have any financial i.nstituti.ons volunteered or shared feedback with the CFPB that
information? If so, which ones?
Response
Throughout the supervisory process, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau)
maintains an open dialogue with the institutions it supervises. The Bureau regularly receives
input on a varjety of matters, and, as noted in response to question 42. has received input on the
difficulty and/or expense of fulfilling an infonnation request. In certain instances, the Bureau
has been able to modify its information requests to reduce the burden on the supervised
.institutions while still. accomplishing the purposes of the examinati.on. Under the Bureau's
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disclosure rules, it generally may not reveal confidential supervisory infonnation, which would
include the identities of institutions and the substance of discussions with them within the
context of the supervision process. 12 CF.R. pait 1070.
CAPITO/DCFFY 44.
How does the CFPB plan to utilize the data it collects .in each of the following areas: (i) research
and analysis, (ii) supervision, (iii) enforcement, and (iv) regulation?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) has several tools for gathering infonnation,
including through examinati.ons. civil investigative demands. publicly available sources,
consumer complaints, and through the Section 1022(c)(4) authority discussed above.
Data collected us.ing one of these tools may be relevant to both the functi.on for which it was
collected and another related function. For example, one of the Bureau's primary functions i.s to
collect, investigate, and respond to consumer complaints. Although the Bureau rece.ives
complaints in the course of performing this function, the complaints, and the data derived from
them, also support other Bureau functions, including, for ex.ample, its consumer education
function and its supervisory and enforcement functions. Similarly, data the Bureau gathers in
exan1ining institutions for purposes of detecting risks to consumers and to consumer financial
markets will also often help the Bureau fulfill Congress' mandate that it monitor the markets for
ri.sks to consumers.
The Bureau utilizes the data it possesses for empiri.cal analyses such as those included in our
reports on private student loans (which relied on anonyrnized data provided voluntarily to the
Bureau by a number of lenders) and payday lending and deposit advance products (which relied
principally on data collected through supervisory exams). These analyses may include
descriptive tabulations in addition to more formal econometric modeling, which together,
support the Bureau's missi.on to understand consumer financial markets; to monitor for ri.sks to
consumers in the offering or provis.ion of consumer financial products or services; and more
generally. to follow developments in markets for such products or services. These data and
analyses also support policy development, including rulemaking and any related cons.iderations
of the benefits, costs, and impact of particular rules.
The Bureau utilizes data-including data gathered during examinations, consumer comp.laints,
and publicly available data-to prioritize its supervisory activities and to examine institutions'
compliance with Federal consumer financial law, their complim1ce programs, and the .risks their
activi.ties pose to consumers.
The Bureau is directed to enforce Federal consumer financial I.aw for the protecti.on of
consumers, and is authorized to obtain infonnation where there is reason to believe it may be
relevant to a violation of that law. The Office of Enforcement uses such information to uncover
wrongdoing by those who violate Federal consumer financial protecti.on laws, to prevent and
deter such violations, and to obtain refunds and other relief for consumers who have been
hanned. Such information, which may include data that contai.ns individual. information, .is
obtained and maintai.ned .in accordance with all applicable laws and protections.
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Jn fifteen enforcement actions resolved since the Bureau's creation in 2011, the Bureau has
.levi.ed fines of more than $62 million and has obtained orders requiring more than $445 million
to be returned to 5.8 million consumers who were harmed by the unlawful prnctices of credit
card companies. foreclosure and debt relief scams, and mo1tgage referral kickback schemes.
CA.vrro/H~.;FFY 45.
How does the CFPB plan to ensure that personally identifiable information (PU) obtained

through the consumer complaint process is not used contrary to gathering limitations on such
infonnatlon under CFPB rulemaking authority?

Response
The limi.tati.ons on the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau) gathering of personally
.identifiable financial information to which thi.s question refers are contained in Section
J022(c)(4)(C) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank
Act). which concerns the Bureau's authority to obtain records from regulated entities to perform
its market monitoring and repo11ing obligations. This provision does not relate to the Bureau's
consumer complaint functions. The Dodd-Frank Act expressly requires the Bureau to accept and
assi.st in the resolution of consumer complaints. Inherent in such a requirement .is authority to
collect personally identifiable information from consumers who choose to submit complaints lo
enable the Bureau to facilitate the complaim resolution process. The Bureau's collection of
personally .identifiahle .informati.on during the con.sumer complaint process thus does not conflict
with Section l022(c)(4)(C) and its limitations in any way.
CAPrTo/DrFFY 4<>.

The CFPB's Privacy Policy released on December 6. 2012 states "Before we collect Pit we tell
you what we are collecting, why we are coUccting it, and how we arc going to use .it." Is the
CFPB currently living up to its privacy policy? Who is the "youH in this statement and where is
this information displayed that tel.ls ·'you" what, why and how PII is used?

Response
The "you" referred to .in the Privacy Poli.cy published by the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (Bureau) on December 6, 2012 is the American consumer. The Bureau is .living up to its
Privacy Policy. ln numerous ways, the Bureau notifies individuals of its intentions to collect
personally identifiable information, of Jts purposes in do1ng so, and of its uses of such
information. For example, the Bureau publishes in the Federal Register Systems of Records
Notices, as required by the Privacy Act, which contain such notifications with respect to major
categories of the Bureau's .information co.llection activities, induding i.ts supervisory, law
enforcement, consumer response, and consumer research activities. The Bureau also provides
Privacy Act Statements to individual consumers when it coHects information from them <li.rectly,
such as when it accepts consumer complaints. Many Bureau media releases and policy
statements also include discussions of the details of its information collection acti vi.tics. Finally,
in many instances, the statutes govcming the Bureau's activities provide notice by expressly
requiring or authorizing the Bureau to collect certain information, such as consumer complaints,
and to use that infonnation for certain purposes. Th.e Bureau's comprehensive Privacy Policy
and Legal Notices, avai.lable at http://wwwlconsurnerfinance.gov, provide fmther information.
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CAPrro/l)FFFY 47.
Would forcing financial instituti.ons to disc.lose this information cause them to violate their legal
obligations to protect the privacy of the customers' personal information?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau does not require financial institutions to disclose
information that would violate their legal. obligations to protect the privacy of customers'
personal information. For information about the application of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act and
ils implementing regulations to the disclosures at issue here, please sec the response to question
30.
48.
Is the amoun.t of data and the frequency of the data collection. appropriate for the specific stated
purpose by CFPB for how the agency intends to use the data?
CAP.ITO/Dt'.l<'l<'Y

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau) responses herein, including responses to
questions I, 3, and 44, describe the Bureau's usage of data to fulfill .its statutory mandates,
including supervision, enforcement, regulation, research and analysis, and consumer response.
The Bureau makes every effort to ensure that .its data collecti.ons are appropriate in frequency
and amount to the regulatory functions for which they are to be used. For example, the
Consumer Credit Panel and the National Mortgage Databases are updated quarterly. This
reduces the cost compared to a monthly update and stil.1 provides information in a timely fashion.
With respect to che credit card database, the credit card issuers who are clients of Argus already
provide information to Argus on a monthly basis. Thus, the credit card database is updated
monthly. This assures that as supervisory examinations are planned and conducted. the Bureau
is operating on the most current data.
CAPIT0:1.)rFFY 49.

ls il possible for the CFPB, or any third party vendor working on behalf of the CFPR to reverse
engineer raw data to identify individual consumers?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau (Bureau) is sensitive to the concept and risks of reidentification generally and has been careful t.o minimize that risk by using de-identified data to
perform its market-monitoring fonction and by keeping each data collection for market
moni.toring separate from other such collecti.ons. The Bureau purposefully reduces the like.lihood
of data being re-identified by restricting access to data lo those whose work requires it, and
providing privacy and security training to Bureau personnel. on how to handle and protect data
appropriately. Neither the Bureau nor its contractors (who are subject to the same security
requirements as Bureau employees) attempt to re-identify data that ls or has been rendered dcidenti ficd.
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CAPrro/l)t;FFY 50.
Has !:he CFPB set a time period for retaining this data. and will the individual consumer financial
information be purged from all federal records after this retention period?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) will manage all computer and paper files as
pennanent records until. the disposition schedule for these records is approved by the National.
Archives and Records Administration, at which time, the Bureau will dispose of such files in

accordance with the schedule.
CANTO/l}l:I;'FY St.

Has the CFPB suffered any breaches of data, and has any data breach reached consumer
.information?

Response
To date, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) has been notified of and responded
to a total of 3 incidents that were deemed to be breaches, which is defined as involving the
breach, loss. or compromise of personally identifiable information (PII). Each incident involved
the PU of one consumer, and each consumer was notified of the incident(s) and provided credit
monitoring services/subscri.ptions for one year. The breaches impacted consumers who had
submitted complaints through the Bureau's consumer response system. In each case. the breach
resulted from a Bureau employee en-or. The employees received additional training. the
consumer response system was updated to allow only one complaint to be accessed at a time to
reduce the chance of human error when attaching documentation, and additional supervisor

checks have been established.
CArrro/DtfFFY 52.
Are data sets gathered from the CFPB' s market research function merged with data sets from its
consumer complaint database? Or are there walls .in between thi.s data?

Response
The data sets gathered for market research are not merged with consumer complaint data sets.

Regarding the CFPB's SORN entitled "CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Records.''
please answer tbe following questions fullv:
CA.Prro/HFFFY 53.

What data is being collected, used, disseminated, or maintained in the system?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau, nor a single Market and Consumer
Records database.
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The Market and Consumer Research Records SORN set out the types of records that could be
coUcct:cd and the potential uses that could be made of those records. The Bureau believes that in
publishing SORNs for publi.c comment it i.s appropriate to identify the range ofpotential data to
be collected and potential uses_ As documemed in the SORN, the records may include:
(1) contact information (e.g., names, phone numbers, email addresses, physical addresses, ai1d
governmental-issued .identification numbers); (2) infonnation. collected from consumers as part
of surveys, randomized controlled trials, or through other mechanisms; (3) consumer financial
transaction data and other information related to consumers' financial statuses; (4) information
about the legal relationships between consumers and market panidpants, such as contracts and.
dispute records: (5) information about commercial relationships between consumers and other
market participants; and (6) information on consumer characteristics collected by market
paiticipants or other entities.
No activities have taken p.lace with respect to this SORN~ the Bureau published the SORN
proactively with the goal of having these privacy requirements met and public comment solicited
should any relevant data coHecti.on necessitating a SORN be undertaken.

CAPrro/UtFFY 54.
"Why i.s the information being co.llected, used) disseminated, or maintained?

Response
As requested. this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have ta.ken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met should any data col.lection necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
In general, the reason for information being collected, used, disseminated, or maintained is
documented .in a SORN. In this case, as documented in the SORN, were data to be collected, it
would be collected for purposes of monitoring, researching. analyzing, and reporting information
relevant to the functioning of markets for consumer financial products and services.
CAPITO/HUFFY 55.

What arc the sources of information in the system?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled ''CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records.'' There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to this SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited. should ~my relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
Potential sources of information are documented in the SORN for Market and Consumer
Research Records, whi.ch was published on November 14, 2012. The SORN set out the types of
potenti.al sources of information that could be accessed and the potential uses that could. be made
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of records drawn from those sources. The Bureau believes that in publishing SORNs for public
comment it is appropriate to identify the ran gc of potential. data to be col lccted and potential
uses.
CAPITO/DCFFY 56.

What technologies are being used to collect the data?
Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.

In general, the Bureau primarily receives data through secure File Transfer Protocol (sFTP) and
physical media transfers. Secure File Transfer Protocol is a standard protocol that enables the
secure wmsferring of files from one entity to another. When in-taking data by physical media,
the dataset .is upl.oaded into a secure environment and the physical media i.s delivered to the
Records team for retention.
CAPrro/DrFFY 57.
How is the information collected?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's SORN
entitled "CFPB.022 -Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single system of
consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with respect to that
SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal. of having these privacy
requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collecti.on n.ecessitating
a SORN be undertaken.
CAPITO/HUFFY 58.

What legal authority and/or agreements allow the information to be collected?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled ''CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records.'' There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited. should ~my relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
A number of provisions in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act,
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among them 12 U.S.C. § 5512(c), 12 U.S.C. § 5514(b), 12 U.S.C. § 5515(b), 12 U.S.C. § 5534,
and I 2 U.S.C. § 5562, authorize the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to request
information.
CAPITO/DCFFY 59.
What information i.s retained? How long and for what reason is it retained?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.

In general, the Bureau wiU manage all computer and paper files as pennanent records until. the
disposition schedule for these records is approved by the National Archives and Records
Administration, at which time, the Bureau will dispose of such files in accordance with the
schedule.
CAPITO/DFFFV (~0.

Is there a records retention schedule that has been approved by the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA) for the information system? If so, what is the name of the
records retenti.on schedule? If not, why not? If a records retention scheduled has been drafted but
not yet approved by the NARA. please provide a copy of the draft schedule.
Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bw·eau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maimained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN~ the Bureau published the SORN proactive1y with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and publi.c comment solicited should any relevant data col.lection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
The Bureau is currently drafting a retenti.on schedul.e for the data that may be collected wHh
respect to the SORN for Market and Consumer Research Records_
CA.Prro/HFFFY 61.

Are there any forms or surveys that are associated with lhe collection of the infonnation thal
would be covered by the Paperwork Reduction Act?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN pmactively with the goal of having these
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privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
CAPrrO/[H;FFY 62.
Are there any privacy risks for this system that relate lo the purpose of the collecti.on? lf so, how
will the CFPB mitigate these risks?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data col.lection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.

The general privacy risks associated with all collections of personally identifiable information is
that individuals do not understand how information about them is being used, and that the PU is
inappropriately used or disclosed. The Bureau takes care to provide individual with notice of the
authority under which it is collecting information, and maintains such infonnation in a manner
consistent with the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, the Federal Information Security
Management Act of 2002, 44 U .S.C. § 3541 et seq., and other applicable Federal laws .:md
regulations. The Bureau further mitigates privacy risks by relying on pulling samples or
conducting surveys of population segments~ by limiting access to information to personnel with a
business need for that access; by providing its personnel \.\.'ith privacy and security lrnining as
well as job training to ensure the appropriate use and protection of infonnation; and by reducing:
the risk of misuse of the data by removing direct or personal. identifiers, masking, or aggregating
the data as appropriate to the use.
C.A. 1•.rro/DFFFY 63.
Are individuals given notice prior to the collection of personal information about them? If not,
why not?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and publi.c comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN he undertaken.
ln general, where the Bureau collects personal infonnation from individuals directly, the Bureau
provides individuals with actual notice through a Privacy Act Statement. \Vhen the Bureau
collects information about individuals .indirectly, including when it obtains such jnfonnation
from other agencies, financial institutions, or other third parties, the Bureau provides individuals
to whom the infonnation pertains with notice of its coHecti.on activities by publishing a SORN i.n
the Federal Register. In addition to these Privacy Act notices, il1 general, the Bureau also
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prov.ides notice of its information collection activities through media such as press releases,
policy statements, and web postings.
CAPrrO/[H;FFY 64.
Are individuals given notice prior to their information being shared with any entity outs.ide of the
CFPB? lf not, why not?

Response
As requesced, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.

When the Bureau col.lects information about individuals indirectly, including when i.t obtains
such information from other agencies, financ.ial institutions, or other third parties, the Bureau
provides individuals to whom the information pe1tains with notice of its collection activities by
publishing a SORN in the Federal. Register.
CAPITO/DFFFV (~5.

Do individuals have the opportunity and right to decline to provide information?
Response
As requesced, this response peltains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place wHh
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.

In general, where the Bureau collects persona] infonnation from individuals directly. the Bureau
prov.ides individuals with actual notice through a Privacy Act Statement that infom1s such
individuals as to whether their provision of information to the Bureau is mandatory or voluntary
and, if mandatory, what the consequences to them are, if any, of their refusals to provide the
information to the Bureau. When the Bureau collects information about individuals indirectly,
including when il obtains such information from other agencies, financial institutio11s, or other
third parti.es, the Bureau provides individuals to whom the information pertains wi.th notice of its
collection activities by publishing a SORN in the Federal Register. In these instances of indirect
coHecti.on, the Bureau does not generally provide individuals with an opportunity to refuse to
provide the information to the Bureau.
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Cr\l~rro/DrFFY 66.
Do individuals have the right to consent to particular uses of the information? If so, how does the
individual exercise the right?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by lhe Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
In general, when the Bureau collects personal infonnation directly from individuals, the
individuals would be notified regarding applicable opportunities and rights to consent to
particular uses of their information to the extent provided under the Privacy Act. They may have
the right to decline to provide information or withhold consent at tbc time the information is
collected.
CAPITO/DFFFV (~7.

Whose information i.s included in the system?
Response
As requesced, this response peltains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records" (CFPB.022). There is no
single system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place
with respect to this SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having
these privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
CAPITO/DrFFY 68.

What Personally Identifiable lnfonnation will the system include? Why is the collection and use
of Personally Identifiable lnfonnation necessary to the project or system?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled ''CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records" (CFPB.022). There is no
single system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place
with respect to that SORN; the Bureau publi.shed the SORN proactivel.y with the goal of having
these privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
CANTO/l}l:I;'FY 69.

Will the system aggregate previously unavailable data about the individual to create new data
about the i.ndi.vidual? If so, how will this data be maintained and used?
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Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau·s (Bureau)

SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market ruid Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to this SORN; the Bureau publi.shed the SORN proactive.ly with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data coJlection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
CAPrro/DCFFY 70.
What controls e.xist to protect the consolidated data and prevent unauth.orized access?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection. Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market c:md Consumer Resec:u-ch Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment sol.icited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
The Bureau practice is to categorize all of its systems using Federal. Information Processing
Standard Puhlication 199, Standards for Security Categorization of Federal lnformation and
Information Systems (FIPS I 99). Based on this categorization, the Bureau implements security
contrnls from National. Institute of Siandards and Technology Special. Publication 800-53,
Recommended Security Controls for Federal Infom1ation Systems and Organizations, to secure
its data. Any additional Bureau policies, processes, and procedures, including those related to
access. are based on th.ese standard federally-practiced controls, industry best practices, as well
as other guidelines and mandates issued for government agencies.
CAPIT0:1.)rFFY 71.

Will lhe system monitor the public?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled ''CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and publi.c comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN he undertaken.
With respect to infonnation collected by the Bureau~ please see response to questions 1 and 17.
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C1\PITO/OFFFY 72.

What kinds of reports can be produced on individuals? Will the data included in the reports
produced be anonymized?

Response
As requested, this response pe1tains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
The Bureau does not pubHsh reports of data that are directly identifiable to any particular
consumer or that it has reason to believe are likely to identify any particular consumer
indirectly.
C1\Prro/DrFFY i3.

How will the information in this system be used?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records.'' There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data coJlection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
With respect to information collected by the Bureau and its use, please see response to questions

1and17.
CAPrro/DFFFY 74,
Is the information in the pr~ject limited to only the information that is needed to carry out the
purpose of the collection?

Response
As requested, this response pe1tains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN~ the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and publi.c comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.

In general, the Bureau collects information to carry out i.cs statutory mandates with emphasis on
promoting efficiency and minimizing burdens on those involved in the collection.
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CAPrro/l)FFFY 75.
What types of tools are used to analyze data and what type of data may be produced?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
In general, the Bureau uses standard statistical querying too.ls such as SAS, Stata, Matlab and
Gauss to analyze data. Using these tools, the Bureau is abl.e to produce descriptive analyses and
more complex econometric models
C1\PITO/DrFFY i(},

If the system uses commercial or publicly available data, how and why is this data used?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records.'' There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data coJlection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.

With respect to commercial or publicly available data collected by the Bureau, please see
responses to questions l and 17.
CAPrro/DFFFY 77,
With which internal organizations is information shared? What information is shared. and for
what purpose? How is this .information transmitted or disclosed?

Response
As requested, this response pe1tains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and publi.c comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
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CAPITO/DCFFY 78.
With which external organizations, including federal, state, .local, or foreign agencies, or private
sector organizations, is infom1ation shared? What information is shared, and for what purpose?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN~ the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment sol.icited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
C1\Prro/DrFFY i9.
Is the sharing of information outside the CFPB compatible with the original coUcction? What
legal mechanisms, authoritative agreements, documencati.on, or pohdes are in place detailing the
extent of the sharing and duties of each party?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Prolection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records:· There is no single
system of consolidated dara maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactivdy with the goal of having tJ1esc
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
The SORN covering Market and Consumer Research states thar the Bureau may share externally
certain infonnation as authorized by law.
CAPITO/HUFFY 80.
Under what legal mechanism is the system allowed to share the information in identifiable form
or personally identifiable infonnation outside of the CFPB?

Response
As requested, this response pe1tains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respecr to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be unde1taken.

The Privacy Act of 1974 generally prohibits the disclosure of a .record contained in a system of
records, except as provided for in the Privacy Act or pursuant to a routine use described in a
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SORN. The Market and Consumer Research Records SORN set out the types of records that
could be collected and the potential use and disclosures that could be made of those records. In
addition, the Dodd~J-<rank \Vall Street Refonn and Consumer Protection Act, 12 U.S.C.
§5512(c)(6), directs the Bureau to "prescribe rules regarding the confidential treatment of
information obtained from persons in connection with the exercise of its authoriti.es under
Federal consLLmer financial .law," and to, in ce1tain circumstances, provide access to other
agencies to confidential supervisory information. To these ends, the Bureau promulgated
regulations, at 12 C.F.R. part 1070, that set forth its ml.es regarding the appropriate treatment of
confidential information. These rules, in limited circumstances, authorize the sharing of
confidential information.

cwrro1nni'FY 8L
How is the data transmitted or di.sclosed to these entities'? What security measures safeguard its
trans miss i.on?
Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN~ the Bureau published the SORN prnactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data col.lection
necessitating a SORN he undertaken.
CAPITO/DrFFY 82

How is the data secured by external recipients?
Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bw·eau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN~ the Bureau published the SORN proactive1y with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and publi.c comment solicited should any relevant data col.lection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
Cr\l~rro/DrFFY

83.
Will the database interact with other systems, whether within the CFPB or outside the CFPB? If
so, which databases and how?
Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by lhe Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN: the Bureau published the SORN proactivcly with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
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C1\PITO/OFFFY 84.

How is the information collected by the database verified for accuracy and completeness'!

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled ''CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records" (CFPB.022)." There .is
no single system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place
with respect to that SORN; the Bureau publi.shed the SORN proactivel.y with the goal of having
these privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undenaken.
CANTO/l}l:I;'FY 85.

Who has access to data in this project? How many total individual.shave been authorized by the
CFPB to access the data? What is the authorization process for access to the project? Has every
individual with access to the CFPB 's database been subjected to - and passed - a full
background investigation?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market ruid Consumer Research Records" (CFPB.022):' There is
no single system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place
with respect to that SORN. The SORN was proacti.vely published; the Bureau published the
SORN proactiveJy with the goal of having these privacy requirements met and public comment

solicited should any relevant data collection necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
CAPLTO/DEFFV 8(),

Do CFPB contractors and/or agents have access to th.e system? If so. what controls exist to
ensure appropriate access and what Privacy Act clauses have been inserted in their contracts?
Response
As requesled, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to this SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.

In general, contractors (including contractor employees and subcontractors) may have access to
specific databases, wilh access limited by several control points provided by the general
Cybersecurity and IT Security clauses i.ncluded in Bureau contracts. These clauses operate to
ensure adequate contractor IT processes and contract employee IT security awareness training:
contractor compliance with relevant Federal laws, including but not limited to the Federal
lnfomiation Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA); Bureau oversight of contractor
cybersecurity and pre-screening of contractor personnel; and signed contractor nondisclosure
agreements (NDAs), as appropriate.
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C1\PITO/OFFFY 87.

How many contractors and agents currently have access to the database?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled ''CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records.'' There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited. should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undenaken.

In general, access lo Bureau data is controlled and access logs to Bureau systems are kept and
maimained in accordance with Bureau policy based on National Institute of Standards and
Technology Special Publication 800-53 Recommended Security Contro.ls for Federal
Information Systems and Organizations (NIST SP 800-53) guidelines.
C1\Prro/DrFFY 88.

How is access to the data by a user determined? Are procedures documented? Are access logs
kept?

Response
As requested. this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records" (CFPB.022). There is no
single system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place
with respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with che goal of having
these privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be u11de1takcn.

In general, Bureau Technol.ogy staff follow a process that generates an approved privileged user
access list following an arti.culatedjustification as to why access is required for an.y given
database. Access to Bureau data is controlled and access logs to Bureau systems are kepl and
maintained in accordance with Bureau policy based on National Institute of Standards and
Technology Special Publication 800-53 Recommended Security Contro.ls for Federal

lnfom1ation Systems and Organizatfons (NIST SP 800-53) guidelines.
CAPrrO/DU:i'FY 89.
Has the CFPB completed a system security plan for the infonnation system supporting this
project?

Response
As requesced, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these

privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
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CAPrro/l)FFFY 90.
How is the system secured?

Response
As requested, this response pe1tains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be unde1taken.

In general, the Bureau categorizes its systems using Federal. Information Processing Standard
Publication 199, Standards for Security Categorization of Federal Information and Information.
Systems (FIPS 199). Based on this categorization, CFPB then utilizes recommended seclll'ity
controls from National. Institute of Standards and Technology Spec.Lal. Publication 800-53
Recommended Security Controls for Federal fnformation Systems and Organizations (NIST SP
800-53) to secure its systems and data. Bureau policies, processes, and procedures, including
those related to access are based on these controls as well as other federally-mandated guidelines
and standards.
CAPrro/DrFFY 91.
Are there any mechanisms in place to identify security breaches? If so, what are thl!y?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment sol.icited should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.

In general, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has multiple security controls in place to
identify security breaches of Cf-PB databases and Systems of Record. These controls arc derived
from National Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication 800-53 Recommended
Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations (NIST SP 800-53)
guidance and .include audit log monitoring. analysis, and reporting. A "defense in depth"'
approach is used that includes monitoring at various levels of the system from application,
operating system, database to network firewalls and intmsion detection systems (IDS).
CAPrro/DFFFY 92.

What auditing measures/controls and technical safeguards are in place to prevent misuse (e.g.,
unauthorized browsing) of the data?
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Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's SORN
enti.tled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single system of
consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with respect to that
SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these privacy
requirements mel and public comment solicited should any relevant data collection necessitating
a SORN be undertaken.
ln general, the Bureau)s controls are derived. from National Institute of Standards and
Technology Special Publication 800-53 Recommended Security Controls for Federal
lnfomiation Systems and Organizations (NIST SP 800-53) guidance. Access to data and system
resources is limited~ technical controls and other safeguards are implemented and monitored to
identify potential misuse.
CAPrro/l)CFFY 93.

What opportunities are available for individuals to consent to uses, dechne to provide
information, or opt out of the project? If no opportunities are available to consent, decline or opt
out, why not?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled ''CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited should any relevant data coJlection
necessitating a SORN be undertaken.
In general, where the Bureau collects information directly from individuals under the Privacy
Act, it provides them with Privacy Act Statements that inform such individuals as to whether
thei.r provisi.on of information to the Bureau is mandatory or voluntary and, if mandatory, what
the consequences to them are. if any, of their refusals to provide lhe information.
CAPITO/Hl;FFY 94.

What procedures will allow individuals to access their information?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled ''CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN; the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these
privacy requirements met and public comment solicited. should any relevant data collection
necessitating a SORN be undenaken.
In general, where the Bureau collects information that is retrieved by a direct or personal
identifier and maimained in a SORN under the Privacy Act, individuals may request access to,
amend, and correct records that pertain to them by submitting a request in wri.ting in accordance
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with instructions appearing in Title 12 part 1070 of the Code of Federal Regulations, "Disclosure

of Records and Information."
CAPrrO/[H;FFY 95.
Can .individuals amend information about themselves in the system? If so, how? lf not, why not?

Response
Please see the response to question 94.
CAPrro/DCFFY 96.
What are the procedures for correcting inaccurate or erroneous information?

Response
Please see the response to question 94.
CAPITO/DFFFV 97.

How are individuals notified of the procedures for correcting their information?

Response
Please see the response to question 94.
CAPrro/DrFFY 98.
What privacy training is provided to users, either generally or specifically relevant to the project?

Response
As requested, this response pertains to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau)
SORN entitled "CFPB.022 - Market and Consumer Research Records." There is no single
system of consolidated data maintained by the Bureau. No activities have taken place with
respect to that SORN~ the Bureau published the SORN proactively with the goal of having these

privacy requirements met should any data collection necessitating a SORN he undertaken.
In general, the Bureau provides privacy and security training to all employees of the Bureau,
including contractors who handle personally identifiable information on behalf of the Bureau, in
accordance with OMB M-07-16, Safeguarding Against and Responding to the Breach of
Personally Identifiable Information, May 22, 2007, available at
http://www.whit.ehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/memoranda/fy2007/m07-l 6. pdf.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. HtAINE LUETKEMEYER
LUETKEMEYER 1.

According to recent repot1s, the CFPB has entered into more than $15 million worth of contracts
with credit reporting agencies, consultants and data analysis companies for the collection and
analysis of consumer data. What .is the justification for spending this amount of money and
obtaining this type of data?

Response
ln carrying out its congressionally-mandated supervisory, enforcement, and regulatory functions,
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) relies on rigorous empirical. analyses grounded in data - to understand how the markets for consumer financial products and services
actually work Data analysis is also fundamental to fulfilling the Bureau's mandate to protect
consumers. Analysis of data, as the law creating the Bureau contemplated, enables the Bureau
not only to better protect c:md educate consumers, but also to coordinate with other regulators and
craft tailored rnles based on careful e.x.amination of costs and benefits. The Bureau's evaluation
of this data also allows it to provide meaningful reports. as required by Congress, and to perform
its consumer response function.
Lti(i'KEMEYER 2.

Whi.le the CFPB claims to be data driven. two of its recent studi.es on payday loans and overdraft
products had several pages of compelling data yet drew several conclusions that were not
supported by the data in either report. Furthermore, the studies did not examine any alt.ernatives
to these products. Why did the CFPB spend time studying these products only to draw
unsupported conclusions? Given the burden to business and cost to the taxpayers that are
associated with tJ1e CFPB's current data collection efforts, how will the CFPB ensure that future
reports are empirically based, rather than drawing unsupported conclusions?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's white papers on. payday loans and deposit advance
and overdraft programs are based on analytically rigorous and objective analysis of a robust
dataset. Both stu<li.es draw conclusions that are supported by the data. In each case, the study
contained a concluding section which discusses some of the potential policy implications of the
empirical findings and identifies areas for future study.
LfETKEMEYER 3.

lf detai.led consumer information the CFPB receives is "de-identified", how does the agency
ensure that the information i.s not "re-identified"?
Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) is sensitive to the concept and risks of reidentification generally and has been careful to minimize that risk by purchasing data without
di.rect or personal identifiers and by securing its credit card database account-level data without
direct or personal identifier. The data the Bureau has obtained for its market-monitoring
activiti.es is maintained in dis(."Tete databases and the Bureau does not have any common
.identifiers that would allow data to be linked across databases. Bureau personnel are required to
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complete privacy training on an annual basis, which includes how to use and protect personal
information appropriately. To the extent the Bureau publishes studies analyzing consumer
financial markets, it has presented the information .in an aggregate fonn that cannot be used to
identify, either directly or indirectly, any pa11icular individual.
LUETKEMEYER 4.

The Right to Financial Privacy Act (RFPA) and Dodd-Frank require federal agencies to provide
notice to consumers before obtaining information about the consume.rs from a "financial
institution:' Dodd-Frank also provides that CFPB may not obtain personally-identifiable
infonnatlon without first obtaining wri.ttcn permission from the consumer. Specifkally, how has
the CFPB complied with these regulations? Has the CFPB obtained written permission before
obtaining this information from credit bureaus?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) complies with Right to Financial Privacy
Act (RFPA) and the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank
Act), which contain exceptions to their generally applicable notice provisions for the Bureau and
other federal agencies in certain circumstances. Various exceptions to the RFPA. as amended,
authorize the Bureau to obtain information from financial institutions about their customers
without first providing notice to and obtaining the consent of such customers. Additionally, the
restri.ctions set forth in the RFPA apply only to infonnation that is identifiable to particular
customers of financial insti.tutions. Where the Bureau seeks informati.on from financial
institutions that excludes direct or personal identifiers, the restrictions of the statute do not apply.
(,CETKEM.EYlm 5.

Has the Bureau complied with provisions of the Privacy Act such as obtaining public comment
about the proposed creation of a "system of records"? If not, why not?
Response
When required by the Privacy Act, the Con.sumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau (Bureau)
publishes System of Records Notices in the Federal Register for public comment. Also as
required by the Privacy Act, the Bureau forwards copies of SORNs to the House of
Representatives Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, the Senate Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, and the Office of Management and Budget.
LfETKEMEYER (i.
What steps has the Bureau taken to ensure the security c:md confidentiality of the infonnation in
the loan .level database? Where will the infonnation he maintained and by whom?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) does not maintain a single loan-level
database. At present, we have acquired commercially-available mortgage datasets, the credit
panel from a credit reporting agency, and are developing the National Mortgage Database. In
addition, we have various datasets collected under the Bureau's supervisory or enforcement
authority.
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The Bureau categorizes all of its datasets using Federal lnfonnation Processing Standard
Publication 199, Standards for Security Categorization of Federal Information and Information
Systems (FIPS 199). Based on this categorization, the Bureau implements security conu-ols from
National Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication 800-53 Recommended
Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations to secure its data. Any
subsequent Bureau policies, processes, and procedures, including those related to access, are

based on these standard federal1y-practiced controls, industry best practices, a<> well a.<> other
guidelines rmd mandates issued for government agencies.
LtETKLMEYER 7.

The Office of lnspector General for the Federal Reserve System recently repo1ted that the CFPB
needed to strengthen its security controls around its consumer response system. Given these data
security concerns about the CFPB 's existing data coHecti.on efforts, how does the system that
holds all the consumer data differ in terms of data security?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) appreciates the effo1ts of the Office of
Inspector General (010) directed at improving Bureau's operations, and is pleased that the
OIG' s review of the Bureau's information security procedures did not identify any repo1table
conditions in the design or implementation of the relevant controls. Based on the Federal
lnfonnation Processing Standard Publication 199, Standards for Security Categorization of
Federal lnformati.on and lnformati.on Systems (FlPS 199), the consumer response system and
other systems hosting data have been categorized as moderate and therefore utilize the associated
recommended security controls from National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Special Publication 800-53 Recommended Security Controls for Federal lnfonnation Systems
and Organizations (NIST SP 800-53) to secure its systems and data appropriately. The OlG's
report noted measures taken by the Bureau to secure data within the system. and the
configuration and change control processes that are based on the guidance provided by NIST.
The Bureau's Cybersecurity Program has been dedicated to continuous improvement, including
.implementing recommendations from OIG. At the time of the 010 report's publication., the
Bureau had already had begun to take action on its recommendations and to finalize integral
policies and procedures that address many of the issues discussed in the report.
t~.fETKE.MEYER

8.

Consumer financial servi.ces providers have slri.ct requirements for notifying consumers of when
their personal information may have been subject to a data breach. What procedures are in place
for the CFPB to notify consumers and businesses subject lo its latest collection efforts .in the
event of a security breach? Will the CFPB p.lan to offer any kind of redress to financial services
market pa11icipants who lose proprietary information, and therefore suffer market losses a~ a
result from a breach in data secmity?

Response
The Consumer Financjal Protccti.on Bureau (Bureau) continues to rely, in part. on elements of
Treasury's network and related IT infrastructure, including Treasury's directives that relate to
security and privacy incidents. In anticipation of the Bureau's move to its own network
.infrastructure, the Bureau has developed new directives related to security and privacy incidents,
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which it will issue upon network independence. In the incerim, the Bureau has developed
supplemental incident-reporting materials for managing the breach, loss, or compromise of
personally identifiable information (PII). These materials, in conjuncti.on with processes
outlined in Treasury's privacy and security incident directives, help the Bureau meet the
reqltirements around the suspected or confirmed breach, loss, or compromise of PII outlined in
OMB-issued guidance (i.e. OMB M-07-16, Safeguarding Against an.d Responding to the Breach
of Personally Identifiable Information, May 22, 2007). As part of its supplemental interim
procedures, the Bureau would assess the ri.sk significance (or analyze the risk of harm) posed by
a breach, loss, or compromise of PII to determine if nocification, outreach, or additional
mitigation is warranted or necessary. This would include alerting impacted individual
consumers when their PH .is confirmed breached. When deemed necessary (i.e. rjsk ofhann .is
deemed high), additional mitigation steps might include, for example, offering impacted
individual.s credit monitoring subscriptions/services.
LUETKEMEYER~).

Dodd-Frank authorizes the Bureau to collect data that is "necessary" for it to fulfill its statutory
ducies. Why is it "necessary" to collect the volume of infonnation that the Bureau plans to
compile? \Vhy would not data sampling suffice?

Response
The Dodd-Fnmk Wall Street Refonn and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Prank Acl) contains a
number of separate grants of authority to the Consumer Financi.al Protect.ion Bureau (Bureau) to
collect information, as well as a general authority lo enter into contracls to purchase goods and
services, including data. Under section l022(c)(4)(B)(ii) of the Dodd-Frank Act, the Bureau can
require covered persons or service providers to provide reports or answers to questions by rule or
order as "necessary for the Bureau to fulfill the monitoring, assessment and reporting
responsibilities imposed by Congress" includi.ng the responsibility to "monitor risks to
consumers in the offering or provision of consumer financial products or servicefo.i'' and
"developments in mm'.kets for such products or services." The Bureau has used this and other
.information collection authorities in an appropriate fashion. For ex.ample, the Bureau's recentlyissued orders requiring certain covered persons to provide standard form consumer credit
agreements will assist it .in completing the study mandated by section l028(a) of the Dodd-Frank
Act
The Bureau's responses herein, including specifically the response to Capi.co/Duffy question l
and 44 above, describe the Bw·eau's usage of data to fulfill its statutory mandates, including in
areas such as supervision. enforcement, regulation, research and amdysis. and consumer
response. The Bureau. makes every effmt to ensure that i.ts data collecti.ons are appropriate in
size, frequency, and number lo the regulatory functions for which they are to be used.
The Bureau recognizes the importance of minimizing burdens on the institutions it supervises.
The Bureau has collected random samples of data for its consumer credit panel and the Bureau,
in collaboration with the Federal Housing Finance Agency is using sampling for the nati.onal
mortgage database. In certain instances, lhe Bureau has been able to modify its information
requests and demands to reduce the burden on the instituti.ons while still accomplishing the
purposes of the examination or enforcement action. For the credit card database, credi.t card
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issuers provide a full file of accounts to the Bureau's contractor rather than a nmdom sample
because this is the same fonnat in which they provide data to the same contractor for
benchmarking services that they purchase from the contractor pursuant to pri.vate agreements.
This reduces costs ruid burden for the issuers supplying the data as it. avoids the need to draw a
random sample, to provide data with respect to those accounts on an ongoing basis, and to add to
the sample each time the data is provided to assure that the sample remains representative of all

accounts, including newly-originated accounts.
L~11~TKEM.EYER

10.

The Paperwork Reduction Act requires the CFPB to obtain a "control number" from OMB for
any collections of infonnation, and to explain how the information limits the burden for
businesses and individuals to the minimum necessary. Has the Bureau sought or obtained OMB
clearance for these collections of infonnation? If not, why nor?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau has sought and obtained OMB clearances consistent
wich the Paperwork Reduction Act.
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REP. RILL POSEY tf.'l.AH
During my committee question time, 1 referenced a December 21, 2012 letter sent to the CFPB
containing 19 specific questions. Two months .later, on February 21, 2013, I received a three
paragraph leuer that did not provide to a single specific response lo any of the questions from my
December letter.
I therefore ask, once again, for you to answer the following 19 questions:
POSEY L
What is the CFPB 's statutory authority to collect each month. detailed information on every loan
in certain financial institutions' portfolios?

Response
Your December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a "'loan. level data' project ... to collect
infonnation on consumer credit card accounts." The Bureau, in the exercise of its supervisory
authority, .is obtaining data stripped of di.reel or personal. identifiers with respect to all credit card
accounts maintained by a number of large card issuers. This data is collected and housed on
behalf of the Bureau by Argw; Information and Advisory Services, a company that is in the
business of obtaining account-level data for credit cards and other financial services from
financial services companies. The data being provided to the Bureau are the same type of data
that credi.t card issuers regularly provide to Argus, such as the monthly balance, fees charges,
interest charged, and payments received on accounts. The data the Bureau rece.ives does not
include transactions, such as purchases.
A number of provisions in the Dodd-Frank \Vall Street Refonn and Consumer Protection Act
(Dodd-Frank Act), among them 12 U.S.C. § 5512(c), 12 U.S.C. § 5514(b), 12 U.S.C. § 5515(b).
12 U.S.C. § 5534. and 12 U.S.C. § 5562, authorize the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau lo
request information. Sections 1024 through 1026 of the Dodd-Frank Act, 12 U.S.C. §§ 55145516, authorize and regulate the Bureau's supervisory activity, including the gathering of the
.information collected and housed by Argus.
Po!'m12.
What provision of law specifically pennits or requires the CFPB to collect .loan level data?

Response
Please see the response to question 1.
POSFY3.

How many institutions have been asked to furnish data to the Bureau for this project? How many
individual. consumers' records will be included in the database?

Response
Your December 21, 2012 l.etter inquired about a "'loan level data' project ... to collect
information on consumer credit card accounts.)' Please see the response to question l for a
descri.ption of this activity. Fewer than 10 institutions have been asked to furnish credit card data
to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) for purposes of thi.s project. The Bureau
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is unable to detennine the number of individual consumers' records covered as the records arc
provided on a de-identified basis so that the Bureau cannot link the data in order to detenninc
whether multiple records represent multiple individuals or multiple accounts of a single
individuaL
4,
Dodd-Frank authorizes the Bureau to collect data that is "necessary'' for it. to fulfill its statutory
duties. Why is it "necessary" to collect the volume of information that the Bureau plans to
compile? Why would not data sampling suffice?
POSEY

Response
Yow· December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a "'loan level data' project ... to collect
information on consumer credit card accounts.. , Please see the response to question 1 for a
description of this activity. In support of this project, credit card issuers provide a full file of
accounts to the Bureau's contractor rather than a random sample because this is the same format
in which they provide data to the same contractor for benchmarking services that they purchase
from the contractor pursuant to private agreements. This reduces costs and burden for the issuers
supplying the data as it avoids the need to draw a random sample, to provide data with respect to
those accounts on au ongoing basis, and to add to the sampl.e each time the data is provided to
assure that the sample remains representative of all accounts, including newly-originated
accounts .
.POSEY 5,

If the data is "necessary" for consumer protection purposes, why is the Bureau obtaining .it only
from a small number of financial institutions?
Response
Yow· December 21, 2012 leuer inquired about a "'loan level data' project ... to collect
information on consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question 1 for a
description of this activity. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is collecting credit card
data as part of its supervision program and not pursuant to Section l022(b)(4)(B)(ii) of the
Dodd-Frank Act. Th.e issuers from whom the data is being collected are the largest credit card
issuers and thus have patticularly significant potential to create risks to consumers.

6.
How will the Bureau protect consumers of institutions that are not subject to the data collection
POSEY

reqltirement?

Response
Your December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a '''loan level data' pr~ject ... to collect
infom1ation on consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question 1 for a
description of this activity. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) uses all of its
available authorities to protect consumers of financial products and services. The Bureau seeks
to use its limited resources in the most effective way possible, including choosing carefully the
institutions on which to focus its supervisory, enforcement, and other efforts.
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POSEY 7.

The Dodd-Frank provision authorizing the Bureau to obtain infonnation for supervisory
purposes refers to the "periodic" col.lection of information. How does an 011go1ng and perpetual.
collection of information meet the "periodic" standard?
Response

Your December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a "'loan level data' project ... to collect
information on consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question 1 for a
description of this activity. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) is authorized to
gather information from institutions it supervises in order to assess compliance with the
requirements of Federal consumer financial law, obtain information about the .institutions'
activities and compliance systems or procedw-es, and detect and assess risk to consumers and to
consumer financial markets. Like other financial regulators, the Bureau receives, from certain
institutions, loan-level data on a periodic basis relating to certain types of products. The Bureau
is not receiving a real-time stream of continuous infonnation about these products.
POSEY 8.

What are the specific purposes of coUccting extensive personally-identifiable financial.
]nformation about virtual.ly everyone with a home mortgage or credit card? Why could such
purpose(s) not be achieved by collecting a narrower set of data, or by the use of sampling?
Response

Your December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a '"loan level data' project ... to collect
information on consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question 1 for a
description of this activity. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) does not collect
personally identifiable financial infonnation about virtually everyone with a home mortgage or
with a credit card. The national mortgage database whi.ch the Bureau and the Federal Housing
Finance Agency (FHFA) are jointly creating contains a random sample of de-identified records
of consumers with home mortgages drawn from the national credit reporting agency with whom
the FHFA has contracted. Likewise, the Consumer Credit Panel is based on a small
representative samp.le of the US population (approximately 2 to 4%) and contains only deidentified records. The credi.t card database contains records of all accounts from the issuers
supplying this data for the reasons explained in response to question 4. The information in these
databases is stripped of direct or personal identifiers.
POSRY

9.

What steps has the Bureau taken to ensure the security c:md confidentiality of the infonnation in
the loan .level database? Where will the infonnation he maintained and by whom? When and
how will such information be destroyed after use?

Response
Your December 21, 2012 lcttcr inquired about a "'loan level data' project ... to collect
infonnation on consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question 1 for a
description of this activity. Loan-level credit card data is being maintained for the Bureau by
Argus Information & Advisory Services which performs this same service for many credit card
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issuers. Please see the sections relating to security and confidentiality in the contract with Argus
Jnfom1ation & Advisory Services produced in response to Capito/Duffy question 6.
The Bureau will manage all files in the system as permanent records until the disposition
schedule for these records .is approved by the National Archives and Records Administration, at
which time, the Bureau will dispose of su.ch files .in accordance wi.th the schedule.
Po~EY

Ht
Has the Bureau infom1ed the financial instinuions whose infom1ation is being collected of such
security and confidentiality measures? If not how can financial institutions who furnish
infonnation to the Bureau comply wi.th. their GLBA obligation to maintain the security of
personally identifiable customer infonnation?

Response
Your December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a ···ioc:m level data' project ... to collect
information 011 consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question 1 for a
description of this activity. The information that the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
receives about consumers for the purposes of this project comes directly from financial
jnstitutions, and all of this information excludes direct or personal identifiers. The GrammLeach-Bliley Act. and its implementing regulation, Regulation P, define "personally identifiable
financial information" to exclude "information that does not identiJy a consumer, such as
aggregate infonnation or blind data that does not contain direct or person.al identifiers, such as
account numbers, names, or addresses." 12 C.F.R. Section l016.3(q)(2)(1i)(B).
Even assuming that the financial instinuions were disclosing personally identifiable financial

infonnation for tJ1is project, these disclosures would be exempt under the Gramm-Lcach-Bliley
Act and Regulation P. The Gramm-Lcach-Bliley Act and Regulation P do not restrict financial
institutions from disclosing personally identifiable financial infom1ation about consumers to
"government regulatory authorities having jurisdi.ction for examination, compliance, or other
purposes as authorized by law." 15 U.S.C. 6802(e)(8) and 12 C.F.R. Section 10l6.15(a)(7)(iii).

Po!'mY lL
In the event of a breach of CFPB security that results in a loss to consumers and the institutions
that furnished information about them, who is liable for the loss?

Response
Should the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) experi.ence an incident that results in
such a loss, the incident would be handled according to the Bureau's incident response
procedures. These procedures are consistent with govemment standards and incorporate best.
practices from public and private sector incident handling teams. Liability for .loss would
typically be determined based on the factors that led to a breach.
12.
Will lhe Bureau share information in lhe loan level database wich other government agencies
(e.g., OCC, FDIC, Federal. Reserve, IRS, state consumer protection or tax officials?) Does the
Bureau have the authority to refuse to share information. with such entiti.es?

POSEY
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Response
Your December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a "'loan level data' project ... to collect
information on consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question l for a
<lescri.ption of this activity. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding with the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) under
which the loan level data in the credit card database can be shared with the OCC. Thi.s assures
that the issuers will not be subject to duplicative requests for data .
.Po~mY

lJ.

Does the GLBA privacy policy notification requi.rement obl.igate financial institutions to inform
their customers that information about them is being furnished lo the CFPB? Do consumers
have a right to ..opt out" of such information sharing? The GLBA notice and opt out standm·ds do
not apply to information furnished to Federal functional regulators "to the extent specifically
permitted or required under other provisions of .law".

Response
Please see response to question I0.
POSlff 14.

Seclion. 2012 of Dodd Frank .requires the Bureau to enforce Federal consumer financial Jaw
··consistently" to promote markets that are "competitive." Isn't the creation of a database
consisting solely of information obtained from larger institutions inconsistent wilh these
requirements? What is the basis for collecting data only from a limited number of
institutions? What has the Bureau done to evaluate the competitive implications of limiting its
data collection to certain institutions?

Response
Your December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a "' 1.oan level data' project ... to collect

.information 011 consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question l for a
description of this activity. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau) credit card
data collecti.on activity is bei.ng conducted in coordination with. the prudential regulators to
ensure that the same data elements are being requested and that aJJ large issuers are subject to a
consistent requirement to provide account level data. The data collected represent approximately
85-90% of outstanding card balances. The issuers from whom the data is being collected are the
largest credit card issuers and thus have particularly significant potential to create risks to
consumers.
.POSEY

l5.

Has the Bureau sought or obtained OMB clearance for the establishment of the loan level
database? lf not, why not?

Respon.rn
Yow· December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a "'loan level data' project ... to collect
information on consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question 1 for a
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description of this activity. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has detem1ined that the
Paperwork Reduction Act is not applicable to this coUection of data.
POSRY

HJ.

Has the Bureau complied with provisions of the Privacy Act such as obtaining public comment
about the proposed creation of a "system of records"? If not, why not?
Response
Your December 2 L 2012 letter inquired about a '"loan level data' project ... to collect
infonnation on consumer credit card accounts." Please sec the response to question I for a
descri.ption of this activity. When required by the Privacy Act, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau publishes System of Records Notices in the Federal Register for public
comment. Also as required by the Privacy Act, the Bureau forwards copies of SORNs to the
House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and Government Refonn, the Senate
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, and the Office of Management and
Budget.
POSEY l7.
Is jnformation in the database exempt from Freedom of Information Act requests?

Response
Your December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a "'.loan level data' project ... to collect
infonnation on consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question l for a
descri.ption of this activity. Loan-.level data that the Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau
obtains pursuant to its supervisory authority is exempt from public dfaclosure pursuant to
Exemption 8 of the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(8). To the extent that such
data consists of trade secrets or confidential commercial infonnation. it .is also exempt from
public disclosure pursuant to Exemption 4 of the FOIA.

UL
How does the information collected by the Bureau differ from information co1lected from the
same institutions by other regulators (e.g., OCC. FD IC, Federal Reserve, Office of Financial
research)? To the extent it is the same, why has the Bureau decided not to obtain the information
from the other regulators? Explain why the Dodd Frank Section I 025 requirement for
"coordination" with prudential regulators to "minimize regulatory burden·· do not apply to th.e
loan level database.
POSEY

Response
Your December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a "'loan level data' project ... to collect
information on consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question 1 for a
description of this activity. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is coordinating with the
prudential regulators to ensure that the same data clements arc being requested from all
institutions from which data is being obtained on a consistent basi.s, and also to ensure that no
institution is being required to provide the same data to multiple regulators.
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14).
Will members of the public have access to the infom1ation maintained about them by the
Bureau? Is there a mechanism for correcting errors that con.sumers bring to the Bmeau's
attention?
POSEY

Response
Your December 21, 2012 letter inquired about a "'loan level data' project ... to collect
information on consumer credit card accounts." Please see the response to question 1 for a
description of this activity.

In general, where the Bureau collects information that is retrieved by a personal identifier and
maintained in a SORN under the Privacy Act, individuals may request access to, amend, and
correct records that pertain to them by submitting a request in writing in accordance with
.instructions appearing in Title 12 part l070 of the Code of Federal Regulations, "Disclosure of
Records and Information." Information in the credit card database does not contain direct or
personal identifiers and cannot be obtained by reference to direct or personal identifiers.
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Post-Hearing Questions for the Record
Submitted to Hollister K. Petraeus
•,rum Senator Thomas R. Carper
"The 90/10 Rule: Improving Educational Outcomes for Our l\llilitary and Veterans"
July 23, 2013

l) Your testimony discussed the data crosswalk that the Departments of Veterans Affairs,
Defense, and Education are developing to link the Education Departments database of
schools (over 7.000 institutes of higher learning) to the VA's lists of approved programs
(over 30,000). ls it accurate to say that. the federal government lacks basic data on where GI
benefits are spent, the ex.tent to which those benefits cover tuition and fees, and how much
and what type of student loan debt veterans incur? When will this crosswalk be available?

Response

Pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13607, "Establishing Principles of Excellence for Educational
Institutions Serving Service Members, Veterans, Spouses, and Other Family Members" and the
Comprehensive Veterans Education Information Policy law (Public Law 112-269), the
Department of Veterans' Affairs (VA), Department of Defense (DoD), and Department of
Education (ED) have been working on a data crosswalk to link ED's database of schools to the
VA's list of approved programs.
While each of those departments possesses rich data on the benefits they administer, the lack of a
crosswal.k makes it difficult to compare data across federal. agencies. For example, the VA
knows how much money they spent in tuition and fees per beneficiary at a particular educational.
institution, but the VA does not know the average retention rate for students attending the same
institution.
Once completed, the crosswalk wiH allow VA, DoD, and ED to share data about educational
institutions across agencies. improve consumer infomiation available to beneficiaries, and allow
VA to track outcome measures that compare education benefit programs.
This crosswalk will be available sometime this fall.

2) Your testimony discussed the new complaint system for service members and veterans that is
scheduled to go live later this summer. Can you describe the shortcomings in the various
departmental complaint systems-Education, Veterans Administration, and DOD-that
necessitated the creation of this new system? How will the new system address those
shortcomings?

Response

While the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) handles consumer financial produce
and service complaints and includes those complaints in the Federal Trade Commission's (fTC)
Consumer Sentinel database, there is currently no s.imilar mechanism for different agencies or
branches of the milirat)' to share complaints about educational insrirutions.
For example•.if a servicemember or veteran submits a comp.laint ahou.t an education.al institution,
there is no formal process to account for the complaint or share it between agencies. Complaints
about educational institutions have been dealt with on an ad hoc basis between agencies, making
issues and trends difficult to idenrify and resolve.
As part of jmplementation efforts of EO 13607, VA partnered with DoD, ED, CFPB, the
Department of Justice, and the FfC lo develop a centralized complaint sysrem for educational
institution complaints. Beneficiaries of military and veteran education benefits wil.l soon have
the opportunity to submit feedback about educational institutions that fail to follow EO l 3607's
Principles of Excellence.
VA's implementation plan for EO 13607 will allow beneficiaries co submit feedback or
complaints via the GI Bill Hotline (1--888--442-4551 ), or via an online web form located on
gibillva.gov and cBenefits.va.gov. This feedback will be shared internally with State Approving
Agencies (SAAs) and VA personnel.
To create a centralized repository for these education.al institution complaints, VA, DoD, and ED
will begin forwarding complaints each agency receives to the FTC's Consumer Sentinel
database. VA, DoD. and ED have been working with the FTC to streamline this submission
process by standardizing the complainr intake form and the files provided to the FfC.

Once these educational institution complaints reside in the Sentinel database, any law
enforcement agency (federal, state, and local) that has access to Sentinel will also have access to
those compl.ai.nts. VA is working with the FTC to gain access to the Consumer Sentinel database
for VA personnel.

"Making Sense of Consumer Credit Reports"

December 19, 2012
Questions for .Mr. Corey Stone, Assistant Director for the Office of Deposits, Cash,
Colledions, and Reporting Markets, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. from Senator
Brown:
One theme in credit reporting issues has been that, even if consumers are vi.g.ilant and try to
check their credit reports (or purchase credit scores), they can still miss substantive credit issues
that arise when a consumer goes to use a line of (.,'Te<lit.
Consumers may not be able to understand the information contained in their credit re1)orts, and,
as the CFPB has reported, consumers who purchase their credit scores see a materially different
score than a creditor would see 19-24% of the time.

Is this lack of clear information consistent witb the spirit of the FA CT Act?
The FACT Act has provisions to make the information in credit reports and the scores derived
from them more accessible to consumers. The FACT Act entitles consumers lo obtain a free
credit report annually from each of the nationwide consumer reporting agencies and from
nationwide specialty consumer reporting agencies, as well as additional free reports from
nationwide consumer repo11ing agencies in connection with initial fraud alerts and extended
ale1ts. Additionally, the FACT Act gives consumers the right to purchase a credil score at a
reasonable fee and requires mortgage lenders who use credit scores in connection with consumer
mortgage applications to provide the scores to the consumers. Subsequent amendments to the
FCRA in Dodd-Frank further expanded consumer access to credit scores by requiring lenders to
disclose credit scores with adverse action. and risked based pricing disclosures.

In October 2012, the CFPB published a study, ..Analysis of Differences between Consumer- and
Creditor- Purchased Credit Scores," comparing credit scores obtained by conswners with those
used by lenders. For the study, the CFPB analyzed 200,000 credit files from each of the three
major nationwide consumer reporting agencies.
While the CFPB found that the educational scores sold by the credit bmeaus general.ly correlate
highly with the score most widely used by creditors, the correlations are not perfect, so as you
point out, a substantial minority of consumers could find themselves with educational scores that
would not be reflective of the score a lender would be looking at (most likely a FICO score).

Given this variati.on in outcome, the CF'PB concluded in the report that "firms that sell scores to
consumers should make consumers aware that the scores consumers could purchase could vary,
sometimes substantially, from the scores used by creditors."

How can we improve access and information for consumers given the discrepancies?
Improvements can be made in several areas.

"Making Sense of Consumer Credit .Reports"

December 19, 2012
In the CFPB's recent study on credit reporting, the CFPB found that only about one in five
people with a credit hi.story (44 million consumers) check their free cred.it report from the
nationwide consumer reporting agencies each year or obtain reports through paid credit
monitoring services or notices of adverse action or risk-based pricing decisions. Regardl.ess of
the credit scoring model used by a lender, a consumer c~m benefit by reviewing the underlying
infonnatlon in his or her credit report. Consumers who identify and successfully dispute
incorrect derogatory information jn their credit files (e.g. an account reported as delinquent that
was not in fact delinquent, an incorrect collection) will likely improve their standing with
creditors regardless of the credit scoring model used. The CFPB encourages consumers to
exercise their legal right to review their credit files.
Improvements can also be made in the disclosure of infonnation to consumers who purchase
credit scores. The CFPB noted in ics October 2012 report that providers of educational credit
scores should ensure that the potentfal. for score di ffercnces is clear to consumers. As we noted
.in the report:
... for a substantial minority of consumers, the scores that consumers purchase from the
nationwide CRAs depict consumers~ creditworthiness differently from the scores so.Id to
creditors. It is likely that, unaided, many consumers will not understand this fact or even
understand that the score they have obtained is an educational. score and not the score that
a lender is likely to rely upon. Consumers obtaining educational scores may be confused
about the usefulness of the score being sold if sellers or scores do not make it clear to
consumers before the consumer purchases the educational score that it is not the score the
lender is likely to use.

Does the variability in credit reports make it more difficult for consumers to monitor and
correct their information?
The CFPB study on credit scores found that for most consumers, the scores produced by
different scoring models provide similar information about the relative creditworthiness of the
consumers. For 19 to 24% of consumers, variations .in scoring models could lead to consumers
having an inaccurate perception of how lenders see their creditworthiness. In the ca~es where
educational scores were higher than a score used by lenders, consumers may overestimate their
creditworthiness, and might be l.ullcd into a false sense of confidence. In cases where consumers
have an educational score that is lower than what a lender might see, consumers could be
motivated to improve the infomiation in their credit file, both by changing behavior and
correcting errors.

ls there any evidence that a person's credit history has any connection with their job
performance?
We are not aware of evidence on this topic.

1

"Making Sense of Consumer Credit .Reports"
December 19, 2012

\Vould it be practicable or advisable for each credit inquiry listed on a credit reportwhether a hard or soft inquiry - to incJude the inquiring party's contact information, the
nature of their business, and the purpose of their inquiry'!
File disclosures to consumers currently provide the contact information for hard inquiries
(inquiries that would impact a consumer's credit score). The contact information for soft
inquiries (e.g. account reviews, pre-screening inquiri.es) is not provided. Since soft inquiries do
not impact a consumer's credit rating, it is not clear that adding contact information for soft
inqui.ries would assist consumers in improving their credit standing .

.Do you agree that FACTA inadvertently repealed the existing right of consumers and state
officials to sue for any violations of the adverse-action provisiom• of the FCRA?
FACTA amended section 615 of the FCRA so that sections 616 and 617. which (.J.eatc civil
.liability for certain violations of the FCRA, do not apply to failures to comply with section 615.

\Vould you support or oppose restoring the original intent of the FCRA by restoring this
private enforcement right?
As an ]ndependent regulatory bureau, the CFPB is focused on carrying out, implementing, and
enforcing the laws that Congress and the President enact.. If there is a specific legislative

proposal we are asked to review for purposes of providing technical advice on its likely
consequences, we would be happy lo do so.
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Responses to QFRs - Hearing entitled "Fraud on the Elderly: a Growing Concern
for a Growing Population"- May 16, 2013

Additional Questions for the Record

The Honorable Jan Schakowsky
1. In December 2009, when the full House was considering the legislation

that would become the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act, I offered an amendment to provide your agency with the
authority to issue regulations on reverse mortgage transactions. I was
proud that the amendment received broad support, including from
Chairman Upton, Ranking Member Waxman, and fully 277 members of
the House. All of these members recognized the importance of effective
federal oversight of the market for reverse mortgages, which involves a
complex financial product, aimed at an elderly population, which is
beset by cases of deceptive marketing and consumer fraud. At the
Subcommittee hearing on May 16, 2013, you discussed with the
Subcommittee a Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) report
on consumer understanding of reverse mortgages, which was released in
June 2012. Specifically, regarding this report, which you called -''quite a
comprehensive study," you said, "[w]e found that even after housing
counseling, some of the basic characteristics of these loans were not wel I
understood." To combat this confusion1 you suggested that CFPB was
considering future activities including promulgating rules as permitted
by my amendment.
a. Yes or no, do you believe that existing federal laws and regulations
ensure that prospective consumers of reverse mortgages receive
adequate information regarding the financial product they are
interested in purchasing?
We have found that the disclosures consumers receive are confusing and can be
improved; that misinformation persists in the market; and that while counseling

may be effective for some consumers, it is not universally effective and can be
improved.

b. In thej une 2012 report on reverse mortgages, CFPB indicated that
there are several areas in which it might issue regulations in order to
protect consumers from risks posed by reverse mortgages. For each
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of the following areas cited from the now year-old report, please
detail the current status of efforts, indicate if any related rulemaking
proceedings are forthcoming, and if so, indicate when a final rule will
be completed:

i. "'[A] project to improve and integrate TILA and RESPA disclosure
requirements for reverse mortgages so that consumers can know
before they owe when considering a reverse mortgage;"

We still believe it would be beneficial to integrate TILA and RESPA disclosure
requirements in a single, new disclosure. However, the Bureau is still in the
process of developing integrated forms for traditional mortgages. It will be
useful to apply lessons learned from that project in considering potential
disclosures for reverse mortgages. In addition, because the Department of
Housing and Urban Development has made several changes to the Home
Equity Conversion Mortgage program in recent months, it would be useful to
wait to .see how the market reacts to these changes before issuing a proposal
in this area.
ii. '[Consideration] of the 2010 proposal by the Board of Governors
1

of the Federal Reserve System regarding reverse mortgages," a
proposal which 'would have placed limits on misleading

advertising, improved disclosures, and closed regulatory gaps
related to cross-selling, among other things;"

We still intend to take up these issues in a future rulemaking. Much has
changed since the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System's 2010
proposal, and the Bureau does not intend to finalize that proposal but rather
expects to consider issuing a new proposal building on the work the Board
did. Such a rulemaking could also address how and whether certain
provisions of title XIV of the Dodd-Frank 'Nall Street Reform and Consumer
Financial Protection Act should be applied to reverse mortgages. Again,
however, because implementation of the title XIV requirements to traditional
mortgages is still underway, and because the Department of Housing and
Urban Development has made several changes to the Home Equity
Conversion Mortgage program in recent months, it would be useful to apply
lessons learned from these implementations in considering potential rules
governing reverse mortgages.
1
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iii. [Consideration] of whether other regulations are necessary and
appropriate to protect consumers in the reverse mortgage
market."
11

We still intend to consider whether other regulations are necessary and
appropriate to protect consumers in the reverse mortgage market. As noted

above, due to the ongoing implementation of title XIV and Department of
Housing and Urban Development's recent changes to the Home Equity
Conversion Mortgage program, it is worthwhile to wait before issuing a
proposal in this area.
c. What improvements could be made to ensure prospective borrowers
of reverse mortgages get the information they need to protect
themselves from fraud?
Reverse mortgage counseling provides a critical opportunity for potential
borrowers to obtain fraud prevention information. In reverse mortgage

counseling sessions, counselors are trained to educate and alert prospective
borrowers of fraud risks, including exploitation of the loan proceeds by family
members or caregivers. If a counselor suspects that the borrower is improperly
influenced by another party, the counselor may require that a neutral third party
accompany the prospective borrow in counseling. These fraud detection
techniques may be bolstered by the addition of a take home 'fraud checklist' or
guide. This document would supplement the counseling session by providing red
flag scenarios for the borrower to consider after the counseling session, when
more time is afforded for reflection. A signed checklist could be incorporated into
the requirements (along with the counseling certificate) for obtaining a reverse
mortgage.
InJ une 2013, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC) released Money Smart for Older Adults (MSOA),

an instructor-led training program that provides awareness among older

consumers and their caregivers on how to prevent elder financial exploitation
and to encourage advance planning and informed financial decision-making.
Induded in the training module is a section regarding reverse mortgage fraud.
See http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201306_cfpb_msoa-participantguide.pdf. Since release of MSOA, the FDIC and the Bureau's Office for Older
Americans have distributed approximately 17,000 copies of the program guides
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and module, and are conducting trainings nationwide.

d. CFPB recently opened its consumer complaint database to the public,
which includes complaints on financial products such as reverse

mortgages. According to the data, 272 reverse mortgage complaints
were reported out of 5,000 total mortgage complaints since the CFPB
launched. How can the CFPB encourage greater participation in the
database among seniors, who are often hesitant to report being the
victims of fraud?
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau encourages greater participation and
awareness among seniors by expanding outreach efforts. For example, the
Bureau continues to grow its stakeholder networks and distribution channels to
raise awareness of Bureau resources, including the consumer complaint process.
Stakeholder networks include federal, state, and local government, non-profit
organizations, law enforcement; and home and congregate healthcare providers.
Distribution channels include community organizations; Area Agencies on Aging,
and senior centers, where some older adults (who may not use the Internet) can
be reached with hardcopy materials and speaking events.
In addition, as mentioned above in answer 1.c., the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau, in partnership with the FDIC, is widely distributing the
Money Smart for Older Adults consumer training program for otder consumers
and their caregivers, which encourages reporting of frauds and financial
exploitation.
2. Under current law. if FTC wants to seek civil penalties in an enforcement

action, it must first refer the case to the Department ofJ ustice. DOJ has
45 days to decide whether it will bring the case on FTC's behalf. FTC can
only litigate the case if, at the end of 45 days, DOJ decides not to take
action.
As FTC officials point out, this creates a difficult choice for the agency. It
can file a case quickly to stop ongoing harm, but give up the possibility of
civil penalties. Or it can seek civil penalties but wait weeks before it can

file a case to stop conduct that is harming consumers.
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a. Is it correct that the Cf PB currently has the authority to seek civil
penalties on its own? To date, has that authority been helpful?

Yes, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has authority under 12 USC§§
5563, 5564, and 5565 to seek civil penalties. To date, the Bureau has used this

authority successfully to carry out our mandate to protect consumers through
enforcement of Federal consumer financial law.

Under the FTC Act, the FTC can pursue acts that are unfair or deceptive.
The CFPB can pursue acts that are unfair, deceptive, or abusive. The
addition of "abusive" to the prohibition of unfair or deceptive acts or
practices permits the CFPB to address harmful conduct that does not
neatly fall within the categories of"unfairness" or "deception."
For example, there are many cases where a consumer who suffered an
economic harm as part of a financial transaction may have received
some form of disclosure.
b. Can you give some examples of abusive practices, perhaps targeting
seniors, about which CFPB is concerned?
The term "abusive" is defined in title X of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform
and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act), and the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau has applied that definition in one public action to date - a case
filed on May 30, 2013 against American Debt Settlement Solutions (ADSS), a
Florida debt-relief company that misled consumers across the country and
charged illegal fees for its services. In that matter, the Bureau alleged that ADSS
engaged in abusive acts or practices because the nature of the company's conduct
met the Dodd-Frank Act's definition of "abusive." Specifically, the Bureau alleged
that the company enrolled consumers in its debt-relief programs even though it
knew those consumers' financial conditions made it highly unlikely that they
could complete the programs. Based on budget worksheets that ADSS had the
consumers fill out, AOSS knew that these consumers had inadequate incomes to
make the monthly payments required by their debt-relief programs. ADSS then
collected "enrollment" fees in the first three to six months of their enrollment, in
advance of negotiating or settling any debts. This caused certain consumers to
spend their last savings on these fees before they subsequently would have to
drop out of the program because they could no longer afford the ongoing monthly
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fees. Because these consumers could not afford to complete their debt-relief
programs, they ended up paying substantial fees to ADSS without ever having a
single debt settled, This was abusive in two ways under the Dodd~Frank Act: (1) It
took unreasonable advantage of consumers' lack of understanding of how long it
would take ADSS to settle their debts and therefore how much money they would
spend before realizing any benefits from ADSS's debt-relief program, and (2) it

took unreasonable advantage of consumers' reasonable reliance on ADSS to act
in their interests by enrolling them in a debt-relief program that they could
reasonably be expected to complete and by settling debts within three to six

months as represented. OnJ une 7, 2013, at the request of the parties, the court
entered a consent order holding ADSS and its principal liable for this conduct.

The Bureau will take action to address other violations of the law in future
enforcement actions, as appropriate, and the basis for those actions will

necessarily be fact·specific.

3. In addition to being inundated by mail, telephone, and Internet scams,
seniors may also be at risk of exploitation by financial advisors, paid
home care workers, and, tragically, family and friends - the last of which
is particularly difficult for relevant federal, state, and local agencies to
combat.
Elder abuse is a nationwide problem that often goes unreported. In a
November 2012 report, GAO noted that as the nation's senior population
grows, so does the total amount of saved wealth that is vulnerable to
exploitation. Since the money older adults lose in these cases is rarely
recovered, this problem has implications for elder health and seniors'
ability to support themselves.
It is my understanding that an investment or financial advisor has a duty
to give you the best advice for you - that is, he or she has a fiduciary duty
to do so. However, a broker sells you stocks, bonds, or mutual funds but
does not have to act in your best interest. Now we are seeing the word
-''senior" added to these distinctions. Your testimony states that there
should be standards for the acquisition of senior designations. Has the
Bureau considered drafting guidelines in this area?
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau issued recommendations on several
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issues regarding financial advisers using and acquiring senior designations in its

April 18, 2013 report to Congress and to the Securities and Exchange Commission.
That report is entitled, Senior Designations for Financial Advisers: Reducing
Consumer Confusion and Risks, and is available at

http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201304_CFPB_ OlderAmericans_Report.pdf.
The recommendations for senior designation acquisition include that policy makers
require minimum standards for testing, units of education, and accreditation by

organizations that confer the titles. The Bureau believes that these
recommendations, if adopted, will reduce consumer confusion and help protect older
consumers. The Bureau defers to the expertise of relevant federal and state

regulators and policy makers for the drafting of additional guidelines.

4. There are a number of federal agencies whose mission is in some way to
address elder financial fraud and exploitation. President Obama
established the Financial Fraud Enforcement Task Force 2009. In 2010,
Congress established the Elderjustice Coordinating Council (EJCC)
which includes officials from 11 federal agencies and coordinates
activities related to elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation across the
federal government. And there are other coordinating efforts ongoing.
These all have different but overlapping goals.
The FTC and CFPB recently collaborated with several other agencies to
conduct a Senior IdentityTheftWorkshop to discuss and provide
financial protection information for seniors. Would you care to
comment on the workshop and any benefits of your recent collaboration
of efforts? Are there certain types of fraud whose prevention lends itself
to collaboration more than others? If so, can you identity those types
and why they are ripe for collaboration?
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau participated in a panel on identity theft

in long-term care at the Federal Trade Commission's Forum on Senior Identity Theft
on May 7, 2013. The Bureau's comments addressed the impact of diminished
cognitive capacity on vulnerability to identity theft and other types of financial

exploitation. Older Americans receiving long-term services and supports have a high

prevalence of cognitive impairment due to Alzheimer's disease and other dementias.
Research suggests that diminished financial capacity makes one more vulnerable to

scams, fraud and other financial exploitation. The Bureau also addressed red flags
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for identity theft and other types of financial exploitation that operators of long-term
care facilities may observe.
Subsequent to the FTC Forum, FTC and Bureau staff met to further explore
opportunities for collaboration with regard to senior identity theft. The FTC
described the resource it offers. The Bureau described the upcoming educational
resources that it will offer, including the Money Smart for Older Adults training
program, created in partnership with the FDIC, and Managing Someone Else's
Money series for family members and caregivers with legal authority to handle an
older incapacitated person's money and assets. The FTC Forum also provided a
means for communicating with staff of other federal agencies about identity theft
and exploitation. For example, Bureau staff soon will meet with Internal Revenue
Service staff to discuss tax identity theft. These collaborations are useful for
information sharing, joint promotion of educational materials, and sharing of ideas
on policy and practice changes to protect older Americans.
The Bureau has not analyzed the issue of whether there are certain types of fraud
whose prevention lends itself to collaboration more than others. Since the Bureau's
Office for Older Americans has a broad mandate to help seniors recognize warning
signs of unfair, deceptive, or abusive practices and to protect themselves from those
practicest the Office benefits from collaborating with al I other federal agencies that
play a role in preventing, detecting, and responding to elder financial exploitation.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
U.S. HOUSE 0}."' REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL SERVICES

Director Richard Cordray, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau:
:March 2013 Semi-Annual Report

QUESTION FROM .Rl1:P. BILI, FOSTER (IL-11):

Director Cordray: as you know. Section 1024 of Dodd-Frank grants the CFPB the authority to
supervise nonbank covered persons of all sizes jn the residential mortgage, private education
lending, c:md payday lending markets. In addition, the Bureau has the authority to supervise
nonbank ''larger participant(s)" of markets for other consumer financial products or services, as

the Bureau defines by rule. Can you provide the committee with a sense of when the Bureau
intends to exercise this authority with respect to the supervisi.on of the nonbank online .lending

industry? It is my understanding that there are other agencies currently regulating this space. is it
your inrention to exercise your regulatory authority over these financial products? If so. when do
[you] expect to do so?
Response:
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act) authorizes
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to. among other things, supervise all payday lenders,
regardless of whether they do business through storefronts, over the internet, or both. The
marketplace .in which nonbank online lenders operate is increasingl.y diverse, and the Bureau i.s
committed to ensuring lhat. consumers receive the full protection of Federal consumer financial
law whether they obtain a loan online or from a storefront. The Dodd-Frank Act authorizes the
Bureau to supervise payday lenders, to assess compliance with Federal consumer financial law,
to obtain information about them and their compliance systems or procedures, to detect and
assess risks to consumers and consumer financial markets, and promulgate mies as appropriate to
implement Federal consumer financial law. Thus, when the Bureau launched its nonbank

supervision program in January 2012, this included all payday lenders regardless of distribution
channel. The Bureau has studied small dollar lending, including online payday .lending, and
continues to do so.
In Jrumary 2012, th.e Bureau he.ld a field heari.ng in Birmingham, Alabama, to hear direct.ly from
consumers and providers of these products. At that lime, the Bureau began its study, which
resulted in a publication entitled, "Payday Loans and Deposit Advance Products: A White Paper
of Initial Data Findings" issued in Apri1 of this year. 1 The purpose of the Bureau's outreach,

1 CFPB's Payday 1.-0ans and Deposit Advance Products report can be accessed at
http://files.co1isumerfi nance.go v/f/201304...cfpb..payday-dap-whi tepaper.pelf.

research, and analysis is to determine the best way lo protect consumers while ensuring that they
will have access to a small dollar loan market that is fair, transparent, and competitive.
The Bureau's While Paper underscored that consumer protection issues exist in the small dollar
loan market, and that further attention to these products is warranted. The Bureau is continuing
to study small dollar loan products to better understand why some consumers are able to use
these products in a light to moderate way, while others seem to get trapped in a prolonged
borrowing cycle, an.d the effectiveness of limitations that have been put into place by state laws,
trade associations, and institutions to curb the sustained use that can lead to adverse financial
consequences for consumers.
The Bureau seeks to protect consumers across the entire small dollar credit market. To the extent
that consumers may experience injury in the nonbank lending market resulting from viol.ations of
laws within om authority, we will take appropriate action to ensure consistent implementation
and enforcement of the appli.cable laws across the small doHar credit marketplace.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. MURPHY

<FL~ 1)

Question 1:
CFPB is charged with protecting American consumers from bad financial products and bad
actors. I want to understand more about your priorities. No one likes when consumers are taken
advantage of, but I have absolutel.y no patience when our veterans, the men and women willing
to give everything for our country. are targeted. The New York Times recently reported that
scrviccmembers were being charged excessive interest on their student loans. This is
unacceptable in the United States. What is CFPB doing t.o prioritize actions against those v.iho
deliberately go after the patriotic men and women who served?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's Office of Serviccmcmber Affairs (OSA) addresses
the specific challenges faced by servicemembers, veterans, and the.ir famili.es. Headed by Holly
Petraeus, OSA conducted 116 outreach evenL~ from January 1, 2013 through August 31. 2013,
delivering consumer financial information to more than 7,400 military and veteran consumers
and more than 475,000 consumers using electronic communicati.ons and digital and social media
to help them make better informed financial decisions.
In October 20 l 2, the Bureau released "The Next. Front? Student Loan Servicing and the Cost to
Our Men and Women in Uniform," which detailed the problems servicemembers reported
experiencing when an.empting to obtain and/or retain the.ir Servicemember Civil Relief Act
(SCRA) rights with regard to their student l.oans. OSA also created an accompanying "Action
Guide" for use by military advisors to provide infonnation on repayment option for military
borrowers.
Additionally, in March 2013. OSA teamed up with the Office for Students and the Office of
Consumer Engagement to deliver the Bureau's first military-focused virtual financial education
forum by means of li.ve webcast. The forum reached nearly 300 mili.tary financial educators.

legal assistance attorneys, and on-base college education counselors. Participants learned about
student loan servicing issues for servi.cemembers and Bureau resources available to ass.ist them.
Furthennore, the Bureau's recent enforcement action against US Bank and Dealers" Financial
Services returned $6.5 million to servi.cemembers who participated in the Military Installment
Loan and Educational Services (MILES) auto loan program.

Question 2:
I am honored to rt--present a district that's home to over 160,000 seniors, including a proud few
from the Greatest Generation. As you k11ow, our seniors aren't cynics .... they trust this great
nation they built. What is the bureau doing to protect Florida seniors from people who are taking
advantage of that tmst. and their all too limited income stream?
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Response:
A primary mission of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's Office for Older Americans
(OA) is to facHitatc the financial literacy of individuals aged 62 and over on protection from
unfair, deceptive, and abusive practices, and on current and future financial choices, including
through the dissemination of materials to seniors on such topics. OA conducts outreach efforts
nationwide with its core constituency, key public officials, financial institutions, industry,
advocates, and other stakeholders. OA partic.ipated in 97 events from Janum·y l, 2013 through
August 31, 2013, reaching more than 5,740 participants.

Specific examples of outreach efforts include helping to coordinate Older American Protection
Networks in several states, representing the Bureau on the Elder Justice Coordinating Council.
which consists of 12 federal agencies that play a rol.e in addressing elder abuse, and collecting
and reviewing comments submitted in response to the Bureau's Request for Information
regarding Senior Fimmcial Exploitation.
In April 2013, the Bureau's Office for Older Americans released a report entitled "Seni.or
Designations for Financial Advisers: Reducing Consumer Confusion and Risks" to both
Congress m1d the Securities m1d Exchange Commission pursuant to Section l013(g)(3)(C) of the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Refonn and Consumer Financial Protection Act.2 The Report
.illuminates the challenges that older consumers face .in trying to navigate the complex. world of
financial advice for seniors. The Report also highlights the need for consistent high-level
standards of training and conduct for those advisers who wm1l to acquire a bona fide senior
designation. On November 8, 2013, OA released a consumer guide ent1tled "Know Your
Financ.ial Adviser'' to help consumers understand senior adviser designations and. how to check

an adviser's background.
Jn addition, in June 2013, the Office for Older Americans released "Money Smart for Older
Adults,,, in partnership with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Money Smart is a
training curriculum to provide older consumers and their caregivers with information on
preventing and responding to elder financial exploitation, including common frauds and scams
targeted at older consumers.

011 September 24, 2013, the Bureau, in conjunction with seven other federal agencies, issued
guidance3 lo clarify that the privacy provisions of the Oramm-Leach-Bliley Act generally permit
financial institutions to report suspected elder financial abuse to appropriate authorities.

i

http:/lfiks.consumeit·i nance.gov/f/2013 04...CFPB...Older An 1ericans...Report. pdf

See lntemgency Guidance 011 Pril'(l.C)' Laws and Reporting Financial Abuse of Older Adults, September 24, 2013
a rniIable at http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201309...cfpb...elder-abuse -guidance. pdf.
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On October 29, 2013, OA released a set of four guides, called ..Managing Someone Else's
Money," to help financial caregivers carry out their duties and responsibilities in managing
money for a family member or friend. Millions of Americans are managing money for someone
who is unable to pay bills or make financial decisions. For these fiduciaries - such as agents
under powers of attorney, guardians, Veterans Affairs fiduciaries, and trustees - the ta.~k can be
overwhe.lming. But it's also critically important to the peopk who can't handle their own
finances. These plain-language guides walk people through their duties, put them on the look4
(}Ut for scams and theft, and refer them to additional sources of help.

Question 3:
That young family in my district looking to buy their first home will benefit from CFPB
responsi.veness to industry concerns in the qualified mortgage sphere. While I st.ill believe more
can be done to preserve access to affordable mortgages for middle class families, l continue to
hear that uncertainty remains one of the biggest burdens, particularly for community banks. As
we all know, every time that QM gets better, it's another large stack of guidance that mom and
pop community bankers have to sort through. In terms of pending improvements to QM, what
certainty can you give the smaller banks in my district, many of whom are ready to quit
mortgages altogether?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has tailored the Ability-to·· Repay rule and the
standards for qualified mortgages (QMs) to allow small creditors to continue providing certain
credit products, while carefully balancing consumer protections. The Bureau also notes. and
frequently emphasizes to community banks, that the same safe and sound underwriting standards
that they have been successfully applying for years, with historically small default rates,
generally will meet the baseline Ability-to-Repay requirements with llttle further effort on their
part.
To address concerns such as those you raised about the possibility that small lenders would 11ot
make portfolio loans that are not QMs, the Bureau created a QM provision specifically for small
creditor portfolio loans. Under that provis.ion, portfolio loans made by small creditors generally
qualify as QMs ---·even if the 43 percent debt-to-income ratio is exceeded --- as long as the
credit.or considered debt-to-income or residual income before making the loan, and as Jong as the
loan meets the other requirements for qualified mortgages (induding the prohibitions on risky
product features).

4

Ser. hitp://www.consumerfi nance. gov/blog/managing-someone-elsesmoney/?utm_sottrce=newsletter&utm_ medi um=emai l&utm_campaign=201310290A.
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In addition, the Bureau has provided a two-year transition period, during which balloon loans
made by small creditors and held in portfolio will be treated as QMs regardless of where the
creditor predominantly operates. This decision will allow time for che Bureau to review whether
its definitions of "rural" and "underscrved" should be adjusted. The Bureau is committed to
conducting such a review to ensure that the Bureau's definitions accurately reflect significant
differences among geographic areas. to calibrate access to credit concerns, and to faciJitate

implementation.
Finally, the Bureau has included in its "Regulatory Implementation" initiative a number of
elements specifically intended to facilitate small entities· efforts to understand and to implement
the mks. These clements include "Small Entity Compliance Guides," videos, and wcbinars 011
the rules. They also include two "job aids'' specially designed to highlight the small portfolio
creditor QM provision discussed above: a one-page summary of the vari.eties of QM available,
and a t1ow chart that walks a creditor through the steps to detem1ine whether it can qualify for
that provision's coverage. Tue Bureau has been taking every opportunity to circulate these job
aids as widely as possible, including through small banks' and credit unions' trade associations
and their primary federal regulators.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. KYRSTEN SINKMA

(AZ~9)

Question 1:
The state of Arizona is one of several states that prohibit payday lending. In the semi-annual
repo.tt .it .is noted that in states where payday loans are prohibi.ted (and others) residents may be
obtaining internet payday loans. Arc internet payday lenders subject to the same oversight and
regulation as storefront payday lenders?

Respo11se:
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act) authorizes
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to supervise all payday lenders, regardless of whether
they do business t11rough storefronts, over the internet, or bot11. Consistent with the authority
provided by the Dodd-Frank Act, the Bureau carries out its supervisory responsibilities by
assessing compliance with Federal consumer financial law. obtaining information about
supervised entities' compliance systems. and other activities and detecting and assessing risks to
consumers and consumer financial markets.
All lenders should be mindful of state and federal .law and must comply with all of the laws
applicable to them. Full compliance with the law is essential to the operation of a fair,
transparent~ and competitive market. The marketplace in which payday lenders operate is
increasingly diverse, and the Bureau is committed to ensuring that consumers receive the full
protection of Federal consumer financial law, whether they obtain a loan online or from a
storefront.

Question 2:
1n the absence of payday lending Ari.zona has robust auto title lending. Has the CFPB assessed
the risks posed to consumers by these products? Has the CFPB considered whether and how to
supervise auto title lenders?

Re!.ponse:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is actively engaged in assessing risks to consumers
across the small dollar lending market so that we can protect consume.rs across the entire
spectrum of products. We recognize that auto title loans -·and, in Arizona, auto registration
.loans - are a possihle substitute for other forms of high-cost credit~ including the payday and
<lepos.it advance loans that were the topic of the Bureau's April 2013 publication entitled
..Payday Loans and Deposit Advance Products: A White Paper oflnitial Data Findings." To the
extent that consumers may experience i11jury in the auto ti.Uc lending market resulting from
violations of laws within the Bureau's authority, we will take appropriate action to ensure
consistent implementation and enforcement of the applicable laws across the small dollar credit
marketplace.
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As noted above, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Financial Protection Act
provides the Bureau with authority to supervise payday lenders. When examining a payday
lender, the Bureau may examine the finn's auto-title lending operations, if any, to ensure they
are in compliance with all Federal consumer financial law, assess compliance systems and
procedures, and assess and detect risks to consumers or to consumer financial markets.

Question 3:
There are some obvious alternatives to payday loans. such as bonowing from a bank or credit
union. taking a loan from a consumer finance company, using a credit card, or getting a<>sistance
from a friend or relative. However, I am concerned that low-to moderate-income households
have difficulty accessing the small dollar loans they need to meet basic expenses. \Vhat other
alternatives do Arizonans have?

Re,\ponse:
There arc many ways small dollar credil products are offered, and the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau's job is to ensure that regardless of how a consumer gets a small dollar loan or
from whom, at a minimum, they are given the full protection of Federal consumer financial laws.
Om Offices of Financial Empowerment and Financial Education seek to identify and develop the
tools that consumers, particularly the most vulnerable, need to make the best financial decisions
for themselves and their familles. That includes helping consumers understand the full costs and
risks of any financial product and encouraging consumers to have emergency savings so that
they can avoid having to seek out short-term loans in the first place.
The Bureau also hears regularly from financial services providers of all sorts who are developing
products designed to meet the demands of low- and moderate-income consumers. The Bureau
seeks to use the authorjties that we have to implement and enforce Federal consumer financiaJ
law in a way that enables the functioning of a transparent and competitive marketplace.

Question 4:
This past March, the CFPB issued guidance on indirect auto lending and compliance with the
Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA). Auto lenders in Arizona have concerns with this
guidance .in part because the CFPB has not provided sufficient information on how the industry
is to comply. Does the CFPB plan to issue additional guidance or clarification around this issue?

Response:
As you know, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau published CFPB Bul.letin 2013-02,
lndirect Auto Lending and Compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 (ECOA),
to offer guidance to all indirect auto lenders within the jurisdiction of the Bureau, induding both
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depository institutions and nonbank instilutions.5 The Bulletin explains that the standard
practices of indirect auto I.enders likely make them "creditors" under ECOA and that a lender's
discretionary markup and compensation policies may alone be sufficient to trigger liability
under ECOA if the lender regularly participates jn a credit decision and its polici.es result in
discrimination. By describing the existing relevant laws and regulations that apply to indirect
auto lending, the Bulletin's intent is to help jndirect lenders recognize and mitigate the risk of
discrimination resulting from discretionary dealer markup and compensation policies c:md
incentives that may encourage it. The Bulletin also described steps indirect auto lenders might
take to ensure that they were operating in compliance with fair lending laws. Importantly, the
Bnlleti.n makes dear that there are many possible paths fo.1ward for lenders.

For the purpose of conducting our supervisory work, we have chosen to use proxy methods
that rely solely on public data so that lenders can replicate our methods without the need to
recreate or purchase proprietary databases as part of their own fair lending compliance
management systems.
Proxy methods vary based on the characteristic being proxied (race, national origin, or
gender), and there are several reasonable methods of proxying for each of these
characteristics. Some methods, for example, use solely surname or geocoding. The Federal
Re~erve Board. which publicly released some of .its proxy methods in July, uses a surname
Census database to determine if a borrower is Hispanic and geocod.ing to determine majority
minority census tracts. 6 Other methods, like the Bureau's, integrate the same sources of data
into a single proxy for race and national origin. We have chosen the integrated method
because we consider it appropriate and helpful in evaluating the large and complex po.1tfol.ios
of the auto lenders supervised by the Bureau. Similarly, we expect lenders to choose a proxy
method that will support a compliance management system commensurate with their size.
organizational complexity, and risk profile.
Recently, the Bureau and Department of Justice (DOJ) ordered Ally Financial. Inc. and Ally
Bank lo pay $80 million in damages to harmed African-American, Hispanic, and Asian and
Pacific Islander borrowers and $18 mil.lion i.n penalties. The Bureau and DOJ detennined that
more than 235,000 minority borrowers paid higher interest rates for their auto loans between
April 2011 and December 2013 because of Ally's discriminatory pricing system. This case
demonstrates that the risks of discretionary pricing in dealer markups in the indirect auto finance
market are real and significant and provides for appropriate ways of addressing those risks. A
!>Indirect Auto Lending and Compliance with ECOA CFPB Bulletin 2013-02, Mar. 21, 2013 arnilab!e at
hnp.-/ljlles.conswne1:fi1wnce.gov(/!201303_t!{jJb_march_-A1tto-Financc-Bu!letin.pdf
6
http:.//www. ph iladel phi afed .org/bank-resources/pub J.ica I ions/cousurner-compl iaucc-outlook/outlooklive/2013/080613. pdf,
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strong Compliance Management System (CMS) will be implemented by Ally. We know from
our supervisory work that a strong CMS can work to significantly .reduce fair I.ending risk. A
strong CMS was one of the suggested options for mitigating fair lending risk that we identified in
the Bulletin. In addition, Ally may move to a non-discretionary compensation structure to
mitigate the fair lending risk associated with discretionary dealer markups.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. ROSS

(FL~15)

Question 1:
The CFPB white paper on payday loans and deposit advance products states that ··nigh-intensity
borrowers are more likely to be sampled based on usage in a given month than low-.intensity
borrowers." Approximately what percentage ofborrowcrs who took out 12 or more loans per
year were sampled? What percentage of bmTowen; who took out one loan per year were
sampled?

Response:
TI1e Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's publication titled "Payday Loans and Deposit

A<lvm1ce Products: A Whi.te Paper of Initial. Data Findings" was developed from information
obtained from a number of storefront payday lenders over a 12-month period. For each account
with activity in the first month ofrhe study period, the Bureau studied all activity over 12
months. Overall, the study sample consists of a total of approximately J5 million loans
generated by storefronts in 33 states. The Bureau's deposit advance findings were developed
from information obtained from depository instimtions offering this product. For this group, we
examined for a 12-month period a random sample of accounts that were eligible to recei.ve a
deposit advance during the first month of our study or during the quarter prior to the start of our
studv .

..

In the White Paper, the Bureau used a sample based on bonw..vers who took out a .loan in the first
month of the lenders sample, and we analyzed borrowing for the 12 months. If a borrower did
not hon-ow in the first month of a lender's sample period, the borrower was not included in our

sample. Additionally, our sample did not exclude a borrower who borrowed a payday loan
before the sample period, meaning that borrowers who are in the middle of an extended
borrowing episode are included .in the sample. Of the approaches available to us, the
methodology we chose reasonably addresses the question of how prevalent certain consumer
harms are in the payday lending industry.

Queslion 2:
The Bureau's Information quality guidelines (as found on

http://www.consumcrfinancc.gov/lnfonnationquaHty) state that" ... After review of the
.information disseminated by Bureau, the Bureau does not believe that it currently produces or
sponsors the distribution of influential scientific, financial, or statistical information withi.n the
definitions promulgated by OMB." According to OMB, '''1nfluential1 when used in the phrase
'influential scientific or statistical information' means the agency expects that infonnation in the
form of analytical results will likely have an important effect on the development of domestic or
international government or private sector policies or will likely have important consequences
for specific technologies, substances, products or firms."
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Response:
Please see response to questi.on 3, below.

Question 3:
Taken together, this indicates that the CFPB does not believe that any of the infonnation it
disseminates, .including the payday loan white paper, shoul.d have an important effect on the
development of policy nor consequences for specific products. Yet you cited the report in your
teslimony, .:md the Bureau cites the report in a number of places on its website and elsewhere that
have important consequences for short-term lending products. Please explain this inconsistency.

Respo11se:
Under the Office of Management and Budget's guidance on the lnfonnation Quality Act. an
agency that produces ·"influential scientific or statistical information~' should provide a high
degree of transparency about daia and methods, OMB's guidance also makes clear that such
goals do not override confidentiality concerns: the Bureau's Information Quality Guidelines are
in accord.7

Question 4:
You testified in response to one of my questions that the CFPB has data on the 13 states that
effectively prohibjt payday loans. Will th.e Bureau make that data publicly available? \Vhat docs
that data show with respect to the usage of unregulated online loans in lhose states?
•

Has the Bureau examined the Kansas City Fed's study on payday loan restrictions?

•

Has the Bureau examined the New York Fed's study on Georgia and North Carolina
which found higher rates of bounced checks, complaints about debt collectors an.d
Chapter 7 bankruptcies after those states banned payday loans?

•

Has the Bureau examined the rates of consumer complaints to state regulators about
unlicensed lenders after payday lending was banned or severely restricted in Washington
State, Oregon, Montana and New York?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's leadership recognizes the serious responsibility
associated with its collection of information on consumer financial markets under the authorities
granted by the Dodd-Fnmk Wa11 Slreet Reform and Consumer Financial Protection Act and
7

See Burt:!au lnfornwtion Quality Guidelint:!s ('The Bureau will make both original and supporting data and the
source of the data available to the public when appropriate."); ('The guidelines do nol override olher compelling
interests such as privacy, trade secrets, intellectual property, and other confidentiality protections"); see also Office
of Management and Budget, Guide.lines for E11suring and lv!aximizing che Qualiry. Objectivily, Utiliiy, and /ntegriry
of lllformacio11 Disseminated by Federal Agencies. 66 FED. REG. 49718 (Sept. 28, 2001) ("[T]hcse guidelines do not
alter the otlierwise applicable standards and procedures for determining when and how infonnation is disclosed.
Thus. the objectivity standard does not override other compelling interests. such as privacy, trade secret, and other
confidentiality protections.").
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cannot freely disclose the microdata that it uses. The Bureau's published regulations "Disclosure
oflnformation and Records Rules,·· 12 CFR Part 1070.40 ct seq.. outlines the restricti.ons on the
disclosure of confidential information.
Currently J 4 states and the District of Columbia either prohibit payday lend1ng or subject it to a
strict usury Jimit. The 14 states are: Arkansas, Arizona, Connecticut, Georgia, Maryland.
Massachusetts, Montana, New Hc:unpshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carollna,
Pennsylvan.ia, Vermont, and West Virginia.
The Bureau publication entitled, "Payday Loans and Deposit Advance Products: A White Paper

of Initial Data Findings" underscored that consumer protection issues exist in the small dollar
loan market, and that further attention co these products is warranted. The Bureau continues to
study smal.l dollar loan products to better understand the effectiveness of .limitations that have
been put into place by state laws, trade associations, and institutions, and is aware of the Kansas
City and New York studies on payday loans.
The Bureau has reviewed the studies referenced and has examined complaints to the extent
available.

Question 5:
Jn your mission of enforcing the federal laws governing regulating short tenn credit, money
service business activity or payday lending, it is important that you make it clear to those
businesses who follow Florida's and other state laws that regulators will only be pursuing those
businesses that operate illegally, and outside of the regulatory system. How do you plan to both
pursue illegal, unlicensed operators and conduct rnle making related to licensed payday lending
while at the same time ensuring that your efforts will not cause harm to those following the law
or preempt the stabl.e and effective regulatory environment we have in Florida?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau recognizes the importance of both state and federal
laws and their respective relevance to the consumer financial marketplace. For example, state
regulatory agencies license payday lenders, whereas the Bureau has authority over Federal
consumer financial law, includjng various laws that confer substantive consumer protections
relevant to payday lending. The Bureau meets its responsibilities under these laws in prut by
supervising payday lenders for compliance with them and by enforcing them directly. Payday
lenders, in tum, must comply with state law and federal I.aw, as applicable. Those who ignore
applicable state or federal laws are at legal risk for doing so.
Compliance with state Jaw does not exempt a lender from having to comply with federal law,
and vice versa. We continue to expand our understanding of how the payday market operates
and affects consumers in order lo better inform our policy work in this area.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. STIVERS (OH-15)
Director Cordray, having now been up and running for 2 years, the CFPB has only issued final
mies where mandated by Congress. This includes remittances, Qualified Mortgages and a
number of other mortgage rules. During this same time, we have seen several. enforcement
actions and the issuance of bulletins or Guidance. As we all know, BuJlelins, guidance and
enforcement actions make poli.cy but do not include the thorough process of gathering input from
all stakeholders as is required by the Administrn.tive Procedures Act (APA).
Congress put the APA in place to ensure agencies co11ect information from all parties and is
thorough during that process and can provide clarity having listened to everyone across the
spectrum. It appears the CFPB, to-date, has taken every effort to get around using the APA
except on those issues specifically laid out in Dodd-Frank. Further. I often hear enforcement
actions, Bulletins and Guidance are not as clear and transparent as the rule writing process.

Doesn't the rnlc writing process provide clear & transparent rul.cs for the banking industry which
are not as clear with bulleti.ns or other actions?

Response:
The Administrati.ve Procedure Act (APA) sets out the basic principles by which federal agencies
engage in regulatory activity and in applicable cases instructs an agency to seek public comment
regarding a proposed rul.e. The APA does not mandate notice and comment for general.
statements of policy, non-binding infonnational guidelines, or interpretive rules.

In addition to the rnlemaking specifically mandated by the Dodd-Frank \Vall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act, the Consumer Financial. Protecti.on Bureau has engaged .in notice and
comment rulemaking to promulgate new rules, or amendments to pre-existing rules.
The Bureau issued an Advanced Notice of Proposed Ruiemaking8 (ANPR) for debt collection
(November, 2013), prepaid cards (May, 2012), and issued severaJ proposed rules and requests
for comment relating to its supervision of nonbanks.
The Bureau has also repeatedly issued Requests for Lnformation (RFl) to infonn policy making.
These RFI's indude, but are not limited to: payday lending (March, 2012); overdraft products
(February 2012 and April 2012); servicemembers (September 2011); reverse mo11gages (July
2012); senior financial exploitation (June 2012); arbitration (April 2012); streamlining inherited
regulations (March 2012); and af'fordabil.ity of private student loans.

lS

See http://www.consumerfinance.gov/nolice-and-commenl/
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QUESTION FROl\tl REP. PITTENGER (NC~9)
Where in the process is the rule for Section 107 l of the Dodd-Frank A.ct?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has begun to explore the issues we need to address
pursuant to Section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Financial
Protection Act. In particular, we are looking at how we might work with other agencies to gain
insight into existing small business data collection efforts and possible ways to cooperate in
future efforts. The small business lending market is vast and complex, with many different types
of financial instituti.ons and products, so we need to ensure we consider the requirements
associated with data collection. \Ve also will learn from the changes that we will be making to
Home Mmtgage Disclosure Act regulations to enrich the information collected there, as required

by the Dodd-Frank Act.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. LUETKEMEYER (M0~3)

Question 1:
In your testimony before the Committee, you stated that a lender or other entity in full
compliance with state and/or federal law shoLLld be allowed to operate as long as that entity
remains in accordance with the law. Our understanding is that licensed and regulated lenders
have had banking relationships threatened. Under the Dodd-Frank Act, the CFPB was given
explicit authority to supervise entities that offer or provide non-bank small dollar loans to
consumers. As the regulator of many of the products be.ing threatened, what specific actions
have you taken or \\rill you take to ensure that these products remain viabl.e and that these entities
remain able to offer them?

Respo11se:
The Dodd-Frank WaH Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act authorizes the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau to, among other things, supervise payday lenders; to assess
compliance with Federal. consumer financial .law; to obtain information about them and their
compliance systems or procedures; to detect and assess risks to consumers and consumer
financial markets~ and promulgate rules as appropriate to .implement Federal consumer financial
law. The Bureau has studied small dollar, short-term lending, including online payday lending,
and continues to do so. In January 2012, the Bureau held a field hearing in Birmingham,
Alabama, to hear directly from consumers and providers of these products. At that time, the
Bureau began its study, which resulted in a publication entitled, "Payday Loans and Deposit
Advance Products: A White Paper of initial Data findings" issued in April of this year. 9 The
purpose of our outreach, research, and analysis is to determine the best way to protect consumers
while ensuring that they will have access to a small. dollar loan market that is fair, transparent,
and competitive.
The Bureau's White Paper underscored that consumer procection issues exist in the small dollar
.loan market, and that further attention to these products is warranted. The Bureau intends to
continue its study of small dollar loan products to better understand why some consumers are
able to use these products in a light to moderate way, while others seem to get trapped in a
prolonged borrowing cycle. The Bureau would also like to better understand the effectiveness of
limitations that have been put into place by state laws, trade associations, and institutions to curb
the sustained use that can lead to adverse financial consequences for consumers.
The Bureau seeks to protect consumers across the enti.re small dollar credit market. To the extent
that consumers may experience injury in the nonbank lending market resulting from violations of
laws within our authority, we will take appropriate action to ensure consistent implementation
·~ CFPB "s Payday Loans and Deposit Advance Products report can be accessed at

http:/lfilcs.co1isumerfi1iance.go v/f/201304...cfpb.,payday-dap-whi tepaper.pelf.
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and enforcement of the applicable laws across the small dollar credit marketplace. As the
Bureau l.ooks to next steps, we will consider how best to exercise our authorities to prot:ect
consumers while protecting access to affordable credit.

Question 2:
What steps are you taking to ensure that the FDIC and other banking regulators issue proper
guidance on this matter without. infringing on CFPB auchority? Will the CFPB issue guidance on
this matter?

Response:
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation has issued guid<:mce that relates to this topic. See
'"FDIC Supervisory Approach to Payment Processjng Relationships with Merchant Customers
That Engage in Higher-Risk Activities," available at
http://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financi al/20 l 3/fil l 3043. html.

ln addition, see responses to Question l above and Question 3 below.

Question 3:
As the regulator for the payday loan .industry your agency has spent considerable time and
investment assembling data and reviewing the practices of the cash advance industry. Has the
Bureau asked the FDIC the OCC or the Department of Justice to deny basic banking se.rv1ces to
companies in the industry? Does the bureau support the effmts by the agencies to encourage
financial institutions not to bank legally licensed lenders in the space?

Rcspo11se:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's job is, among other things, to ensure that payday
lenders comply with Federal consumer financial law. To this end, the Bureau works
collaboratively with other federal and state partners in lhe markets where more than one
governmental. entity may have authority to take action. However, the Bureau is not the sole
regulator of financial products ruid services providers and, in pa11icu1ar, does nor engage in the
same kind of safety and soundness regulation as the federal prudential regulators, who operate
under a statutory mandate distinct from that confen-ed upon the Bureau. We recognize the
judgment of the prudential regulators in the matters committed to their respons.ibility.

Question 4:
Do you believe that tribal governments have the right to use the Internet to make loans?

Respo11se:
As noted above, all lenders should be mindful of state and federal law and must comply with all
of the laws applicable to them. Full compliance with the law is essential to the operation of a
fair, transparent, and competitive market.
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Question 5:
Does the CFPB believe that the comprehensive array of federal consumer financial laws and
regulations are generally adequate to prorecr consumers from improper lending practices? If
not, please detail what additional provisions or changes are needed and why.

Response:
As you know, Congress passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act of 2010 in response to the worse financial cri.sis this country experienced since the Great
Depression. Over the past three years, the Bureau and other financial regularory agencies have
been working diligently to implement the Dodd-Frank Act. \.Vork on many of the rulemakings
required by the Dodd-Frank Act is ongoing at various agencies. Once the rules required by the
Dodd-Frank are implemented and .in effect for some period of time, we will be in a better
position to address whether to recommend changes that might make the statutory framework
more effecti.ve.

Question 6:
It is widely recognized that many states have quite restricti.ve lending l.aws that l.imit the type of
small dollar, short-term credit products that nonbank lenders may offer. It would be very helpful
co have a better understanding of this patchwork of state ]ending laws. Please provide the
Committee with a detailed comparative breakdown of what each state's law allows concerning
offering specific types of small dollar products including such things as any minimum or
maximum limitations on the Ieng.ch of the loan, the total interest allowed (noting what fees and
charges are counted) as well as any exceptions from such limitations for certain foes or loan
l)'lJeS, and any prohibited loan terms or conditions that apply with respect to any such loan
product. Also, please include a state-by-state breakdown of state licensing requirements that
apply to each such product.

Response:
Information regarding state payday .lending statutes is available on the National Conference of
State Legislatures website at hup://www .ncsl.org/1ssucs-rescarchlbanking/payday-lcnding-statestatures. aspx..

Question 7:
Millions of underserved consumers are moving rap.idly to meet credit needs via the Internet.
Whar is the CFPB doing to promote even greater credit access for underservcd consumers
through online sources whi.le also ensuring that online lenders comply with applicable federal
laws and regulations?

Response:
All I.enders should be mindful of state and federal law and must comply with all of the l.aws
applicable co them. Full compliance with the law is essential to the operation of a fair,
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transparent, and competitive market. The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act authorizes the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to supervise payday
lenders, to assess compliance with Federal consumer financial law, to obtain information about
them and their compliance systems or procedures, to detect and assess risks to consumers, and
consumer financial markets, and to promulgate rules as appropriate to implement Federal
consumer financial law.
The marketplace in which payday lenders operate is .increasi.ngly diverse, and the Bureau i.s
committed to ensuring that consumers receive the full protection of Federal consumer financial
law whether they obtain a loan online, or from a storefront. There is a demand for small dollar
credit products, but debt traps should not be pait of consumers' financial futures. In Januai'.y
2012, the Bureau added payday lenders to its supervision program on top of its existing efforts to
supervise the depository institutions that offer deposit advance products. We al.so held a field
hearing in January 2012 in Birmingham, Alabama, to hear directly from consumers and
providers of these products. At that time, the Bureau began its study, which resulted in a
publication entitled, "Payday Loans and Deposit Advance Products: A White Paper oflnitial
Data Findings" issued in April. of this year. w The purpose of our outreach, research, and analysis
is to help better understand lhe best approach to protect consumers while ensuring they will have
access to a small. dollar loan market that .is fair, transparent. and competitive.
The Bureau's White Paper underscored that consumer protection issues exist in the smaH dollar
loan market, and that further attention to these products is warranted. The Bureau intends to
continue its study of smaH dollar loan products to better understand why some consumers are
able to use these products in a light to moderate way, while others seem to get trapped in a
prolonged borrowing cycle. The Bureau would also like to better understand the effecti.veness of
limitations that have been put into place by state laws, trade associations, and institutions to curb
the sustained use that can lead to adverse financial consequences for consumers.
As the Bureau looks to next steps, we will consider how best to exercise our authorities to protect
consumers while protecting access to affordable credit.

Question 8:
The CFPB's Semi-Annual Report notes that consumers may have difficulty comparing small
dollar loan products on an "'apples-to-apples" basis and points out, for example, that APRs are
not provided in all cases and may not include all fees. Has the CFPB coUected any data through
focus-brroups, surveys and other methods, to determine whether consumers truly understand what
an APR means when used to disclose the cost of various small dollar credit products with a term
of less than one year? Has any research been conducted to detennine whether consumers
w Bureau's Payday Loans and Deposit Advance Products report can be accessed at
http://filcs.co1isumerfi iiance.gov/f/201304...dpb.. payday-dap-whi tepaper.pelf.
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understand the costs of such short-Lenn credit options better when all costs (interest, fees and
other charges) are expressed as a dollar figure and as a percentage of the total l.oan amount
instead of an APR? If not, will you collect such data and provide this Committee with your
anal vsis of it?

..

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's ''March 2013 Semi-Annual Report" stated with
respect to the complexity and diversity of small dollar, short term loan products available in the
marketplace; "It may be challenging to determine whether taking out a two-week payday loan,
pawning a household good. for a month, or gradually paying down a six-month installment loan
makes better financial sense. One standard approach to comparing loan costs is the Annual
Percentage Rate (APR); however, APRs may not be provided in every case, or include all fees.
For example, .APRs are not disclosed when a consumer incurs an overdraft foe, and other
products might have application or other fees that are not included in this calculation. At least
one survey suggests that many consumers may not understand how to use APR to measure the
relative costs of different small dollar credit options." 11
The Bureau continues to research consumer behavior in the small dollar credit market, including
the impact of disclosures on consumers' choices and their understanding of loan costs.

0
See CFPB March 2013 Semi-Annual Report. available at:
http://fiks.consumerfinance.gov/f/201303...CFPB...SemiAnrrualReport...March2013.pdf at 39.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. FINCHER (TN~8)

Question 1:
Nearly 8.7 million American families depend on manufactured homes for reliable, safe, and
sustainable huusi.ng. However, smaller-sized manufactured home loans are at risk of being
adversely impacted by HOEPNhigh cost mortgage provision5 and loan originator guidelines in
Dodd-Frank. Without regulatory relief tailored to this form of housing, the manufactured
housing market will be facing loss of financing available to low- and moderate-income families,
particularly in rural and underserved areas.

As you may know, the manufactured housing industry has been working with consumer
advocates to develop a conse11sus approach to resolve the regulatory challenges facing this
market. I understand that much progress has been made between the groups, and they have
begun the process of communicating their joint concerns to members of your staff.
To the extent that you are able to comment on the Bureau's rul.emaking processes, do you
anticipate that there might be some accommodation made for the areas highlighted by these
groups? What additi.onal feedback do you think would be necessary from the Committee to
underscore that there is concern for preserving access to credit in this market?

Response:
The Dodd-Frank \Vall Street Refonn and Consumer Protection Act has a very broad definiti.on
for loan originators, with some exdusions. One of these is a limited exclusion for employees of
manufactured housing retailers that permits them to conduct certain activities without being
treated as loan originators. The loan originator rule published in Febmary addressed this
exclusion, and in June the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau issued a proposal to clarify it
further. The Bureau has considered public comment received on the June proposal, and on
September 13 we issued a final rule.

The compensation paid to a loan originator is generally included for purposes of calculating
points and fees under the Ability-to-Repay and Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act
rules. Our final rule includes a provision that excludes from points and fees compensation paid
by a retailer of manufactured homes to its employees. The points and fees calculation still
includes loan originator compensation paid by other persons, including a creditor to loan
originator emp.loyee.s of manufactured home retailers. Where the creditor has knowledge that the
sales price includes loan originator compensation, then such compensation is included in points
and fees. However the rule imposes no duty on the creditor to investigate. Thus, creditors wi.th

arrangements with retailers to build loan origination compensation into the homes' sale prices
must count such compensation.
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The final rule also provides guidance on what activities an employee of a manufactured home
retailer may conduct without becoming a l.oan originator, stating that a retai.ler employee may:
generally describe the credit application process to a consumer without discussing particular
credit terms; prepare residenti.al mortgage loan packages and provide general application
instructions to consumers so consumers can complete an application, without interacting or
communicating with the consumer regarding specific transaction terms; collect information on
behalf of the consumer with regard to a residential mortgage loan; in certain circumstances.
prov.ide or make available general .information aholll creditors and loan originators that may offer
financing for manufactured homes in the consumer's general area.

Further, the rule on points and fees does provide more relaxed treatment for "smaller-sized
manufactured home loans" that are secured by first liens on personal property. The Bureau
provided the same accommodation that Congress prescribed in this respect. ln so doing, as well
as in its approach to all of its rulemakings under title XIV of the Dodd-Frank Act, the Bureau has
remained mindful of the need lo ensure that regulations do not unduly restrict access to credit in
any market, including manufactured housing.
The Bureau has met with representatives from the manufactured housing industry and has
requested additional data from a set of manufactured housing lenders to gain a more complete
understanding of this market and the potential effects of this and other rules on the market for
manufactured home loans. Available data on manufactured housing lending, however. may not
be representative of all loans secured by manufactured housing and of all lenders who extend
these loans. For this reason and because it must not prejudge any future decis.ions, the Bureau
has not committed, and cannot commit, to making further modifications to the rules it has
adopted.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. SCOTT GARRETT (NJ~S}
Question 1:
Dodd-Frank contains provisions llmiting the CFPB's authority to collect "personally identifiable
financial information,'' yet the law docs not define this tem1. How does the CFPB define

"personally identifiable fi11ancial infonnation" and does it include such infonnation as a name,
Social Security number, and address?

Respo11se:
Pursuant to the G:ramm-Leach-Bliley Act, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau defines
··personally identifiable financial information" by regulation as follows:
(q)(l) Personally identifiable.financial information means any information:
(i) A consumer provides to you to obtain a financial product or service
from you;
(ii) About a consumer resulting from any transaction involving a financial
product or service between you and a consumer; or
(iii) You otherwise obtain about a consumer in connection with providing
a financial product or service to that consumer.

*

*

(2) Information not included. Personally identifiable financial
information does not include: ....
(B) Information that does not identify a consumer, such as aggregate

infonnat'ion or blind data that docs not contain personal identifiers such as
account numbers, names, or addresses.
The remainder of the definition provides examples. The complete definition can he found at 12
C.F.R. § 1Ol6.3(q), along with interrelated terms.

Questi()n 2:
How many U.S. consumer accounts is the CFPB monitoring: as part of its data collection
acti vi ti.es'!

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau does not track the financial habits or activities of any
individual consumer.
Instead, in the normal course of canying our its statutory mandates, the Bureau collects
infonnation from consumers who seek the Bureau's help through the consumer response
function and from the institution involved in the complaint; from covered persons who are the
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subject of supervisory examinations or enforcement activity, as well as from whistleblowers and
third parties who may have infonnation relevant to an enforcement action; and in the
performance of market monitoring activities.

Question 3:
It has been reported that the CFPB has requested account-level details regarding consumer credit
card data from nine banks. Can you tell the committee which banks the CFPB is collecting this
information from? Are there currently any plans to increase the amount of banks that the CFPB
will obtain this information from?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau does not track the financial habits or activities of any
indi.vidual consumer.

In the exercise of its supervisory authority the Bureau uses data stripped of direct or personal
identifiers with respect to all credit card accounts maintained by a number of large card issuers.
This data is collected and housed cm behalf of the Bureau by Argus Infonnation and Advisory
Services, a company that is in the business of obtaining account-level data for credit cards and
other financial services from financial services companies. The data being provided to the
Bureau are the same type of data that crcdil card issuers regularly provide to Argus, snch as the
monthly balance, fees charges, interest charged, and payments received on accounts. "The data
the Bureau recei.ves does. not include purchase transactions.
The issuers from whi.ch the data .is being collected include the largest credit card issuers and thus
have particularly significant potential to create risks to consumers. Al present, che Bmeau has no
plans. to increase the number of banks from which we will obtain this information.

Question 4:
In the strategic plan that the CFPB issued in April of this year, the CFPB said that it seeks to

"acquire and maintain a credit card database ... covering approximately 80% oflhc credit card
marketplace·· by the end of FY 2013. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Americans hold
approximately 1.2 bi.Ilion credit cards. That would mean that the CFPB is planning to monitor
about 960 million credit cards. Why is il necessary to monitor such a high number of credit card
accounts?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Proteclion Bureau does not track the financial habits or activities of any
individual. consumer.
The Bureau does collect certain information in the normal course of carrying out its statutory
mandate to protect consumers, ensure regulatory compliance, and monitor the financial services
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and products markers for risks to consumers. For example the Bureau collects account-level
information as. needed from consumers who submit consumer complaints as well as from the
company the complaint is about. The Bureau also collects information from covered persons
who are the subject of supervisory examinations or enforcement activity, as well as from
whistiehlowers and third parties who may have information relevant to an enforcement action.
In addition, the Bureau performs market monitoring activities, which involve the analysis of
market trends and risks to con.sumers based upon aggregating and analyzing account information
su·ipped of di.rector personal identifiers.
The Bureau manages risks to privacy associated with collecting infonnation by complying with
the Privacy Act of 1974, Right to Financial Privacy Act, and E-Government Act of 2002;
voluntarily adopting Office of Management and Budget privacy-related guidance as best
practice; and applying National Instilute of Standards and Technology risk management
processes. The Bureau has many privacy protections .in place to protect the consumer from
misuse of information that directly identifies them, reveals their consumer behaviors, or
describes personal characteristics such as race or gender, or credit characteristics. When the
Bureau does obtain information that includes personal identifiers. it protects the information
using technical, physical, and administrative controls that may include but are not limited to:
acquisition provisions, privacy incident management, access controls, audit logs, physical
security, records schedules, and minimizing the maintenance of personal information by deleting
direct identifiers or coding infonnation into generic categories to facilitate analysis.

Question 5:
How many people have access to CFPB databases containing personal consumer financial data?
And who are the people that have access?

Response
In general, access to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's data is controlled, and access
logs to Bmeau systems are kept and maintained in accordance with Bureau policy based on
National Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication 800-53 Recommended
Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations (NIST SP 800-53)
guidelines.

Question 6:
Section l 022 (c)(4 )(C) of Dodd-Frank is a limiting provision on the CFPB •s general power. The
provision reads ''The Bureau may not use its authorities under this paragraph to obtain records
from covered persons and service providers ... for purposes of gathering or analyzing the
personally identifiable infonnation of consumers." As the head of the CFPB and an aitomey, do
you believe that the CFPB has the authority to collect personally identifiable information as part
of its examination process from supervised entities and then use that information for market
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monitoring'? And if not, upon what authority does the CFPB rely for collecting personally
identifiable information in an examination and using it to monitor markets?

Response:
A number of provisions in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act,
among them 12 U.S.C. § 5512(c). 12 U.S.C. § 5514(b), 12 U.S.C. § 5515(b). 12 U.S.C. § 5534,
and 12 U.S.C. § 5562, authorize the Consum.er Financial Protection Bureau to request
information. The Bureau's infom1ati.on-gathering is cons.istent wi.th these authoriti.es and with
limitations regarding personally identifiable financial information. The Bureau manages the
privacy associated with its exercise of consumer protecti.on authorities by complying with the
Privacy Act of 1974, Right to Financial Privacy Act, and E-Government Act of 2002; voluntarily
adopting Office of Management and Budget privacy-related guidance as best practice: and
applying National Institute of Standards and Technology :risk management processes.

Question 7:

The Statement of Record Notice for the CFPB's "Market and Consumer Research Records"
database .indicates that personally identifiable information is being collected and able to be
retrieved by reference to such infom1ation. But the CFPB has not yet issued a privacy impact
assessment (PIA), which .is mandated by the E-Government Act in order to ensure that agencies
are in compliance with l.aws and regulations governing privacy of any personal. information the
agency stores, collects, uses, and shares. Why hasn't the CFPB issued a PlA for this database
and will you commit to issuing this PIA?

Response:
The requirement to publish System of Records Notices (SORN) is derived from the Privacy Act,
and the requirement to conduct Privacy Impact Assessments is derived from the E-Government
Act. While both laws help protect privacy, the requirements triggering each are different. For
example, an activity that triggers a SORN may or may not require a PlA; and a PIA may be
conducted when a SORN is not required.
In accordance with the Privacy Act, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau published
CFPB.022- Market and Consumer Research Records to permit the Bureau's collection and use of
the information for market and consumer research purposes. The Bureau has developed a Privacy
Impact Assessment that documents ptivacy risks associated with conducting research on
consumer financial markets. 12

12

See www.consumerfimmce.gov.
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Question 8:
As you know, the CFPB is largely shielded from congressional oversight and appropriati.ons.
Does the CFPB believe that it has a blank check co collect information on consumer accivities?

Response:
No, the Consumer Fi.nancial Protection Bureau operates under statutes which define the scope of
ics authority. Similar to other independent agencies, the Bureau is subject to robust
congressional oversight, with some facets unique to the Bureau. For example, the Director must
appear before Congress biannual1y and report on, among other things, the Bureau's budget and
significant rul.es and orders it has adopted. In the three years of Bureau existence, officials have
appeared before Congress on 44 occasions. The Bureau is also subject to the Administrative
Procedure Act. the Regulatory Flcxibjlity Act, the Paperwork Reduction Act. the Congressional
Review Act, the Privacy Act, and the Right to Financial Privacy Act, among other statutes
applicable to federal agencies. ln addition, the Bureau is the only independent financial services
regulator with a statutory budget cap. The Bureau is also subject to three annual audits. The
Bureau's financial statements are audited annually by the Government Accountabili.ty Office, the
investigative arm of Congress. GAO also audits the Bureau's regulations. And, the Bureau's
operations and budget are subject to an independent audit. The Bureau's activities are monitored
closely by its Inspector General.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. ROYCE (CA-39)
In setting up the CFPB and the Supervision, Enforcement & Fair Lending Division, it i.s clear
from .reports that negotiations between supervision and enforcement on how best to conduct
examinations initially resulted in one or two enforcement attorneys being assigned to
examination teams in the field. These enforcement "ride alongs" have been met with much
criticism --- including from the CFPB's own Ombudsman who has cited "the potential for the
policy to be a barrier to a free exchange during the examination." The Ombudsman also
recommended "CFPB review implementation of the policy to have enforcement attorneys
present at supervisory examinations." lam wondering if you can comment on the status of this
practice. Has the CFPB decided to no longer have enforcement staff accompany examiners
during examinations?
Re,\ponse:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau intentionally grouped our supervision, enforcement.
and fair lendjng offices together because we wanted them to be integrated and familiar with the
work that each office was doing. The integrated model was intended to ensure supervision and
enforcement work very closely together. We found over time that the most efficient way of
accomplishing that goal did not require the enforcement attorneys to accompany the examiners
on site.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. STEVAN PEARCE (NM~2)

Question 1:
Has the agency begun studying ways to improve their definition of ..rural"?
What steps will the agency take to develop a new definition? What timelines can. be expected?

Re!.ponse:
As you may know, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's Qualified Mo11gage rule
provided a general definition of"rural" using the Department of Agriculture's Urban fnt1ucnce
Codes. Th.ose codes, in turn. are based on definitions developed by the Office of Management
and Budget, in particular "metropolitan statistical area., and "micropolitan statistical area."
Access to credit in rural communities as wdl as the impacts of our rules on small creditors who
serve those communities is a matter the Bureau takes very seriously. In response to concerns that
have been raised, the Bureau amended the Abiliry-lo-Repay Rule to provide a two-year transition
period, during which balloon loans made by small creditors and held in portfolio will be treated
as Qualified Mortgages regardless of the location of the particular creditor. This decision will
allow time for the Bureau to review whether its definition of rural should be adjusted.
As a first step .in examining other possible definitions, the Bureau has begun to examine the
various data sources avallable. Notably, data collected under the Home Mo1tgage Disclosure Act
has sparse coverage in rural areas.
The Bureau is committed to such a review to ensure that the Bureau's definition ac.:curate.ly

reflects significant differences among geographic areas, to calibrate access to credit concerns.
and to facilirate implementation.
Question 2:
Does the agency's data collection effort include Personally Identifiable Information such as:
name, address, social security, zip, property and credit score of an individual?
Response:
The Consumer Financial Protect-ion Bureau docs not track the financial habits or activities of any
.individual consumer.

The Bureau receives personally identifiable information (PII) as defined by the Office of
Management and Budget in OMB Memorandum M-07-16, "Safeguarding Against and
Responding to the Breach of Personally Identifiable Information," May22, 2007 ..M-07-16
defines "personally identifiable information" to mean "information which can be used to
distinguish or trace an individual's identity, such as their name, social security number, biometric
records, etc. alone, or when combined with other personal or identifying information which .is
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linked or linkable lo a specific individual, such as date and place of birth, mother's maiden name,

etc."
The Bureau protects the PII jt receives by implementing technical, physical, and administrative
controls. These controls may include but are not limited to: acquisition provisions, privacy
.incident management, access controls, audit logs. physical security, records schedules, and
minimizing the maintenance of personal information by deleting direct identifiers or coding
information into generic categories to facilitate analysis.

Question 3:
Has the CFPB carried out case studies or analyzed cases of agencies, consumer groups or credit
card companies, where information has been distributed, leaked, shared or hacked?
Re,\ponse:
While the Bureau has not carried out specific case studies of other agencies or firms with data
breaches, the agency is aware of the necessity of data protecti.on. The Bureau's practice is to
categorize its systems using federal lnfonnation Processing Standard Publication 199, Standards
for Security Categorization of Federal Information and Information Systems (FIPS 199), Based
on this categorization, the Bureau implements security controls from National Institute of
Standm·ds and Technnlogy Special Publication 800~53, Recommended Security Controls for
Federal Information Systems and Organizations, to secure its data. Any additional Bureau
policies, processes, and procedures, including those related lo access, are based on these standard
federally-practiced controls, industry best practi.ces, as well as other guidel.ines and mandates
issued for government agencies.

Question 4:

Has the Director or Deputy Director of the CFPB discussed, at length, the implication of a
securi.ty breach wi.th staff?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau leadership recognizes the serious responsibility
associated with its collection of information on consumer financial markets under the authorities
gnmted by the Dodd-Frank Wal.I Street Refom1 and Consumer Financial Protection Act. The
Bureau's published regulations "Disclosure of fnfommtion and Records Rules" 12 CFR Part
l 070.40 et seq., outline the restrictions on the discJosure of confidential information. The Bureau
has a dedicated Chief Infonnation Security Officer and a dedicated Chief Privacy Officer, both
of whom rep01t directl.y to the Chief Technology and Information Officer. who ccntrall y

manages Bureau response to potential privacy or security incidents. Bureau employees receive
instruction. on how to identify and report potential privacy or security incidents, in addition to

new hire and annual mandatory trainings that meet the training requirements under the Privacy
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Ace, the Federal Information Security Management Act, and guidance issued by the Office of
Management and Budget.

Question 5:
What actions arc being taken to ensure that scnsicive infonnation, from millions of consumers, is
not being leaked or used inappropriately? Please provide a detailed update.
Respom.·e:
The Consumer Financial Proteccion Bureau continues to rely, in prut, on elements of the
Department of Treasury's net\vork and related lT infrastructure, including Treasury's directives
tlmt relate to security and privacy incidents. In anticipation of the Bureau's move to its own
network infrastructure, the Bureau has developed new directives related to security and privacy
incidents, which it will issue upon network independence. ln the interim, the Bureau has
developed supplemental .incident-reporting materials for managing the breach) loss, or
compromise of personally identifiable information (PU). These materials, in conjunction with
processes outlined .in Treasury's privacy and security .incident directives, hcJp the Bureau meet
the requirements around the suspected or confirmed breach, loss, or compromise of PII outlined
.in the Office of Management and Budget -issued guidance (i.e. OMB M-07-16, Safeguarding
Against and Responding to the Breach of Personally Identifiable Information, May 22, 2007).
As part of.its supplemental interim procedures, the Bureau would assess the ri.sk significance (or
anal.yze the risk of harm) posed by a breach, loss, or compromise of PU to determine .if
notification, outreach, or additional mitigation is warranted or necessary. This would include
alerting impacted individual consumers if their PII is confirmed to have been breached. \Vhen
deemed necessary (i.e. risk of harm is deemed high), additional mitigation steps might include,
for ex amp.le, offering impacted individuals credit monitoring subscription.s/services.
Question 6.
Who made the decision to hire ASR Analytics?
Please describe the decision process for hiring contractors.
Response:
ASR provided independent audit support to the Bureau pursuant to two separate vehicles, both of
which were competed. The first was a task order issued against an existing Department of
Treasury contract which had been previously awarded by Treasury through a competitive
process. Subsequently, the Bureau awarded a contract to ASR based upon a competi.tion among
existing General Services Administration small business vendors. The Request for Quote (RFQ)
was sent via GSA's c-Buy system to a range of small businesses that were on the relevant GSA
Schedule. One proposal was received and carefully evaluated against the criteria as stated .in the
advertised solicitation. The overall evaluation rating was "Good" and the price was dctennincd
fair and reasonable. Therefore, the contract was awarded to ASR.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. BACHUS (AL~6)

Question 1:
Director Cordray, the cuffent Qualified Mortgage rule includes fees paid to affillated title
insurance companies. However, fees paid to an unaffiliated title insLLran.ce company are not

included. Wilt you please explain why you differentiate between fees paid to affiliated and
unaffiliated title insurance companies? If the title .insurance fees are equal, .is there a benefit to
the consumer if title insurance is purchased by an unaffiliated title agent?
Response:
Congress specifically identified third-party charges retained by the mortgage creditor. originator,
or c:m affiliate of the creditor or originator as not ex.duded from the definition of points and
fees.B Accordingly, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau understood Congress to have
weigh.ed the relevant competing policy concerns related to foes (including titl.e insurance fees)
that are retained by affiliates and to have made a de.liberate decision not to exclude such fees
from the poi.nts a11d foes test. Particularly given Congress's dear determination in the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, the Bureau did not believe there was
sufficient justification to use its exception authority lo exclude affiliate fees from the calculation
of points and fees.

Questi.011 2:
There have been news articles and reports that federal agencies, such as the FDIC and DOJ, have
been pressuring banks and thjrd-party payment provjders to stop doing busi.ness with online
lenders. This leads to several questions.
a. Has the Bureau asked the FDIC, OCC and DOJ to deny basic banking services to
companjes .in the .industry?
Response:
No, the Bureau has not asked the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, !he Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency or the Department of Justice to deny basic banking servi.ces to
companies in the online lending industry.

b. Does the bureau support the efforts of these agencies to encourage financial .institutions
not to bank legally licensed lenders in the space?

1

~ Section 1412. Dodd-Frank Act
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Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is unaware of efforts by any agency to encourage
financial institutions not to provide banking services for lawfolly operating businesses.

c. As the primary regulator, 1s the CFPB planning on issuing a rule on short-term lending
for storefront and .internet lending busi.ness?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau held a field hearing in January 2012 in
Birmingham. Alabama, to hear directly from consumers and providers of these products. At
that time, the Bureau began its study, which resulted in our whi.le paper issued in April of this
year titled ..Payday Loans and Deposit Advance Products: A White Paper of Initial Data
Findings." The purpose of our outreach, research, and analys.is is to help bett:er understand
the best approach to protect consumers while ensuring that they will have access to a small
dollar loan market that .is fair, transparent, and competitive.

The Bureau· s White Paper underscored that consumer protection issues exist .in the small.
dollar loan market., and that further attention lo these products is waii-anted. The Bureau
intends to continue its study of small dollar loan products to better understand why some
consumers are able to use these products in a light to moderate way, while others seem to get
trapped in a prolonged borrowing cycle. The Bureau would also .like to better undersland the

effectiveness of limitations that have been put .into place by state laws, trade a.~sociations, and
institutions lo curb the sustajned use that can lead to adverse financial consequences for

consumers. As the Bureau looks to next steps, we w1ll consider how best to exercise our
authorities to protect consumers whi.le protecting access to affordable credit
d. Do you think it is appropriate for any federal agency to seek to deny access to banking

and payments systems to Lawfully operating businesses?
Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bw·eau is not aware of any federal agency seeking to
deny such access to .lawfully operating businesses.

e. Does the CFPB need or want the FDIC to assume its responsibilities to ensure online
nonbank lenders are complying with applicable law?
Respollse:
The marketplace in which payday .lenders operate i.s increas.ing.ly diverse, and the Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau is committed to ensuring that consumers receive the full
protection of Federal consumer financial law whether they obtain a loan online or from a
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storefront. The Bureau is not, however, the sole regulator of banking relationships and, in
parti.cular, does not engage in the same kind of safety and soundness regulation as the federal
prudential regulators, who operate under a statutory mandate distinct from that which
Congress conferred upon the Bureau. The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act authorizes the Bureau to supervise payday lenders, to assess compliance with
Federal consumer financial law. to obtain information about them and their compliance
systems or procedures, to detect and assess risks to consumers and consumer financial
imu-kets, and to promulgate rules as appropriate lo implement Federal consumer financial
law. The Bureau is working diligently to implement the Act appropriatel.y.

f. Has the CFPB, or FDIC, through any fonnal or informal action lead banks to believe that
they should not provide banking and payment services to the onlinc lending industry?

Respo11se:
As noted above, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is unaware of efforts by any
agency to encourage financial institutions not to provide banking services for lawfully
operating businesses.
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QUESTIONS FROM REP. MULVANEY (SC~S)

Question 1:
Has the Inspector General responsible for CFPB oversight inquired specifically about the
discrepancy between the CFPB's funding requests and its outlays?
• If so, what was the nature of the inquiry?
• Pl.ease provide any relevant documentation relating to such an inquiry.
Response:
The Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
and the Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau recently completed an evaluation of the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's budget process for the Bw·cau 's fiscal year 2013 budget
justification published in February 2012. As part of this evaluation, the OIG revi.ewed the

Bureau's processes and documentatio11 related to fiscal year 2012 transfor requests from the
Federal Reserve System. The OIG report, .includi.ng the Bureau's management response can be
found at http://www.federalreservc.gov/oig/.

Question 2:
Has any other entity inquired specifically about the discrepancy between the CFPB's funding

requests and its outlays?
•

If so. what was the nature of !:he inquiry?
Please provide any relevant documentation relating to such an inquiry.

Response:
In addition to the regular oversight of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau conducted by
Congress, Secti.on J573(a) of the Department of Defense and Full-Year Continuing
Appropriations Act of 20 l l, Pub. L. No. 112-10, requires the Bureau lo order an annual
independent audit of its operations and budget, and Secti.on l017(a)(5), Pub. L. No. 111-203
requires the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to anrruaily audit lhe Bureau's :financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

The resul.cs of the .independent audit for fiscal years 2011 ~ 2012, and 2013 are available on the
Bureau's website at http://www.consumerfinance.gov/reports/independent-perfonnance-audit-ofcfpb-operations-and-budget/, http://www.consumerfinance.gov/report s/indepcndcntperformancc-audit-of-cfpb-operations-and-budgct-2/, and
http://www.commmerfinance.gov/reports/cfpb-independent-audit-of-selected-operati cms-andbudget-fiscal-year-2013/, respectively. Similarly the results of the GAO audit for fiscal years
2011, 2012, and 2013 are embedded in the Financial Report of the Consmner Financial
Protection Bureau and available on the Bureau's website at
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/budget/. The reports describe the scope and the results of each
of the engagements.
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Question 3:
What is the current balance of the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection Fund (..Bureau
Fund")?

Response:
As required by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, che Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau publishes an annual Financ.ial Report of the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau that includes audited financial statements of the Bureau. The Bureau reported
.in its financial statements for fiscal year 2013 a balance in the Bureau Fund of approximately
$37 l million, consisting of $325 thousand held as cash at the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, $27 minion as a fund balance with Treasury, and $344 million .in .investments in U.S.
Treasury securities. The funds held in the Bureau Fund are drawn down as needed to pay for
obligations (e.g., to cover outlays) of the Bureau. These obligati.ons include employee salaries
and benefits, travel, rent, utilities, IT equipment, and other services received through i111ragovernmental agreements and contracts wi.th vendors. A Hst of Bureau contracts with vendors .is
available at usaspending.gov.
The annual. Financial Repo11 for fiscal years 2011 through 2013 are available on the Bureau's
website at http://www.consumerfinance.gov/budget/.

Question 4:
What has the Bureau Fund earned, either from interest or from the sale of
investments/obligations, since its inception?
Re!>ponse:
Funds held in the Bureau Fund are available to cover outlays related to existing and upcoming
obligations of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. The funds are invested in U.S.
Treasury securities until. such time as an outlay is required of the Bureau - for exrunple, when it
is time to pay employees' salaries or co pay invoices from vendors or other government agencies.

The Bureau has earned approximately $30,000 in fiscal year 2011, $66,000 in fiscal year 2012,
and $221.000 in fiscal year 2013 from interest and/or the sal.e of investments in Treasury
securities.

Question 5:
Do you plan to draw down, increase, or maintain the amount held in the Bureau Fund?
Pl.ease describe how you intend to achieve that goal and include a proposed timeline.
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Response:
As required by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, che Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau ensures that the amount of funds requested each quarter from the
Federal Reserve Board of Governors is reasonably necessary to carry out its mis.sion. 14 Funds
held in the Bureau Fund are available to cover outlays related to existing and upcoming
obligations of the Bureau. These obligations include employee salari.es and benefits, travel, rent,
utilities, IT equipment, and other services received through intra-governmental agreements and

contracts with vendors.

Funds held in the Bureau Fund at the end of fiscal year 2013 are drawn down to pay for
obligations (e.g., to cover outlays) of the Bureau. Balances in the Bureau Fund, however, will
fluctuate over time primarily due to the timing of both trans.fer requests and scheduled outlays.
The length and timdine for drawing down funds from the Bureau Fund to pay obligations
varies. For example, funds requested to cover employees' salari.es are required every two
weeks. However, funds related to intra-governmental agreements and contracts with vendors are
drawn down as those entities pe1fom1 the agreed-upon services and submit invoices for
payment. The timeline for these outlays depends on the length of lhe agreement. which for most
contracts generally takes between 3 to 12 months from the date the contract was executed. or
longer for multiyear contracts.

Question 6:
In your recent testimony before the Committee, you discussed the CFPB's authority to regulate
debt collectors.
a. Do y{)u believe that it is the CFPB's responsibility to promote additional state regulation?

Re!.ponse:
Many state and local governments license debt collectors and regulate their activities. Recently,
a number of states and local governments have changed or are cons.idering changing their
statutes, regulations, and ml.cs applicable to debt collection litigation. Most of these changes
focus on rules of court procedure and evidence. These are areas that states have traditionally
regulated.
b. Please describe all contacts by CFPB officials with state regulators and state legislative
officials on issues related to the debt buyer ruid debt collection industry.

Response:

14

Section JOI?(a)(J), Dodd-Frank Act.
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The Bureau regularly and routinely informs state regulators and officials about the Bureau's
work, and consults and coordinates with them, as is expressly authorized and, in many cases,
required by Congress, most notably throughout the provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act, subject to
applicable limitations and safeguards. 15
Indeed, .in ils recent ANPR on debt collection, the Bureau recognized thi.s stale role in explaining
that it was interested in receiving comments concerning "how proposed rules could protect
consumers in debt coHection litigation without adversely affecting the traditional rule of the
States in overseeing the administration and operation of their court systems and without
.imposing undue or unnecessary costs on the debt collection process:' 16 The Bureau also
developed a set of draft court rules on debt collection litigation, drawn directly from provisions
already adopted by various states, and provided technical assistance on them to state regulators
and officials who requested it.
c. Please include specific state legislative initiatives and proposed legislation that the CFPB
supports.

Respo11se:
On June 6, the Bureau and the Federal. Trade Comm]ssi.on jointly hosted a roundtable entitl.cd
"Life of a Debt: Data Integrity in Debt Collectjon." 17 The roundtable included representatives
from industry) consumer advocacy groups, and state and federal officials. In addition. the
Bureau's Office of Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair Lending interact regularly with their state
counterparts on confidential supervisory or enforcement matters related to the debt collection
industry. When requested, the Bureau has provided technical assistance, jnduding copies of
15

See, e.g., Dodd-Frank Act sections 10 l 3(b)(3 )(D) (".,.the Bureau shall share consumer complaint info1maiion
with prudential regulators, the Feder.ti Tm.de Commission, other Federal agencies, and Stale agencies ... ";
10 l3(c)(2)(B) ('\"'·' ... coordinating foir lending efforts of the Bureau with other Federal agencies and State
regulators ... "): .. ,"; 1013(e)( l )(C) (''.,.coordinate efforts among Federal and Stilte agencies, as appropriate,
regarding consumer protection measures relating to consumer financial products and services offered to, or nsed by,

service members and their fa.milies ... "): ... "; I013 (g)( 3)(E) (''. .. " ... coordi natc consumer protection etforts of seniors
with other Federal agencies and State regulators ... "): ... "; HH 5 ('..'The Bureau shall coordinate with the
Commission, the Commodity Fmures Trading Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, and other Federal
agencies and State regulators ... "); ... ": I 022(c)(6)(C) (providing access to Bureau examination reporcs for" ... a
prudential regulator, a Slate regulator. or any other Federal agency having jurisdiction ... ")''; 1022(c )(7)(C)
"( .. :'. .. the Bureau shall consult with State agencies..."); ... "; J024(b)(3) and 1025(b)(2) (" ... " ... the Bureau shall
coordinate its supervisory activities with the supervisory activities conducted by prudential regulators and the State
hank regulatory authorities .. .'"); ... "; 1025(e)(2) (""The Bureau shall pursue arrangements and agreements with State
hank supervisors ... "); ... ": 1042(b)(I) (" ...a State attorney general or State regulator shall timely provide a copy of
the complete complaint to be filed and \\.TiHen notice describing such action or proceeding to the Bureau ... "); ... ";
aml 1042(c) ('"'The Bureau shall. .. provide guidance in order to further coordinate actions with the State attorneys
general and other regulators ... ") ... ",
1
') Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection, "Debt Collection (Regulation f); Advance Nolice of Proposed
Rulemaking. 78 Fed. Reg. 67848, 67877 (Nov. 12. 2013}.
17

hltp:/lwww.consume1t'inance.gov/newsroom/steve-anlonakes-rnrnarks-at-lifo-of-a-deb1-data-integrity-in-debt-

colleetion/
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draft com1 mles derived from current state laws and court mles, to state regulators and officials
that have jurisdiction over debt collectors' activities and have or arc considering changing their
statutes, regulations, and rules applicable lo debt collection litigation.
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Questions for the Honorable Richard Cm·drav, Director of Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Chairman Tim Johnson:
1. Director Cordray, in response to my question on rural lending at the hearing, you stated that
the CFPB will "go back and reconsider how [it] had drawn rural in tenns of being the
Department of Agriculture's Urba.11 Influence Code, pruticula.rly micropolitan counties which
are rural but around a metropolitan county. And we wilJ look at that carcful.ly, take a l.ot of
input before n~solving it." Can you describe how lhe CFPB plans to reconsider this definition
over the next two years, what the expected limeline is for sol.iciting input, and from whom?

Response
Our current QM rule provides a two-year temporary qualified mortgage window for balloon
loans that small creditors 1 make and hold in portfolio without regard to where the creditor
operates. In other words, small creditors across the country can. make baHoon loans (with certain
limitations including meeting certain criteria under the statute such as having to be at least a 5year term) that qualiJy as QM loan.s for 2 years after the rule goes into effect. During this period,
as you note, our staff has committed to further studying the topic of small creditor balloon loans,
especially with regards lo access lo credit in rural or underserved communities. ln so doing, the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau intends to review whether the definitions. of rural. or
underserved should be further adjusted for purposes of the QM mle. We have begun internal
deliberations this winter, and we will follow up with your office as we work ont timeframes for
this review. Before issuing a final rule, i:hc Bureau would seek publi.c comment.
2. Director Cordray, as you know, outstanding student loan debt now ex.ceeds $ l .2 trill.ion. In
the Bureau's latest student loan report. the Student Loan Ombudsman suggested that there be
additional oversight of servicers, and the Bureau proposed a rule defining larger participants
in th.e student loan servicing market early this year. When might we expect to see the CFPB
finalize a rule and begin supervision of these companies?
Additionally, due to .increasing concerns about rising student debt, I want to make sure that
we appropriately monitor the actions of those private participants in the student loan market
under the Banking Commi.ttee's jurisdiction, including private student lenders ai1d se.rvicers.
What suggestions do you have to improve the functi.oning of the private student loan market?
Do you believe that legislative changes are needed to effect these improvements, and what
other suggestions do you have for the Banking Committee to consider in working wi.th th.e
HELP Committee on the Higher Education Act reauthorization?

1

Small creditors arc onc8 that have $2 bi.Ilion or less in assets and, who together with their affilia!ei<, make 500 or
fewer first lien mor!gage loans per year.
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Response
On December 3, 2013, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau issued a final rule defining
larger participants in the nonbank student loan servicing marketplace. Thi.s rul.e wiU go into
effect on March l, 2014, at which po.int the Bureau will have the authority to examine larger
nonbank student loan servicers. Student loan servicers impact tens of millions of Americans, and
this rule is a (.,'fitical step to ensure that the breakdowns in the mortgage servicing market do not
repeat themselves in the student loan market.
As l noted .in a Senate Banking Committee hearing you chaired this past April, student debt
should be of concern. With $ 1.2 trillion in outstanding debt, many of us in the financial
regulatory community have noted that this may be an impediment to economic growth and a
roadblock for families looking to climb the economic ladder. The Department of Education and
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau have also been working together to ensure that
borrowers of federal and private student loans are being fairly treated by financial services
providers who administer their loans.
Private entities participate across the life cycle of a federal or private student loan and must
comply with a number of Federal consumer financial laws that the Bureau administers. Nocably,
student Loan servicers must comply with the Electronic Funds Transfer Act and Fair Credit
Reporting Act, and student loan debt collectors must comply with the Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act And, these entities may not engage in unfair, decepcive, or abusive acts and
practices.
In 2008, the Senate Banking Committee worked with the Senate Committee on Health,
Education, Labor and Pensions to draft legislation, as part of the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act, to amend the Truth-in-Lending Act to enhance disclosures for consumers seeking
to borrow a private student loan.
Since that time, Congress has enacted legislation to enhance consumer protections and improve
the functioning of the mo1tgage and credit card markets. As noted in an October 2013 repo1t
from the Bureau's student loan ombudsman, po.licymakers might look at these changes an.d
determine whether similar changes might also provide benefits to the student loan market.
For example, the report noted that many student l.oan borrowers holding multiple loans face
payment processing problems when seeking to repay their debc more quickly. Student loan
servicers' payment processing policies vary and may not be transparent to many borrowers. The
Credit CARD Act of 2009 addressed related issues. The Act and its implementing regulations
ensure that borrowers who make paymencs in excess of the minimum amount due will have their
payments promptl.y applied to credit card balances with the highest interest rate.
Additionally, the re1)ort also described how certain changes to laws governing mortgage
servicing address chaHenges that might also be present in the student loan market. For example,
as part of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (the Dodd-Frank
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Act), Congress also amended the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act and Truth-in-Lending
Act that enhanced protections for borrowers in the mortgage servicing market. As implemented
by Regulation X and Regulation Z, mortgage servicers will have certain obligations to com:~ct
errors asserted by borrowers, ensure prompt crediting of mortgage payments, and provide
responses to requests for payoff amounts.
The Bureau has also published a number of other reports which may be useful to Banking
Committee members in preparation for the upcoming reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act. Bureau staff is available to further understanding of our analyses as the Commit.tee seeks to
address thi.s large, growing financial services market.

,.,
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Questions for the Honorable .Richard Cordrav, Director of Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Ranking Member Crapo:
l. The Qualified Mortgage Rule (QM) has been widely debated, and we are roughly 60 days out
from i.ts effective date. Financi.al institutions, especially the small ones in Idaho, have
struggled to ramp up their compliance operations. How will the rule change the mortgage
shopping experience for the consumer and what steps has the Bureau taken, or planning to
take, to educate consumers about how these ml.es will affect their shopping experi.ence?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's mortgage rules will be impo1tant in addressing
some of the most serious problems that had undermined the mortgage market durjng and leading
up to the financial crisis. The Bw·eau's mortgage rnles protect consumers from irresponsible
mortgage I.ending by requiring that lenders make a .reasonable, good-faith determination that
prospecti.ve borrowers have the ability to repay their loans. The mortgage servicing rules
establish strong protections for homeowners as they repay their loans, and especially for those
facing foreclosure.
The Bureau took special care to ensure that our rules are balanced for community banks and
credit unions and the consumers they serve. For instance. the Bureau has tail.ored the AbiJity-toRepay rule and the standards for Qualified Mortgages (QMs) to enable small creditors to
continue providing certain credit products, while carefully balancing consumer protections.

ln addition, the Bureau has provided a two-year transition period, during which balloon loans
made by small creditors and held in portfolio will be treated as QMs regardless of where the
creditor predominantly operates. This decision will allow time for the Bureau to review whether
its definitions of "rural" and "underserved" should be adjusted. The Bureau is committed to
conducting such a review to ensure that the Bureau's definitions accurately reflect sign.ificant
differences among geographic areas, to calibrate access to credit concerns, and to facilitate
implementation.
To help consumers navigate the marketplace and take advantage of the benefits of the new rules,
the Bureau has developed a consumer education and engagement plan. Among other things, the
Btrreau has developed consumer education materials including tips for homeowners; summaries
of new mortgage ml.es and mo1tgage servicing rules; a set of common answers to frequently
asked questions for our AskCFPB tool; and consumer guides and supporting graphics to explain
the new rules. The Bureau has also published updated versions of ce1tain mortgage publications
that are required by statute or regulation to be del.ivered to homebuyers and those applying for
adjustable-rate mortgages and home equity lines of credit, to reflect the new rules: Shopping for
Your Home Loan - Settlement Cost Booklet, previously published by the U.S. Department of
Housing ~md Urban Development; and Consumer Handbook on Adjustable-Rate Mortgages and
What You Should Know About Home Equity Lines of Credit brochure, previously published by
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tbc Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. These publications are available on the
Bureau's website at consumerfinance.gov/leammore.
To help homeowners who may be facing foreclosure or encountering other issues rel.ated to the
servicing of their mortgages, the Bureau has begun to train housing counselors and other
intermediaries about the new mortgage servicing rules governing Joss mitigation. This effort has
been coordinated with the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
Finally, lhe Bureau is preparing to launch a new suite of tools and information that will guide
prospecti.ve and current homeowners through the process of owning a home. The Bureau will
provide guidance, decision-making tools, and information to help consumers become better
shoppers, savvier negotiators, and, ultimately, more successful long-term homeowners.
2. The CFPB's Indirect Auto Lending Bulletin came out in March. The Bulletin represented a
major policy shift without public input. On November 14, eight months after the Bulletin was
published., the Bureau finally held a public forum on auto financing bringing together
consumers, auto finance companies, and auto dealers.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) spent more than a year conducting a study on the
consumer protection issues that may arise in the sale, financing, and leasing of motor
vehicles. It held focus groups. soJicited public comments, and held .industry roundtables. The
FTC's final report is still pending and the agency has not yet conducted any rnJemaking in
this space. What coordination efforts did the CFPB undertake with the FTC when drafting
the CFPB Bulletin, and why was a similar pub.lie outreach campai.gn not undertaken?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's March 21, 2013, Indirect Auto Bulletin was
published to offer guidance to indirect auto lenders about compliance with the existing fair
lending requirements of the Equal Credit. Opportunity Act (ECOA). 2 The Auto Bulletin did not
represent a policy shift, but instead highlighted the fair lending risk that some indirect auto
lenders' markup and compensation policies can create based upon the discretion those policies
permit, and financial incentives to exercise that discretion in particular ways.
The Bulletin explains that the standard practices of indirect auto lenders likely make them
"creditors" under ECOA and that a lender's discretionary markup and compensation policies
may al.one be sufficient to trigger liability under ECOA if the .lender regularJy participates in a
credit decision and its policies result in discrimination. By describing the applicable laws and
regulations that apply to indirect auto lending, the Bulletin aims to help indirect auto lenders
recognize and mitigate the risk of discrimination resulting from discretionary dealer markup and
Jndircd Auto L"ndi.ng and Compliance with ECOA, CFPB Bul1ctin '.Wl3-02, M.ar. 21, 2013 amilab!t~ at
h1tp://filcs.co11:sumcrfimmcc.gov/f/20J.303_cfpb_march_-Aulo-Finance-Bulletin.ptlf.
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compensation policies. This is the type of fair lending risk of which lenders need to be aware
and monitor in the.ir portfolios.
The Bureau has a number of tools at its disposal when dealing with practi.ces that cause
consumer harm, including nonpublic supervisory act.ion, enforcement action.s, rulemaking, and
consumer education, among others. There are many factors that the Bureau considers when
deciding which tools to use, and .in detennining what is the most appropriate tool to address a
ce1tain issue. When we consider whether to engage in rulemaking, a key question is whether
existing law, regulations and official commentary already address the topic under consideration.
ECOA and Regulation B, which was the result of notice and comment, make it illegal for a
"creditor" to discriminate in any aspect of a credit transaction because of race. color, religion,
nati.onal origin, sex, marital status, age, rece.ipt of jncome from any public ass.istance program, or
the exercise, in good faith, of a right under the Consumer Credit. Protection Act. 3

The Bureau published the Indirect Auto Bulletin to remind lenders of their responsibilities under
ECOA and to offer guidance on how they might address the identified risks. Consistent with
Bureau procedures, the Bul.leti.n was reviewed prior to issuance to ensure compliance with all
applicable legal requirements. The Administrative Procedure Ace (APA) sets out the principles
by which federal agencies engage in regulatory activity and in applicable cases instructs an
agency to provide an opportunity for public comment before issuing a rule. The APA does not
impose a notice and comment requirement for general statements of policy, non-binding
informational guidelines, or interpretive memoranda. Accordingly, the Bureau was not required
to solicit comments about the indirect auto compliance bulletin.
Recognizing the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) shared respons.ibility in this area, the
Bureau began a dialog with the FfC during the summer of 2011 regarding fair lending issues in
tbc auto lending arena, including dealer markup. As part of this coordination, the Bureau
participated in the FTC's Second Motor Vehicle Roundtable, which focused on mil.itary
consumers, financial literacy, and fair lending and was held August 2-3, 2011, in San Antonio,
Texas. ln this manner, we shared resources with the FTC and gathered valuable public
information and inpu.t on this topic. Likewise, Bureau personnel attended the Third FTC
roundtable held in Washington, DC in December 20.l L Since that time we have had an ongoing
di.al.og about dealer markup in indirect auto lending with both the FfC and Federal Reserve
Board of Governors (FRB), more recently joining with the FRB in their August 6, 2013 Webinar,
titled Indirect Auto Lending- Fair Lending Considerations. Representatives of both agencies
participated in the forum that the Bureau held on November 14, 2013.
We also regularly coordinate with the FTC on fair lending enforcement matters, indudi.ng
meeting with them on a bi-monthly basis.
3

15 U.S.C. § 1691ets~~q.;12.C.F.R. pt. 1002.
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3. The CFPB has been c.losely examining smaH doHar credit products like payday loans and
deposit advances. Have you considered how actions affecting these products may in fact
dri.ve up the cost of credit, or cause borrowers to tum to unregulated markets for credit, and
how do yoLL plan on balancing consumer demand with what you see as a dangerous product?
Response

There are many ways small-dollar credit. products are offered and the Bureau's job is to ensure
that -regardless of how a consumer gets a small-dollar loan or from whom - consumers are
given the full protection of Federal consumer financial laws.

In taking appropriate action to protect consumers across the small dollar marketplace, the Bureau
recognizes that there is a demand for small dollar credit products. Our Offices of Financial
Empowerment and Financial Educati.on seek to identify mid develop the tools that consumers,
particularly the most vulnerable, need to make the best financial decisions for themselves an.d
their families. That includes making sure consumers understand the full costs and risks of any
financial product and encouraging consumers to have emergency savings so that they can avoid
having to seek out sho11-tenn loans in the first place.

The Bureau also hears regularly from financial services providers who are developing products
designed to meet the demands of low and moderate income consumers. We seek to use the
authorities that we have to implement and enforce Federal. consumer financial laws in such a way
that enables the function.ing of a transparent and. competitive marketplace.

4. In October, the CFPB sent an order to over l 00 banks requesting a copy of the institution's
consumer checking account agreements. The federal Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
requires federal agencies to publish a notice for comment in the Federal Register anytime an
agency seeks to collect infonnation from 10 or more private entities including infonuation
requests and surveys required mandated by statute. Please explain why the Bureau did not
take steps to comply with the Paperwork Reduction Act for thi.s collection of information.

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's orders were promulgated pursuant to its authority
under Section 1022(c)(4)(B)(ii) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act (the Dodd-Frank Act), and were issued to inform and augment the Bureau's market
monitoring efforts, as well as to assist the Bureau as it works to complete the study mandated by
Section l028(a) of the Dodd-Frank Act. The Office of Management and Budget's regul.ations
specify categories of items that are not subject to the Paperwork Reduction. Act. which include
among other things samples of products or like items so-designated by OMB. (5 C.F.R.
l320.3(h)(2}, (h)(lO)). The Bureau's orders sought the recipient covered-persons' standard form
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consumer checking account agreements. Collection of the information in question is exempt
from the clearance requirement in lhe Paperwork Reduction Act.
5. Secti.on 11000 of the Dodd-FnU1k Act requites the CFPB to abide by the Small. Business
Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act's Small Business Advocacy Review Panel process.
Please identify all of the Small Business Advocacy Review Panels the CFPB held in FY
2013. Additionally, please identify all planned proposed rules in FY 2014 for which the
Bureau will con.duct a Small Business Advocacy Review Panel.

Response
The Bureau is mindful that, without careful consideration, new statutory requirements we are
.implementing can potentially burden as well as benefit small financial services providers. \Ve
use many methods to reach out to small providers. One avenue, set out in the Dodd-Frank Act,
is to convene a Small Business Review Panel under the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act (SBREFA) before proposing a rule that would have a si.gnificant economic .impact
on a substantial nutnber of small entities. In 2012, the Bureau held SBREFA panels on TILA-

RESPA federal mortgage disdosures, mortgage loan servicing, and Title XIV mortgage loan
originator compensation. We did not hold any SBREFA panels in FY 2013 as we were largely
focused on finalizing rules that were proposed in FY 2012. The Bureau is planning to hold a
SBREFA panel for a HMDA rnlcmaking in FY 2014. We have not yet determined which of the
other rulemak:ings to be conducted by lhe Bureau in FY 2014 may have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small entities, but it is likely that we wiU use SBREFA before
commencing rulemaking with respect to debt collection, payday lending, and/or overdraft. We
regularly conduct extensive outreach on the potential effects of a possible proposed rnle on
affected entities, including smal.l entities.
6. Cost benefit analyses arc imp011ant to ensure that entities, including small businesses, are not
disproportionately burdened by federal regulati.ons. Please list all regulatory efforts the
CFPB plans to undertake in 2014 and state whether the agency plans to undertake economic
analyses pursuant to the Regulatory Flexibility Act, E.0. 12866 and/or any other economic
analysis for each regulatory effort planned.

Response

A critical pan of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's mission is to make well-designed
regulations that can help enhance market efficiency and faimess without imposing undue
burdens. Such regulations benefit consumers, responsible firms, and society more broadly.
Thus, the Bureau considers costs, benefits, and impacts on consumers and financial institutions
.in its rnlemakings, and the Bureau seeks information more generally on the costs, benefits~ and
impacts of regulations. For exc:unple, in November 2013, the Bureau completed a report,
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"Understanding the Effects of Certain Deposit Regulations on Financial Institutions' Operations:
4
Findings on Relative Costs for Systems, Personnel, and Processes at Seven Institutions."
When the Bureau undertakes a rulemaking for which notice .:md comment are required, and for
which the rule is expected to have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of
small entities, the Bureau presents initial and final regulatory flexibility analyses as provided by
the Regulatory Flexibility Act In addition, the Bureau considers the costs and benefits of all of
.its substantive rules to consumers and to covered persons as required by Section 1022 of the
Dodd-Frank Act \Vall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. l11e Bureau publishes its
preliminary cost benefit analysis with the proposed rule so that stakeholders have an opportunity
to provide input through the public comment process. A final rule .is accompanied by the
Bureau's final analysis of costs and benefits.
On December 3, 2013, the Bureau posted its semi-annual update to its rulemaking agenda, which
is avail.able on Reginfo.gov. 3 As noted in the semi-annual. update to the rulemaking agenda, the
Bureau plans to work on, or participate in interagency groups working on, the rules listed below.
l. (Prerule) Home Mortgage Disdosure Act (Regulation C)
2. (Final Rule) The Expedited Funds Availability Act (Regulation CC)
3. (Final Rule) Restatement of Federal Consumer Financial Law Regulations
4. (Final Rule) Equal Access to Justice Act Implementation Rule
5. (Final Rule) Rules of Practice for Issuance of Temporary Cease-and-Desist Orders
6. (Final Rule) Further Amendments to 2013 Mortgage Rul.es (Regulations B, X, and Z)
7. (Prerule) Annual Privacy Notice
8. (Prerule) Payday Loans and Deposit Advance Products
9. (Prerule) Debt Collection Rul.c
10. (Prerule) Overdraft
11. (Prcmle) Further Amendments to 2013 Mortgage Rules (Regulations X and Z)
12. (Proposed Rule) Requirements for Prepaid Cards (Regulation E)
13. (Proposed Rule) Supervision of Certain Non bank Covered Persons--Defining Larger
Participmlts in Certain Consumer Fim:mcial Product and Service Markets
14. (Proposed Rule) Amendments to FIR REA Concerning Appraisals
15. (Proposed Rule) Ex tension of the Temporary Exception for Certain Disclosures Under
the Remittance Transfer Rule

4

·'Understanding !he effects of Certain Deposit Regulations on Financial Institutions' Operations: Findings on
Relative Costs for Systems. Personnel, and Processes al Seveu Institutions," al'ailable at
http://files.cousumcrfimmcc.gov/f/201.311 _c fph_rcport_findings-relati ve-cosls. pdf
5
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Rulemaking Agenda, Dec. 3, 201.3 available at
l1U1Lihr..~rn:,.r..f..&£!lli!..,g!!xlEH!!..!i.ri.df!ff:1:ti!.f!.!df!!11..f1irL~!!ilf..t..!~Lfr!..t!..~Ql::..li&trlQ.tLQEL...1.Qff:liCLBJ!L..fLt!~!:l:&'J..tffJ..:t;l!ll!.!!..
l~:::!.f..!!.t;..!.if!£.{!!1~;1:C:.!!..df..;;..£~S!L!!ltSH!lf.f}..::;;..~!..CU..J~f!..~ff..Kf..rLC.l{'.d..-:;;..;fJZQ. ~f;;!awg!I:?.~t1.::::. ?..sJ..~!J..(!£1..3.ll..~.1,J..:::,?.4£/J..t!Qgf. :IJl.::::.S!:.l!w1iJ
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7. Banks have indicated value in the complaint process as it helps them identify areas to
examine. However, the CFPB is publishing thousands of "unverified" and "unnonnalized"

complaints. Even as the CFPB acknowledges these complaints a.re not verified and may not
be valid complaints, we have a government agency then encouraging folks to do their own
research on this i.naccurate information. Some prudential regulators have urged banks to
avoid areas that could cause reputationaJ risk. Do you see the CFPB's posting of unverified,
inaccurate and unnormalized data as having the potential to create reputational risk, and
should consumers be making decisions off inaccurate and unnormalized data being publi.shed

by the government?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau is clear that the Consumer Complaint Database

contains complaints we have received, that steps are taken to confirm a commercial relationship
between the consumer and the identified company, and that we do not verify the accuracy of all
facts alleged in the comp.laints. Jn addition, the database includes data ab(}ut the company's
response to the complaint.
The purpose of the Consumer Complaint Database is to provide timely and understandable
infonnation about financial products and services and to improve the transparency and efficiency
of the market. That data describes the nature of the complajm as submitted by the consumer and

the company's view of its validity based on the company's response. Consumers and market
participants can look at the information we pubhsh about outcomes of complaints to get a good
.idea of how the company and consumer handled the complaint, such as closure with or without
monetary relief or closure with an explanation. In addition to expanding the scope of the
products covered by the database, we continue to evaluate, among other things, the potential for
normalization of the data to make comparisons more user friendly and will soon be seeking
feedback on how to normalize the data.

The Bureau has recently been recognized for its Consumer Complaint Database, receiving an
Honorable Menti.on .in the Adminisu:ative Conference of the Uniled States Walter Gellhorn
Innovati.on Award, for the innovative and transparent use of an online searchable database to

empower consumers. The award honors the degree of innovation, cost savings to the
government or public, the ease of duplicating the best practices at other agencies, and the degree
to which best practices enhance transparency and efficiency in government. As well, the Project
on Government Oversight profiled the Consumer Complaint Database in highlighting best
practices for open and accountable government.
The Bureau publishes reports about complaint data, whi.ch may contain i.ts own analysis of
patterns or trends that it identifies in the complaint data. Reports containing aggregate complaint
data are found at the bottom of the Consumer Complaint Database page. The Bureau's reports
include some standardized metrics that may be used for comparisons across reporting peri.o<ls

and companies.
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8. Argus Information and Adv.isory Services was awarded a $15 million contract in March 2012
to perform data aggregation, analysis, ruid storage on credit card data in furtherance of the
Bmeau's supervi.sion authority. For each CFPB division and office listed below, please
identify how many CFPB personne.l have access to the data collected, analyzed, and/or
processed by Argus. Additionally, for each CFPB division and office listed below, plea.~e
identify how many CFPB personnel participate in on-site examinations.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Executive Office of the Director
Office of the CFPB Ombudsman
Office of the Administrative Law Judge
Division of Operations
Office of the Chief Operating Officer
Office of the Chief Administrative Officer
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer
Office of the Ch1ef Infonnation Officer

•

Office C}f Consumer Respo11se

•

Office of Minority and Women lnclusion

•

Office of the Chief Procurement Officer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Office of Equal Opportunity Employment
Division of Consumer Education and Engagement
Office of Consumer Engagement
Office of Finan.c.ial Education
Office of Fimmcial Empowennent
Office of Older Americans
Office of Serv.icemember Affairs
Office of Students
Division of Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair Lending
Office of Enforcement
Office of Fair Lending and Equal Opportunity
Office of Supervision Examinations
Office of Supervision Policy
DivisicJ11 of Research~ .l\1ark·.ets! and Regulati<.lns
Office of Card Markets
Office of Credit Information, Collections, and Deposit Markets
Office of Installment and Li.quidity Lending Markets
Office of Mortgage Markets
Office of Regulations
Office of Research

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau uses data stripped of direct personal identifiers with
respect to all credit card accounts maintained by a number of large cm·d issuers. This data is
collected and housed cm behalf of the Bureau by Argus lnformati.on and Advisory Services, a
company that is in the business of obtaining account-level data for credit cards and other
financial services from financial services compani.es. The data being provided to the Bureau are
the same type of data that credit card issuers regularly provide to Argus} such as the monthly
balance, fees charged, interest charged, and payments received on accounts. The data the Bureau
receives does not include purchase transactions.

Jn general, access to the Bureau's data is controlled, and access logs to Bureau systems arc kept
and maintained in accordance with Bureau policy based on National Institute of Standards and
Technology Special Publication 800-53 Recommended Secmity Controls for Federal
lnfonnation Systems c:md Organizations (NIST SP 800-53) guidelines.

For security reasons, access to this information is continually updated and access numbers may
change as a result The Bureau conducts reviews of user access for all .in-house databases,
including data that the Bureau receives from Argus. As part of these reviews, the Bureau veriffos
that all access to a given dataset has been approved by the designated approving authority.
Access to the web-based interface is managed by Argus. Any Bureau employee who needs
access must have their access request approved by the designated approving authority prior to a
grant of access. The Bureau can remove access for anyone or everyone on the list at any time
and removes access regularly when particular individuals no longer need that access for work
purposes.
As of December 2013, a total of 35 individuals had access to the information in questi.on. (As
noted above. however, that number changes from time-to-time based on security reviews.)

•
•
•

Executive Office of the Director: none
Office of the CFPB Ombudsman: none
Office of the Admini.strnti.ve Law Judge: none

Division of Operations: Division total is 17.
•
Office of the Chief Operating Officer: none
•
Office of the Chief Administrative Officer: none
•
Office of the Chief Financial Officer: none
•
Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer: none
•
Office of the Chief Infonnation Officer: 17 (included in the Division of Operations total
above)

•

Office of Consumer Response: ·none

•
•

Office of Minority and Women Inclusion: none
Office of the Chief Procurement Officer: none
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•

Office of Equal Opportunity Employment: none

Division of Consumer Education and Engagement: Division total is none.
•
Office of Consumer Engagement: none
•
Office of Finandal Education: none
•
Office of Financial Empowennent.: none
•
()ffice (}f ()lder An1ericans: none

•

Office of Servicen1em.ber Afl~tirs: no.ne

•

Office of Students: none

Division of Supervision. Enforcement, and Fair Lending: Division total is 4.
•
Office of Enforcement: none
•
Office of Fair Lending and EquaJ Opportunity: 1 (incJuded in the Di.visi.011 of
Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair Lending total above)

•

Office of Supervisic)Ll Examinations: 3 (i11clude(i in the :Di.visi<Jn ()f Supervision,

•

Enforcement, and Fair Lending total above)
Office of Supervision Policy: none

Division of Research. Markets. and Regulations: Division total is 14.
•
Office of Card Markets: 5 (included in the Division of Research, Markets, and
Regulati.ons total above)
•
Office of Credit Information, Collections, and Deposit Markets: none
•
Office (}f ln.stal.lme11t and Li.qui(iity .Len(iing :Markets: n<Jne
•
Office of Mortgage Markets: none
•
Office of Regulations: none
•
Office of Research: 9 (included in the Division of Research, Markets. and Regulations
total above)
With re&pect to the &econd question, the Bureau considers a number of factors in determining
how many examiners are on-site for a given examination, including the scope of the review, the
complexity of the areas being reviewed, and other factors as appropriate. The number varies by
exam, but is typicaUy between 6 and 14 fieJd examiners. From time to time, a smaller number of
personnel from Headquarters may also participate in the on-site po1tion of exams in some
capacity. Such personnel. are typ.lcally from the Supervision and Fair Lending Supervision
functions. The Bureau's enforcement attorneys provide support to examinations through
consultation with Supervision Headquarters, and do not routinely pruticipate in on-site
examination activ.ities.
9. The CFPB stated it has entered into 25 memoranda of understanding with federal and state
regulators. How many of these MOUs allow the Bureau to obtain data from other regulators
where the data is not directly related to an on-site examination conducted by lhe CFPB?
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Response
The Office of Consumer Response (Consumer Response) has agreements to share consumer
complaint data with 25 state and federal agencies. including the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC). Consumer Response contributes data to the FfC's Consumer Sentinel, which is available
to local, state, and Federal Jaw enforcement entities across the country. In addition, the Bureau
has signed MOUs with the Conference of State Bank Supervisors and other signatories from all
50 states plns Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia designed to preserve the confidentiality
of any information shared between the parties and related to the operation of the Nationwide
Mortgage Licensing System and the Mortgage Call Report. Th.e Bureau has also signed
approximately 40 other MOUs with federal, state, and local governmental entities regarding the
sharing of data and/or the u·catmcnt of shared data.
The MOUs set forth the terms regarding the treatment of any data that the providing agency
chooses to share with the receiving agency. MOUs do not all.ow the Bureau to rece.i.ve
information that .il wouJd not otherwi.se be authorized to receive under applicable law, including
but not Jim1ted to Sections .1024 and 1025 (requiring the Bureau to use existing supervisory
reports of covered persons provided to a Federal or State agency to the fullest extent possible) of
the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, the Bureau's regulations
regarding confidential treatment of i11fom1ation, 12 C.F.R. § 1070.40 et seq., and any applicable
regulations of other agenci.es. Thus, to the ex.tent applicable law permits another agency to
disclose - and the Bureau to receive - infom1ation unrelated to an on-site examination conducted
by the Bureau. then the MOU between the Bureau and that agency governs the tenns by which
such data will be treated.

J0. A recent Bipartisan Pol.icy Center whitepaper recommended the Bureau make improvements
to its Civil Penalty Fund. The BPC specifically criticized the Bureau for Jack of transparency

regarding the Fund's selection criteria when disu·ibuting funds. How does the Bureau
identify groups that will receive distributions from the Fund, and does the Bureau plan on
taking steps to further clarify its selection criteria?

Response

In May 2013, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau issued a regulation to provide
transparency about how money in the Civil Penalty Fund would be used to compensate victims

and the circumstances in which funds may be allocated for consumer education and financial
literacy programs as provided for in Section l 017 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act.
The Bureau has also adopted a set of criteria for selecting con.sumer education and financial
literacy programs to be funded by Civil Penalty Fund money. The criteria ensure that funds will
be used for programs that will serve consumers and improve consumer education and financial
literacy. These criteria are disclosed on the Bureau's website. The criteria require, among other
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things, that programs further the Bureau's mission and su·atcgic goals; promote or enhance
financial literacy and consumers' economic securi.ty; and include specific outcome targets to
ensure the programs' effectiveness.
We have undertaken significant outreach to inform how we use money from the Civil Penalty
Fund for financial education initiatives. These efforts included a public request for information
(RFI), which generated 50 detail.ed responses from ex.perts around the country; hosting a widely
attended conference at the Bureau with vendors and financial education groups; and, in our study
of financial coaching, interviewing over two dozen leaders at financial coaching organizations
and visiting actual training sessions.
The Bureau has selected the first consumer education and financial literacy program that it will
fond with Civil Penalty Fund money. The Bureau has issued a Request for Proposal to deploy a
financial coaching program that will serve two groups of Americans: ( 1) recent veterans who are
transitioning from servicemember to veteran life, as well as military wi.dows and widowers, and
(2) economically vulnerable consumers who want to improve their approach to money
management.
One-on-one financial coaching will help veter~ms transition from military to civilian financial
life, and help consumers who may be cash-strapped learn how to manage the money that they
have more effective.Ly to achieve their financial goals. Working with a financial coach can also
help consumers identify and understand how to distinguish between useful financial products and
frauds and scams, thus safeguarding against them becoming victims of frauds and scams in the
future. The program for recent veterans and mili.tary spouse survivors .is planned to have a
presence in all fifty states. The component for economically vulnerable consumers, although
smaller, will provide financial coaching services through locations that are diverse in terms of
geographic location, and include those from urban and rural communities, and from different
cultural, ethnic, racial, and other backgrounds.
The Bureau plans to use the federal procurement process for these programs and will post
information about the process and contract requirements as Civil. Penalty Fund money becomes
available for consumer educati.on and financial literacy programs.
11. Industry stakeholders have ex.pressed concern with the timeliness of the CFPB 's examination
process. Specifically, chey have noted it takes much longer for a CFPB exam to be closed
out than those conducted by the prudential regulators. 111e CI-"PB has set a goal of closing
out exams jn 90-120 days. What is the average number of days for current CFPB
examinations? When do you expect the 90-120 day goal to be achieved for all examinations,
and will the Bureau adopt an official policy establishing timelines for formally closing out
exams?
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Response

The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau supervises both banks and nonb~U1ks. At the outset
of our supervision program, the Bureau made a purposeful dec.ision to have a strong quality
control function to ensure consistency in our examinations findings across the country and across
banks and nonbanks. As a consequence, our supervision work balances this goal. with the need
to close out exams. This is particularly important with the exams that have found complex and
novel issues that need to be analyzed carefully and consistently. The Bureau took an average of
140 days to dose the examinations that completed onsi.te work in 2013 and for which an Exam
Report or a Supervisory Letter has been mailed. The Bureau is continually reviewing and
evaluating its examination report review process in order to reduce the time it takes to issue
Exam Reports and Supervisory Letters. As the Bureau continues to stand up its supervision and
examination operations, we wiH be in a better position to evaluate and establish examination
process timeli.nes tmd related pol.icies an.d procedures.
12. News reports indicated that the CFPB's advisory committees have restricted access to the
general publ.ic in attending or listening in on advisory committee meetings in violation of the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA). What is the CFPB doing to infom1 its advisory
committees and related bodies to abide by FACA and what steps will the CFPB take to
ensure compliance with FACA to allow meetjngs to be fully open to the public?

Response
As an entity within the Federal Reserve System, the Bureau is exempt from the FACA. See 5
U.S.C. App. II§ 4(b)(2) ("nothing in [the Federal Advisory Committee] Act shall be construed
to apply to any advisory committee established or utilized by -- ... (2) the Federal Reserve
System."). The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau bel.icves that closing portions of the
meetings of the advisory bodi.es allows for robust and candid dialogue between the Bureau and
committee members who represent a broad rruige of persons affected by the Bureau's official
actions. The Bureau is at the same time committed to ensuring that the public is aware of the
work of the advisory bodies. The Bureau publishes agendas of the topi.cs under considerati.on by
its advisory groups, as well a.~ summary minutes of their deliberations. A portion of each
meeting of the Consumer Advisory Board is reserved for public observation and parti.cipation.
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Questions for the Honorable .Richard Cordrav, Director of Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Senator Coburn:
l. The Bipartisan Policy Committee (BPC} issued a report that recommended that all fines
collected above the amount to redress consumer harm should be deposited into the US
Treasury to pay down debt, just Jlkc other federal regulators such as the FTC. Can you
justify CFPB's unique ability to retai.n excess penalties to augment the agencies' normal
budget activiti.es? Does the CFPB's $541 million annual operating budget .not provide
enough resources for financial literncy and consumer education activities? Do you agree
with the Bipartisan Policy Committee recommendation to remit monies in excess of
redressing consumer harm the US Treasury'?

Response
Congress, in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (the Dodd-Frank
Act), provided that funds remaining after fully compensating victims may be allocated lo
consumer education and financial literacy programs. The Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau's focus is on carrying out the requirements under the Dodd-Frank Act, including the
various decisions chat Congress made regarding the Bureau's use and management of funds.
2. The Civil Penalty Fund has an unobligated balance of $57.6 miHion. How much of the
unobligated balance does the CFPB plan to utilize for consumer education and financial
literacy?

Response
Every six months, the Fund Administrator decides how much money, if any. to allocate for
consumer education and financial literacy programs. The first priority will always be to allocate
funds for payments to victims. However, if funds remain after aHocating enough money to
provide full compensation to all eligible victims who can practicably be paid, the Fund
Administrator may allocate some or all of those remaining funds for consumer education ~md
financial 1i.teracy programs.
On May 30, 2013, the Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau made its first allocation from the
Civil Penalty Fund. In accordance with the procedures established by the Civil Penalty Fund
rule, the Civil Penalty Fund Administrator allocated $10,488,815 to be used to make payments to
ellgible c.lasses of victims from the Payday Loan Debt Solution, Inc, and Gordon. et al. cascsenough to provide full compensation for all eligible victims' uncompensated harm. Of the
$34,042,863 that remained availabl.e for allocation, the Bureau aHocated $13,380,000 for
consumer education and financial literacy programs. On November 29~ 2013, the Bureau made
ils second allocation from the Civil Penalty Fund. The Fund Administrator allocated $2,557 ,231
to be used to make payments to ehgible classes of victims from the American Debt Settlement
Solutions and National Legal Help Center cases. No funds were allocated to consumer education
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and financial literacy programs. The Bureau will next aUocate funds from the Civil Penalty Fund
between April 1 and May 30~ 2014.

The Bureau has selected the first consumer education and financial literacy program that it wiU
fund with Civil Penalty Fund money. The Bureau has issued a Request for Proposal to dep.loy a
financial coaching program that will serve two groups of Americans: ( l) recent veterans who are
transitioning from servicemember to veteran life, as well as military wi.dows and widowers, and
(2) economically vulnerable consumers who want to improve their approach to mon.ey

management.
One-on-one financial coaching will help veterans transition from military to civilian financial
life, and help consumers who may be cash-strapped learn how to manage the money that they
have more effectively to achieve their financial goals. Working with a financial coach can also
help consumers identify and undersrand how to distinguish berween useful financial products and

frauds and scams, thus safeguarding against them becoming victims of frauds and scams in the
future. The program for recent veterans and mi.litary spouse survivors .is planned to have a
presence in all fifty states. The component for economically vulnerable consumers, although
smaller, will provide financial coaching services through l.ocations. that are di.verse in terms of

geographic location, and include those from urban and rnral communities, and from dffferenr
cultural, ethnic, racial, and other backgrounds.
The Bureau plans to use the federal procurement process for rhese programs and will post
information about the process and contract requirements as Civil Penalty Fund money becomes
avai.lahle for consumer education and financial literacy programs.
3. Please provide a copy of the original contract or task order for each contract valued over

$1 million since FY20l 2.
Response

Included with this response are copies of contracts .:md/or task orders (excludes modifications)
awarded from October 1, 2011, through December 15, 2013, where the contract or task order
value is over $1 million.
4. Please provide the original sole source justification for each of the sole source awarded
contracts since FY2012 from the contract file.

Response
Included with this response are copies of sole source justifications for sole source contracts

(excludes modifications) awarded from October l, 2011, through December 15, 2013. For sole
source contracts authorized under specific statute or regulation, such as contracts with the Small
Business Administration under the 8(a) program or contracts awarded to a required source (e.g.
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Federal Prison Industries or AbilityOne nonprofit), sol.c source justifications are not required for
these types of awards.
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Questions for the Honorable .Richard Cordrav, Director of Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Senator Merkley:
l. While the CF'PB's March 21, 2013 Auto BuHetin doesn't mandate flat fees from lenders to
dealers for originating a loan, auto dealers in my state are concerned that this is the real
consequence necessary to protect dealers from charges of discrimination.
Moreover. dealers fear that such flat fees are not in the buyers' best interest. For example.
flexible fees allow a dealer lo "meet or beat" a competition's financing offer by cutting into
their own fees.

Now no one should be inccntivizcd to push a borrower into a trick-or-trap Loan that is
designed to explode on him or her, but these loans don't do that - and correct me if I'm
wrong. Rather, they simply give the auto dealer the ability to keep the consumer's business
by negotiating the price and financing of the car within the structure of ai1 otherwise plain
vanilla muo loan.
I would appreciate it if the CFPB could do two things. First. it would be helpful to have a
study of discrimination in the auto marketplace to identify the real problem. Second, until
such study can shed light on policy options, please ensure that the CFPB is not in practice
mandating flat fees that could potentially hurt both dealers and customers.
Finally, please explore options for addressing discrimination that maintain flexibility for an
auto dealer to g.ive the consumer the best rate possible.

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's March 21. 2013, Indirect Auto Bulletin was
published to offer guidance to indirect auto lenders about compliance with the fair lending
requirements of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA). 6 The Auto Bulletin highlighted
existing fair lending requirements of ECOA. The bullet.in advises lenders that the Bureau will
closely review the operations of indirect auto lenders' markup and compensati.on polides based
upon the discretion those policies pennit.
Flat fees are mentioned in the bulletin merely as one example of a non-discretionary
compensation mechanism; the bulletin does not mandate flat foes or any other particular system
of dealer compensation. It is our understanding that a number of .indirect auto .lenders cun:ently
compensate auto dealers using a variety of non-discretionary programs, and lenders may choose
to adopt a variety of means, indu<ling alternative compensation pol.icies, to address fair lending
risk. As a general matter, however, the Bureau believes that the legitimate business needs of
Jndircd Auto L"ndi.ng and Compliance with ECOA, CFPB Bul1ctin '.Wl3-02, M.ar. 21, 2013 amilab!t~ at
tH!l.1iLn!£:$..,9QJ1;~.!iIH5;Xfi:mm\&,g,QyJfli!?JJJ!.J_~;fnJ?_mlt!:Qh...::t~.Mt9.::finsns:~.:J;1.ul!~1iru>.!J.f.

6
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creditors and fair lending are compatible, a judgment that Congress has enshrined in law by
enacting ECOA and by charging the Bureau with i.ts enforcement.
The Bureau's and Department of Justi.ce's (DOJ) recently m1110unced enforcement action against
Ally Financial Inc. and Ally Bank demonstrates the type of fair lending ri.sk identified in the
Bureau's bulletin. In addition to requiring Ally to pay $98 million in damages and penalties to
resolve these issues, the Bureau's and DOJ's coordinated orders require Ally to establish a new
compli.an.ce framework. Speci.fically, Ally wi.11 moni.tor dealer markup in order to prevent or
redress future discrimination or Ally can decide to eliminate dealer markups altogether. \Vithin
this framework, Ally will be able to ex.ercise its business judgment about how best to achieve
compliance with fair lending law.
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Questions for the Honorable .Richard Cordrav, Director of Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Senator Moran:
l. At the hearing, m1d previously in the auto financing letter of October 30 signed by 22
Senators including myself, you were asked about the accuracy of the CFPB's proxy
methodology used to support its March 21 guidance. At the heating, you responded that your
proxy methodology was time-honored and weH-tesi:ed both in social science literature and by
the Justice Department and your fellow regulators, was state of the art, and similar to that
utilized by the Federal Reserve Board.
While a proxy methodology may well be consistent with other data collection efforts within
the federal government, it is still unclear to me the exact degree of accuracy produced by
your methodology with regard to indirect auto lending. As of this date, you have not
divulged the accuracy or inaccmacy, on a percentage basis, of the CFPB's proxy
methodology at the hearing or in your .response to the previously mentioned letter. ls the
CFPB not currently aware of the degree of accuracy that this proxy method yields? If the
CFPB does have infonnation on the accuracy of the proxy method, why ha~ that number not
been shared with Congress as has been requested?

Response
To further infonn interesced parties, including industry and consumers, and to be responsive to
inqui.ries from Congress, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has provided additional.
.information about its proxy methods. As previous.ly explained} the Bureau published i.ts March
21, 2013 lndirect Auto Bulletin to offer guidance to indirect auto lenders about compliance with
the existing fair lending requirements of the Equal. Credi.t Opportunity Act. The Equal Credit
Opportunity Act and Regulation B prohibit discrimination on the basis of various listed
characteristics, such as race, national origin, or sex. To comply with these laws, lenders should
ensure that their practices do not produce an unlawful disparate impact on these bases. Statistical
evidence is an important tool for identifying disparate impact. However, vital ~mographic
information, such as race, sex, and ethnicity, is usually not collected by non-mortgage
lenders. Thus, federal agencies have long used proxy methods .in assessing whether to take
action regarding pruticular lending practices. Various proxy methodologies are publicly
available and have been used for decades in a number of different Ci.vil Rights contexts,
including voting rights cases, Title VII cases, and constitutional challenges, including jury
selection and equal protection matters. In addition, federal banking regulators have made
clear that proxy methods may be used in fair lending exams to estimate protected
characteristics where direct evidence of lhe protected characteristic is unavailable. 7

7

See /11teragency Fair Lending Examination Procedures, at 12-13, arnilable at
http://www.ftiec.gov/PDF/fairknd.pdf (explili11i11g ihat "[a] surrogate for a prohibited basis group may be
used" in a comparative file review and providing examples ofs1rnamc proxies for rncc/ethnicity and first name
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ln general, the proxy methodology used depends on the characteristic being proxied. For
example, to proxy for gender, the Bureau relies on a first-name database from the Social
Security Administration that reports counts of individuals by gender and birth year for first
names occurring at least five times for a pa1ticula:r gender in a birth year. 8 The proxy method
assigns a probability that a particular applicant .is female based on the distribution of the
population across gender categories (male or female) for the applicant's first name. There are
a greater v<triety of methods to proxy for race and national origin. A common method for
proxying the probability that an a1~plicant is Hispanic or Asian .is to use the surname database
published by the Census Bureau.' Another method to proxy for race and national origintypically referred to as "geocoding" -uses the demographi.cs of the census geography (e.g.,
census tract or block group) in which an. individual's residence is located, and assigns
probabilities about the individual's race or national origin based on the demographics of that
area. This method is frequently used to proxy the probability that an applicant is African
American, and it can be used to proxy for other racial and ethnic groups as well.
Over the last decade, another method to proxy for race and national origin has been
developed that integrates the surname and geographical aJ'proaches described above. This
method was developed by health research economists, 1 > and it combines the respecti.ve
probabilities generated by the surname and geographical proxi.es. Published research has
found that the integrated approach produces proxies that con-elate highly wilh self-reported
race and national origin data and is more accurate than using surname or geography alone. 11
The Bureau uses the integrated proxy as the primary method for proxying race and national
origin in our non-mortgage analyses.

We are aware of proxy methods for race and national origin that use nonpublic information,
such as proprietary databases developed i.n the private sector matching first or middle names
to certain raci.al or ethni.c groups. For the purpose of conducting our supervisory work, we
have chosen to use proxy methods lhat rely solely on public data so that lenders can replicate
our methods without the need to recreate or purchase proprietary databases as part of their
own fair lending compliance management systems.

proxies for sex); see also. http://www.philadephiafod.org/bank-resources/publications/consumer-compliance-

outlook/20 I2/first-quarter/foir-lendi ng · webiner.cfm.
See lmp://www.ssa.gov/oacrlbabynames/I i mi ts .html.
9
h11p:i/www.cen.sus.gov/genealogy/www/dar.a/2000suman1es/index..html.
Hl Marc N. Elliott et al., A New l14ethod for Estimating Race/Ethnicity and Associated [hvparities Wht?re
8

Adminisrmtivt~
/?(~Cords Lack Se~fRep()rfe.d Race/Ethnicity. HEALTII SERVICES

RESEARCH 43:5, Part I (Oct 2008).

u Marc N. Elliott et al., Using the. Census Bureau:, Surname List to lmprol'e Estimates of Race/Erhnicity and
Associated Dfapariries, HEAI:rH SERVICES & OUTCOMES RESEARCH METHODOLOGY (2009) 9: 69- 83.
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As we noted above, proxy methods vary based on the characteristic being prox:ied (race,
national origin. or gender), and there are several reasonable methods of prnxying for each of
these characteristics. Some methods, for example, use solely surname or geocoding. The
Federal Reserve Board, which publicly rel.eased some of its proxy methods in July, uses a
surname Census database to determine if a borrower .is Hispanic and geocoding to determine
majority minority census tracts. 12 Other methods, like the Bureau's, integrate the same
sources of data into a single pwx.y for race and national origin. We have chosen the
.integrated method because we consider it appropriate and helpful in evaluating the large and.
complex portfolios of the auto lenders supervised by tl1e Bureau. Similarly, we expect
lenders to choose a proxy method that will support a compliance management system
commensurate with their size, organizational complexity, and risk profile.

2. When asked iJ you have done a "specific analysis on the data collected to confirm" the
accuracy of your proxy methodology you gave a few m.ore general details and then cited "an
ongoing investigatory effort where we're working with the Justice Department. So the order
of the day on those things is confidentiality unless or until you get to the point of taking some
sort of public action. and so I want to be a little careful about not breaching that." Jn my
estimation. the March 2 lst guidance could very well be cons.idered a public acti.on, yet we
have not seen any infom1ation from the CFPB as to how accurate the data was that led to the
publication of that guidai1ce. Will you explain how the March 21st guidance failed to meet
the criteria of a public action and how the indirect auto financing industry can be expected to
comply with this guidance if there is no infonnation as to the impetus for the CFPB' s act1on?
How would simply revealing the accuracy of the CFPB •s proxy methodology affect any
ongoing Justice Department investigations?
Response

Please see response to questi.on l.
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau published the Indirect Auto Bulletin to remind
lenders of their responsibihties under ECOA and to offer guidance on how to address the
identified risks to all indirect auto lenders within the jurisdiction of the Bureau. ECOA and
Regulation B, which was the result of notice and comment, make it illegal for a "creditor" to
discriminate in any aspect of a credit transaction because of race. color. religion, national origin.
sex, marital status, age, receipt of income from any public assistance program, or the exercise, in
good faith, of a right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act. n

12

http://www. phi Jadelphiafod.01: g/bank- resources/publicatiomJconsumer-compliance-outlook/om look~

live/20 l 3/080613 .pdf.
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The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) sets out the principles by which federal agencies
engage in regulatory activity and in applicable cases instructs an agency to provide an
opportunity for public comment before the agency issues a mle. The APA does not impose a
notice and comment requirement for general statements of policy, non-binding informational
guidelines, or .interpretive memoranda. Accordingly, the Bureau was not required to solicit
comments about the indirect auto compliance bulletin.

3. The March 2 lst guidance was issued without public comment or hearing. l have not been
made aware of a consultation or any input from the Federal Reserve Board (FRB) or the
Federal Trade Commiss.ion (FTC) beyond advising them immediately prior to the issuance of
the buUctin. Would you please share with me the exact date you first contacted and
conversed with the FRB and the FTC about the bulletin in question?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's March 21, 2013, Indirect Auto Bulletin was
publi.shed to offer guidance to indirect auto lenders about compliance with the fair lending
requirements of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA). 14 The Auto Bulletin did not
represent a policy shift but instead highlighted the fair lending risk inherent in some indirect auto
lenders' markup and compensation policies based upon the discretion those policies permit.
Recognizing the Federal Trade Commission's (FTC) shared responsibility .i.n this area, the
Bureau began a dialog with the FfC during the summer of 2011 regarding fair lending issues in
the auto lending arena, including dealer markup. As part of this coordination, the Bureau
participated in the FTC's Second Motor Vehicle Roundtable, which focused on military
consumers, financial literacy, and fair lending and was held August 2-3, 2011, in San Antonio,
Texas. In this manner, we shared resources with the f.TC and gathered valuable public
information and input on this topic. Likewise~ Bureau personnel attended the Third FTC
roundtable held in Washington, DC in December 201 L Since that time we have had an ongoing
di.alog about dealer markup in indirect auto lending with both the FfC and Federal Reserve
Board (FRB). The BureaLL more recently joined with the FRB in their August 6, 2013 Webinar,
titled Indirect Auto Lending - Fair Lending Considerations.
We also regularly coordinate with the FTC on fair lending enforcement matters, including
meeting witJ1 them on a bi-monthly basis.

14

Indirect Auto Lending and Compliance with ECOA, CFPB Bull.etin 2013-02, Mar, '21, 2013 available at
tH!I1iLn!£:$..,9Q!1;~.!iH!5;Xfi:mm\&,g.QyJfli!?JJ.Q.J_~;fP.J?_mlt!:Qh...::t~.Mt9.::finsns:~.:J;1ul!~1iru>.!J.f.
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4. As you confirmed in your response to questions during the hearing, the CFPB is forbidden
from exercising any rulemaking, supervisory, enforcement or any other authority, .including
ruiy authority to order assessments, over a motor vehicle dealer. Did this provision of DoddFrank play any role .i.n the CFPB 's failure to allow for public comments prior to the March
21st issuance of the guidance? If the poss.ibility of violating this provision of Dodd-Prank
did play a role, why was a hearing or comment period open only to auto lenders not
convened to discuss this proposal?

Response
The focus of the Indirect Auto Lending and Compliance with ECOA, CFPB Bulletin 2013-02,
was on indirect lending activity, not auto dealers. ECOA and Regulation B, which was the result
of notice and comment, make i.t iJlegal for a "credi.tor" to discriminate in any aspect of a credit
transaction because of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age, receipt of
income from any public assistance program, or the exercise, in good faith, of a right under the
Con.sumer Credit Protecti.on Act. 15

The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau published the Indirect Auto BulJei:in to remind
lenders of their existing responsibilities under ECOA and to offer guidance on how to address
the identified risks to indirect auto lenders. The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) sets out
the principles by which federal agencies engage in regulatory activity and in applicable cases
instructs an agency to provide an opportunity for public comment before the agency issues a rule.
The APA does not impose a notice and comment requirement for general statements of pol.icy,
non-binding informational guidelines, or interpretive memoranda. Accordingly, the Bureau was
not required to solicit comments about the indirect auto compliance bulletin.
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Questions for the Honorable .Richard Cordrav, Director of Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Senator Recd:
l. Recently. l have heard from Rhode Island constituents who have concerns about meeting the
January 2014 date when the Bureau.'s mortgage rules, both underwriting and servicing, will
be in effect. I appreciate that you have said that your "oversight of the new mortgage mies in
the early months w.iH be sensi.ti.ve to the progress made by those lenders and servicers who
have been squarely focused on making good-faith efforts to come into substantial comp.Hance
on time - a point that we have also been discussing with our fellow regulators." What
consti.tutes good-faith effort ~md substantial compliance? What benchmarks will be used to
determine whether a good-faith effort has been made and whether substantial compliance has
been achieved?

Response
As I testified, oversight of the new mortgage rules in the early months will be sensitive to the
progress made by those lenders and servicers who have been squarely focused on making goodfaith efforts to come into substantial compliance on time - a poi.nt that the Consumer Fi.nanci.al.
Protection Bureau has also been discussing with our fellow regulators.
Some of the benchmarks we will look for i.n whether there was a good faith effort to comply with
the Ability-to-Repay rule include many of the same fundamentals we look for in Compliance
Management System systems pl.anning. In our reviews of new rule compliance, we will be
.looking for progress in these areas: Board or management involvement; development of policies
and procedures; development of training, support systems, and testing; and plans to monitor and
audit once in effect. lt is important to note that lenders do not have to make only qualified
mortgages. Making a qualified mortgage is one way to comply with the Ability-to-Repay rule.
If a lender makes a qualified mortgage, the lender is presumed to have complied with the
Ability-to-Repay rule. When a .lender makes a .loan that does not fit the definition of a qualified
mortgage the lender must still comply with federal law, including the Ability-to-Repay mle.

ln addition, the Bureau has embarked on an .implementation plan to prepare mortgage businesses
for the new rules. To that l!nd, we published plain-language compliance guides that will be
updated as necessary. The Bureau launched a series of vi.deos explaining our rules and worked
closely with the other financial regulators to develop examination guidelines that reflect a
common understanding of what the rules do and do not require, which were published well in
advance of the effective date. The Bureau intends these effmts to be especially helpful to
smaller institutions where compliance weighs more heavily on fewer employees.
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Questions for the Honorable Richard Cordrav. Director of Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau from Senator Toomey:
1. In a recent amicus brief. the Bureau. stated that it was not ''tak[ing] a posi.tion about the
proper analysis that the Court should engage in to detennine how to interpret and apply stale
law" to tribal I.enders. Does existing Federal. law bar a Federally recognized sovereign tribe
from extending a loan to a consumer at a rate exceeding the rate that would be pennitted by
the law of the jurisdiction in which the consumer res.ides?

Response
All I.enders should be mindful of state and federal law and must comply with all of the laws
applicable to them. Full compliance with the law is essential to the operation of a fair,
transparent and competitive market. The marketplace in which payday lenders operate is
increasingly diverse, and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is committed to ensuring
that consumers receive the full protection of Federal consumer financial law-whether they
obtain a loan online or from a storefront.
The Bureau has jurisdiction over a broad array of companies, including online lenders, loan
servicers, and debt colkctors. We will bring enforcement actions when we detem1ine it is
appropriate to do so. Recently the Bmeau brought its first online lending lawsuit, in a significant
step i.n the Bureau's efforts to address regulatory-evasion schemes that are increasingly
becoming a feature of the online small-dollar and payday lending industry. In filing that suit. the
Bureau has worked closely and collaboratively with state attorneys general and banking
regulators. 16

2. The Bureau's Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for debt collection practices focuses
a great deal on the information debt buyers obtain when they purchase charged··off consumer

obligations from original creditors and seeks significant input on whether debt collectors
should be further restricted in how they communicate with consumers. How will you ensme
that these new regulati.ons do not prevent responsible debt co.llectors from operating in thi.s
new regulatory environment?

Response
The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau is committed to ensuring that any rules it develops
protect consumers without imposing unnecessary or undue burdens on responsible debt
collectors. The Bureau currently is at the initial stage of its assessment of potential debt
collecti.on regulations. wi.th its Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) seeking public
J(;

Consunwr Financial Protection Bureau v. CoshCal!, Inc., WS Funding, LLC, Delbert Services Corporation, and

J. Paul Reddam (2013), available at hup:/Jliles.consumerfinance.gov/f/20131.2_cfpb_{'.Omplainl_cashcal1.ptlf
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comment on a broad range of possible idea5 for debt collection rules. The ANPR the Bureau
published expressly requests comments concerning the advantages and disadvantages of these
ideas. If the Bureau decides to publish a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPR), it would likely
convene a Small Business Regulatory Flexibility Act rnvi.ew panel to get input from small
businesses as to the effects of a possible rule's requirements and restrictions on them. W.ithin 60
days of the meeting of this panel, the Bureau would issue a report describing the information
presented and .its responses to that infonnation. Finally, if the Bureau publishes an NPR with the
text of a proposed rule and a discussion of its provisions, it would solicit public comments on the
costs and benefits of .its proposed requirements and restrictions. ln short.. the process lhat the
Bureau would use to develop debt collection rules would provide the debt co1lection industry
with amp.le opportunity to submit information concerning the costs and benefits of various
regulatory ideas and requirements, thereby assisting the agency in creating rules that protect
consumers without imposing unnecessary or undue burdens on responsible debt collectors.

3. Do you beli.eve that it is the Bureau's responsibility to promote additional state regulation?
Please describe all contacts by Bureau officials wi.th slate regulators and state Jegi.slative
officials on issues related to the debt buyer and debt collection industry. Please include
specific state legislative initiatives and proposed legisl.ation that the Bureau supports.

Response:
Many state and local governments license debt collectors and regulate their activities. Recently,
a number of states and local governments have changed or are considering changing their
statutes, regulations, and rules applicable to debt cnllection liti.gation. Most of these changes
focus on rnles of court procedure 'md evidence. These are areas that states have traditionally
regulated.
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau regularly and routinely informs state regulators and
officials about the Bureau's work, and consults and coordinates with them, as is expressly
authorized and, in many cases, required by Congress, most notably throughout the provisions of
the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform ~md Con.sumer Protection Act, subject to applicable
17
limitations and safeguards.
..,
n See, e.g.. Dodd-Frank Act sections 1013(b)(3)(D) ("the Bureau shall share consumer complaint information with
prudential regulators, lhe Federal Trade Commission. other Federal agencies, and State agencies"); I0 J 3(c )(2)(B)
("coordinating fair lending effort.;; of the Bureau with other Federal agencies and Stale regulators"); IOJ 3(e)( I)(C)
(''coordinate efforts among Federal and State agencies, as appropriate. regarding consumer protection mcasu.rcs
relating to consumer financial products and services offered to. or used hy, service members and their families");
1013(g)0)(E) ("coordinate consumer protection effc>rts of seniors with other Federal agencies and State
regulators''); 1015 ('The Bureau shall coordinate with the Commission. the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, and other Federal agencies and Stale regulators"); 1022(c)(6)(C)
(providing access lo Bureau examination reports for ''a prudential regulatm, a Stale regulator, or any other Federal.
agency havingjurisdictiou''); I022(c)(7)(C) ("'the Bureau shall consult with State agencies·'); I024(b)(3) arnJ
1025(b)(2) ("the Bureau shall coordinate its supervisory adivitics with the supervisory activities conductcu by
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Indeed, .in its recent ANPR on debt collection, the Bureau recognized thi.s state role in explaining
that it was interested in receiving comments concerning "how proposed rules could protect
consumers in debt collection litigation without adversely affecting the traditional role of the
States .in overseeing the administration and operation of the.ir court systems and without
imposing undue or unnecessary costs on the debt collection process." 18 The Bureau also
developed a set of draft court rules on debt collection litigation, drawn directly from provisions
already adopted by various states. and provided technical assistance on them to state regulators
and officials who requested it.
On June 6, the Bureau. and the Federal Trade Commission jointly hosted a roundtable entitled
"Life of a Debt: Data lntegrity in Debt Collection." 19 The roundtablc included representatives
from industry, consumer advocacy groups. and state and federal officials. In addition, the
Bureau's Office of Supervision, Enforcement, and Fair Lending interact regularly with their state
counterparts on confidential supervisory or enforcement matters related to the debt collection
industry. When requested, the Bureau has provided technical assistance, including copies of
draft court rules derived from current state laws and court rules, to state regulators and officials
that have jurisdiction over debt collectors' activities and have or are considering changing the.ir
stanues, regulations, and rules applicable to debt collection litigation.
4, Under the Ability-to-Repay rule scheduled to go .into effect on January 10, 2014, one way a
mortgage loan can meet lhe requirements necessary to be classified as a ''qualified mortgage"
is for the l.oan lo be eligible for purchase by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. As l understand it
both of the GSEs require loans to be underwritten usil1g a specific credit score, despite the
fact that there are other newer competing scores in the marketplace. Consumers and
investors could be better served if the GSEs fostered a competitive credit scoring
marketplace and that competition .led to more predictive scores. What are your thoughts on
allowing a more competitive credit scoring market for loans intended to be sold to the GSEs?

Response
The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) and the government-sponsored enterprises
(GSEs) make decisions about the types of credit scores that the GSEs wiJl accept. ln making
these determinations, the agencies evaluate the predi.ctiveness of different scoring models and the
prudential regulators and the State bank regulatory authorities"); I025(e)(2) ('The Bureau shall pursue arrangements
and agreements with Stme bitnk supervisors"); 1042(b)(l) ("a Stale attorney general or Slate regulator shall timely
provide a copy of the complete complain! to be filed and wrillen notice describing such action or proceeding tot.he
Bureau"); and I042(c) ("The Bureau shalJ ... provide guidance in order to further coordinllte actions with the State
attorneys general and other regulators").
H~ Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection, '·Debt Collection (Regulalion F); Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, 78 Fed. Reg. 67848, 67877 (Nov. 12, 2013).
I 'l h!tp:// ww w .co usumcrfimmcc. gov/nc wsroom/stc v('-antonakc :s-rcmarks-at -lifo-of-a-dc bt-da!a-i ntc grilv-i n-dcht'
collection/
~

~
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relative merits of allowing multiple scores. While one might expect allowing: lenders to use
multiple credit scores would promote a more competiti.ve and dynamic marketplace for credit
scoring, other considerations such as the potential for adverse selection if lenders are allowed to
choose among multiple scores are important considerations that need to be taken into account
when determining which or how many scores to allow. The FHFA and GSEs are better
positioned to answer questions about these tradeoffs, particularly given their more
comprehensi.ve access to a historical record of mortgage borrower ch<u-acteristics, loan
performance, and credit scores.
It is also worth noting that utilizing GSE eligibility in order to obtain qualified mortgage status
for a mortgage Joan is a temporary provision (expiring at the earlier of 7 years after the rule's
effective date of January 10, 2014, or when the GSEs arc no longer under the conscrvatorship of
FHFA) and is also only one option for obtaining eligibi.lity. Under our pennanent "general
definition" of qualified mortgage, credit score is not a factor at all in determining qualified
mortgage status.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Chairman Jeb Hensarling:
Hensarling 1:
Director Cordray, page 39 of the Bureau's Financial Report for Fiscal Year 2013, rel.eased
December 16, 2013, disclosed that the Bureau has entered into an "interagency agreement
between the General. Services Administration ... to provide for services related to the planned
renovation of CFPB's Headquarters office space located in Washington, D.C." Additionally, on
December 19, 2013, the Bureau released its ..CFO update report for the fourth quarrer of fiscal
year 2013," the first page of which di.sclosed that Bureau obligations made dming the fourth
qumter included:

"$145. l mi.II.ion to the General. Services Administration to provide for a range of
services relared to the renovation of CFPB's headquarters building. In addition to
the actual. renovation of both the interior and exterior of the building, services also
include project management, contract management, environmental management,

construction oversight and administration, and other technical services."
a. Please produce a copy of the interagency agreement that the Bureau has entered into
with the GSA regarding the Bureau's planned renovation. Please produce copies of
all renovation-related documents the Bureau has filed with the Nati.onal Capital

Planning Commission and U.S. Commission on Fine Arts.
Response:

Attached are the following documents:
•
•
•
•
•

"CPA Concept Submission," January 2. 2014,
"NCPC Project Plans Preliminary Submission," January 3, 2014,
"NCPC Prqjcct Plans Prelimjnary Submissi.on, Part E: Appendix, Revised." Jmmm·y 3,
2014,
Memorandum of Understanding between the Consumer Fi.nancial Protection Bureau and
U.S. General Services Administration National Capital Region, October 18~ 2013, and
Reimbursable Work Authorization No. N0800763. September 24, 2013.
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b. When do you plan to file the Bureau's final plans with the National Capital Planning
Commission'!

Response:
The final des.ign documents will be filed wi.th the National Capital Planning Commiss.ion upon
completion of the Design/Build-Bridging general contractor's creation of the final construction
documents. At this time, we expect this to occur in earl.y 2015.

Hensarling 2:
The Occupancy Agreement between the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and
the Bureau was signed on February 17, 2012, the month following your recess appointment as
Director of the Bureau, whi.ch occurred on January 4, 2012. Yet in your testimony, you stated
"That was an agreement si.gned before I became director." Were you mistaken about the date
upon which the Occupm1cy Agreement was signed, or were you indicating that the circumstances
of your recess appointment did not yet endow you with the legal. authority to act as the Director
of the Bureau?

Response:
As a point of clarification, I took the question asked to refer to the interim agreement with the
OCC to occupy the 1700 G Street. NW building. That Interagency Agreement was signed on
July 21, 2011, before I became Director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau),
and represented our first commi.tment to this building. The current Occupancy Agreement with
the OCC was signed on February 17, 2012, after my appointment as Director of the Bureau on
January 4 of the same year.

Hensarling 3:
The Occupancy Agreement between the OCC and the Bureau provides that "The CFPB w.iH be
responsible for the cost of any .improvements it may make to the Premises'} and "The CFPB
bears the responsibility for the cost of operation, maintenance, repair of the space as wdl as the
capital improvement cost of replacement of all base building structures and systems necessary to
keep the building structures and systems in good maintenance and repair." Why would you
agree to these contract terms for a building the Bureau docs not own?

Response:
The Consumer Financ.ial Protecti.on Bureau (Bureau) reviewed two outside reports in connection.
with this Occupancy Agreement. The first was a valuation by Ernst & Young for the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency entitled, "Office of the Comptroller of the Currency: 1700 G
Street NW as of l February 2011 Valuation for internal-decision making purposes." This

document estimated a lease rate for the building in as-is condition with no improvements paid for
by the owner, of $29.75 to $38.00 per square foot. The second report, by GensJer for the Office
of Thrift Supervision (OTS) in 2010, compared three renovation scenarios estimated at $67
million, $86 million, and $107 million respectively. Based on these independent reports, the
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terms of the Occupancy Agreement contemplated the condition of the building as well as the
estimated cost to renovate the building.

Hensarliug 4:
ln your testimony, you described your headquarters building as a "tough building," a
''deteriorated building" and a "classi.c white elephant" that "must have been used pretty heavily."
You. further stated that "If l were a consumer I would be complaining a lot about the building if l
owned it."

a. Did you have any inspection or appraisal reports or other information available to
you at the time you committed the Bureau to its long-tenn Occupancy Agreement
with the OCC that would have given you an indication of the condition of the
building? If so, pl.ease produce dated copies of any such documents.
b. If not, why did you not conduct due diligence on the condition of the building
before committing the Bureau to an investment of over $250 million in total
annual rent payments over the Occupancy Agreement's 20-year term?

Response:
See response to Question 3. Attached are the following documents:
•
•
•

Gensler~ et al. Report, "Office of Thrift Superv.ision Building Evaluation," June 20 l 0,
Gensler, et al. Report, "Office of Thrift Supervision Building Evaluation Final Report/'
June 2010, and
Ernst & Young, "Office of the Comptroller of the Currency: 1700 G Street NW as of 1
February 2011 Valuation for internal-decision making purposes."

Hensarling S:
Regarding the Bureau's Occupancy Agreement with the OCC:

a. \Vhich specific Bureau employees were responsihle for negotiating and approv.ing the
Bureau· s Occupancy Agreement with the OCC'?

Response:
The negoti.ation of the Occupancy Agreement with the OCC was led by then-Chief Operating
Officer Catherine West, with the support of staff from across the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau and the Department of the Treasury.
b. Does the buck stop with you or were other Treasury or Bureau employees also
responsibl.c for committing the Bureau to this Occupancy Agreement?
Response:

As the Director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau), I am responsible for final
Bureau agreements.
3

Hensarling 6:
According to an audit report released by the Treasury Department's Office of the Inspector
General on December 20, 20.13, the OCC engaged a private consulting firm in 2011 to perform a
study to value the building at 1700 G Street, NW for sale and rental purposes. The Treasury IG
repo.tt further states that:
"The study valued the building at approximately $153.7 mill.ion. At the time of
che study, OCC knew thac CFPB was willing to occupy the entire building under
triple-net rent tern1s, which requires the lessee to pay for net real estate taxes on
the leased asset, net building insurance, and net common area maintenance. The
results of the study found that the net present value of renting the prope1ty under a
triple net rent contract for 10 years slightly ex.ceeded the net present value of
seHing the building."
This JG report would seem to indicate that the Bureau's willingness to enter into lease terms
favorable to the OCC induced the OCC to rent the building to the Bureau rather than sell it to
another patty. Do you agree or disagree with the Treasury JG' s chru·acterization of these events?

Response:
The Consumer Financ.ial Protecti.on Bureau has not drawn any inferences from the Treasury
Department's Insp~ctor General·s report and takes the factual statements in the report al face
value.

Hensarling 7:
The study referenced in the Treasury IG report was conducted byEmst & Young and completed
on February 4, 2011.

a. Which individual served as the leader or acting Director of the Bureau on this date?

Response:

On February 4, 201.1, Elizabeth Warren was the Special Advisor to the Secretary of the Treasury
011

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.
b. Which Bmeau or Treasury employee(s) negotiated or communicated with the OCC
on behalf of the Bureau regarding lease terms during this time period?

Response:
The negoti.ation of the Occupancy Agreement with the OCC was Jed by then-Chief Operating
Officer Catherine West, with the support of staff from across the Bureau and the Department of
the Treasury.
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Hensarling 8:
In your testimony regarding the Bureau's decision to I.ease the OCC building ac 1700 G Street,
NW, you indicated that "we worked with GSA to try to understand what space was available in
Washington, D.C., and there's very limited space for an agency with over a thousand
employees." You also stated that "we looked around at surrounding areas as well." Please
provide this Committee with copies of all documents prepared by the Bureau, the General
Services Administration or any pri.vate contractor or consultant prior to February 17, 2012 that
reference or evaluate the Bureau's commercial real estate lease or purchase opportunities.

Response:
As a point of clarification, in my testimony, which you reference, l was discussing the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau) search for space to occupy during the renovations of the
building at 1700 G Street N\V.
In regards to the documents requested, the Bureau has not, to date, found documents that can be
responsive to this request.

Hensarling 9:
In your testimony regarding the Bureau's planned renovation of the OCC building at 1700 G
Street, NW, you i.ndi.cated that ''We're going to have to vacate the building while this is going
on."
a. When will the Bureau relocate its first employee from the headquarters building?

Response:
At this time, we anti.ci.pate that the first group of employees will move from the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) head.quarters building at 1700 G Street NW) in May 2014.
b. How m~my total employees will be reassigned to another office location while the
building at 1700 G Street NW is under renovation?

Response:
Approximately 950 employees and contractors will move into temporary space.
c. Will all impacted employees be reassigned to a new location on a rolling basis or all
at once?

Response:
Employees will move on a rolling basis in waves of approximately t 80-250, dependjng on the
size of each work group.
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d. How long will CFPB employees currently working at 1700 G Street, NW be
reassigned to a temporary location?

Response:
At this time, we antidpate that employees will remain at the temporary space until the summer
of 2017.

e. What will be the total costs of vacating the building and renting an alcemate facility?

Response:
Based on the draft version of the Occupancy Agreement for 1275 First Street NE, the cost of
renting temporary space in the first year was estimated at $31. 73 per square foot, which includes
base rent, operating expenses, real estate taxes, and the Public Building Service (PBS) fee. The
Bureau recently awarded a contract to a comprmy to provide moving and storage services for an
amount just under $400,000.

f.

What alternate office location has been sel.ected for vacated employees?

Response:
The Bureau will be using a vacant building under lease lo the General Service Administration
(GSA). It is located at 1275 First Street, NE.

g. When was the contract for an alternate office location signed?
Response:
A draft version of the Occupancy Agreement was executed on March 8, 2013. The final versi.on
has not been signed.

h. Please provide us with a copy of these lease agreement.

Response:
Attached i.s the draft version of the Occupancy Agreement dated March 8. 2013. The final
version has not been signed.
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1.

How many square feet of office space will be occupied by the Bureau and at what
cost?

Response:
During the renovation, the Bureau will occupy approximately 306,000 rentable square feet at
1.275 First Street NE. Based on the draft version of the Occupancy Agreement for 1275 Fir.st
Street NE, the cost for this space in the first year was estimated at $31.73 per square foot, which
includes base rent, operating expenses, real esrate taxes, and the Public Building Service (PBS)
fee. The Bureau will also retain approximately 72,000 rentable square feet in 1625 Eye Street at
a cost of $40.56 per sqmu-e foot through March 3 t, 2014, increasing to $42.18 per square foot on
April 1, 2014.
J·

Please provide this Committee with all relevant details and documents substantiating

your responses to these questions.
Response:
1n response to Questions 9(a), 9(b), 9(c), and 9(d), the Bureau's relocation timeline is attached.
Regarding Question 9(e), the Bureau recently awarded a contract to a company to provide
moving and stornge services for an amount just under $400,000, and that contract is attached.
And responses to Questi.ons 9(f), 9(g), and 9(i) contain information that can be found in the draft
version of the Occupancy Agreement dared March 8, 2013, provided in response to Question
9(h).

Hensarling 10:
Please provide this Committee w.ith copies of the Bureau's contract(s), including all
amendments, with the architecture firm Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP.

Response:
Attached are the following contracts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CFP-12-D-00011MOD001
CFP-12-D-00011 SOM Task Order 0003 Mod 3
CFP-12-D-OOOll Task Order 0001 Mod l
CFP-12-D-00011 Task Order 0001 Mod 2
CFP-12-D-00011 Task Order 0001 Mod 3
CFP-12-D-00011 Task Order 0001 Mod 4
CFP-12-D~OOOll Task Order 0003 Mod 001
CFP-12-D-00011 Task Order 0003 Mod 002
CFP-12-D-00011TO002 .MOD 001
CFP-12-D-00011 T0002MOD002
CFP-12-D-00011, TO 003 MOD 004
Task Order 0001 SOM
SOMIDIQ
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•
•

Task Order 0002
Task Order 0003

Hensarling 11:
Please provide this Committee with copies of any documents, including but not limited to any
architectural or design plans, renderings, illustrations, electronic files and e-mail
communications, provided to the Bureau by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill concerning the
renovation 1700 G Street. NW.

Response:
Attached are the following archi.tectural and design documents representative of the Bureau's
current plans concerning the renovation of 1700 G Street NW:

•
•
•

"Bridging Documents, 80% Progress Submission"
"Bridging Documents, Design Objectives & Criteria, 80% Progress Submission,"
February 28, 2014
"Bridging Documents, Drawing List & Specifications, 80% Progress Submission,"
February 28, 2014

We are in the process of trying to identify any communications that might be responsive to this
request.

Hensarling 12:
Regarding the Bureau's planned renovations:
a. When does the Bureau expect to award a design build contract to renovate 1700 Street,
NW?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is using the General Services Administration (GSA)
to procure the Design/Build-Bridging general contractor. At this time. the GSA estimates that
the final award will be issued in September 2014.
b. What procurement process will be used?

Response:
The selection procedures will utilize the Best Value Tradeoff process in accordance with the
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 15 and the Two-Phase Design/Build-Bridging
.Procedures in FAR Part 36.3. Stage I, Request for Qualifications (RFQ), shall result in a short
list of offerors who will be invited to participate in Stage II of the procurement. Stage II,
Request for Proposal.s (RFP), shal.l .result i.n the selection of the Design/Build-Bridging contractor
whose offer provi.des the best value to the Government.
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c. When wilt construction commence?

Response:
The constructi.on will begin after the final award is issued.

Hensarling 13:
During your testimony before the Committee on September l 2, 2013, Rep. Rothfus asked you
about salary levels for Bureau employees, and you responded by stating:
"Again, the federal banking agencies are on a different pay scale than the GS
scale. One of the things l want to note that's very important here - our statute
requires us. it requires us - thi.s is the law of the land that we're bound to follow that we are to have a pay scale comparable to that of the Federal Reserve. Last I
checked on our statistics, we're one percent lower average salary than the Federal
Reserve. So we're complying with the Jaw.''

a. So that the Committee may properly compare the Bureau's compensation structure
with that of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, please provide a
copy of the Bureau's salary structure, including all pay classes, grades, steps, and
locality adjustments.
Response:

Attached is a document containing 2013 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Pay Tables.
b. Additionally, please provide a Microsoft. Excel file containing Bureau employee
salary data, organized by the following column headings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employee, Fellow, lntem Name,
Title,
Pay Class,
Pay Grade,
Division,
Office,
Hire Date,
Starting Salary or Hourly Wage at Hire Date,
Amount of any Signing Bonus Awarded,
Amount of any Relocation Incenti.ve Awarded,
Amoun.t of any additional financial incentive awarded,
Date(s) of any Raises(s) Awarded
Amount(s) of any Raise(s) Awarded
Date of Promotion (if applicable),
New Title after Promotion (if applicable),
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Salary or Hourly Wage after Promotion (if applicable),
Current Annual Salary or Hourly Wage,
Departure Date (if applicable),
Annual Salary or Hourly Wage at Departure Date (if appl.icable),
Annual Bonus awarded in 201 J (indicate calendar or fiscal year),
Annual Bonus awarded in 2012, and
.Annual. Bonus awarded in 2013.

Response:
Attached is an updated version of an Excel file that we have previously shared with your office
in response to past requests for salary data on Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
employees.

Hensarling 14:
The Bureau's contract service inventory list for FY 2013 shows that the Bureau paid Harvard
University for two different programs held in Cambridge, Massachusetts: $37,500 for a ''Harvard
Law School Executive/Legal Education Program.. and $69.000 for "registration fees for Bureau
staff members to attend senior executive seminar(s)."
a. Please produce copies of all records associated with these programs, including but not
limited to any pre-solicitation requests for quotes, the quotes submitted to the Bureau
by Harvard. any contracts signed between Harvard and the Bureau, any travel.
lodging, and meal vouchers associated with any Bureau employee. a complete list of
every Bureau employee who attended either of these programs, and any materials
provided to program pa1ticipants.

Response:
These courses are off-the-shelf (OTS) programs, and are commercially avail.able for open
enrollment by employees of Federal Government agenci.es, private-sector companies, and nonprofit entities. They constitute an expense, however not a traditionally contracted pursuit. such as
custom products or services to the Government, as they are OTS.
For these OTS commitments. no actual contracts exist between Harvard Law School and the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau), except for a single transaction of $12,500. The
original planned $37,500 was reduced to the single amount above. Similarly, no actual contracts
exist between Harvard Kennedy School of Government (HKSG) and the Bureau, except for a
Purchase Order which indicated that the Bureau budgeted. funding to support "up to $69,000" if
Billeau executives and/or senior managers committed to these external courses. The actual
program expense consisted of three transactions of $6,900 each in 2013 (with one of those
participants attending in 2014), and two more transactions at this level to date in 2014. Market
research conducted by the Bureau's Office of Human Capital detennined that, as compared to
.like offerings. these courses for executives and senior managers were competitively priced.
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The following Bureau staff attended, or will be attending, external courses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meredith Fuchs: Attended "Leadership in Corporate Counsel." 2013
Edwin Chow: Attended "Strategic Management of Regulatory Enforcement Agencies."
20.13
Paul. Sanford: .Attended "Strategic Management of Regul.atory Enforcement Agencies,"
2013
Abeshek Agarwal: Scheduled to attend "Strategic Management of Regulatory
Enforcement Agencies," 2014
Chri.s D'Ange.lo: Scheduled to attend "Su·ategic Management of Regulatory Enforcement
Agencies;· 2014
Scott Pluta: Scheduled to attend "Strategic Management of Regulatory Enforcement
Agencies," 2014

Attached are travel, l.odging, and meal vouchers, where appl.icable, as weU as course outlines, for
the "Leadership in Corporate Counsel" and "Strategic Management of Regulatory Enforcement
Agencies" programs, which include reading assignments for pa1tklpants.
b. Why were these programs not mentioned in the Bureau's December 2013 report on
·'Growing our Human Capital," even though the repmt listed fifteen other "training
and workforce development initiatives" instituted by the Bureau in 2013?

Response:
These programs were included in the December 2013 report. just not spccificall y referenced as
off-the-shelf suppl.iers. We al.so did not Jist by course or curricula name all of the internal.
development and training programs that we are currently building, which are referenced in the
report (" ... design, development, and production of customized programs ... ").
Relatedly, the following sections in lhe report refer lo training and development investments:
"Section 3.2: Key Accomplishments') includes reference to:
"Offering increased quantity and scope of lcaming programs for employees and leaders." 1
Also, "Section 3.3: Future Action Items" includes reference to:
"Procurement of off-the-shelf programs, supplemented by the design, development, and
production of customized programs, incorporating onl.ine references and resources (all as
appropriate) :·2
c. \Vhy did you. se.lect Harvard to prov.ide thi.s program?
1

Growing our Human Capital: Human Capital Annual Report to Congress, Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau, Jan.. 13, 2014. p 16. available at
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/2013 l 2 report annual-human-capital-report-to-congress.pdf
2
ld. at 20.
ll

Response:
The selected programs met the specific needs and aims of the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau leaders' roles and development goals. The Harvard Law course, "Leadership in
Corporate Counsel." was taken by our General Counsel, and balances legal content and strategic
leadership topics, both of which constitute critical content for her role. The Harvard Kennedy
School of Government course, "Strategic Management of Regulatory Enforcement Agencies,"
focuses specifically on management challenges within regulatory agencies and among
government leaders in building a cohesive organization with diverse functional responsibilities

and risks.
d. There are many nationally-recognized Universities in the greater DC area with similar
capabili.ti.es. the selection of which would have minimized travel. expenses. Did you
not consider these universities to provide the programs for yolU· senior employees?

Why was it necessary to send your senior employees to Cambridge, MA to receive
this training?

Response:
While there are strong, nationally-recognized universities in the Washington D.C. area, these
courses were selected to address specific leadership development areas, which were not covered
in the same way by programs found in the area. These courses met the needs of our General
Counsel and Bureau leaders focusing on supervisory and enforcement activities at that time. The
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, in particular, offers a blend of strategi.c leadership,
public-sector focus, and the specificity of regulatory and enforcement topic areas, which were
not found to be fully combined i.n other programs' courses. Additionally, these courses were
concentrated residential programs over just a few days, as compared to other programs that take
place over several weeks, which even if local can require a significant time commitment. Lastly,
the fees included in these courses indude course materi.al.s, accommodations, and meals;
therefore incremental travel expenses were expected to be minimal.
c. Why was this seminar not held at the Bureau's headquarters instead of in Cambridge,
MA?

Response:
These courses are considered off-the-shelf and commercially available to all government
leaders. More critically, the interactions between leaders in the program from a variety of
regulatory agencies are a key component of the case method learning model employed by the
Harvard Kennedy School of Government. This learning model exposes participants to the
different perspectives of leaders from agencies other than the Bureau. As there were only a
couple of Bureau attendees planned for 2013 and 2014 to date, hosting a seminar for the small
number of Bureau leaders at headquarters would not faciHtate a similarly full and di.verse class
discussion.
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f. How much money would have been saved if the Bureau had hosted this program
rather than sending its employees to Harvard?

Response:
Whi.le we did not request that Harvard provide us with a supp.lier quote for a custom, on-site,
development course, we understood that if the senior leaders engaged in the course found it
valuabl.e there would be future opportunities to evaluate more widespread training opportunities
on-site in Washington, D.C.

Hcnsarling 1S:
On May 28, 2013, the CPFB published a pre-solicitation notice to solicit quotes for "various
Senior/Executive Manager workshops similar to the Harvard Kennedy School of Government
programs."
a. Was this the pre-solic.itation notice that resulted in the awards and programs
referenced in question 14 above?

Response:
This pre-solic.itation notice referred to the two Harvard Kennedy Schoo.I of Government (HKSG)
programs that the Human Capital team considered for executive education opportunities.
b. How many quotes did the Bureau receive?

Response:
Research of commercial pricing was conducted prior to the purchase order award, which
.included a comparison of executive education course programs from known providers. This was
to ensure fair value would ultimately be obtained for the educational services provided. HKSG,
once determined as offering best value, rccei.ved a purchase order from the Consumer Finan.cial
Protection Bureau in order to provide the executive education on an as-needed basis at set
pricing, up to a financial ceiling of $69,600. A fonnal quote was not received, as commercial
off-the-shelf pricing and course descri.ption.s were publically availabl.e from all fi11ns considered.
c.

With a pre-sohcitation notice phrased in this way, it woul.d appear that the Bureau's
selection of Harvard's quotes was a foregone conclusion, was .il not?

Response:

The Bureau would have selected a comparable, lower-priced option if one had been
available. As noted above, a research comparison revealed that HKSG was the best-valued
option when compared lo similar offerings by other universities. Additionally, the presol.icitation notice was posted with the intent to solicit additional vendors regarding their imerest
.in providing executi.ve education similar to HKSG.
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Hensarling 16:

The Bureau's contract service inventory lists for FY 2012 and FY 2013 list a number of contracts
the Bureau has awarded to companies for ··paid search marketing services:· Pl.ease produce
copies of any such contracts, including but not limited to the contracts associated with the
following awards.

•
•
•

•

$122,513 paid to Fleishman-Hillard, Inc. on 3/1612012:
$94,692 paid to PCG Enterpri.ses on 6/8/2012;
$237, 300 paid to Digital Firefly Marketing on 8121/2012: and
$280,637 paid to Fleishman-Hillard, Jnc. on 6/1412013.

Response:

Attached arc the following contracts, respecti vcly:
•

CFP-12-K-00007

•

CFP-12-C-0005

•
•

CFP-12-C-00003
CFP-l 3-K-00021

Hensarling 17:

The Bureau's contract service inventory lists for FY 2012 and FY 2013 list a number of contracts
the Bureau has awarded to a company named IDEO, LLC for "branding services." Please
produce copies of any contracts awarded to any company for "branding services," including
copies of all contracts awarded to lDEO, LLC.

Response:
Attached are the following contracts:
•

TPDCFPBPA110006, Order 0001

•
•

TPOCFPBPA110006, Order 0002
TPDCFPBPAl 10006, Order 0003
TPDCFPBPAl 10006, Order 0004

•
•

TPDCFPBPAll0006, Order 0005

•

TPDCFPBPAI 10006

•
•

CFP-14-Z-OOOOL Order 0001
CFP- l 4-Z-0000 l

Please note that the awards of CFP- l 4-Z-00001, Order 000 l (Blanket Purchasing Agreement)
and CFP-14-Z-00001 (underlying task order) were made to IDEO. LLC, but are not for branding

services. They are for assisting the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau in implementing
statutory requirements related to developing and implementing initiatives intended to educate
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and empower consumers to make better informed decisions; and responding to consumer
complaints regarding consumer financial products or services.

Hensarliug 18:
Please produce copies of any contracts awarded to GMMB, Inc., the Corporation for Enterprise
Development, and the National Consumer Law Center.
Response:

Attached arc the following contracts awarded to GM.MB, Inc.:
•

•
•
•
•

CFP-13-Z-00006,
CFP-l 3-Z-00006,
CFP-13-Z-00006,
CFP-13-Z-00006,
CFP-13-Z-00006

Order 0001
Order 0002
Order 0003
Order 0004

Attached are the following comracts awarded to the Corporation for Enterprise Development:
•
•
•
•

CFP-12-Z-00019, Order 0001
CFP-12-P-00008
CFP-12-Z-00019, Order 0002
CFP-12-Z-00019

Attached are the following contracts awarded to the National Consumer Law Center:
•
•
•

CFP- l 2-P-00003
CFP-l 2-P-00012
CFP-12-P-00006

•

TPDCFP 13C0004

Hensarling 19:
Section lO 17(d)(2) of the Dodd-Frank Ace provides that amounts deposited in the Bureau's
Consumer Financial Civil Penalty Fund may be used only for ''payments to the victims of
activi.ti.es for which civil. penalties have been imposed" or "for the purpose of consumer
education and financial literacy programs." However, page 25 of the Bureau) s Fiscal Year 2013
Financial Report discusses the Bureau's Civll Penalty Fund and states that in Pcri.od 1, "$1.6
million was set as.ide for any administrative costs."
a. What is the legal. authority upon whi.ch the Bureau relied for using funds in the Civil
Penalty Fund for "any administrative costs"?
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Response:
Under well-established fiscal law principles 3 , an agency may use funds for adminismni.ve

expenses relat.ed to the purpose for which the funds were made available.
b. Please provide a full accounting of an administrative costs incurred specifically
related to the Civil Penalty Fund.

Response:
As of March 31, 2014, $10,811.26 in administrative expenses was invoiced to and paid from the
Civ.i.l Penalty Fund. Of the $10,811.26, $10,661.26 .relates to the Payday Loan Debt Solution,
Inc. case and $150.00 relates to the Gord.on, et al. case.

c. Please .indicate whether the administrative costs will solely be used for pmposes of
the Civil Penalty Fund.
Response:
Funds set aside from the Civil Penalty Fund for admi.nistrative expenses are used only for the
administrati.ve costs of hiring third-party administrators to distribute Ci.vii Penalty FLLnd

payments to victims.

Hensarling 20:
On a subpage of the Bureau's website entitled "Do.ing Business With Us." the Bureau discloses

that it plans lo build a "national database on US households' use of consumer financial
products." Further, the Bureau discloses that it planned to solicit bids for this database in the
first quarter of Fiscal Year 2014. Please produce all records referencing or relating to this
"national database on US households use of consumer financial products."

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is not building a national database on every U.S.
household. The Bureau's Office of Research has ptu·chased a commercially available nationally
representative survey of U.S. households' use of consumer financi.al products and services from
Strategic Business Insights (SBI) (order attached). The data procured by the Bureau docs not

contain any directly identifying information of respondents.

~Government Accountability

Office, PRINCIPLES OF FEDERAL APPROPRIATIONS LAW 4-19-4-35

(3d ed.).
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Hensarling 21:
On April 24, 2013, the Bureau released a "White Paper" on Payday Loans and Deposit Advance
Products. Page 4 of this document states: 'This white paper summarizes the initial findings of
the CFPB's analysis of payday loans ruid deposit advance." (Emphasis added).

a. In light of the fact that the Bureau's Whi.te Paper on.ly presented ".initial findings,"
why does the Bureau's unified rulemaking agenda already list "Payday Loans and
Depos.i t Advance Products" in the Bureau's "Prerule" stage of rnlemaking?

Respon.rn:
As you may know, the Consumer Fi.nancial Protection Bureau (Bureau) released addi.ti.onal
research on March 25, 2014. that provides detailed analysis of consumers' use of a payday loans,
with a focus on loan sequences, the series of loans borrowers often take out following a new
loan.. The Bureau will continue to collect and analyze information about the payday Imm market.
Subsequent findings will be reflected in any rulemaking pertaining to this market. These
findings may be presented either through publications or presentations in advance of a
rulemaking or through information presented as part of a rulemaking itself.
b. Why is the Bureau, according to the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
(OlRA), ''considering whether rules governing these products are warranted under
CFPB authorities, and if so what types of rules would be appropriate" without first
completing its research and issuing a White Paper containing finalized research and
findings?

Response:
The initial. findings shared in the Bureau's Whi.te Paper have led to concerns that certain features
of payday loans may cause harm to some consumers. The Bureau's determination as to whether
or not to issue rules pertaining to payday loans - and the scope and substance of any such rules will be informed by these and subsequent research findings and by public comment.
c. W.iH you commit to finalizing the Bureau's research before proposing any rule to
regulate these products?

Response:
As a data-driven agency, the Bureau is committed to seeking to obtain a comprehensive
understanding of the markets for the financial services products it has the authori.cy to regulate,
and of how consumers experience those products. Indeed, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform
and Consumer Protection Act requires the Bureau to research, analyze• .:md report on
''deve.lopments .in markets for consumer financial products or servi.ces," "consumer behavior
with respect to consumer financial products or services," and "risks lo consumers in thl! offering
or provision of consumer financial products or services." The Bureau conducts research and
analysis on an ongoing basis. When ongoing research and market monitoring: activities by the
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Bureau identifies harm to consumers, the Bureau will use its various authorities, including its

rulcmaking authority, as appropriate, to address that harm.
d. The Bureau often cites its objective, data-driven approach to policy research and
analysis. In the name of transparency, will you immediately make all data,
methodologies and analysis underlying the Bureau's initial research and findings
available to the public for peer review?

Response:
The Bureau released additional research on March 25, 2014, that provides detailed analysis of

consumers' use of a payday loans, with a focus on loan sequences, the series of loans borrowers
often take out following a new loan. This .report provides additional discussion of various
methodological approaches that can be used. to assess these data. To assure the integrity of its
supervision program, the Bureau genern11y does not publicly share un-aggregated information
obtained from supervised entities through the examination process.
Hensarling 22:
On December 12, 2013, the Bureau rel.eased a report entitled "Arbitration Study Preliminary
Results.'' The Committee understands that the Bureau obrained information that formed the
basis of its findings by issuing orders to financial institutions to provide it with copies of the.ir
standard-form consumer account agreements.

a. To how many financial institutions did the Bureau issue these orders?

Response:
Regarding the prevalence of arbitration clauses in consumer checking account agreements, the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) requested that certain financial institutions
return one copy of the standard-form account agreement that they provided to consumers who

opened the institution's core consumer checking account product. The Bureau issued orders to
rhe following financial institutions (and/or, where applicable, relevant subsidiaries), only if the
Bureau was unable to obtain current agreements via Internet searches: the I 00 largest bank
holding companies or subsidiaries based on consolidated deposits less than $250,000 (i.e. the
deposit insurance threshold); a random sample of 150 bank holding companies or subsidiaries
not among the 100 largest; and the 50 largest credit unions based on the amount of insured
deposits. We ultimately sent the requests to 240 holding companies or relevm1t subsidiaries, and
received responses from 92 percent of the recipients.

b. Why was this information collection not noticed in the Federal Register?

Response:
The Office of Management and Budget's (OMB) regulations specify categories of items that are
not subject to OIRA (Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs)/OMB rev.i.ew and approval
under the Paperwork Reduction Act, whi.ch inc.lnde among other things, samples of prod nets
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(5 C.F.R. I 320.3(h)(2)). The Bureau's orders were promulgated pursuant to its authority under
Section 1022(c)(4)(B)(ii) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
and sought only the recipient covered-persons' standard form account agreements in the same
form and format as they are provided to potential customers. Accordingly, the orders are exempt
from the Paperwork Reduction Act's requirements for notice <md comment within the Federal
Register and OIRA/OMB approval.
c. Why was this coUection not first approved by the Office of Information and
Regularory Affairs (OlRA)?

Response:

See response to Question 22(b), above.
d. Why did these orders not contain a valid OMB approval number?

Response:
See response to Question 22(b), above.
e.

When does the Bureau plan to release a follow-up or subsequent study regarding
arbi.trat i.on?

Response:
The Bureau currently anticipates completing its study in the fall of 2014.
f.

Will you make all data, methodologies, and analysis underlying this report available
to the public for peer review?

Response:
All published work will comply with the Bureau's lnfonnation Quality Guidelines, which are
published on our website at !!.!J1r!.l~.w.~ . .£.0.!A~.l:!TI.1£ffin~.n~.;;.:gQ.Y./.~nfQrn.uJ~!g.n.mu-±UtY.f..

Hensarling 23:
Will you please provide the Committee with a current list of every Bureau. employee or
contractor who ha~ access to infonnation contained within the Bureau's credit card database,
national mortgage database, loan-level database, and consumer credit panel?

Response:
In general, access to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau) data is controlled,
and access logs to Bureau systems are kept and maintained in accordance with Bureau policy
based. on Nati.onal Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication 800-53
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Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations (NJST SP
800-53) guidelines.
For security reasons, the Bureau's Technology & Innovation (T&l) staff continually update
access ri.ghts to these databases, m1d the identity and number of personnel with access change as
a result. The Bureau con.ducts regular reviews of user access for in-house databases, including
the Credit Card Database and Consumer Credil Panel. As part of these reviews, the Bureau
verifies that aH access to a given dataset has been approved by senior Bureau .leadership and is of
continuing necessity to users' work.
As of February 2014, 20 Bureau personnel have access to the Credit Card Database for purposes
of analysis and l l have access lo the Consumer Credit Panel for purposes of analysis. An
additional 19 members of the T &I staff have access to both databases for technical assistance
and suppmt. The National Mortgage database is currently under construction as a joint project
between the Bureau and the Federal Housing Fimmce Agency (FHFA), and FHFA manages the
staff .involved in the construction. A single member of the Bureau's staff currently has access to
that database, solely for testing purposes. We are not familiar with your reference to a particular
dataset known as the "loan-level database."

Hensarling 24:
Has any data coUected as part of the Bureau's market moni.toring efforts, including data collected
or retained in its credit card database, national mongage database, loan-level database, and
consumer credit panel, ever l.ed directly or indirectly to a Bureau investigation or enforcement
action'? If so. please fully describe all such instances in which this has occurred.

Response:
Teams within the Consumer Fi.nancial Protection Bureau's (Bureau) Offices of Research and
Markets are charged with understanding consumer financial markets and consumer behavior.
Their work contributes to the Bureau's evaluation of the need for consumer financial protection
regulations, supervision, or enforcement actions. Th.e analysis of consumer financial data rmd
markets performed by these teams is essential to infom1ing the work and decisions of the Bureau

as a whole.
Hensarling 25:
Does the Bureau have a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the Finandal Stability
Oversight Council, Office of Financial Research, U.S. Department of the Treasury or lntemal
Revenue Service? If so, please provide copies of all such memoranda to this Committee.

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with the Financial Stability Oversight Counci.l and its members
(attached). including the Department of Treasury and the Office of Financial Research, setting
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forth the treatment of any non-public information shared amongst the signatories to the MOU.
The Bureau also has an MOU with the Department of Treasury's Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (attached) related to access to infomiation coHected pursuant to the Bank Secrecy Act.
The Bureau does not have an MOU with the Internal Revenue Service.

Hensarling 26:
Are you open to creating an advisory opinion process whereby lenders. and other regulated
entities can petition the Bureau for an opinion on whether a proposed product or service is likely
to be found lawful and compliant by the Bureau? This process is used by many other regulatory
agencjes and provides greater certainty to market parti.c.ipants and encow:agcs product
innovation, which benefits consumers. In your view, could the Bureau adopt such an advisory
opini.on process by rule, or is legislation required?

Response:
We agree that consumer-friendly innovation and entrepreneurship is important for ensuring that

all consumers have access to fair, transparent, and competitive consumer financial markets. The
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) has taken steps. to encourage and facilitate such
innovation. In November 2012, the Bureau launched Project Catalyst, a program of working
together with innovators to make sure they have good communication to understand the
regulatory imp.lications of their products and to he.Ip the Bureau understand what ideas do and
don't. work for consumers. The Bureau has also implemented a policy for authorizing companies
to test disclosures (or disclosure delivery methods) that might work better than what regulations
currently call for. As we continue our efforts, we welcome input about how best to foster
innovation.

Hensarling 27:
Are you open to providing the public advance notice of the release of any enforcement bulletin
and regulatory guidance and affording the public the chance lo comment on any such bulletin or
guidance? Such a process could prov]de the public with an additional opportunity to provide the
Bureau with helpful feedback, even in instances where the Bureau is simply restating its view of
existing Jaw and regulations. If you do not support providing the public with this opportunity,
please articulate your reasons for oppos.ing such a process. In your view, could the Bureau adopt
such a notice-and-comment process by rule, or is legislation required'?
Response:
The Admini.strati.ve Procedure Act (APA) sets out the principles by which federal agencies
engage in regulatory activity and in applicable cases calls for comments from affected parties
and the general public concerning an agency's activity. TI1e APA docs not impose a notice and
comment requirement for a general statement of policy, a non-binding informational guideline.
or an interpretive memorandum.
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We value public input in our formulation of policy, and the Consumer Financial Protection

Bureau (Bureau) engages stakeholders using a variety of mechanisms, ranging from infomial
consultations between industry and market specialists in the Bureau to published notices with a
specified comment period. The Bureau has elected to engage in notice-and-comment rulemaking
in a number of cases that would not have been req uire<l under the APA. In some circumstances a
formalized n.otice-and-comment process i.s not the optimal vehicle. For example, in September
2013 the Bureau issued a bulletin explaining the meaning of certain provisions in its mortgage
servicing ml.es. Th.e Bureau issued that bulletin in response to requests from various
stakeholders that we provide additional clarity about certain topics before the mortgage rules
came into effect. A notice-and-comment process could have taken until after institutions were
required to comply with the provis.ions at issue, and thus could have impeded the attempt to
provide the needed clarity.

Hensarling 28:
I am concerned that the Bureau is undertaking investigations that duplicate similar efforts
undertaken by other state and federal agencies, which is an inefficient use of limited law

enforcement resources.
a. Without revealing the identity of any company under current investigation, please
state the number of Bureau investigations currently underway in which another state
or federal agency .is conducting an .investigation of the same company or of the same
or similar activities.
b. Pl.ease state the percentage of Bureau investigations in which another state or federal
agency issued a subpoena, civil investigative demand, or otherwise obtained
information from the same company being investigated before the Bureau did so?
c. Finally, is the Bureau currently .investigating any company that is not currently
considered lo he a financial services company? If so, please describe the products or
services provided by any such company and the legal. basis for the Bureau's authority
to investigate such companies.

Response:

Coordination and collaboration with our law enforcement counterparts on both the state and
federal level is a high priority for us. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) is
committed to working with law enforcement partners for many reasons. Strong lines of
communication ensure that we are aware of emerging harm to consttmers and that we address
these issues in a timely and appropriate fashion. In addition, effective coordination and
collaboration helps us avoid duplication of efforts. In some cases, this coordination is directed
by statute or Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), but it is, in all cases, the type of good
government we strive to practice. With partners such as the states and the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), lhe Bureau seeks to avoid duplication of efforts, and has entered into several
inceragency agreements that reflect this objective. The Bureau also wo1;ks closely with
prudential regulator partners lo avoid duplication and burden. The fact of our investigating the
same entity as a law enforcement partner does not itself reflect inefficiency; indeed it otten
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represents these coordinated efforts. Jn fiscal year 2013, the Bureau shared and received
information with state and/or federal law enforcement partners in 80 matters.
The Bureau's enforcement authority is not limited to solely financial services companies. As
appropriate, the Bureau may investigate other types of persons' possible vi.ol.ations of the laws
the Bureau en forces.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Representative Bill Huizenga:

Huizenga 1:
On January 14, 2014, the Financial Services Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and
Consumer Credit held a hearing on the recently enacted Abil.ity to Repay rule and its Qualified
Mortgage (QM) definition.

In testimony, Bill Emerson, the Vice Chairman of the Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA) and
CEO of Quicken Loans. which is headquartered in my home state of Michigan, made a series of
recommendations for how the CFPB could improve the Ability to Repay rule so it better serves
consumers and promotes the vibrant flow of safe and affordable mortgage credit. Among MBA's
recommendations are increasing the threshold for smaller balance Joans, establishing a "right to
cure" cal.culation errors and other processing mistakes, providing better written guidance, and
rais.ing the APOR tolerances.
I understand the CFPB .is considering making adjustments to the Ability to Repay ru]e later this
year.
a. What is the Bureau's timeframe for publishing amendments to the Ability to Repay
(APR/QM) rule?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) is considering various issues for possible
rnlemaking: during calendar year 2014, including under the Ability-To-Repay (ATR)/Qualitied
Mortgage (QM) rule. Some issues may be addressed more quickly, either because we recognize
that they arc more urgent or because they are easier and more straightforward to address than
others - or in some cases both. Accordingly, the Bureau may conduct more than one rulemaking
process in 2014 with different timel.ines for each.
h. Is the CFPB considering revising the "points and fee" tl1reshold for smaller loans?
Currently. l.oans with a balance of less than $100,000 are able to qualify as QM Joans
with higher "points and fees," ranging from 3 percent to as high as 8 percent for the
smallest loans. Would you agree that setting the definition closer to the national
average of $219 ,000 woul.d .improve access to credit for low- and moderate-income
Americans?

Response:
The Dodd-Frank WaH Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act)
established the basic three percent points and fees limit for qualified mortgages (QM), but it also
required the Bureau to prescribe rules adjusting this limit to permit lenders that extend smaller
Joans to meet the QM requirements. Prior to the transfer of its consumer financial protection
functions to the Bureau, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Board) initially
proposed the smaller l.oan limit as $75,000. Jn response to comments on the Board's proposal,
the Bureau rai.sed the smaller loan limit to $100~000. It was estimated that this increase would
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double the percentage of loans eligible for the adjusted limit from approximately 10 percent to
20 percent. This resulted in a substantial increase in loans eligible for an adjusted limit while
still giving deference to the statutory norm for most loans. The Bmeau is monitoring the market
for evidence about the effect of the rnle on consumers, including any impact on their access to
credit.
c. ls the CFPB considering providing lenders with the ability to "cure" mortgages that
were intended to be QMs but, through a calculation error or other processing mistake,
did not fit into the strict definition? Without such a procedure, lenders will tend to
avoid transactions at the boundaries of QM - an outcome at odds with your stated
goals for the new rul.e.

Response:
The Bureau has heard this concern from creditors and is thinking carefully about lhe different
types of issues that may arise with regard to different types of errors and different types of
thresholds under the Qualified Mo1tgagc (QM) definition. For example, the types of errors that
may occur and the types of correction mechanisms - if any - that might be appropriate could be
different for the limit on points and fees than for the threshold for debt-to-income ratio that
applies to certain types of QMs. The Bureau wants to be sens.iti.ve to con.sumers' interests in
assessing any cure mechani.sm, as well as how to maintain strong compli.an.ce incenti.ves. We
realize that creditors and secondary market actors may have different concerns. In light of the
complexity of the issues. we expect to be inviting public comment soon.

d. Is the CFPB considering establishing a better process for the provision of written
guidance? In his testimony, Mr. Emerson noted that the absence of timely,
authoritative written guidance has resulted in industry confusion and understandable
reluctance to offer consumers certain beneficial loan features such as bona fide
discount points that help them reduce their interest rate and monthly payment.

Response:
The Bureau provided the mortgage industry with an extraordinary level of implementation
support and guidance, through the auspices of a major initiative dedicated to just that purpose,
during calendar year 2013. This included several rounds of written clarifications, amendments,
and guidance. TI1e Bureau undertook that initiati.ve because we recognize that, without timely
and smooth .implementation of new .rules, those rules do not deliver to consumers the intended
benefits and protections. Accordingly, assistance to industry in interpreting and implementing
our rules has been and remains a high priority for the Bureau. In performing this function, we
must be careful to balance legal requirements and practical considerations; there is often a tradeoff between the speed and the reliability of answers provided. A notice and comment process
provides all stakeholders an opportunity to wcjgh in on complex jssues. The Bureau continues to
examine our experiences in providing industJ:y implementation supp011, while also remaining
mindful of our obligations under the Administrative Procedure Act, and expect to apply any
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lessons learned in implementation of additional rulemakings, such as the integrated federal
mortgage disclosure forms required by the Dodd-Frank Act.
e. Is the CFPB considering raising the APOR/APR thresholds to qualify as QM safe
harbor loans? Only m01tgages where the APR is less than 150 basi.s poi.ms over the
applicable benchmark APOR qualify. Increasing the spread to 200-250 bas.is points
would extend QM loans to a greater number of borrowers, satisfying their credit
needs with sustainable and affordable loans.

Response:
As a point of clarification, when a (first lien) loan's annual percentage rate (APR) exceeds the
applicable average prime offer rate (APOR) by 150 basis points it does not automatically become
non-QM. If it meets the criteria for a QM, the loan remains a QM but is subject to the rebuttab.le
presumption of compliance with abi.lity-to-repay requirements under the Dodd-Frank Act and
Bureau regulations rather than being subject to a safe harbor that attends a QM with lower
overall loan pricing. The consumer's ability to rebut that presumption is limited to a showing.
based on information of which the creditor was aware, that the creditor left insufficient residual
income to meet daily Jiving expenses after making the &cheduled mortgage payments. We
believe this approach ~mikes the right balance. We continue to monitor the effects of the mles on
the market and we remain open, as always, lo new empiri.cal information.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Representative Mick Mulvaney:

Mulvaney l:
A recent repmt issued by the Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank under its Working Paper Series
found that stricter regulation of third-party collectors is associated. with creditors extending fewer
lines of credit an.d reducing the amount of credit offered- all of which ultimately harms
consumers. The report concluded that "financial regulation that institutes strong consumer

protection must be balanced with creditor rights in order for the latter to extend consumer credit
in the first place." As the Bureau engages in its rulemaking on the debt collectio11 indrnmy, how
will you ensure that there is balance between strong consumer protection and creditor rights?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protecti.on Bureau (Bureau) has been considering and wiU conti.nue to
consider the potential costs to industry (including creditors) of any debt collection rule chat may
develop. Section 1022(b)(2) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Conswner Protection
Act requires that the Bureau consider the potential. benefits and costs of i.ts rules to consumers
and industry, including the potential reduction of access by consumers to consumer financial
products or services (such as credit) resulting from any such rules. In addition, the Paperwork
Reduction Act requires that the Bureau obtain Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
approval for information collections, a debt collection rule. To obtain such approval, the Bureau
would have to justify its collections of information by, among other things, establishing the need
and intended use of the infom1ation, estimating the burden the collection will impose on those
subject to the proposed rules, and showing that the collection is tbe least burdensome way to
gather the information. The Regulatory Fl.exibility Act further requires the Bw·eau to conduct
certain analyses regarding the impact of its mies on small businesses. All of these legal
requirements ensure that the Bureau will cons.ider the costs of debt collection rules, .i.ncluding
their effects on creditors, as part of the process of deve.loping rules.
The Bureau has already begun soliciting and consideri.ng information about the potential. costs,
benefits, and impacts of regulation in the debt collection area. In November 2013, the Bureau
published an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) relating to debt collection. The
ANPR posed many questions about the costs of poss.ible restrictions and limitations on debt
collection and solicited inf\'.)m1ation from stakeholders, including debt collectors and creditors,
describing and documenting the potential. costs associated with various proposals. The deadline
for public comments in response to the ANPR was February 28, 2014, and the Bureau received
many detailed. responsive industry comments. The Bureau is also compiling and considering
available empirica1 research that may bear on the costs and effects of proposed debt collection
rules. In particular, economists in the Bureau's Office of Research have closely reviewed the

Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank Working Paper referenced in your question and have
discussed with its author his analysis, findings, and conclusions.

Mulvaney 2:

In response to a question from Rep. Meeks about lhe importance of ensuring access to smalldollar credit, you mentioned several different products., including payday l.oans and "ceriain
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types of .installment loans." I share your understanding that small-dollar lending serves an
important function for many borrowers, especially those who may not utilize traditional banking
services, and hope the Bureau will work to ensure the continued viability and availability of
these products.
You. indicated that the Bureau plans to "move ahead with making some policy judgments and
regulations in this area." As you do so, please provide to me:

a. The Bureau's definition of "installment loan·· and how the Bureau is distinguishing
between the different types of installment Loans that you referred to during the
hearing.

Response:
An installment loan is repaid over the tenn of the loan through a fixed number of periodic
payments. The Consumer Financi.al Protection Bureau (Bureau) recognizes that there are a
variety of different installment loans. For example, .installment loans may be secured or
unsecured, may vary in length, and may be used for a variety of different purposes, including
asset purchases or meeting short-term expenses.

b. The features of installment loans that, i.n the opinion of the Bureau, provide value to
consumers.

Response:
lnstal.lment loans may benefit consumers by allowing them to borrow money and repay over time
consistent with cheir budgetary needs and preferences.
c. The features of instaHment loans that are of concern to the Bureau.

Response:

The Bureau continues to research and monitor the market to evaluate the extent to which features
or practices assoc.lated with installment loans present risks of consumer harm. The Bureau is
concerned that, at least with respect to some installment loans, lenders may not rigorously
underwrite the loans to <letennine whether consumers are likely to be able to repay the loan. The
Bureau .is also concerned that front-loaded fees and charges may create incentives for .lenders to
encourage borrowers to refinance their loans, even if it would not be in the consumers' interest to
do so. ln addition, the Bureau is concerned that some lenders may market add-on products, such
as credit insurance, that provide little benefit to consumers and raise the cost of borrowing.

Mulvaney 3:
In response to questions from Rep. Luetkemeyer, yon emphasized that "online lenders that are
.legitimate and valid deserve protection against online lenders that are undercutting them,
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violating the law, not complying with the same requirements that they comply with." I applaud
you for this statement, and for your recognition that "there's a lot of onhnc lending that is
perfectly proper and valid, and may even cut some costs over physical, in-person lending:·

You also mentioned that you have been working with state attorneys general to resolve issues
that arise from the complex nature of onli.ne regulation.. In additi.on to state attorneys general, are
you working on these issues in cooperation with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or
the Department of Justice?

As the primary regulator for payday lenders, how will you ensure that recourse is available to
legitimate onHne lenders who may have been negatively impacted by enforcement or regulations
int.ended to stamp out illegitimate lenders?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) works collaboratively with others in the
federal government, including the Department of Justice and the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, on a variety of issues, including issues related to onJine lending. As the Bureau has
stated repeatedly, all lenders should be mindful of state and federal law and must comply with all
of the laws applicable to them. This .i.s true for onhne lenders. just as it is for lenders operating
out of physical storefronts. The Bureau will continue to make clear that .it .is committed to
addressing unlawful online lending activities and is not seeking to prevent online lenders who
comply with the I.aw from continuing to operate.

lVIulvaney 4:
The CFPB~s April 2013 white paper on "Payday Loans and Deposit Advance Products" looks at
"sustained use" of payday 1.oans, and then states that such use "may become harmful for
consumers when they are used to make up for chronic cash flow shortages."
a. If "chronic cash flow shortages" are the underlying problem, .it seems unlikely that
regulating "sustained use" is the solution. Do you agree?

Response:
The Consumer Financ.ial Protecti.on Bureau's (Bureau) White Paper raised concerns that payday
loan.s could be harmful for consumers when sLLch loans are used to make up for chronic cash
flow shortages. Payday loans are unlikely to help consumers with persistent gaps between their
expenses and their income. Moreover, consumers with chronic cash flow shortages are likely to
have difficulty repaying their loans withouc re-borrowing repeatedly. As a result~ many such
consumers experience sustained use of what are ostensibly short-term loans and thus end up
incurring substantial costs.
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b. Isn1t the potential regulation of sustained use simply another way of regulating the
cost that consumers may pay for a particular financial product, in this case payday
loans?

Response:
The Bureau's concerns about sustained use of payday loans stem from the finding that many
consume.rs who obtain ostensibly high-cost. short-term loans end up in high-cost, l.ong-term debt.
The Bureau has not determined what, if any, steps it should take to address sustained use of
payday loans.
c. Doesn't Dodd-Frank, by prohibiting the CFPB from setting a usw-y rate, prohibit
regulation of the cost of a financial product?

Response:
Section 1027(0) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act provides
that the Bureau does not have the authority to establish a usury I.imit.

d. The same white paper also fails to provide sufficient granular data to explain the
measure of sustained use. which is necessary in order to determine if such use is
beneficial or harmful to the consumer. How do you respond to this significant
oversight, and don't you a~'Tee it must be addressed before the white paper can be part
of the basis for CFPB ruJemaking'?

Response:
The White Paper provides substantial data about consumer usage patterns for payday l.oans,
.including the sustained use of such loans by many consumers. The Bureau released additional
research on March 25, 2014 that provides detailed analysis of consumers' use of a payday loans,
with a focus on loan sequences, the seri.es of loans borrowers often take out following a new
loan.
e. Do you foresee any other research be.ing rel.eased by CFPB regarding payday lending
prior to any rnlemaking?

Response:
The Bureau released additional research on March 25, 2014 that provides detailed analysis of
consumers' use of a payday loans, with a focus on Joan sequences, the series of loans boITowers
often take out following a new loan. The Bureau will continue to collect and analyze
infonnation about the payday loan market. Subsequent findings will be reflected in any
rulemaking pe11aining to this market. These findings may be presented either through
publications or presentations in advance of a rul.emaking or through information presented as
part of a rulemaking itself.
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Mulvaney 5:
The Bipartisan Policy Center published a report in September 2013 that Listed several concerns
with the CFPB's transparency efforts. ln part, BPC found that after a June 2013 forum, "CFPB
held an ostensibly public follow-up meeting. The meeting, however, was open only to those
consumer groups, industry members and government officials who received a personal .invitation
from the CFPB.''

BPC also noted that CFPB fails to publish notices of its field hearings in th.e Federal
Register without providing the level of disclosure found in Federal Register nocices from
other regulators. BPC also crilicized the CFPB for occasionally providing vague
descriptions of the hearing topics.
Alarmingly, BPC found that there were instances where CFPB di.d not provide any notice
at all of public hearings~ including for its hearings on overdraft fees and payday lending.
a. \Vhat federal regulations must CFPB comply with regarding notice of public
meetings and hearings?
b. Does CFPB have any additional internal requirements for publishing no6ce of public
meetings?
c. How does the CFPB define a public meeting? Does a meeting where attendance was
limited to invitees meet the definition of a public meeting?
d. If the publi.c is excluded from CFPB meetings, ei.ther directly by exclus.ive invitations
or indirectly by inadequate notice, how is the Bureau accomplishing your stated goal

of increased transparency?
e. Are you willing to submit to che Commictee a plan of action for the upcoming months
to improve transparency at the CFPB?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) .is proud of in; record of openness,
transparency, and engagement with the public. We have hosled between eight to eleven public

events per year. We ~UTanged these events in the interest of public .input and accountability. To
ensure robust pa1ticipation, we promote these field hearings through visible placement on our
website, press releases, email notkes, and calls to congressional delegations near the hearing
location. Given that our target audience for these hearings is the general. public, we have not
published notices in the Federal Register because it is not a publication widely read by the
general public.
With respect to the Bipartisan Policy Center report, we note several inaccuracies as to our record

for publicizing events. Contrary to the report, the Bureau gave advance notice of both of the
field hearings on February 22, 2012 and January 19, 2012. The Bureau publically announced the
February 22, 2012 hearing 12 days before the event. 4 The Bureau released a media advisory
statement entitled, "Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to Convene Field Hearing in
Birmingham, Alabama on Payday Lending," a week before the January 19, 2012 event. In fact,
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demand to attend our January 19th payday hearing ~as so high that the Bureau. had to announce a
move to a larger venue to accommodate the public.:> For individuals who could not attend the
January 19th hearing, the Bureau aJso invited public comments to be submitted for the record
after the hearing. 6 In addition, whenever possible, the Bureau has streamed it.s public hearings so
that geography and timing do not interfere with the ability of the public lo v.i.ew events.
7
Recordings of these pub.lie events are posted on the Bureau's wehsite after the events have
concluded. Finally, with regard to publication of hearing agendas, given that our target audience
for field hearings is the general. public, the Bureau .intentionally provides a broad topic agenda so
that all members of the public feel welcome to attend and voice their experiences. Constraining
the agenda to specific technical or regulatory issues could discourage a broad exchange of ideas
from the genera] public.
The Bureau has adopted a number of operating norms to ensure transparency such as publicizing
public hearings on our website and. through the media, .live Internet streams where possible, and
transcripts. For our Consumer Advisory Boards, established by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act to advise and consult with lhe Director, we also publish
meeting agendas. minutes, annual reports, and videos of the public po11ions of these meetings. 8
Consumer Advisory Board meetings are also published in the Federal Register prior to the
meeting. Like other government entities~ including departments and agencies) federal regulators,
and Members of Congress, the Bureau hosts some events with stakeholders that are open to the
public, c:md others that are not.
The Bureau always wdcomes input and advice from Congress and the public on how we can
make our field hearings and other open meetings more accessible and robust forums for the
public to provide input.

5

http://www.consumerfinancc.2ov/newsroom/consumer-financial-prntection-bureau-convencsfield-hearing-in-birmingham-alabama-on-pavdav-lending/
6
http://www.consumerfina11ce.gov1blog/share-vour-input-on-payday-lending-for-the-offici'1lrecord/
7
http://www.cousumerfinance.gov
8
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Representative Andy .Harr:

Barr 1:
As the CfPB is aware, mm1y community banks originated balloon 1.oans as the bul.k of their
consumer real estate .lending portfolio. These banks must take acti.on when a balloon loan they
currently have in their pmtfoJio matures.
Unfortunately some borrowers may not show a verifiable income sufficient to qualify for a new

loan under the ability-to-repay standards, even though they have never actually missed a
payment on thcjr existing balloon loan and have a clean credit history.
a. The community banks in my di.stri.ct are wondering whether the ability-to-repay rule
requires them to foreclose on a borrower who has never missed a payment. Should
the community bank, mindful of past perfonnance of the loan, willfully disregard the
ability-to-repay rule and rewrite the loan based on its best judgment and close
knowledge of the borrower, or should the bank begin foreclosure proceedings.
notwithstanding the borrower·s prior record, since the borrower cannot pay off the

matured loan?

Response:
Congress made a decision in the Dodd-Frank Wa11 Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
to impose certai.n special safeguards on the way that balloon mortgage l.oans are underwritten to
address concerns that consumers were being left withouc the ability to repay or refinance such
loans. At the same time, Congress also recognized that small creditors in rural and underscrvcd
areas were more likely to make balloon loans and that such restrictions might create access to
credit issues in such areas. Accordingly, the statute provides that balloon loans can be Qualified
Mortgages if they are made and held on portfolio by small creditors that operate predominantly
.in rural or underserved areas.

In implementing these provisi.ons, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau)
concluded that it was appropriate to provide a two-year transition period during which balloon
loans made by any small creditor - regardless of that creditor's location - could be designated as
Qualified Mortgages if they are held on portfolio and meet certain other conditions. This should
help consumers and creditors address the refinancing of existing balloon loans during this period.
The Bureau is also using this two-year period to study a broad range of i.ssues with regard to
balloon. loans, small creditors' abiJity to transition to making adju.stable rate mortgages, and the
definition of "rnral or underserved areas." The Bureau intends to work with both consumers and
creditors to preserve access to refinancing options on performing existing loans.
b. Given these concerns, would you support a legislative fix that would gmndfather into
the qualified mortgage safe harbor balloon loans with a hi.story of performance and
which are currently held in po1tfolio by che community bank?
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Response:
The Bureau generally does not take a position for or against prospective l.egislati.on. As noted
above, the Bureau is already working to analyze and address concerns on this topic, and would
implement any such statutory amendments faithfully if they were enacted into law.

narr 2:
ln addition. during the hearing, I asked you about a series of nondiscriminatory factors that could
explain why one consumer might pay less for an auto loan obtained through an auto dealer,
compared to another consumer. If one of these factors is the reason why prices vary from
consumer to consumer, there is no unlawful discrimination. Hence, to do a proper comparison,
these variables need to be pulled out of the CFPB 's analysis when alleging disparate impact.
You conceded during the hearing that some of these factors are "relevant." My question
concerns whether these "relevant" factors were properly cons1dere<l in CFPB 's analysis of
disparate impact.

Pl.ease answer Yes or No to the foll.owing (if ''No'" please state a reason why):
a. Is the amount financed considered when CFPB is alleging disparate impact
discrimination in indirect au.to financing?
b. ls borrower creditworthiness considered, including the efforts by the dealer to arrange
financing for the consumer?
c. ls the presence of a competing offer from another financing source considered?
d. Is the length of the loan considered?
e. Is the presence of a manufacturer's discount of the rate considered?

Response:
Yes, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau) analysis considers creditworthiness
factors, l.ike credit scores and debt-to-income ratios; characteristics of the collateral; and terms of
the deal, like the amount financed, down payments, the existence of a manufacturer discounted
rate, and tcnn of the loan. These factors are typically taken into account by lenders in arriving at
the appropriate "buy rate," and thus the Bureau's analysis of dealer markup accounts for them by
focusing only on the difference between the buy rnte and the added cost of the discretionary
dealer markup. Because the above-cited factors are already taken .into account when determining
the appropriate buy rate and are, therefore, cons.idered in the overall interest rate the consumer
receives, they are generally, absent additional evidence of legitimate business need in
conjunction with their consideration in setting the dealer markup, not appropriate to use as
"controls" again for an analysis of only dealer markup.
To date, the Bureau has not been provided with supporting documentation that would justify
inclusion of controls for efforts by the dealer to arrange financing for the consumer or the
presence of a competing offer from another financing source, and so has not considered them in
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its analysis. Variables that lack supponing documentation as to their consideration in setting the
dealer markup arc generally not appropriate to use as "controls."
Each supervisory examination or enforcement. investigation is based upon the pa11icular facts
presented by the entity under review. Tims, in our <malyses we consider analytical controls
which are appropriate to each particLLlar entity. Any controls are dependent upon the particular
lender's policies, practices, and procedures. When lenders share with us the nature and results of
their O\.\'Tl analyses, we are open to hearing specific explanations for the decisions they have
made to include particular analytical controls that reflect a legitimate business need. ln the credit
context, a creditor practice is discriminatory in effect if it has a disparate impact on a prohibited
ba~is, unless th.e creditor practice meets a legitimate business need that cannot reasonably be
achieved a...-.; well by means that are less disparate in their impact.
Lenders can and should take creditworthiness and terms of the loan into account in the pricing of
credit. The Bureau's focus is on the fair lending risk created by policies that allow dealers the
<li.scretion to mark up each consumer's buy rate after the lender has taken these factors into
account in dctennining the risk-based buy rate for a particular loan, and then compensating
dealers by giving them a share of that mark up.

Barr 3:
Finally, the Bureau has repeatedly asserted, inc.ILL<ling .in a response to my office, that the Indirect
Auto Bulletin is exempted from the Administrative Procedure Act's (AP A) Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM) requirements. Specifically, the Bureau stated that the Bulletin falls under
the exemption "for general statements of policy) non-binding infonnational guidelines, or
interpretivc memoranda."

a. Under which of these exceptions to the APA does the Bureau feel il can circumvent

b.

c.

d.

c.

the standard rulemaking procedures, particularly NPRM? Simply, which of the
following categories does the Bulletin fall under: a general statement of policy. a nonbinding informational guideline, or interpretive memoranda'!
Even under thi.s exemption, the APA requires agencies lo publish these rules within
the Federal Register. Has the Bureau published a notification of the issuance of the
Bulletin in the Federal Register'! If not, docs the Bureau intend to?
lt is clear from the legisl.ative history of the APA that Congress did not intend for
these exceptions from the law's notice and comment requirements lo be a loophole
for the agencies to expedite the promulgation of rules. What .is the agency's rationale
for us.ing this exception?
Since the Bullelin appears to be int.ended to change behavior with the force of law,
how crm the Bureau claim that it only appl.ies to intra-agency behavior in the manner
of a statement of policy, i nfonnational guidelines, or rules of agency organization,
procedure or practice?
How docs th.e agency intend to keep Congress, the public, and industry stakeholders
notified on the proposal, promulgation, and implementation of rules addressing
disparate impact and the justification of these .rules?
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Response:
The Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) and Regulation B, which was the result of notice and
comment make it illegal for a "creditor'' to discriminate in any aspect of a credit transaction
because of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age, receipt of income from
any public assistance program, or the exerdse, i.n good faith, of a right LLnder the Consumer
Credit Protection Act.
The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) sets out the principles by which federal agencies
engage in regulatory activity, and in applicable cases, allows for comments from affected parties
and the general publ.ic conceming an agency's activity. The Auto BulleUn pri.ncipaHy reminded
institutions of their legal responsibilities under existing law and provided suggestions for
mitigating legal. risks. The Bulletin did not establish additional legal requirements for either the
public or for the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau). Rather, the Bulletin provided

examples of internal controls, prognun features, and compliance management systems that
institutions might use to mitigate legal risk. While the Bureau regularly engages in extensive
dialogue with stakeholders, our issuance of the Bulletin to provide clarity and guidance for
institutions regarding the application of ECOA and Regulation B, and our attendant supervisory
and enforcement approach, did not necessitate notice and comment under the APA.
The Bureau made the Auto Bulletin avaifable to the public via numerous means, including its
website and public speeches. The Bureau is committed to following the requirements of the
APA across all its mlemakings.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Representative Steve Stivers:
Stivers 1:
A recent Washington Post story quoted Deepak Gupta, the Bureau's former Litigation Counsel
and Senior Counsel for Enforcement Strategy as saying:
"Sometimes you couldn't write down your thinking, because it
could wind up in front of some hostile congressional committee .. .I
would use the word paranoia, except paranoia implies chat it's not

justified."
This admission comes on the heels of a July 2013 report that the Bureau is coaching its
employees to "FOIA-proof'' thei.r Outlook cal.endars by instrncting them to "avoid annotating
entries with agendas, d.etai.led discussions," and "minimize attachments to your calendar

appointments."
a. Is it a widespread practice at the Bureau to avoid documenting its activities so as to
evade Congressional scrutiny? \Vas Professor Gupta acting contrary to Bureau
policy? Have you made it clear to Bureau staff that it is nm in the Bureau's interest to
frustrate a Congressional inquiry?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) does not encourage empl.oyees to avoid
documenting their activities for any reason. In fact, the Bureau publishes the Director's
complete schedule with descriptions of meetings on the Bureau's website every month. Indeed,
employees at every level are counseled regularly 011 their duty to preserve records that document
the organization, functions, policies, decisions, and procedures of the Bureau. The Bureau~ s
policy with respect to COD!:,'Tessional inquiries, whi.ch has been communicated to all staff, is to
respond to such inquiries with timely. accurate~ complete, and cons.istent informati.on.
b. I have a bill that creates a Senate confirmed independent inspector general for the
CFPB (H.R. 3770). Would you agree or support this bill which would provide
Congress additional oversight of your agency?

Response:
The Bureau does not generally take positions on legis.lati.on. We currently have a very strong,
experienced Inspector General who is in engaged in rigorous oversight of the Bureau.

Stivers 2:

In the same Washington Post story. Leonard Chanin, the fonner head of rulemaking at the CFPB
made the following comments about your organization: ''I lost faith that the agency would
become a truly independent entity and carefully balance consumer costs and access to credit with
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consumer protection," Chanin said ..... There .is great risk in assuming you know what is best for
the consumer ... "
Do these comments trouble you in any regard? Do you see it as your job to remove decision
making ability from consumers and transfer it to the Bureau staff? Why would Mr. Chanin make
these comments if this was not an issue at the Bureau?
Response:

Section 1022(b)(2)(A) of the Dodd-Frank \Vall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act calls
for the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) to cons.idcr the potential benefits, costs.
and impacts of its consumer protection regulations, including the potential reduction of access by
consume.rs to consumer financial products and servi.ces. The Bureau conti.nually seeks to
.improve our understandi.ng of consumer preferences and decisi.on-making. The Bureau supports
its efforts in rulemaking, supervision, enforcement, consumer education, and research and
reporting by carefully integrating direct .input and adv.ice from consumers, as weU as industry.
The Bureau'5 efforts to gather consumer input is not limited to notice-and-comment period5
during the rulemaking process. For example, prior to issuing a recent rule to integrate m01tgagc
disclosure fom1s under the Truth in Lending Act (TILA) and Real Estate Settlement Procedures
Act (RESPA), the Bureau conducted testing with consumers to gauge their m1derstandi11g and
decision-making to craft better disc.Insure forms. The Bureau also tested the forms wi.th industry
and gathered extensive stakeholder feedback lhrough our website. We also hold regular
meetings. roundtables, field hearings, a.nd various other events across the country where
consumers have an opportunity to share their insights with the Bureau both generally and in the
context of specific initiatives and rnlemakings. The Bureau's Office of Consumer Response also
has provided the Bureau with a unique opportunity to hear directly from consumers, and has
received over 300,000 complaints since July 2011. The Bureau has also engaged extensively
with various advisory groups, such as our Consumer Advisory Board, Community Bank
Advisory Council, and the Credi.t Union Advi.sory Council, to provide multi-faceted views of the
consumer financial experience.

Mr. Chanin, of course, is entitled to his own opinions. The broad acceptance of the mortgage
rules by both consumer advocates and industry indicates satisfaction with the way in which the
Bureau balanced th.e competing concerns in its most important set of rulemakings to date. As a
data-driven organization, we want to be sure that our analysis of particular segments of the
industry is based 011 current and solid facts about that industry, its business practices, and its
participants. The Bureau carefully considers potential effects of rules we are considering on.
consumers' costs and access to credit and other financial services. This ha~ been and continues
to be the Bureau's approach with phumed rulemakings. as evidenced in the Bureau's balanced
approach to the remittance and mortgage final rules it has adopted.

Stivers 3:
In response to questions about forms of "nondiscretionary compensation" of dealers that indirect
auto lenders can evaluate, Bureau staff has indicated that "flat fees" ::u-e hut one form of such
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compensation. At the auto finance forum in November 2013, Bureau staff said that other forms
of ··nondiscretionary compensation" could include flat percentages per amount financed and/or
tying dealer compensation to the amount financed and the loan term. Both of these options seem
like variation of flat fees,

a. Are there examples of ''nondiscretionary compensati.on" that the CFPB can share with
industry'?

Response:
Regarding the types of alternative dealer compensation systems that would be acceptable to the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau), the answer depends on the specifics of each
lender's business. As the Bureau has indicated, in our experience, permitting discretion in
pricing and tying compensation to the exercise of that discreti.on may often significantly increase
fair lending risk. Potential nondiscretionary compensation systems could vary in design and
sophistication, depending on lhe needs of an individual. lender's business.

Indm;try participants have identified several possible models of nondiscretionary dealer
compensation. One model compensates dealers using the same tlat amount for each Joan. Under
another model, dealers are paid a flat percentage of the amount financed. Ahernatively, a lender
could develop a hybrid system in which compensation was tied to both the amount financed and
the durati.on of the contract. Both of these latter approaches are nondiscret.icmary compensation
systems that allow for differences in compensation based on loan amount and potentially term
and hence differ from a flat fee approach. Th.ese represent only a few examples of potential nondiscretionary compensation systems that mitigate fair lending risk. There could be many other
possibilities.
As a general matter, lenders will likely consider a variety of factors in designing a dealer
compensation system, including the extent to which the fair I.ending risk presented by
discreti.onary compensation is miti.gated, whether the system would create new risks of
discrimination or other consumer hann, and the economic sustainability of the system.

b. Should the vehicle finance industry expect a "large participant" rulemaking in 2014?
Response:
Yes. The Dodd-Frank Wall Slreet Reform and Consumer Protection Act authorized us to
supervise "larger participants" of markets for consumer financial products and services that we
define by rule. So far, the Bureau has issued three rules defining larger participants in the
consumer reporting, consumer debt collection, and student loan servicing markets. Th.e Bureau
has also issued a proposed rule defining larger participants in the international money transfer
market. Defining larger participants in the auto lending market is a priority for the Bureau, and
we hope to publish a proposal. on this topic by the end of 2014.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Representative Blaine Luetkemever:
Luetkemeyer 1:
The No FEAR Act requires federal agencies to post quarterly summaries on its public website
pertaining to EEO complaints filed with the agency. ls it correct that in the most recent No
FEAR Act report 23 employees filed an Equal Employment Opp01tuni.ty complaint against the
bureau?

Response:
There were not 23 fomial Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) complaints filed by employees
against the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) from the period fiscal year (FY)
2012 through Quarter l of FY 2014. In FY 2012, the Bureau received 11 formal complaints; in
FY 2013, the Bureau received nine formal complaints: and in FY 2014, the Bureau received
three formal complaints. Formal EEO complaints can be filed by employees, former employees,
or applicants for employment. Of the 23 formal EEO complaints filed since FY 2012, nine of
the complaints were filed by applicants for employment.

Luetkemeyer 2:
The No FEAR Act disclosure indicates 11 out of the 23 complaints are either pending or have
been withdrawn. Thi.s means that 12 of these complaints have been disposed of in some manner.
What happened wi.th these complaints, and were they resolved favorably for the emp.loyees?

Response:
Of the 23 formal complaints, l 0 cases have been settled on terms mutually agreeable to the
parties; five cases received Final Agency Decisions issued by the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau's (Bureau) Equal Employment Opp011unity (EEO) Office (three merit decisions found
that the filer did not succeed on the merits of the claim asserted and two procedural dismissals in
accordance with 29 C.F.R. § l614.107(a)(l) for failure to state a claim); four cases are pending
hearing before lhe Equal Employment Opportunity Commission; three cases are pending
investigation through th.e Bureau's administrative complaint process; and one case was
withdrawn by the filer.
There have been no findings of discrimination in any of the formal EEO complaints filed.

Luetkemeyer 3:
The Bureau seems to have taken .it upon itself lo regulate certain financial products based on the
nolion that they could contain an element of discrimination. Should Congress be conducting
more rigorous oversight of CFPB to ensure the Bureau is not viol.ating principles it claims to
represent?
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Response:
Congress included many oversight provisions for the Con.sumer Financial. Protection Bureau
(Bureau) in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Refom1 and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank
Act), including certain oversight measures not applicable to any other regulator.
Among other things, the Bureau's Director is appointed by the president hut must be confirmed
by the U.S. Senate. The Director can al.so be removed by the president for cause.

Additionally, the Director must testify before the House Committee on Financial Services and
the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs twice a year. The Bureau must
also submit Semi-Annual Repotts to both Committees pursuant to Dodd-Frank Act, which must
indude a justification for the Bureau's budget, a list of rules the Bureau has adopted, and a list of
supervisory and enforcement actions in which the Bureau has been involved, among ocher things.
The Director and other Bureau officials testify before various congressional committees on a
number of issues. allowing Members of Congress additional opportunity to exercise public
scrutiny and oversight of the Bureau and its work. Since the inception of the Bureau, its offidab
have testified 47 times at congressional. hearings before bodies of Congress.
Like other independent banking regulators, the Bureau has an independent source of
funding. However, the Bureau is the only .independent regulator with a cap on its funding. as
mandated by Congress.
The Burean's financial statements are required co be audited annually by the Government
Accountability Office (GAO). The Bureau's operations and budget must be audited annually by
an independent auditor, and the Bureau is audited regularly by its Inspector General.
Like all other regulatory agencies, the final acti.ons of the Bureau, including final rules, are
subject to judicial review under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA)} and may be sec
aside. Congress may also ove11urn any rule the Bureau promulgates. Additionally, and unique
to any other federal financial regulator, the Financial Stahili.ty Oversight Council can overturn
any Bureau regulation.
The Bureau is also required to consult with other regulators about prudential, market, and
systemic objectives during its rulemaking. And, unlike any other federal financial regulator,
Bureau rulemakings are subject to the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Flexibility Act
(SBREFA) review panel process, which requires consultation wi.th affected small businesses
prior to the publication of proposed rules for public comment. The Bureau is also required to
assess significant rules every five years, and .is. required to cons.ider not only the potential costs
and benefits of our mies for industry and consumers, but also the specific impact of our proposed
rules on banks and credit unions with $10 bi.Ilion or less in assets, as well as the impact on
consumers in rural areas. These latter provisi.ons are also uni.que to the Bureau.
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Luetkemeyer 4:
After meeting with officials from both the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), both agencies have admjtted to some sort of wrongdoing by their
respective staffs regarding online lenders. DOJ and FDIC have both clarified in writing that legal
lenders should have no problem maintaining relationships with financial institutions. Will you
issue any fonnal or informal guidance or correspondence which indicates that it i.s acceptable for
institutions to do business with online lenders operating within the law?

Response:
The Consumer Financial. Protccti.on Bureau's (Bureau) role is. among other things, to ensure that
payday lenders comply with Federal consumer financial law. To this end, the Bw-eau works
collaboratively with other regulators i.n the markets where more than one governmental entity
may have authority to take action. However, the Bureau is not the sole regulator of financial
products and services providers. Other agencies operate under statutory mandates distinct from
those conferred upon the Bureau.
To the extent that consumers may experience injury from violations of laws within our authority,
we will take appropriate action to ensure consistent impl.emeutation and enforcement across the
small dollar credit marketplace. However, all lenders must comply with the laws applicable to
them. Thi.sis true for online lenders, just as it is for lenders operating from physical storefronts.

Luetkemeyer 5:
A report recently rel.eased by the Inspector General of the United States Postal Service (USPS)
suggested that USPS move into the lending space and offer small dollar short-term loans. How
do you respond to this repo11? Docs CFPB support the notion that USPS is a qualified lender or
should consider entry into the lending and/or financial services space? If it was to move into thi.s
or a similar business, how would CFPB oversee USPS?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) takes no position on whether the United
States Postal Service should engage in small dollar short term lending. However, we would
expect any party offering consumer financial products to do so responsibly and in conformity
with all appl.icabl.e laws. Where consumers experience injmy from viol.ations of l.aws within our
authority, we will take appropriate action to remedy that harm.

Luetkemeyer 6:
I found several of your responses to my Questions for the Record, submitted following your
appearance before the Committee on September l2'h, troubling and nonresponsive. Below, you
will find one such response illustrating my concern:
Luetkemeyer Question: "Do you believe that tribal. govemmcnts have the right to use the
internet to make loans".
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Cordray Response: "All lenders should be mindfoJ of state and federal Jaw and must

comply with all of the Jaws applicable to them. Full compliance with the Law is essential
to the operation of a fair, transparent, and competitive market."
Please answer the following question with either "yes" or "no": Do you believe tribal
governments have the right to use the Internet to make loans?

Response:

Ycs, tribal governments may use the lmemet to make loans, to the extent pennitted by applicable
laws.

Luetkemeyer 7:
It has come to my attention that there has been and continues to be coordination between the
Department of Labor (DOL) and CFPB on the DOL fiduciary rnlemaking. Please explain in
detail. the coordination that exists on this matter between DOL and your Bureau, and all roles,
including formal and information roles, CFPB is taking in conjunction with this rulcmaking.

Response:
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau staff members have met several times with
representatives of the Employee Benefits Security Administration of the Department of Labor
(DOL). DOL staff members have mentioned several times that they are working on a conflict of
interest rule, but have not shared the content of the rulemaking.

Luetkemeyer 8:
Has CFPB courdinai:ed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on the SEC
fiduciary rnlemaking? If so, in what capacity?

Response:

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has not coordinated with the Securities Exchange
Commission (SEC) on the SEC fiduciary rulemaking.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Representative Nydia Velazguez:
Velazquez 1:
We have learned that as a consequence of CFPB implementation of Dodd-Frank requiremenrs
for background checks under the Loan Officer Compensation provisions, lenders and loan
servicing companies have started to add additional employee validation. requirements as a
standard for any and all vendors, including .subcontractors and their sub-agents. In fact, such
requirements are now being appl.ied to such routi.ne property preservation services as mowing
lawns or inspections of vacant property that are performed by thous~mds of small
businesses. These activities are well outside the normal duties perfom1ed by a loan
officer. Overly-broad application of the background checks policy is costly to small businesses
and does not materially affect the quality of lending practices. Can and will CFPB issue a
guidance document that will clarify the intent and scope of the DFA Loan Officer Compensation
provisi.ons regarding background checks, clariJying that the employee validation requirements
are llmited to loan officers and individuals who perform the nonnal duties of fom1 officers?

Response:
Neither the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's (Bureau) Loan Officer Compensation rules
nor its Mortgage Servicing rules specifically require that lenders and loan servicing companies
perform background checks on all employees of third party servi.ce providers. The final rule
.issued in September 2013 provides clarifying details about the requirements' coverage. The
Bureau currently does not plan to issue an additional guidance document regarding additional
service provider oversight.
The Mortgage Servicing rules do, however, require servicers to have policies and procedures
reasonably designed to ensure that the servicer can facilitate periodic reviews of service
providers, including by providing appropriate servicer personnel with documents and
information necessary to audit compliance by service providers with the servicer's contractual
obligations and appli.cable law. The Bureau also issued a Bulletin in Apri.I 2012 clarifying that
supervised financial institutions must have an effective process for managing the risks of service
provider relationships and recommending that supervised financial institutions take steps to
ensure that business arrangements with service providers do not present unwarranted risks to
consumers.
The Bureau's expectations regarding service provider oversight will take into account the level
ofrisk of consumer injury presented by a particular service provider. Factors that could increase
the risk of harm include:
•
•

•
•

Significant direct contact with consumers,
Performing multiple services related. to a single mortgage loan account,
Whether the quality of the service provider's perfonnance impacts consumers, and
Whether the service provider's failure to comply with contractual. or regulatory
obligations could result in violations of Federal consumer financial law or injury to a
consumer.
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Conversely, when a service provider presents a low risk of hann~ the Bureau expects that a
servicer's due diligence will include, at a minimum, ensuring that the service provider has in
place appropriate policies and procedures, as described above, and for the tracking of consumer
complaints about the service provider. The Bureau expects that certain forms of due diligence
may be unnecessary in low risk situations. For example, the Bureau does not expect that
servicers would require criminal or other background checks on every single one of a service
provider's employees when the servicer has determined that the service provider presents a low
risk of harm, as the cost to both the servicer and service provider could likely significantly
outweigh any potential benefits to consumers.
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Representative Dennis Ross:

Ross l:
In your last visit, l questioned you on the April White Paper on Payday lending. rm still
concerned about the Bureau's activities i.n this area, pmticularly as it might unduly prevent the
good actors .in that space from fulfilling the financial needs of the underhanked.
The CFPB 's fall 2013 l.ist of upcoming rulemakings, payday loan products were listed, indicating
that your agency intends to take action in the near term. Can you provide the committee wich
any indication on the timing of proposing regulations for alter.native or payday loan products?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) anti.cipates that it will take action in the
near term regarding small dollar lending. The Bureau wiH give more specific indications of its
timing when it publi.shes the next update of its Unified Agenda.

Ross 2:
Another area of concern for many Americans is access lo mortgage credit and restriction of
consumer choice. A woman from Brandon. Fl.ori.da called my office the other day, nearly in tears
because of the skyrocketing premiums she faces with her new Obamacare-approved plan. She

had been unable to keep the healthcare she liked and confessed to my office ·Tm afraid of my
government." I'm worried that in telling families we know what is best for them--we are making
the same mistakes in mo11g:ages that were made in health insurance.
•
Example: A credit union in my area made a Loan to a credit worthy, self-employed
individual. That credit uni.on is doubtful they would have had the confidence to make
the loan under the new QM regulations.
•
Another example-Bay Cities Bank in Tampa recently announced it would stop
originating mortgages all together, according to the banks President: ''When you
make it hard enough for a company to offer residential loans, eventually they are

going to say we can't make economic sense of this line of business anymore."
What is the legal liability a lender faces for originating a non-QM loan that does not comply with
the ability-to-repay requirement? If you operated a bank and were responsible for the fiscal
health of that insti.tution. would you take on that Ii.ability?

Response:

Lenders that have long upheld sound underwriting standards have little to fear from the Abilityto-Repay (ATR) rule; the sa:ong pe1formance of their Joans over time demonstrates their care in
underwriting to borrowers who have the ability to repay. Nothing about their uaditional lending
model has changed, and they can continue to offer the same kinds of mortgages to borrowers
whom they evaluate as posing reasonable credit risk - whether or not they meet the criteria to be
classified as Qualified Mmtgages {QM). A reasonable, good faith determination of a borrower's
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ability to repay has always been the hallmark of responsible~ lending, and this common-sense
approach is what informs the ability to repay requirement.
There is no requirement that a creditor has to make a QM loan. If a loan is a QM, there is a legal
presumption that the ability to repay requirement has been met. But lhere is no presumption that
the ability to repay requirement is not met .if the loan is not a QM. We did an analys.is for ou.r
ATR/QM rule with very conservative assumptions that we think would tend to overestimate the
risk. The analysis concluded the ability to repay liability risk was smal.l rmd would increase the
interest rate on a $210,000 loan by no more than 3 to 10 basis points. We realize that, however
small the additional risk, every lender must take it into account. But we think risk is managed by
responsible lending. It should be kept in mind that making a reasonable and good faith
determination is not a guarantee that the borrower will repay the loan, and it should not be
considered as such. It is only a determination that the borrower has the ability to repay the loan
at the time the loan is made.

Ross 3:
Short of providing financial education and preventing fraud, why should it be the CFPB's job to
determine which products and tenns will be provided to consumers?

Response:
The marketplace determines what products, terms, and services will be offered and provided to
consumers. One of the Consumer Financial. Protection Bureau's (Bureau) responsibilities .is to
ensure that the products and services within its jtrrisdiction comply with Federal consumer
financial laws. For example, the Bureau generally is tasked with ensuring that consumer
financial products and services provided in the marketplace are not unfair, deceptive. or abusive.
and that access to credit is nondiscriminatory under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act In
addition, the Truth in Lending Act, as amended by the Dodd-Frnnk Act, requires a creditor to
make a reasonabl.e assessment of a borrower's ability to repay before using a mmtgage loan.

Ross 4:
Won't the ovcraU effect of the QM rule be to advantage certain types of products and certain
terms in the market place over others?

Response:
Congress made a policy judgment in adopting the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act that creditors should make a determination of a consumer's ability to
repay a mortgage loan based on verified and documented information. Jn so doing, Congress
effectively banned "no doc" and "low doc" loans. Congress also made policy judgments that
certain loans with certain features should not be treated as Qualified Mortgages (QM). However,
the Bureau believes that non-QM loans can be made responsibly and, indeed, that responsible
non-QM loans are a critical component of the overall market. The Bureau crafted the rule very
c::u-efuHy to encourage responsib.le lending and a vibrant market for both QM and non-QM loans.
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Ross 5:
As a father of college-age sons, I'm concerned about the effect of the Debt-to-Income
qualification for QM loans. It seems to me that mortgage credit options for young people with
student loan debt will be severely limit.ed, if not eliminated, by the 43% Debt-to-lncome
threshold. The Federal Reserve did not.require lenders to consider thi.s ratio, why did the CFPB?
Response:
A debt-to-income (DT[) ratio is a basic tool that creditors use regularly to assess consumers'
ability to repay new debt. and the Consumer Financial Prorection Bureau (Bureau) believed that
it was appropriate to use the authority granted by the statute to require creditors to consider this
ratio in order to meet Qualified Mortgage (QM) requirements. One type of QM fmther requires
that consumers' DTI ratio not exceed 43 percent. The Bureau chose the 43 percent threshold for
the basic QM definition in part because it has .long been used by the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) as a general boundary for defining affordability, and is more liberal than
benchmarks used by some other market players. We believe that i.t allows ample room for
consumers to qualify for qualified mortgages. At the same time~ we recognized that because
some creditors might be reluctant initially to make loans that are not QMs, it would be helpful to
create transition mechanisms to ensure that qualified borrowers above the 43 percent threshold
could access responsible credit. while the market adjusted to the rule. Accordingly, we also
adopted provisions allowing loans that are eligible for insuran.ce or purchase by the govemmentsponsored entities or certain federal agencies to be designated as QMs even if they exceed a43
percent DTI. We believe that this mechanism will address short-tenn concems about access to
credit whil.e allowing room for a vibrant and responsible market for non-qualified mortgages to
develop over time. Among other restrictive thresholds. we could have included in the rule a
threshold to limit loans by credit score, or by loan-to-value rntio, neither of which the Bureau
i ncorporaced into the rule.

Ross 6:
Once the GSE exemption expires, where will consumers with DTI's above 43% go to get a loan'?
Response:

We fully expect that responsible lending can and will continue outside of the 43 percent dcbt-toincomc (DTI) qualified mortgage (QM). The GSE/federal agency QM - which is not really an
exemption but a different category of QM - was developed as a temporary measure that expires
in a max.imum of seven years, depending on certain conditions, ~md will not require a DTI ratio
of 43 percent or less. It provides QM coverage until the covered federal agencies develop their
own QM rules, as provided for in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act. As the other federal agencies adopt their own QM rules, it will bring more certainty and
stability into the mai:kers those agencies serve. The Deparrrnent of Housing and Urban
Development, which serves a significant market through the FHA, has already finalized its own
QM rnle. The temporary QM also gives creditors and the market time to develop familiarity and
comfo1t with operating outside the QM space. We expect the market to recognize the business
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opportunity outside of QM and to make that adjustment before the temporary QM definition
expires.
In addition. there is another fonn of QM that does not require a DTI ratio of 43 percent or less,
and that does not ex pi.re, which requires that the loan be made by a small creditor. satisfy certain
other li.mitation.s on points and fees and restrictions on. risky loan features, and be retained in
portfolio by the creditor. Although this QM definition does require that the creditor consider the
consumer's DTI ratio, it does not set any specific cap on DTI. This covers the vast majority of
community banks and credit unions, and makes their mortgages QM with the safe harbor from
any legal liability. The addition of this extra provision was designed to protect relationship
lending by smal.ler institutions, and has been greeted with favor by thousands of those
institutions.
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"Who's in Your \Vallet:
Examining How \Vashington Red Tape lmpairs Economic Freedom"
House Committee on Financial Services Hearing
April 8~ 2014
Meredith Fuchs, General Counsel
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
Questions for the Record Submitted bv Rep. Andy .Barr:
1. Ms. Fuchs, in previous hearings before this Committee, Director Cordray indicated that
the CFPB is looking at possible changes to mortgage rules, including a re-evaluation of
the definition of rural areas. When can we expect these revisions to become finalized?
In this evaluation. will the Bureau look at minimizing burdens on community financial
institutions? If not, why not?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) is providing a two-year transition period
during which small creditors can originate bal.loon payment qualified mortgages even if they do
not operate predominantly in rural or underserved areas. In addition to providing time for small
creditors to further develop their capacity to offer adjustable-rate mortgages, the Bureau expects
to re-examine the definitions of rural or underserved during this time to determine, among other
things, whether these definitions accurately identify communities in which there are limitations
on access to credit and whether it is feasible to develop definitions that arc more accurate or
more precise. TI1c Bureau is in the process of research and analysis to deepen our understanding
of smaH creditors' origination of both balloon and adjustable rate mortgages and the implications
of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act provisions on access to
credit. The Bureau is taking a holistic approach to better understand the issues regarding
consumer protection, state regulation, technical systems, compliance processes, credit risk
management, and other considerations that prompt small creditors to offer balloon loan products,
and the potential transition issues in converting to other Joan offerings. These efforts are being
u11de1takcn for the purpose of ensuring access to markets for consumer financial products and
services for all consumers, while seeking to minimize burdens on financial institutions. This is a
complicated topic that requires time.

Questions for the Record Submitted bv Rep. Keith Ellison:
l. I have reviewed the consent order between the Department of Justice. CFPB and Ally
Financial Inc. and Ally Bank, which required Ally to pay $80 milli.on in damages to
235,000 minority borrowers who paid higher interest rates for their auto loans relative to
similarly situated non-Hispanic white borrowers. In addition, Ally was also ordered to
pay $18 million in penalties: http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-and-dojorder-atlv-to-pav-80-million-toconsumers-harmed-bv-discriminatorv-au.to-ioan-prici11gf.

This order is the federal government's largest-ever auto Joan discrimination settlement. I
am pleased to sec CFPB 's strong response to discriminatory practkcs in lending markets.

a. I understand that the CFPB cannot discuss current investigations, however, can you
tell me how many cases the CFPB referred to the Department of Justice as possible
violations of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act regru·ding possible discr.imination .in
auto lending?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau), along wHh the other federal agencies
which have responsibility for enforcement of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA), refers
certain matters to the Department of Justice (DOJ) when it has reason to believe that a creditor
has engaged in a pattern or practice of lending discrimination. In our recent Fair Lending
Report 1, we stated that the Bureau made one auto lending-re.lated refemll to the DOJ, and
subsequently took joint enforcement action with the DOJ against that .indirect auto Jender for
violations of ECOA. Since the period covered in the report, the Bw·eau ha..<.; refon-ed several
additional auto lending-related matters to the DOJ.
h. Can you tell us what the CFPB has discovered generally with regard to policies that
exist in the i.ndi.rect auto I.ending market that may have resulted i.n higher interest rates
or less favorable loans provided to African American, Latino and Asian Pacific
American borrowers?

Response:
As noted in the Bureau's bulletin, Indirect Auto Lending and Compliance with the Equal
Credit
.
Opportunity Act" (Auto Bulletin), many of the indirect auto lenders subject to the Bureau's
supervisory authority have policies that all.ow auto deal.ers discretion to mark up established buy
rates and compensate dealers based on. those markups. Historically, the failure to properly or
consistently monitor discretionary policies and practices for compliance with anti-discrimination
Jaws has been a contributing factor in discrimination in auto lending and in other product
~

1

See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Fair Lending Report of the Consumer Fimmcial
Protection Bureau (Apr. 30, 2014), available at
http://fiks .consumerfinance. 2ov/f/201404 cfpb report fair-lendin2.pdf.
2
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, CFPB Bulletin 2013-02, Indirect Auto Lending and
Compliance with the Equal Credit Opportun;ty Act (Mar. 21, 2013), available at
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201303 dpb march -Auto-Finance-Bulletin.pdf.

markets, like mortgages. This pattern has been documented by scholars3 and is reflected in
relevant case law4 and DOJ enforcement actions.5
c. On March 21, 2013, the CFPB published guidance on Fair Lending Practices to
Indirect Auto Lenders: http://www.consumerfinance.govinewsroom/consumer ·
fiuancial~protection-bureau-to-hold-auto-lenders-accoumable-for-itlegal

discrimjnatory-markup/. What led the Bureau to issue this guidance? Why was
guidance issued instead of a regulati.on?

Response:
As you know, the ECOA and its implementing regulation, Regulation B, which was the result of
notice and comment, make it illegal for a "creditor" to discriminate in any aspect of a credit
transaction because of race, color, relig.ion, national origin, sex, marital status, age, rece.ipt of
income from any public assistance program, or the exercise, in good faith, of a right under the
Consumer Credit Protecti.on Act
Many of the indirect auto lenders subject to the Bureau's supervisory authority have policies that
allow auto dealers discretion to mark up established buy rates and compensate dealers based on
those markups. As noted in the Auto Bulletin, "Because of lhe incentives these policies create,
and the discretion they permit, there is a significant risk that they wil.l result in pricing dispmities
on the basis of race, national origin, and potentially other prohibited bases.'' The Auto Bulletin

did not set forth substantiated findings of discrimination, but instead highlighted the fair lend1ng
risk inherent in some indirect auto lenders' markup and compensation pol.ices based on the
discretion the policies permit.
In addition, the Auto Bulletin ex.plained that the standard practices of jndirect auto lenders can

make them "creditors" under ECOA and was designed to help indirect auto lenders recognize
and mitigate the risk of discrimination resulting from discretionary dealer markup and
compensation policies. The Auto Bulletin also described steps that indirect auto lenders might
3

For example, see Cohen, Mark A. (2012). "Imperfect Compcti.tion in Auto Lending: Subjectjve
Markups, Racial Disparity, and Class Action Litigation." Review of Law and Economics vol. 8,

no. I (21-58). Working Paper avai.lable at
http://papers.ssrn.com/so13/papers.cfm?abstract .id=951827.
See Coleman v. Gen. Motors Acceptance Corp., 196 P.R.D. 315 (M.D.Tenn. 2000), mcated
and remanded on unrelated grounds, 296 F.3d 443 (6th Cir. 2002); Jones v. Ford Motor Credit
Co., 2002 WL 88431 (S.D.N. Y. Jan. 22, 2002); Smith v. Chrysler Fin. Co., 2003 WL 3287 I 9
(D.NJ. Jan. 15, 2003); Osborne v. Bank of America Nat' I Ass'n. 234 F.Supp.2d 804 (M.D.
Tenn. 2002); Wise v. Union Acceptance Corp., 2002 WL 31730920 (S.D. lnd. Nov. 19, 2002).
5
See. e.g. , United States v. Springfield Ford, Inc., No. 2:07-cv-03469-PBT (E.D. Pa. Aug. 21,
2007); United States v. Pacifico Ford. Inc., No. 2:07-cv-03470-PBT (E.D. Pa. Aug. 18, 2007);
United States v. NARA Bank ct al., No. 2:09-cv-07124-RGK-JC (C.D. Cal. Nov. 1 8, 2009); see
also United States v. Countrvwide Fin. Corp. No.2: I l-cv-10540-PCG-AJW (C.J). Cal. Dec. 28,
2011); United States v. AlG Fed. Sav. Bank, No. 1:99-mc-0999 (D. DeL Mar. 4. 2010).
4

take to ensure they are operating in compliance with fair lending laws. Impo1tantly, the Auto
Bulletin made clear that there arc many possible paths forward for lenders. It also emphasized
that dealers should be fairly compensated and did not in any way foreclose consumers• ability to
negotiate their interest rate on an auto loan.
Finally, because the Auto BuUetin served to remind instituti.ons of their .legal responsibilities

under existing Jaw, it was appropriate to issue guidance, rather than a regulation. The guidance
provided suggestions for mitigating legal risks; it did not establish additional l.ega.l requirements
for either the public or for the Bureau. Rather. the Auto Bulletin provided examples of internal
controls, program features, and compliance management systems that institutions might use to
mitigate legal risk.

2. ls the CFPB familiar with the Center for Responsible Lending's (CRL) January 2014
research, Non-negotiable: Negotiation Doesn't Help African Americans and Latinos in
Dealer-Financed Car Loans? http:/ /www.responsiblelending.org/ other-consumerloans/auto-financing/researchanalysis/CRL-Auto-Non-Neg-Report.pdf.
The study surveyed more than 900 consumers who recently bought cars. CRL found that
African Americans and Latinos attempt to negotiate loan pricing with car dealers more
often than white consumers: 39% of Latinos and 32% of African Americans reported
negotiating their interest rate. compared to only 22% of white respondents. Yet white car
buyers reported receiving lower interest rates--even those who didn't try to negotiate at
all. Previous research has shown that interest rate disparities persist even when
contro1ling for credit differences. The report identifies three factors that can add
unnecessary costs to car loans made by dealers: I) hidden deal.er increases in the interest
rate ("markups"), 2) misleading information that leads consumers to stop negotiating the
interest rate, and 3) add-on products, such as insurance and warranties. In addition to
getting higher interest rates, African Americans and Lati.nos also reported more instances
of receiving misleading infonnation, and they were nearly twice as likely as white
consumers to be sold multiple add-on products.

Will the CFPB review the research from consumer groups whose research shows
disparities in pricing by ethnicity? How will the CFPB build on this research?

Response:
Yes, the Con.sumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) has seen and reviewed this study by the
Center for Responsible Lending. The Bureau regularly considers input from a variety of external
and internal stakeholders to infonn our risk-based prioritization process, which seeks to make the
best use of our research, examination, and enforcement resources. Our risk-based prioritization
approach reflects entities, products, and markets under our jw:isdiction, including assessing fair
lending risk to consumers, throu.gh many qualitative and quantitative factors to determine what,
where, and how risks to consumers should be addressed. These factors include: complaints and
tips from consumers, advocacy groups., whi.stlebl.owers, and other government agencies.;
supervisory and enforcement history; quality of lenders' compliance management systems~ data

analysis~

and market insights, such as factors and trends identified by our Division of Research,

Markets, and Regulations, as well as independent research, such as the study you highlighted.
The Bureau integrates thi.s infonnation into the fair lending pri.oritization process, whi.ch is
incorporated into the Bureau's larger risk-based prioritization process, al1owing the Bureau to
efficiently allocate ils fair lending resources to the areas of greater risk to consttmers.

Questions for the Record Submitted bv Rep. Scott Garrett:
1. I'm interested in the Agencies' positions regarding the non-bank SIFl designation
process. Spccifi.cally, are there mles, regulations or statutory language that restrict FSOC
voting members (lhe Agencies' principals), from meeting with finns that are under
consideration for non-bank SIF.I designation? Does the firm under consideration meet
with the FSOC voting members, induding Chair Yellen, Comptroller Curry, Chai.rman
Gruenberg, and Chairman Matz before voting on a Notice of Proposed Designation
(NPD) or is it after such a vote? It's my understanding that the process, thus far, ha~ not
included an opp011unity for a firm to make their case that they are not systemic lo the
FSOC voting members prior to tbe FSOC voting to designate a firm via a NPD. Do the
Agencies support the opportuni.ty for a firm to meet with FSOC voting members prior to
a NPD vote, if the firm requests such opportunity? If not, please explain why any of the
Agencies opposes the opportunity for a firm to meet with Agency principals prior to their
vote on a NPD.

Response:
The Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) regulations implement a careful process for
potential designation of nonbank financial institutions for supervisi.on by the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System, and to be su~ject to prudential standards, in accordance with
Title I of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. In particul.ar, those
firms in Stage 3 interact close.ly with FSOC staff and are able to provide any information
relevant to a particular potential designation. While this process does not currently afford an
oppo1tunity for the firm under consideration to meet with Prjncipals at this stage. one finn did
recently meet with the Deputies Committee while in Stage 3. Consistent with the mies, after a
Notice of Proposed Designation. the specific firm can request a hearing with Principals and to
date. one finn has taken that opponunity.

Questions for the Record Submitted bv Rep. Bill Huizenga:
l. TI1e Dodd Frank Act gives the CFPB the authority to provide exemptions from its ml.es
for certain classes of institutions. We have heard from credit uni.ons and small banks
about the ever increasing regulatory burden the Bureau's rules place on them, even
though there is little-if any evidence to support an argument that they are treating
consumer poorly. Why hasn't the Bureau done more to focus its rnlemaking on the bad
actors in the financial services sector, as oppose to imposing additional burden on credit
unions and small banks? Docs the Bureau intend to use its authority to exempt th.ese
institutions from its rulemaking in the future'? If nol, why not?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) also shares your concern that regulations
should not place unnecessary burdens on credit unions and small banks. We recognize that with
few e.x.ceptions, credit unions and small banks did not engage in the type of risky lending that led
to the mortgage crisis. We also understand that .if the regulations implementing the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Financial Protection Act are unnecessarily burdensome, these
institutions may be more likely to retreat from the market, which could restrict access to credit
for some.
For these reasons, the Bureau takes special care to ensure that its rules are balanced for credit
unions and the consumers they serve. For instance, the Bureau has tailored the Ability-to-Repay
rule and the standards for qualified mortgages (QM) to encourage small creditors to conti.nue
providing certain credit products} while carefully balancing consumer protections. To address
concerns such as those you raised. the Bureau created a QM provision specifically for smallcreditor portfolio loans, which covers the vast majority of credit unions and small banks.

2. There are many who are concerned lhat the QM rule will constrain mortgage credit after
lhe exemption for GSE-compliant loans expires. One recommendation would be to
increase the threshold for "small loans" from $100,000, as the rule now allows, to
$200,000. This would increase the availability of credi.t to first-time and moderateincome borrowers.
a. Do you have the legal authorily to increase this amount?

Response:
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Refom1 and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act) limits the
points and fees payable .in connection with a .loan that is a qualified mmtgage (QM) to 3 percent
of the total loan amount. The Act also requires that the Consumer Financial Protection Bmeau
(Bureau) prescribe rules adjusting this limit to permit lenders that extend smaller loans to meet
the QM requirements. However, the Act did nol define the threshold for "smaller loans."

b. If so, why haven't you .increased this threshold?

Response:

The Federal Reserve Board, which originally had authority for implementing the Dodd-Frank
Act before that authority transferred to the Bureau, proposed a threshold of $75,000 for "smaller
loans." The Bureau increased this "smaller loan" threshold to the current $100,000 (indexed for
inflation). The Bureau also carefully designed a tiered sliding scale system that aHows smaller
dollar loans to be qualified mortgages even when the total points and fees are greater than three
percent of the total amount of the loan. The permissible relative share of points and fees
percentage increases as the loan amount declines to reflect the fact that fixed costs represent an
increased percemage of the loan amount for smaller loans. For the very smallest loans, the limit

is 8 percent of the total loan amount. This threshold and tiered sliding scale apply to all QMs,
including the current Government Sponsored Enterprises (GSE) eligible QMs. Thus the question
of whether to raise the threshold is not necessarily related to the expiration of the GSE-eligible
QM definition.

c. If not, would you suppmt legislation that would requi.re that you increase the
threshold for small loans to ensure low-income consumers can have access to
mortgage credit?

Response:
The Bureau generally does not take a position for or against prospective legislation. The Bureau
strives to implement i.ts statutory mandates faithfully and fairly and has made every effort to
ensure that access to mortgage credi.t is fair and transparent.

3. What legal liability does a lender face for originating a non-Qualified Mortgage that is
ultimately found not to comply with the ability-to-repay requirement? Given these risks,
do you believe that .lenders will orig1nate non-Qualified Mmtgages? Or will they avoid
lhese mortgages altogether?

Response:
The Truth in Lending Act (TILA), as amended by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Refonn and
Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act), provides that a consumer who brings a timely
action against a creditor for a violation of the ability-to-repay (ATR) requirement may be able to
recover special statutory damages equal to the sum of all finance charges and fees paid by the
consumer for up t.o three years, unless the creditor demonstrates that the failw·e to comply is not
material. 6 Th.is recovery is in addition to: (l) actual damages; (2) statutory damages in an
.individual action or class action, up to a prescribed threshold; and (3) court costs and attorney
fees that would be available for violations of other TILA provisions. Moreover, when a creditor,
or an assignee, other holder. or their agent initiates a foreclosure action, a consumer may assert a
violation of the ATR requirement "as a matter of defense by recoupment or setoff." There is no
time limit on the use of this defense. However, the amount of recoupment or sctoff is limited,
with respect to the special statutory damages, to no more than three years of finance charges and
fees. The Bureau has noted that the longer a consumer successfully makes timely payments, the
less likely it is that the creditor's determination of ability to repay was unreasonable or not in
good faith.

In finalizing the ATR requirement, the Bureau estimated that the l1tigation costs associated with
non-qualified mortgage loans could be expected to add less than 10 basis points (0. l percentage
points) to an average consumer's mortgage rate.
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The Dodd-Frank Act carefully cabins the conditions under which claims can be asserted and
damages can be awarded. The final rule provides extensive and clear guidance on how to
comply with the A TR/Qualified Mortgage (QM) rule. As done throughout the .implementation
periods for other mortgage rulemakings. the Bureau continues to work with industry to ensure
that lhe ATR/QM rule is implemented as intended. The Bureau's goal is to avoid industry
confusion or lack of communication.
We expect there will be p.lenty of responsible loans that fall outside our QM standard. There are
good loans made every year --- for example, loans made to a bon:ower with considerable other
assets or whose individual circumstances and repayment ability are carefully assessed, which are
non-QM because they do not meet the 43 percent debt-to-income ratio or are not eligible for
purchase by the government-sponsored entities, but nonetheless are based on sound underwriting
standards and routinely perform well over time.

4. We are already seeing the first signs that some smaller community financial institutions
are throwing their hands up in frustration and exiting the mortgage business rather than
trying to navigate the liability risk and excessive compliance costs inflicted by the
CFPB's QM rule. lndeed, a recent American Banker headline has suggested that "QM"
will come to stand for "Quitting Mortgages."
a. How do you reconcile the one-size-fits-all approach taken by the CFPB in
promulgating the QM rule with your statutory obligation to promote consumer choke
and facilitate access and innovation in the marketplace?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Proteclion Bureau (Bureau) has not taken a one-size-fits-all approach to
the Ability to Repay/Qualified Mortgage (ATR/QM) rule. Access to credit in rural communiti.es
as well as the .impacts of our rules on small creditors who serve those and other communities is a
matter we take very seriously. Bureau staff has undertaken numerous meetings with small
creditors and the.ir trade associations. The Bureau has also consulted our Credit Union and
Community Banking advisory councils for feedback.
We have provjded specialized QM rules designed to facilitate comp.liance and preserve access to
cred.it from small creditors. Generally speaking, small creditors are ones that are $2 billion or
less in assets, and together wi.th their affiliates, do 500 or fewer first lien mortgage loans per
year. Where a smaH creditor holds the loan in portfolio for at .least three years, it can take
advantage of these special QM rules. Such loans issued by small creditors arc QMs even if they
exceed the 43 percent debt-to-income (DTI) ratio, as Jong as the creditor considered DTI or
residual income and the loans meet the basic product features for QMs. The final rule also
allows small creditors to charge a higher annual percentage rate and still qualify for the Safe
Harbor (Annual Percentage Rate (APR) <= 350 basi.s points over Average Prime Offer Rate
(APOR) vs. 150 basis points over APOR).

In addition to the balloon payment QM for creditors operating predominantly in rural or
underscrvcd areas, our rules also provide a two-year temporary QM for small creditors that are
making balloon loans that they hold in portfolio without regard to where the creditor operates. ln
other words, small creditors across the country can make balloon loans (with certain limitations
such as a required Joan term of at least five years) as QM loans for two years after the rule goes
into effect. During this period, our staff ha~ committed to studying the topic of small creditor
balloon loans further, especially with regard to access to credit in rural or underserved
communities. ln so doing, the Bureau intends to rev.iew whether the definitions of rural. or
underserved should be further adjusted for purposes of the QM rule.

Questions for the Record Submitted bv Rep. Pa.trick Mm·phy:
1. Ms. Fuchs, the Bureau has been thoughtful in its approach to protecting consumers and
responsive to industry concerns about unintended consequences of regulations like QM.
The thoughtfulness with which the Bureau is approaching regulation of the payday loan

industry is also commendable. I believe that consumers must be protected from
predatory lenders and unlawful actors, As you know, my home State of FJorjda combines
good consumer protections with great .enforcement. This protects consumers from abuse
without constricting access to capital. Our well-regulated system crowds out offshore
and uni.awful online lenders that prey on consumers. How is the Bureau doing outreach
to stakeholders and consmners in regulating this industry?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) engages a wide range of stakeholders and
consumers in its work regarding the payday loan induslry. The Bureau's approach is grounded
in understanding the consumer experience in the payday loan market and data-driven evidence.
Field hearings are an important engagement opportunity for the Bureau around major consumer
financial issues. The Bureau, so far, has held two field hearings dedicated to the topic. One field
hearing was in Bim1ingham, Alabama in January 2012, and the other was in Nashvil.le,
Tennessee in March 20.14The Bureau has an open door for those jmcrested in sharing their experiences, concerns) and
recommendations. The Bureau's External Affairs division and those across the Bureau
respons.ible for devel.oping proposed rules impacting the payday I.ending market meet regularly
with industry) government, and consumer stakeholders. The Bureau will continue to solidt and
consider input from stakeholders as we consider how to develop proposed regulations.

Additionally, the Bureau recognizes lhe impmiant role of the states in the consumer financial
marketplace. As the Bureau considers appropriate regulatory action in the market for payday
loans, we wi.11 carefully examine the consumer protections developed by the states.

Questions for the Record Submitted by Rep. Robert Pittenger:
l. I appredated that your written statement indicated that the Bureau i.s, '"committed to
ensuring that our rules are effective at protecting consumers and making consumer
fi1umcial markets work better, and that they <lo not unduly bm·den the institutions
partic.ipating in those markets.'' Your statement also indicated that among the strategies
the Bureau employ to achieve those goals is to consider input from a wide variety of
stakeholders and you said that you seek targeted input on specific regulations. You
mentioned the Bureau's use of Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act
(SBREFA) to solicit feedback from small businesses.
a. Why does the Bw·eau provide just two weeks notice of the meetings to SB REF A
participants? Some SB REFA pruticipants have said they had to spend a l.ot of money
to make last milrnte travel arrangements. Would the Bureau give small entity
representatives at least one months' notice so that they can make travel arrangements
to attend SBREFA panel meetings in person?

Response:
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (Bureau) recognizes that Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act (SBREFA) small entity meeting participants need adequate time to
make trave.l arrangements, review materials, and prepare for and paiticipate .in SBREFA
meetings. The Bureau's most recent SBREFA meeting with small entity representatives was
held on March 6, 2014, in connection with a proposed rulcmaking under development to
implement amendments to the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) required by the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act) and to make rcl.ated
7
changes to the Bureau's Regulation C. The Bureau began communicating with potential small
entity representatives for the HMDA SBREFA Panel over a month in advance of the March 6th
meeting. Written materials for the Panel meeting were circulated to the selected SB REFA small
enti.ty representatives on February 7. 2014. Throughout the month of February. the Panel held
three teleconferences with the SBFEFA meeting participants to provide information about the
SBREFA process and di.scuss matters related to the Bureau's analysis and the spccHic proposals
under consideration. All small entity representatives were provided with the option to participate
in the March 61h SBREFA Panel meeting by teleconference if unable to travel or attend in person.
The Bureau also provided the small entity representatives with an opp01tunity to submit written
feedback until March 20. 2014.

b. Why does the Bureau n.ot consult with .industry trade associations before SBREFA
panels arc convened to better prepare the small entity representatives for the SBREFA
panels? One of the main goals of these panels is to help determine how costly a
regulation will be to implement for small business and to identify less-costly
alternatives. Industry groups can help the Bmeau measure factors included in these
cost estimates (including d.ifferences in regional practice and vendor practices) or
information about altematives that can reduce costs for small businesses. A small

.,
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business owner can provide more effective infonnation to the SBREFA process when
they have the assistance from their trade association or their vendors. Conducting
outreach to trade associations before holding the panel (including inviting trade
associations to observe lhe panel meeting in person) ensures that the SB.AR gets the
most accurate cost data available.

Response:
SBREFA Panels are one part of the Bureau's broader outreach initiatives to consult with and
obtain feedback from smal.l businesses and orher stakeholders. The Bureau engages in a variety
of other ouu:each efforts to obtain information and feedback from industry stakeholders and their
trade associations, representatives, and vendors, as well as from consumers and consumer
advocates.

The Bureau allows and enables small business representatives to seek and obtain the assistance
and support of their trade associations or vendors if they so desire. The Bureau's substantive
written materials describing the proposed rule under consideration and its potential impacts are
not only distributed to the participants in the meeting, but also are published and made available
to all members of the public, including trade associations, vendors, and other industry
representatives, on the Bureau's website. ln addition, for each of the four SB REF A panel
meetings held by the Bureau to date, each small entity representative was able to invite and bring
at least one guest, which could be someone from their own company, a trade assoc.iation, or
vendor, with them to provide support and assistance during and after the SBREFA Panel
meeting. As a result. trade associations and vendors are able to provide any assistance or support
if a small business representative seeks such assistance during the SBREFA process.
c. Why docs the Bureau not make the SBREFA panel report public once .it is complete
and wait unlit the final regulation is published? By publicizing the report earlier in
the regulatory process, the Bureau can provide crucial information to industry
stakeholders. This will allow industry to develop more useful data for the Bureau to
consider about the impact of their proposals on small business.

Response:
The Regulatory Flexibility Act, as amended by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act of 1996 and the Dodd-Frank Act, requires the SBREFA Panel report be made
publi.c as part of the rulemaking record but does not specify when the report should be released
to the public. 8 The Bureau does not wait until the final regulation .is published before .releasing
the SBREF A Panel report to the public as pa1t of the rnlcmaking record. Rather, the Bureau
releases th.e SBREFA Panel report with the proposed rnle so that the public, including small
entities and other industry stakeholders, can consider them together and submit fom1al comments
in response to the proposal.
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In addition, for each of the four SB REFA panel meetings held by the Bureau to date, substantive
wri.ttcn materials describing the proposed rule under consideration and its potential impacts were
not only distributed to the small entity represematives participating in the meeting, but were aJso
made available to the public, including other indust1)' stakeholders, on the Bw·eau 's website.
This provides c:m opportunity lo all industry stakeholders - not just SBREFA Panel meeting
participants - to review and assess the proposals under consideration and submit any data,
comments, or other information related to potential impacts of the proposal to the Bureau for
consideration prior to the issuance of the proposed rule.

d. Would the Bureau broaden the way it looks at the impact of a regulation on small
business. The SBREFA panel focused heavily on the direct costs of this rule on small
business, such as software costs, productivity and training bul glanced over the parts
of this rule that could have indirect but very seri.ous costs on small business. These
indirect costs can be extraordinary~ including potentially preventing small business
from being able to compete in the future marketplace.

Response:
The Regulatory FJexibi.lity Act (RFA), as amended by the Small Busjness Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 and the Dodd-Frank Act, requires the Bureau to consult with
smal.l entities and collect adv.ice and recommendations regarding the projected reporting, record
keeping. an.d other compliance requirements of the proposed rule; other rules that may duplicate,
overlap, or conflict with the proposed rule; and any significant alternatives which accomplish the
stated statutory o~jectivcs and minimize any significant impact of the proposed rule on small.
entities.9 When assessing such impacts under the RFA, the Bureau considers both one-lime and
recurring costs to small entities.
In addition, pursuant to the requirements of the RFA, the Bureau consults with small entities and
coHects advi.ce and recommendations regarding: (l) any projected increase in the cost of credit
for small enti.ties; and (2) any significant alternatives to the proposed rule which accomplish the
stated objectives of applicable statutes and which minimize any increase in the cost of credit for
smal.l entities. to Other statutes such as the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA)ll and the DoddFrank Act, I:! also require the Bureau to consider impacts of it regulations.

e. An example .is the panel's revi.ew of the proposals related to who completes the
Closing Disclosure. Under the rule, the Bureau makes the lender ultimately liable for
the accuracy of the Closing Disclosure even if they partner with a settlement agent to
complete the form. While the panel focused on the direct costs of the.ir new form, the
indirect costs (namely that lenders would be incentivizcd to limit the number of smaU
entities with whom they work) will be much more devastating to small business. The
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Bureau should take greater care to determine whether a proposal will cause businessmodel shifts that could be harmful to small-business competitiveness.

Response:
Throughout the rulemaking process, including during SB REFA. the Bureau recei.ved and
considered comments regarding concerns about lender responsibility for the accuracy of the
Closing Disclosure. During the SBREFA process, the panel recommended two alternatives after
hearing concerns on this issue: (I) making the lender solely responsible for the settlement
disclosure, and (2) making the lender and settlement agent responsible for TILA and RESP A
porti.ons, respectively, and making the lender and seller jointly responsible for providing the
disclosure to the consumer. Following the paners recommendation, the Bw·eau proposed two
alternatives: (1) making the creditor solely responsible for provision of the Closing Disclosure
and (2) permitting the settlement agent to provide the Closing Disclosure, although requiring the
creditor ensures that the disclosure was provided in accordance with Regulation Z's
requirements. After notice and comment, the Bureau considered and summarized comments
received in the final rnle, and finalized a rule permitting the settlement agent to provide the

Closing Disclosure. The Bureau acknowledges that lenders may assume greater responsibility
for the disclosure of settlement cost information than they do cun-ently; however. the Bureau also
believes that lenders will continue to rely on the expertise of settlement agents in conducting
closings. Lender responsibility under this rule also aligns with current practices and allows the
parties to continue to work together to close home mortgage transactions in a manner that is most
efficient for consumers and the market Under the final rule, settlement agents are, however, still
respons.iblc for providing the seller's Closing Disclosure. The rule also aHows lenders to
contrnct with settlement agents, which offers lenders additional flexibility in how they choose to

structure their operations.
2. SBREFA panels are a one shot event that comes .late in the regulatory process. The
SBAR occurs after the Bureau has decided on the need for a regulation, conducted
research to support the regi1lation, and developed the substantive pieces of the regulation
and just pri.or to a regulation being formally proposed in the Federal Register. This is
fairly late in the game and precludes the Bureau from considering, researching and testing

alternatives that will be less costly to small business before publishing their proposal. A
more effective process would be to have the Bureau cornmlt with small businesses
lhroughout the enlire regulatory process.

While I am not asking the Bw·eau to endorse specific legislation, does the Bureau see a
benefit .in the establishment of an advisory board for small businesses that are

nondepository insrilulions similar to those established for outreach lo community hanks
and credit unions? If no, why not?

Response:
The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) requires the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
(Bureau) to convene a Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act (SBREFA) Panel to
consult with small entities and prepare an initial regulatory flexibility analysis and final

regulatory flexibility analysis for rules for which notice and comment are required unless it
certifies that a rule will not have a "significant economic impact on a substantial number of small
entities" (RFA impact). 13
Smal.l businesses have several opportunities to participate meaningfully in the SBREFA process.
Prior to the SBREFA process, the Bureau generally conducts outreach through trade
associations, our standing community bank and credit union advisory councils, informal
roundtables, and other means to identify issues, alternatives, and impacts that will need to be
assessed in the course of the rulemaking. The Bureau gathers and analyzes information as early
in the rulemaking process as possible to determine whether to convene a SBREFA Panel. When
a proposed rule under consideration is sufficiently developed so that small businesses can
provide meaningful inpul and information on the potential RFA impacts and ways to minimize
such impacts, the Bureau convenes the SBREFA Panel and consults with small bus.iness
representatives.

In addition to the SBREFA panel, the Bureau publishes the materials on our websjte, creates a
general email address to receive feedback, and typically, convenes several listening sessions to
gather input from a broad range of stakeholders. Small businesses and their trade associations
(including those consulted during the SBREFA process) get a full opportunity to submit
comments on the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking once we have .incorporated the earlier rounds
of feedback to settle on a proposed approach.
In addition to the SBREFA process, the Bureau engages in a variety of other outreach efforts
throughout all stages of development of its regulations in addition to stakeholder meetings and
listening sessions, including hearings, roundtables, and advisory boards lo obtain information
and feedback from industry and consumers. The information and input obtained through tJ1esc
outreach mechanisms are aJso considered throughout all stages of developing and promulgating
the proposed regulation at issue.

Questions for the Record Submitted bv Rep. Kvrsten Sinema:
1. ll is my understanding that the CFPB is going to begin a formal regulatory process aimed
at pay day lending:. ls the CFPB coordinating with DOJ, the OCC and the FDIC.
regarding the potential interacti.on between Operation Choke Point and rules jntended to
regulate pay day lending'!

Response:
As it develops its rulemaking proposal., the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau will consu.lt
with other Federal agencies, as provided by Section 1022 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform
and Consumer Protection Act. 14
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